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The carriage rolled noiselessly on the soft track, the shadows fell long on the dusty little
plain interspersed with dark bushes, mounds of turned-up earth, low wooden buildings with
iron roofs of the Railway Company; the sparse row of telegraph poles strode obliquely clear
of the town, bearing a single, almost invisible wire far into the great campo – like a slender,
vibrating feeler of that progress waiting outside for a moment of peace to enter and twine itself
about the weary heart of the land.
Joseph Conrad, “Nostromo”, 1904
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Summary
One of the core issues for operators of passenger railways is providing sufficient number of seats
for passengers while keeping operating costs at a minimum. The process a railway operator
undertakes in order to achieve this is called rolling stock planning. Rolling stock planning deals
with deciding how to utilise the fleet of available train units in space and time.
In this thesis, rolling stock planning has been studied, using as case study DSB S-tog, the
suburban passenger railway operator of the City of Copenhagen. At DSB S-tog, the rolling stock
planning process is subdivided according to time horizon into two subprocesses. Firstly, there
is the long-term circulation planning process, in which planning is conducted for anonymous,
virtual train units months in advance. Secondly, there is the short-term train unit dispatching
process, which covers the execution of the long term circulation plan. In the train unit dispatch-
ing process, the anonymous, virtual train units from the circulation planning process will have
real, physical train units assigned to them. The train unit dispatching process has a short-term
time horizon of days, hours and minutes and makes sure the actual, real-world train services are
performed. Disruptions are also handled in this process.
In the long term circulation planning phase of rolling stock planning, a large number of
railway-specific requirements must be taken into account: The physical railway infrastructure
must be adhered to, e. g., platform and depot track capacities, the rules of the train control
system and the order in which train units may be parked so as not to obstruct each other’s
movements; All trains services of the timetable must have a least one train unit assigned; Only
the available rolling stock can be used in the plan; The plan should provide seating capacity ac-
cording to the passenger demand and provide an even distribution of flexible space for bicycles
etc.; Planned shunting operations in the depot should have sufficient personnel on duty; Train
units must undergo interior and exterior cleaning, surface foil application and winter prepared-
ness treatment at regular time intervals; At regular service distance intervals, train units must
undergo scheduled maintenance etc., and consumables must be refilled; Certain train services
must have train units with additional train control system equipment installed, special passenger
counting equipment installed and/or perform predefined exposure of commercials.
In the short-term train unit dispatching phase of rolling stock planning, additional railway-
specific requirements include: Exterior graffiti removal and unscheduled maintenance on de-
mand and sometimes within a given time frame; Make available train units to meet surveillance
video recording requests from the police within a given time frame.
Due to the large number of railway-specific requirements and their nature, rolling stock
planning is traditionally conducted in a step-by-step manner, in which the individual planning
processes are not integrated with each other. Needless to say, this yields rolling stock plans that
are either suboptimal or infeasible with regard to the requirements.
In this thesis it is shown that it is possible to design and implement a rolling stock planning
model integrating into one planning process all the railway-specific requirements of DSB S-tog,
all at the same time. This integrated rolling stock planning model is implemented using a greedy
heuristic and makes use of the novel (train) unit order conservation principle, implemented as
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special side constraints to a resource constrained shortest path algorithm. The integrated rolling
stock planning model is tested extensively on 15 real-world, manually constructed rolling stock
plan data instances. When run on these instances, the greedy heuristic can achieve an average
economic gain of approx. 2% with processing times in all cases less than 1 hour 20 minutes. In
addition to this, the greedy heuristic can make typically infeasible rolling stock plans feasible
within just a few minutes of processing time.
Moreover, in this thesis a number of different economic net value upper bound calculation
models are designed, implemented and tested. The net value upper bound calculation models
implement the railway-specific requirements to a varying degree and consequently expose dif-
ferent properties with regard to tightness of bounds and processing times. The net value upper
bound model having the highest degree of requirements integration adheres to 47% of the re-
quirements by count. Using this tightest net value upper bound calculation model, it is shown
that the greedy heuristic mentioned before is able to gain approx. 1/3 of the relative gap between
the net value of the original, manual plans and the net value upper bound. Moreover, it is shown
that in most cases, the net value of the original, manual plans already lie close to the upper
bound.
Furthermore, a branch-and-price based matheuristic integrated rolling stock planning model
is designed, implemented and tested. It is shown that this type of matheuristic model is able
to adhere fully to all railway-specific requirements, and that the vast majority of requirements
can be integrated into the optimisation steps of the matheuristic algorithm. The branch-and-
price matheuristic model can solve small instances (e. g., in the form of matheuristic iterations)
to optimality. Used in conjunction with the greedy heuristic, the two methods combined can
achieve an additional small gain in objective value not achievable using each method by itself.
With a yearly cost of the rolling stock operation in the hundreds of million DKK, the po-
tential benefit of a real-world application of the models to DSB S-tog is in the order of several
million DKK per year. In addition to this, a substantial benefit can be gained by the way the
models can automate the current, manual planning procedures. This will enable planners to in-
vest more creativity and meticulousness into the planning process as a result of being liberated
from manual planning procedures. For these reasons, DSB S-tog is eager to proceed with the
real-world application of the models developed in this thesis.
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Preface
This thesis has been submitted to the Department of Management Engineering at the Technical
University of Denmark for the partial fulfilment of the requirements for acquiring the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Engineering Science.
The work has been conducted within the framework of the industrial Ph.D. programme
of Innovation Fund Denmark in collaboration with Danish State Railways (DSB), Technical
University of Denmark (DTU) and IBM Research, Zürich Laboratory.
The work has been supervised by Professor Jesper Larsen, DTU; Julie Jespersen Groth,
DSB and Marco Laumanns, IBM. A substantial contribution has been provided by Professor
David Ryan, University of Auckland.
The thesis deals with the planning of rolling stock for the suburban passenger railway oper-
ator of the City of Copenhagen, DSB S-tog. The thesis consists of three parts:
Part I is an introduction to rolling stock planning for a suburban railway operator. It covers
rolling stock planning processes and requirements.
Part II deals with ways to model and to solve the rolling stock planning problem. It contains
an overview of related work and presents five new rolling stock planning models with different
characteristics. Experimental results are presented.
Part III puts the work carried out into perspective, the results achieved and lessons learned
are discussed and an outlook to further research is presented.
Copenhagen, May 31, 2017
Per Thorlacius
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Part I
Rolling Stock Planning For A Suburban
Passenger Railway
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Passenger railway transport systems form an important part of modern, urban societies. Every
day, around the world, millions and millions of people are transported to and from their daily
activities by means of passenger railway transport services.
As cities grow larger and more dense, a strong, global trend, passenger railway transport
becomes an essential part of the urban societal infrastructure. Compared to other modes of
transport, a passenger railway can supply an unsurpassed transport capacity with very modest
land use requirements. By providing efficient transport services, passenger railways play a key
role in preventing road traffic congestion, a major problem in most cities.
Moreover, passenger railway transport has, by far, the smallest environmental footprint of
all motorised transport modes, with energy use per transported passenger kilometre for a typical
journey lower than that of automobile transport by a factor in the order of 4 [107]. Moreover,
greenhouse gas emission rates per passenger kilometre are lower by a factor in the order of 7
compared to automobile transport [107]. Most passenger railways are provided with an electric
traction system, for which reason there is no local air pollution, a much wider range of sus-
tainable energy sources at hand and a range of technologies to reduce environmental impact of
energy production in electrical power plants. Passenger railway transport emits less noise than
its road-based passenger transport counterparts, automobiles and busses, and the noise emitted
is generally perceived far less aggravating [41]. As such, the noise-related external costs per
passenger kilometre are in the order of 7 times lower for passenger railway transport than for
automobile transport [41]. From a safety perspective, the fatality risk per passenger kilometre
for railway is 3 times lower than for busses and 24 times lower than for automobiles [50].
All of these factors make passenger railways a major contributor to sustainable, societal,
economic progress. This role is likely to be strengthened in the future with the emergence
of driverless on-demand road vehicles. Driverless vehicles will likely make road transport
easier, this in turn leading to an increase in demand, likely to lead to even more road con-
gestion. However, the emergence of driverless road vehicles may in turn enable the provision
of a road/railway integrated transport system in which the strengths of the different modes of
transport can be utilised better than today.
This thesis deals with one of the essential aspects of providing an efficient passenger railway
transport system, namely the planning of the utilisation of railway rolling stock. DSB S-tog,
the suburban passenger railway operator of the City of Copenhagen is used as case study in the
thesis. In 2015, DSB S-tog transported more than 114 million passengers [2].
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1.1 Introduction to Passenger Railway Operations Planning
The operation of a passenger railway is an immensely complex undertaking. Numerous condi-
tions must be fulfilled, all at the same time, for a passenger train service to be performed. Not
only must the railway infrastructure of tracks, points (switches), energy transmission networks,
bridges, tunnels, station buildings, platforms and communication networks exist and be in a
functional state; for the individual train units to move, there must also be available capacity on
the tracks. There must be a functional train control system to secure that operations may be
conducted safely. The state of maintenance of the train units must be in accordance with the
legislation. There needs to be space in the depot for the train units to be parked when they are
not in use. The train units, platforms and station buildings must be cleaned regularly. Time
tables must be constructed and distributed to passengers. The fare tariff must be determined and
tickets and passes sold. Revenue must be collected and distributed to other operators within the
same tariff. There needs to be personnel in the train units to drive them around and personnel to
perform the inspection of tickets. There needs to be personnel to oversee and monitor the rail-
way operation and to take action to prevent or recover from disruptions. All personnel needs to
have the right education and certification, e. g., for the operation of specific types of train units.
The union agreements for the personnel must be adhered to. These are just some examples of
all the conditions that must be fulfilled for a passenger railway to operate.
Thus, in order for a railway to operate, a lot of people with very different backgrounds need
to work closely together. As such, railway planning is a highly multi-disciplinary task.
Moreover, railway operations planning must be conducted within highly different time hori-
zons and levels of detail, ranging from strategic decisions it may take years to realise (for
instance the construction of new railway tracks or the acquisition of new rolling stock) to de-
tailed, operational decisions on what is going to happen within the next minutes (for instance
if a particular train service should be cancelled because of a technical fault on one of the front
doors of the foremost train unit). For the reasons mentioned, railway operations planning is tra-
ditionally split into individual planning tasks by time horizon and area of expertise to be carried
out individually in a step-by-step manner in the order shown in Figure 1.1.
Railway operations planning processes relate to three time horizons, the strategic time hori-
zon, by which plans are created for events to happen years ahead, the tactical time horizon, by
which plans are created for events to happen months or weeks ahead, and by the operational
time horizon, by which plans and decisions are taken for events to happen days, hours or minutes
ahead. Seen from an overall perspective, railway operations planning thus starts in the strategic
time horizon with the process of infrastructure planning, i. e., the planning and provision of
the railway infrastructure. Next, fleet planning deals with the planning and acquisition of the
rolling stock to operate on the infrastructure. Next, train service line planning is conducted,
involving strategic decisions as to which train service lines to operate, which stations to serve
and with what frequency, etc.
The next overall process is in the tactical time horizon, namely the timetabling process in
which the details of which train services to operate at what time are decided. Next, in the tactical
process of circulation planning it is decided how the rolling stock should be operated to execute
the timetable. In the following process personnel planning it is decided where and when the
personnel should be on duty in order to execute the timetable and the circulation plan.
The next processes are in the operational time horizon dealing with the real-world execution
of the hithereto planned tasks and services. The process train service dispatching deals with
deciding which train services from the timetable to cancel or delay in the case of disruptions,
the train unit dispatching process deals with making sure physical train units are assigned to
all train services and personnel dispatching that there is personnel to perform all tasks. The
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Passenger Railway Operations Planning
Strategic Time Horizon (Years)
Infrastructure Planning
Fleet Planning
Train Service Line Planning
Tactical Time Horizon (Months, Weeks)
Timetabling
Circulation Planning
Personnel Planning
Operational Time Horizon (Days, Hours, Minutes)
Train Service Dispatching
Train Unit Dispatching
Personnel Dispatching
Figure 1.1: Overview of the overall planning processes for the operation of a passenger railway
and the order in which they are traditionally carried out. The diagram shows overall planning
processes carried out in the strategic time horizon (grey), in the tactical time horizon (blue) and
in the operational time horizon (violet).
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processes in the operational time horizon will be reiterated each time operational conditions
change, e. g., in the event of disruptions. Focus is then shifted to recovery, i. e., to bring back
the operation to be in accordance with the original plan. Processes in the operational time
horizon will then be reiterated until all disruptions have been resolved.
As may be understood, the sequential manner by which railway operations planning is tradi-
tionally conducted may not be ideal. It may, for instance, be the case that a very good timetable
may be constructed from a passenger perspective, but as it turns out, this timetable is difficult to
execute with regard to the available rolling stock. The constructed timetable may also be prone
to delays or just expensive. Moreover, it may turn out that the personnel plan corresponding to
the constructed timetable may violate the union agreements with regard,e. g., to maximum duty
duration.
The art of railway planning lies in conducting the planning in each individual step by tak-
ing into account the complex interactions with both preceding and succeeding planning steps.
This may not be an easy task since very different areas of expertise, levels of detail, focus and
planning objectives may prevail in the different planning steps.
If multiple planning subprocesses, different by nature, are handled all-together in one single
planning process, we speak of integrated planning and say that the subprocesses are integrated
into the single planning process. Ideally, in integrated planning, the subprocesses form an
integral part of the integrated planning process. However, integrated planning can also, to some
degree, be achieved by ensuring there exists a feedback mechanism between the individual
planning steps.
Using a feedback mechanism is what railway operators have been practising for more than
a century, namely that different departments suggest changes in the area of other departments
to make planning easier in their own. In this case integration (to a limited degree) becomes an
organic part of the planning procedures of the railway operator. Over time this may generate a
lot of tacit knowledge about how to conduct the railway operation for the conditions prevailing
for the individual railway.
Using the feedback mechanism between planning steps as means to achieve a higher level
of process integration is of course greatly facilitated if the individual planning steps are fast to
perform. In our age this means if they are dynamic and automated. In this way a plan covering
one step of the planning process can quickly be constructed based on a plan constructed in
another step. One can then iterate back and forth between the two steps, gradually producing
corresponding plans that have a higher degree of integration and represent good solutions to
both planning steps.
This thesis deals with integrating into one process, subprocesses which are usually executed
in a step-by-step manner. The subprocesses treated are those contained in the processes circu-
lation planning and train unit dispatching on Figure 1.1, collectively designated rolling stock
planning, to which subject an introduction is given next.
1.2 Introduction to Rolling Stock Planning
Rolling stock planning is the collective term for the processes that a passenger railway operator
undertakes in order to ensure the most efficient usage of its rolling stock. The main purpose of
rolling stock planning is to accommodate the demand for seats in the individual train services
running between stations as demanded by passengers. This demand must be accommodated
while minimising operational costs.
The demand for seats is given as the number of expected passengers for a given train service,
but whether this demand can be accommodated by the railway operator depends on a number
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of limiting factors.
The main limiting factor is of course the number of individual train units in the rolling stock
fleet, as well as where the train units are located at any given time. As such, rolling stock
planning is about determining the distribution of train units as resources in space and time.
Another important limiting factor lies in the fact that each train unit must be parked in a
depot when not in use. The parking must be conducted in such a way that the depot capacity is
utilised as good as possible, and so that all train units can be driven in and out of the depot when
needed without being obstructed by each other. Most often depot tracks are only accessible from
one end. This has the consequence that train units arriving to a given depot track first will also
need to be the last to leave.
Since suburban railways are situated around larger cities, land is a scarce resource. For this
reason the amount of space in the depots is often a highly limiting factor on the operation of
suburban railways. This is to a substantial degree the case for DSB S-tog.
Furthermore, the topological layout of the tracks in the depots may also be a limiting factor.
Some depot tracks may only be reached by from certain platform tracks, and sometimes even
necessitating movements with multiple changes of direction and the use of the main line tracks.
Moreover, operational requirements as to the allowed types of train shuntings for coupling
and decoupling train units also influence which rolling stock plans can be constructed.
Finally, each train unit must undergo scheduled maintenance at given time and service dis-
tance intervals. This is also a limiting factor in that it prescribes for which distance a train
unit may be in service before it needs to be in a specific place at a specific time, namely at the
maintenance workshop.
All of these requirements together (and more) constitute the highly complex problem of
rolling stock planning, a problem that needs to be solved both within the tactical and operational
time horizons.
A good rolling stock plan is a plan that adheres to all of the railway-specific requirements
while at the same time minimising the economic costs of the operation. The total service dis-
tance completed is the cause for the largest portion of the economic costs for the rolling stock
operation, however train shuntings in and out of depots may also be associated with an addi-
tional cost if more personnel is needed to perform the operations. A good rolling stock plan is
also robust toward external influences such as delayed or cancelled train services.
The overall purpose of rolling stock planning is thus to supply seats in time and space to
fulfil the passenger demand while minimising operating costs. This is conducted by assigning
rolling stock train units to train services. As such, a train service is served by one or more train
units. When passenger demand is high, train units providing a high seating capacity should be
assigned to the individual train service. When demand is low, a minimum of train units may be
assigned to the individual train service.
1.3 Industrial and Scientific Goals of This Thesis
Representing an industrial Ph.D. project, this thesis has both scientific and industrial goals. The
industrial goals are related to the practical applicability of the research conducted.
As may be obvious by the explanations in the previous section, to construct a rolling stock
planning model that takes all of the described requirements into account in an integrated manner
is a difficult task. Nevertheless, this is the concrete and practical problem of the suburban
railway operator, DSB S-tog, a practical problem for which a solution needs to be found.
To provide this solution, to provide an integrated rolling stock planning model, is the pri-
mary industrial goal of this Ph.D. thesis. This includes to demonstrate the real-world applica-
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bility of the integrated rolling stock model using real-world production data instances. Repre-
senting an industrial Ph.D. project, the primary goal of this thesis thus aims to stretch beyond an
academic demonstration of the viability of a particular set of methods to solve isolated subprob-
lems, subproblems that may even have been cherry-picked for academic reasons. The aim is to
adhere to all railway-specific requirements (no exceptions) in an integrated manner and to do so
using real, railway operation production data. The goal is thus to show that integrated rolling
stock planning can actually be performed in a way applicable to an actual railway operator.
The secondary industrial goal is to compare the different solution approaches to integrated
rolling stock planning which may be identified, so as to evaluate the implementation effort
required to solve a given set of requirements, and to which degree this makes the model better
with regard to requirements integration, the real-world application and the economic value of its
solutions. This also includes a qualitative evaluation of the operational cost of having specific
requirements in place.
Moreover, since the research conducted in the course of this industrial Ph.D. project is
performed with the goal of being rolled out in a real railway-operation production organisation,
an emphasis has been put in documenting the processes, solution methods and results. This
includes the development of tools for the visualisation of the rolling stock plans themselves,
and the data structures used to construct them.
The scientific goals of this thesis are related to the result-focused, industrial goals, however,
the scientific goals are focused more in the direction of understanding “the whats, the hows and
the whys” of the rolling stock planning problem and its solution.
The primary scientific goal is thus to identify suitable ways in which an integrated rolling
stock planning model can be systematically constructed. This includes to identify suitable solu-
tion techniques, to design new ones and to compare them according to their properties, includ-
ing processing time and solution quality. The latter touches upon the secondary scientific goal,
namely to explore ways to quantify the improvement potential of existing rolling stock planning
solutions. Naturally, both of the mentioned scientific goals require a systematic description of
the rolling stock planning process itself. As such, this description can be viewed as the zeroth
scientific goal.
1.4 Scientific Contributions of This Thesis
With the offset of the industrial and scientific goals described above, the main scientific contri-
butions of the work described in this thesis are:
• A complete, structured and detailed description of the entire rolling stock planning pro-
cess at DSB S-tog. This includes a description of the railway-specific requirements for
rolling stock planning;
• The design, implementation and testing of a fully functional, integrated rolling stock
planning model taking into account all the described railway-specific requirements in an
integrated manner. In particular, the integration of train unit to train service assignment,
maintenance planning (by distance) and depot planning is not known from literature. The
model uses a greedy heuristic;
• The design and implementation of special side constraints to a resource constrained short-
est path algorithm, side constraints that can handle the individual order of train units in
train compositions so that no train unit will obstruct the movement of another. This novel
concept is called unit order flow conservation;
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• The design, implementation and testing of three different types economic value upper
bound calculation models for rolling stock planning. With varying accuracy and process-
ing time characteristics, theses models can be used to quickly calculate the upper bound
of the economic value as an approximate measure of how good a rolling stock plan can
be constructed based on a given set of input data;
• The design, implementation and testing of a fully functional branch-and-price based
matheuristic integrated rolling stock planning model taking into account all railway-
specific requirements, with the vast majority of requirements integrated into the opti-
misation part of the algorithm. This model is able to solve small instances (in the form
of matheuristic iterations) to optimality. It is generally less time-effective than the greedy
heuristic. However used in combination with the greedy heuristic model, it can achieve
slightly better solutions than can be achieved with any of the models alone.
1.5 How This Thesis Is Structured
This thesis consists of nine chapters, divided into three parts.
Part I is an introduction to rolling stock planning for a suburban railway operator. The cur-
rent introductory Chapter 1 leads forward to Section 1.6 (below) in which the terminology used
throughout the thesis is defined. Next, Chapter 2 describes the rolling stock planning process
of DSB S-tog and its subprocesses. A rolling stock plan must adhere to a number of practical,
railway-specific requirements. These requirements are described in detail in Chapter 3.
Part II deals with ways to model and to solve the rolling stock planning problem. Its first
Chapter 4 contains an overview of related work and presents a short overview of the five rolling
stock planning models developed for this thesis. Next, in Chapter 5, the greedy heuristic based
integrated rolling stock planning model is introduced. In Chapter 6, three different economic
value upper bound calculation models for rolling stock planning are presented. Then in Chap-
ter 7, the branch-and-price matheuristic integrated rolling stock planning model is presented.
Part III puts the work carried out into perspective, the results achieved and lessons learned.
Chapter 8 discusses the implications of the developed models, whereas Chapter 9 presents an
outlook to further research.
The appendix contains additional information related to the work, including a presentation
of the developed visualisation tools for rolling stock planning, auxiliary rolling stock planning
methodologies, implementation details and metrics and a description of the types of infeasibili-
ties that may occur in rolling stock plans as a consequence of the step-by-step manner by which
they may be constructed.
1.6 Terminology
This section defines the most important terms used throughout this thesis. References to more
detailed descriptions of the terms and their implications are given where applicable. Terms
in italics refer to other definitions in the list. The terms appear in a logical order for their
explanation. The list can be read as a dense and detailed introduction to rolling stock planning.
• A station is a point in space where a train service may stop to allow passengers to get on
or off;
• A train service is the concept of transport using train units on the main line railway
tracks, provided as a service to passengers and/or to perform positioning of train units.
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A train service runs between an origin station and a terminal station stopping at or skip-
ping zero or more intermediate stations on the way at points in time as scheduled in the
timetable;
• A revenue train service is a train service provided for the transport of passengers for
revenue;
• A non-revenue train service is a train service that runs without passengers in order to
position the train units;
• Skipping is when a train service passes a station without stopping. Skipping occurs
as scheduled in the timetable for express train services, in disruption management for
delayed train services to catch up, and for non-revenue train services that carry no pas-
sengers;
• Positioning is the process of moving train units in one or more train services in order to
meet later demand for seats or technical maintenance etc. at other points in space;
• Revenue positioning is the positioning of (virtual) train units by providing more (virtual)
train units in a revenue train service than is in demand by passengers, thus offering excess
seating capacity;
• Non-revenue positioning is positioning in non-revenue train services with no passengers.
This is also known as dead-heading;
• A timetable is a complete list of revenue and non-revenue train services for a given period
of time. Only the revenue train services are published to the general public. For details,
see Section 3.2 on page 35;
• An origin station is a station from which a train service starts;
• A terminal station is a station at which a train service ends;
• An intermediate station is a station during the run of a train service at which the train
service may either be stopping or skipping;
• The train drivers constitute the staff group performing train services. Train drivers also
perform those train shuntings being to and from side tracks;
• A depot is the entire infrastructure at a station used for train shunting and parking of
(virtual) train units at depot tracks. All depots have facilities for cleaning and some have
facilities for maintenance;
• A maintenance depot is a depot with maintenance facilities;
• A depot station is a station which has a depot;
• A depot track is a track at a depot where (virtual) train units may be parked when not
running as a train service;
• A split depot is a depot at a station at which some of the depot tracks are only reachable
from some of the platform tracks and vice verse. Hillerød station has as split depot, as
seen on Figure 3.1 on page 35;
• A terminal depot is a depot located at a terminal station;
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• A same direction depot is a terminal depot located so that train services arriving to
its depot station may reach the same direction depot by continuing through the depot
station in the same direction of movement. Train shuntings arriving from a same direction
depot may also continue through its depot station in the same direction of movement to
become train services departing from that depot station. Høje Tåstrup station has a same
direction depot, as seen on Figure 3.1 on page 35. Note that the tracks below the station
on Figure 3.1 belong to the maintenance workshop;
• An opposite direction depot is a terminal depot located so that train services arriving
to its depot station may only reach the opposite direction depot by changing direction
of movement at the depot station. Train shuntings arriving from an opposite direction
depot must also change their direction of movement at the depot station to become train
services departing from that depot station. Køge station has a opposite direction depot,
as seen on Figure 3.1 on page 35;
• A intermediate depot is a depot located at an intermediate station. Train units entering
an intermediate depot may continue in the same direction or must change direction de-
pending on the direction in which they are arriving at the intermediate depot. København
H station has an intermediate depot, as seen on Figure 3.1 on page 35;
• A platform track is a track at a station where a train service may stop and allow pas-
sengers to get on or off. A platform track may also be temporary used for the parking of
(virtual) train units;
• A side track is a track that can only be used for parking in the day time. There is no
internal train shunting between side tracks;
• A side track station is a station which has side tracks. As opposed to a depot station,
there are no facilities for cleaning or maintenance;
• A train shunting is the operation of coupling and decoupling (virtual) train units at
depot stations or side track stations as well as moving the (virtual) train units to and from
platform tracks, depot tracks and side tracks;
• The depot drivers constitute the staff group generally performing those train shuntings
that are in and out of a depot;
• A train service line is an aggregation of similar train services according to the time of
day they are running, the stations they are visiting etc.;
• A train service sequence is a consecutive sequence of train services, on the same (or
related) train service line, for which it is a natural choice that the (virtual) train units
be reused from one train service to the next, without visiting a depot in between. The
train service sequences of a timetable may be determined from the layout of tracks, the
minimum and maximum turnaround times between two consecutive train services at the
origin and terminal stations and by the braiding policy. The concept of train service
sequences is used to ease the manual rolling stock planning process. The first and last
train service in a train service sequence may not require a depot driver to perform train
shunting of the corresponding (virtual) train units out from or into the depot, since the
train driver for the train service has time to perform this operation as his first or last task
in his duty. See Figure 2.2 on page 28 for an example of a circulation diagram showing
train service sequences;
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• Braiding is when there are train services from different train service lines in the same
train service sequence. Braiding may yield better utilisation of the (virtual) train units
at the cost of a lower robustness since disruptions may then propagate between train
service lines. Under certain conditions braiding may produce train service sequences
that represent one direction of one train service line and the opposite of another, a highly
undesirable feature from a robustness point of view. Forced braiding may also be used to
raise the robustness by forcing higher turnaround times;
• Depot internal shunting is the process of train shunting between depot tracks at the
same depot station. A platform track may be involved in the process, but depot internal
shunting starts at one depot track and finishes at another;
• A train service segment is the individual part a train service performs between depot
stations or side track stations for that particular train service. Since there are no depot
stations or side track stations en route on a train service segment, the train composition
of a train service segment will remain constant. If there are more than one train service
segment to a particular train service the train composition can change in the course of the
train service;
• A train shunting segment is the individual part of a train shunting between platform
tracks, depot tracks or side tracks for a particular train shunting. Analogous to train
service segments, the composition remains constant in a train shunting segment, but since
(by DSB S-tog business rule) there can only be one train shunting segment per train
shunting, the train composition remains constant also for each train shunting;
• A parking segment captures the possibility of parking one or more (virtual) train units
at a specific depot track, side track or platform track for a given period of time. Parking
segments have a capacity corresponding to the entity they represent;
• A train unit is the actual, physical, individual, inseparable railway vehicle. For details,
see Section 3.3 on page 39;
• A virtual train unit is an anonymous train unit. As such it has all the characteristics of a
train unit, except the fact that it is not known which train unit it actually is. Virtual train
units are used in planning in the tactical time horizon when one does not know which of
the physical train units will be available when the plan is to be executed in the operational
time horizon;
• The train unit type is the technical type of a train unit. For details see Section 3.3 on
page 39;
• A train unit trajectory is the path a train unit moves through consecutive train service
segments, train shunting segments and/or parking segments to fulfil its tasks over a period
of time;
• A train composition is the ordered sequence of coupled, individual (virtual) train units
assigned to an individual train service segment, train shunting segment or parking seg-
ment;
• A train composition type is the anonymous, non-ordered train composition specifying
only train unit types. For details, see Section 3.3 on page 39;
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• A total composition exchange is when all (virtual) train units in two consecutive train
service segments in a train service sequence are exchanged, see Figure 2.2 on page 28;
• A partial composition exchange is when only some of the (virtual) train units in two
consecutive train service segments in a train service sequence are exchanged, see Fig-
ure 2.2 on page 28;
• A rolling stock plan is the assignment of all available (virtual) train units to train unit
trajectories that combined satisfy the operational requirements. The set of train unit
trajectories implicitly determines the train composition of each train service segment,
train shunting segment and parking segment. This implies how much seating capacity is
offered in the individual train service segments and when and where (virtual) train units
are parked in the depots and in what order.
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Chapter 2
The Rolling Stock Planning Process
Rolling stock planning is the process a railway operator conducts in order to plan how to utilise
its rolling stock for the conveyance of passengers.
At DSB S-tog, the rolling stock planning process is currently subdivided into two main sub-
processes. The first main subprocess is the long-term, tactical time horizon circulation planning
in which planning is conducted for anonymous, virtual train units months or weeks in advance.
The second main subprocess is the short-term, operational time horizon train unit dispatch-
ing, which is the execution of the long-term circulation plan, conducted days, hours or even
just minutes before the actual operation takes place. In the train unit dispatching process, the
anonymous, virtual train units from the circulation plan will have real, physical train units as-
signed to perform the actual, real-world train services. This process also deals with recovery
when disruptions occur.
Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the current rolling stock planning process at DSB S-tog
and its subprocesses. In Table 2.1 different characteristics for the two specific subprocesses
circulation planning and train unit dispatching with disruptions are compared. For a concrete
impression of the contents of a rolling stock plan, see Figure 2.2, and for a real-world impression
of the rolling stock operation itself, see Figure 2.3.
Currently, the rolling stock planning process at DSB S-tog is handled in two different infor-
mation systems:
1. The manual rolling stock planning system, an online transaction processing system
(OLTP) facilitating the manual construction and editing of circulation plans by the plan-
ners. Upon completion, the long-term circulation plans are executed as short-term train
unit dispatching plans and the entire train unit dispatching process is managed using
this system. The system is a legacy system providing no decision support, however, all
railway-specific requirements of the planning process can be handled manually in it;
2. The automated circulation planning system, an oﬄine decision support system (DSS)
in which planners can construct circulation plans using automated optimisation tools.
The circulation plans can then be exported to the rolling stock planning and dispatching
system mentioned above. As will be clear from Appendix D, the automated system does
not handle all of the railway-specific requirements. For this reason, manual changes to
the circulation plan created with the automated circulation planning system will have to
be performed upon import into the manual rolling stock planning system. The automated
circulation planning system is still a non-legacy system.
At DSB S-tog, the routing of train services on the main line and through stations is not con-
sidered a part of the rolling stock planning process, but rather a part of the timetabling process.
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Table 2.1: Overview of characteristics for processes circulation planning and train unit dis-
patching with disruptions.
Subject Characteristics of circulationplanning
Characteristics of train unit
dispatching w/disruptions
Planning scope The everyday operation
For occasionally occurring
disruptions
Time horizon Tactical Operational
Time for processing Long Very short
Goal Stable operation To recover to stable operation
Instruments used
A limited number (to ensure
simplicity and robustness)
Every possible one (to ensure
operation is resumed quickly)
Requirements
Strict (planned violation not
tolerated)
Not so strict (one-time violations
tolerated)
Cost of plan
Important (cost is incurred every
day)
Not so important (cost is incurred
only once)
In the rolling stock planning process one can thus assume that there is sufficient capacity on the
main line tracks and in the stations to operate the given timetable.
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Rolling Stock Planning
Tactical Time Horizon (Months, Weeks)
Circulation Planning
Composition Planning
Rotation Planning
Depot Planning
Operational Time Horizon (Days, Hours, Minutes)
Train Unit Dispatching
Without Disruptions
With Disruptions
Figure 2.1: The rolling stock planning process at DSB S-tog and its subprocesses. As in
Figure 1.1 on page 16, processes in the tactical time horizon are coloured blue and processes
in the operational time horizon violet. The current DSB S-tog manual rolling stock planning
system may handle the entire rolling stock planning process, the current DSB S-tog automated
circulation planning system the circulation planning process only.
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DSB  S-tog
Driftsplanlægning
Mail dp@s-tog.dsb.dk
Produktionsplan   u 14 man 31/3-14 02-12-2014
Gyldighed  :  31-03-2014
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Figure 2.2: Example of a DSB S-tog rolling stock circulation diagram as printed by the current
manual rolling stock planning system. The diagram shows four train service sequences on line
E for weekdays in the week starting with Monday 2014-03-31. Train service sequences are
groups of train services for which it is a natural choice to execute in sequence by the same train
unit. Train service sequences are determined by the current braiding policy and minimum and
maximum turnaround times. Train service sequences numbers 5 to 8 are written to the left and
right of the diagram, along with their origin and terminal station abbreviations, HI for Hillerød,
KJ for Køge and KH for København H. Each bar in the diagram represents a virtual train unit.
Magenta bars are virtual train units of the longer type 1, yellow bars of the shorter type 12 . The
5-digit train service numbers of the train services belonging to the train service sequences are
written above the bars. Hours are written on the top of the diagram, departure and arrival times
in minutes past the hour (two digits) just below the train service numbers. For instance, train
service sequence 6 starts with the departure from Hillerød (HI) at 06:32 with train service 62221
arriving in Køge (station not explicitly shown on diagram) at 07:51 and continuing from Køge
again at 08:06 with train service 20126 back to Hillerød with arrival 09:25. For this part of
the train service sequence a train composition type 1 12 is assigned, with the yellow short train
unit type 12 virtual train unit being in the north end of the train composition (i. e., at the top
of the bar), and the magenta long train unit type 1 virtual train unit at the South end of the
train composition (i. e., at the bottom of the bar). A total train composition exchange is then
performed with the former train composition being shunted into the depot at Hillerød at 09:25,
and a new train composition formed by one train unit type 1 virtual train unit being shunted to
the platform to perform train service 60231 at 09:42. At 14:26 this train composition is being
changed to a type 112 again in Køge by the addition of a train unit type
1
2 virtual train unit. This
virtual train unit is decoupled again after train services 60145 and 60250 have been performed.
The last train service of train service sequence 6 is thus performed only with the train unit type
1 virtual train unit ending in Hillerød at 18:55.
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Figure 2.3: Impressions of the rolling stock operation just south of København H station,
Thursday 2012-12-13 at 12:20. The red DSB S-tog train unit to the left is heading south on
the main line tracks towards Dybbølsbro station. The middle, red train unit is in the process
of being shunted from the depot to København H station to enter revenue train service. Note
the special livery to advertise the then new flexible space sections in the middle of the train
unit. The right, red train unit is heading north on the main tracks towards platforms 9/10 at
København H [73].
2.1 Circulation Planning
The tactical time horizon, long-term part of the current rolling stock planning process at DSB
S-tog is called circulation planning. According to the current protocol, the circulation planning
process must be started at least three months before and completed at least three weeks before
the plan is to be executed.
For this reason, at the time the circulation planning is conducted, it is not known which
physical train units are available when the plan is to be executed. Some train units may be in
unscheduled maintenance (see Section 3.7 on page 48). Furthermore, it is not known where
the physical train units are located at the time the plan is to be executed, since changes to the
previous plan may have occurred. For this reason the circulation planning is performed for
virtual train units, that is, anonymous train units which have no individual characteristics apart
from those involved in the plan.
In the following, the processes of circulation planning at DSB S-tog are described as they
occur in the automated circulation planning system currently in operation. As will be clear in
Appendix D, the current system has its deficiencies, leading to some circulation plans being
constructed completely manually, that is, with no interaction with the automated system. The
manual construction process is somewhat in reverse order of the automated process, where the
first step of the manual process represents the last step of the automated process and vice versa.
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No attempt shall be made here to describe the specifics of the manual planning process.
In the automated circulation planning system currently in operation at DSB S-tog, the circu-
lation planning is performed as three separate subprocesses that are executed one after the other
as composition planning, rotation planning and depot planning. These three subprocesses are
described in the following sections, and may also be seen in Figure 2.1.
2.1.1 Composition Planning
The subprocess of deciding how many virtual train units to assign to a train service in order
to meet passenger demand is designated composition planning. The main requirements to this
process are given by the infrastructure, the rolling stock, the timetable and the passenger demand
(see Sections 3.1 to 3.4).
The output of the process is a composition plan defining the amount of virtual train units by
type to assign to each train service segment, making sure that the overall depot track length of
each of the depots is not exceeded by parked train units at any time, that each virtual train unit
can only be part of one train service at a time, and that train unit balance is kept at all depot
stations.
2.1.2 Rotation Planning
The next subprocess is designated rotation planning and deals with deciding which virtual train
unit is to move from a position in a train composition serving one train service segment to
a position in a next train composition serving the next train service segment (possibly with
a stop-over at a depot). This subprocess also takes into account when and where the virtual
train units should undergo scheduled maintenance (see Section 3.6). The composition plan and
scheduled maintenance form the main requirements for this subprocess.
Typically, a train unit in service on a particular train service line stays on that train service
line when changing direction at the terminal station. Thus a train unit used in a train service on
a train service line in one direction typically “rotates” to become part of a train service in the
opposite direction on the same train service line when it reaches the terminal station.
As mentioned in Section 1.6, a series of train services for which it is a natural choice that
the rolling stock train units will be rotating from one train service to the next is called a train
service sequence. Normally, train service sequences cover only one train service line. Under
certain conditions however, it may be more desirable to braid (to intertwine) two train service
lines to use the same rolling stock train units so that the train units change the train service line
at one common terminal station.
2.1.3 Depot Planning
The subprocess of deciding how a virtual train unit is to be parked in a depot (when not needed
to perform train services) and how it is to be retrieved again (when it is needed once more) is
designated depot planning. Apart from the rotation plan produced in the previous step, the main
requirements for this subprocess are given by the infrastructure and the personnel on duty (see
Sections 3.1 and 3.5).
Some train operators do not consider depot planning a subprocess of circulation planning,
but rather a separate process in itself [10]. This is presumed to be for the reason that those op-
erators have sufficient capacity in the depots to perform the depot planning process completely
independent of the rest of the rolling stock planning processes. As mentioned, this is not the
case for DSB S-tog.
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In literature, the term shunting is used for the process of coupling and decoupling of train
units and parking them in the depot [55]. At DSB S-tog, the more general term depot planning
is used including other processes like cleaning as well, not only shunting.
2.2 Train Unit Dispatching
At DSB S-tog, the operational time horizon process of executing a circulation plan (that is,
putting the plan into motion) is called train unit dispatching. The time horizon for this process
ranges from days to minutes. The overall purpose of the process is to assign actual, physical
train units to the virtual train units in the circulation plan.
The train unit dispatching process has two subprocesses each of which are performed under
different conditions. The process of dispatching train units is as such different depending on
whether disruptions are occurring or not, and different requirements must be taken into account
in the two subprocesses. The subprocesses themselves are shown in Figure 2.1 on page 27 and
explained in the following two sections.
2.2.1 Train Unit Dispatching in a Situation without Disruptions
When no disruptions occur, the objective of the train unit dispatching process is to assign one
physical train unit to each virtual train unit in the circulation plan. While doing so, it must
be taken into account that the virtual train unit will need to go into maintenance before the
maintenance service distance limit of the physical train unit has been reached. Furthermore, all
of the requirements which were not taken into consideration in the circulation planning process
need to be considered. This is shown in Table 3.1 on page 34.
The general idea (and purpose) is that the requirements already handled in the circulation
planning process need not be considered in the train unit dispatching process when no disrup-
tions are occurring.
2.2.2 Train Unit Dispatching in a Situation with Disruptions
In reality disruptions may occur at any time, influencing how the plan (or parts of it) may be
realised. At DSB S-tog, when a disruption occurs, the train controller of the infrastructure man-
ager (Banedanmark) is in charge of the overall recovery process, with the train unit dispatchers
of DSB S-tog as co-operating partners.
In the case of disruptions, the train controller and train unit dispatchers may decide to dis-
regard some of the requirements that needed consideration in the situation without disruptions.
This is as to be able to handle a disruption before it gets out of hand. In the event of a disruption,
it is of the utmost importance that sufficient action is taken sufficiently quickly so as to contain
the disruption and to prevent it from propagating onto the entire network. Furthermore, the
action taken must also facilitate the return to normal service as quickly and with as few changes
to the original plan as possible. The instruments the train controller may use to conduct the
recovery process may include:
• Cancelling individual train services, partially or completely;
• Cancelling train service lines, partially or completely;
• Making individual train services skip planned stops at stations to make up for lost time;
• Delaying train services.
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The characteristics of the disruption and the instruments applied to remedy it provide the
conditions the train unit dispatchers will have to compensate for.
In the event of a disruption directly caused by a sudden train unit breakdown, requiring that
the train unit must undergo unscheduled maintenance, the train controller and train unit dis-
patchers may choose solution strategies depending on the speed and acceleration characteristics
of the train unit, and whether it is allowed to carry passengers. Solution strategies may include
off-loading passengers and getting the train unit temporarily out of the way or directly into the
workshop. Another train unit can then be picked from the reserves to replace the one that has
been taken out of service.
In the recovery process after a disruption, one goal of the train unit dispatchers is to reach
the depot balance of the original circulation plan. By doing so, the dispatchers may ensure that
the actual operations can actually return to being according to the original circulation plan.
When reinstating train services on cancelled train service lines, certain rules must be adhered
to. For example, if reinstating a cancelled train service, all subsequent train services on the given
train service line must also be reinstated.
In the event of a disruption, the train unit dispatchers have at their disposal instruments
that are otherwise not available. These instruments include the cancelling of train services,
disregarding business rules regarding train unit order in the train composition, disregarding
rules about number of train units in a train composition, disregarding rules as to how trains
units may be coupled, and others. These “dirty tricks” are allowed in the recovery process to
prevent worse things from happening.
After a disruption, the physical train units may not be parked according to the circulation
plan at all. Which physical train units may run as which virtual train units (as defined in the
circulation plan) is then highly dependent on how the physical train units are actually parked in
the depot.
As may be concluded from the previous paragraphs, in the event of disruptions, the work of
the train unit dispatchers always deals with compensating for the unexpected events that may
occur. If a train unit breaks down, a compensation train unit must be provided from the reserves.
If train services are cancelled in the event of a disruption and the depot balance of a depot is not
according to plan, train units must be positioned to compensate for this.
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Chapter 3
Railway-Specific Requirements for Rolling
Stock Planning
This chapter describes the practical, railway-specific requirements for rolling stock planning for
the case of DSB S-tog. For an overview of the requirements and in which subprocess they are
handled, refer to Table 3.1. For a full description of the requirements, refer to [103].
3.1 Infrastructure
The perhaps most important requirements for rolling stock planning are given by the railway in-
frastructure. The railway infrastructure consists of tracks, points (switches), stations, platforms,
depots and maintenance workshops.
The infrastructure available to DSB S-tog is shown in Figure 3.1. At present, DSB S-tog is
the sole operator on this infrastructure. As may be seen, the infrastructure consists of 6 fingers,
with a shared double track central segment between stations Svanemøllen and København H
and the so-called circular line around this central segment.
The track part of the infrastructure requirements relates to track topology and physical track
capacities. Track topology is how the individual tracks are interconnected. The physical track
capacities limit how many train units may use a particular part of the infrastructure at a time.
For the case of DSB S-tog, the track infrastructure at the central segment is a highly limiting
factor as to which train operations may be performed. Since most train services pass through it,
the track capacity in this segment is highly utilised.
In relation to rolling stock planning, the depot infrastructure is also is a highly limiting
factor on the possible train operations. The track capacity of the individual depots is in itself
very limited. Moreover, the track topology of some depots is strongly limiting the movements
that may be conducted with the rolling stock.
At DSB S-tog, the routing of train services on the main line and through stations is a part
of the timetabling process. As such, the infrastructure requirements (headway, routing, etc.) for
the train services to be performed on the main line tracks have already been met with a given
timetable and need not be considered in the rolling stock planning process.
Some stations have depot tracks while other stations have side tracks, the difference being
that cleaning and overnight parking can be undertaken at depot tracks, whereas side tracks can
only be used for day parking. At some stations overnight parking at the platform tracks is
allowed in special cases.
Other infrastructure related requirements are the platform track usage rules, business rules
stating which track to use for a specific line and direction.
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Table 3.1: The requirements for rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog, their independence to the
individual train unit and the subprocess in which they are handled.
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3.1 Infrastructure    
3.2 Timetable    
3.3 Rolling Stock    
3.4 Passenger Demand    
3.5 Personnel on Duty    
3.6 Scheduled Maintenance    
3.7 Unscheduled Maintenance   
3.8 Friction Sand   
3.9 Exterior Cleaning  
3.10 Exterior Graffiti Removal  
3.11 Interior Cleaning  
3.12 Winter Preparedness  
3.13 Exposure of Commercials  
3.14 Surveillance Video Requests  
3.15 Surface Foil Application  
3.16 Passenger Counting Equipment  
3.17 Train Control System Equipment    
Train composition movements, that is, the motion, coupling and decoupling of train units
are governed by the infrastructure in four ways:
1. The train control system enforces rules for the train composition movements depending
on whether the train service is a revenue or non-revenue train service and whether the
last train composition in the coupling process is arriving from the depot or from the main
line. Simplified, it is allowed to have any train composition parked at a platform track and
then coupling this train composition with a train composition arriving from the depot or
a non-revenue train service arriving from the main line. It is disallowed to couple a train
composition running as a revenue train service arriving from the main line with any train
composition parked at the platform track;
2. In the process of decoupling a train composition from another, a business rule disallows
to decouple and let the train composition that is going to continue as a revenue train
service depart before the other train composition is driven into the depot. This is because
passengers may get confused when parts of the train composition are in service, and other
parts not. Furthermore, a train shunting conducted after the train composition serving
the revenue train service has departed may not leave time for a depot driver to perform
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Figure 3.1: Topological map of the railway infrastructure available to DSB S-tog. Tracks which
may be used by DSB S-tog are printed in black. Other tracks used by the long distance train
services and the metro (only connecting tracks are printed) are printed in grey [78].
another train shunting for the next train service, if this movement is to occur before the
next revenue train service departs;
3. Another business rule states that no coupling or decoupling may take place on a train
composition en route from its origin station to its terminal station. This would run the
risk of being too time consuming and thus delay other train services. When changes in
the number of train units in a train composition must be performed en route, this must be
conducted by performing a total composition exchange;
4. A business rule states that there can be only one train shunting to each coupling or de-
coupling. As such, it is disallowed to split a train composition into two before driving
each of the two new train compositions into the depot. The opposite movement is also
disallowed. This business rule is in place to enforce simplicity and robustness, if more
movements were allowed, platform tracks would be occupied for longer periods of time,
running the of risk of delaying otherwise uninvolved train services.
3.2 Timetable
Another main requirement for rolling stock planning is given by the timetable. The timetable
states which train services must be run, and each train service must have rolling stock assigned
to it in order to run. Table 3.2 shows an example of a DSB S-tog timetable. The timetable
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implicitly states which train service lines will be running between stations and where and when
train services will be stopping at stations, see Figure 3.2.
For the case of DSB S-tog, the timetable is highly dependent on the existing contract with
the Ministry of Transport [106]. This contract states a minimum number of train services to
be run on given fingers at given time intervals and at which minimum frequency the different
stations must be served. As such, DSB S-tog may only to a very limited degree vary the supplied
seats in time and space by varying the frequency of operation. Thus, the seat supply must be
varied using different train composition types. Also, DSB S-tog is allowed to redistribute a
certain number of train service kilometres within the contract.
Timetables come in various sorts: The standard timetable covers the base, standard case
when no extraordinary events are planned anywhere on the network. Subordinate extraordinary
timetables cover special cases, for example when infrastructure works on a particular part of
the network are performed. Typically an extraordinary timetable is very much like the standard
timetable, since a minimal difference is desired. When the differences are small, planning is
easier, and most importantly, the job of informing the public and employees of the changes
is much less complicated. When larger infrastructure works are conducted, however, it may
not be possible to achieve this similarity. In this case a standard extraordinary timetable for
the general case of the infrastructure works is constructed with subordinate extra-extraordinary
timetables relating to the standard extraordinary timetable.
In some years, the standard timetable may only be in effect on a very limited number of
days, see Table 3.3. All the other days, extraordinary timetables are in effect.
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Table 3.2: A page from the DSB S-tog timetable valid from December 2013 to December 2014
for weekdays. The table shows the departure times in minutes past the hour for both directions
of the train service lines E and A, respectively. Hours of operation are noted at the bottom.
Train services with white background are only operated in the day time. There are different
timetables in effect on weekdays and at night, with fewer train service lines operating.
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21 31 41 51 01 11
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14 24 34 44 54 04
12 22 32 42 52 02
08 18 28 38 48 58 
06 16 26 36 46 56
7 3
7 3
Dagtimer Daytime
Hillerød - København H
ma-fr 5.02 - 0.02* 5.52 - 18.32
København H - Køge
ma-fr 5.22 - 0.22**  6.12 - 18.52
*Linje B fra Hillerød afg. 0.26 
fortsætter til København H ank. 1.09.
Standser ved alle stationer.
**Sidste linje A fra København H 0.54
fortsætter til Køge ank 1.37
Køge - København H
ma-fr 4.46 - 23.46* 5.56 - 18.16
København H - Hillerød
ma-fr 5.05 -   0.25**  6.15 - 18.55
 
*Sidste tog fra Køge er linje A afg. 0.09 og 0.29
ank. København H 0.53 og 1.13.
Standser ved alle stationer.
**Sidste linje B fra København H 0.37
fortsætter til Hillerød ank 1.19
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7 3
7 3
Hundige /
Solrød Strand 
Dagtimer Daytime 
Solrød Strand - København H
ma-fr 6.38 - 18.38 
Hundige - København H
ma-fr 4.47 -   0.47 5.57 - 18.17
København H - Farum
ma-fr 5.13 -   0.33*  6.23 - 18.23
* Fredag kører sidste tog 0.53
Farum - København H
ma-fr 4.56 - 0.16 6.06 - 18.26
København H - Hundige
ma-fr 5.14 - 0.54*  6.24 - 18.44
København H - Solrød Strand
ma-fr 5.54 - 17.54
*Sidste tog fra København H afg. 0.54
fortsætter til Køge ank. 1.37.
Standser ved alle stationer.
Mandag-fredag Monday-Friday Mandag-fredag Monday-Friday
Table 3.3: Number of days per year the standard timetable was in effect on the entire network
of DSB S-tog.
Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Number of days in effect 72 177 27 53 80 177 124 61
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Figure 3.2: The train service line map of the Greater Copenhagen area for the timetable valid
from December 2013 to December 2014 for weekdays. DSB S-tog train service lines are in
rainbow colours. The train service lines of the metro, the local/regional and the long distance
train services are shown in light grey, black and dark grey respectively. The DSB S-tog timetable
is a cyclic timetable with the following characteristics on a normal weekday in the day time:
The red H line runs every 20 minutes. So does the light green Bx line, but in the morning
rush hour only. The yellow, circular F line runs every 5 minutes. All other lines run every 10
minutes. For weekends there is an all-together different line concept in use, with train services
operating in frequencies of 10 and 20 minutes. For all day types, the frequency of operation
is reduced in the evening. Nights after Friday and Saturday have yet another line concept and
train services are then only operated with a frequency of 30 minutes.
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3.3 Rolling Stock
DSB S-tog has two types of rolling stock train units with the technical designation Litra SA and
Litra SE. For brevity and clearness these are designated 1 and 12 respectively, indicating that the
Litra SE are approx. half as long as the Litra SA. Other characteristics of the train unit types are
given in Table 3.4 and the visual appearance is shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
An important distinction between the two types of rolling stock is the amount and distri-
bution of flexible space for bicycles, baby carriages and wheelchairs. Type 1 train units have
a symmetric distribution of flexible space at both ends of the train unit and in the middle, in
carriages number 1, 4, 5 and 8. Type 12 train units have an asymmetric distribution, with flexible
space only in the most northern carriage, which is the leftmost carriage on Figure 3.3.
Due to three different constraints (described below), train units in revenue train service may
only be coupled together to form five different train composition types as shown in Table 3.5.
1. Platform length and train control system block length: For revenue train services, it
must be possible to stop a train composition so that all doors are at the platform. The train
composition must also fit in the existing train control system blocks at stations, so as to
enable other train compositions to use adjacent points (switches) to neighbouring tracks.
Stations fall in two categories, those with a platform and block length fitting at most a
train composition type 22 (on the circular line, Line F), and those with a length fitting at
most a train composition type 2 (on the rest of the network);
2. Number of train units in the train composition: Generally, train compositions may not
consist of more than two train units at a time. In the event of a disruption, more train units
may be coupled together, however, for various reasons this runs the risk of further delays;
3. Amount of flexible space and its distribution: Type 12 train units only have flexible
space in the most northern of its carriages. In order to achieve that there is always flexible
space in the first and last carriage of all train compositions, a business rule states that a
type 12 train unit may only be coupled to the north of a type 1 train unit. If it were to
be coupled to the south, the train composition would have no flexible space in the most
southern carriage. The business rule is in place to prevent delays arising when passengers
are not able to find a carriage with flexible space to enter.
In Tables 3.4 and 3.5 nominal number of seats denotes the actual number of physical seats
in the train unit, while perceived number of seats denotes the number of passengers that may
be transported in the train unit when perceived by the passengers as being full with regard to
seats. If the perceived number of seats is exceeded by the number of passengers, DSB S-tog
experiences a sharp rise in the amount of customer complaints for seat shortage. Passengers are
not using all available, physical seats because of the physical layout of the interior of the train
units combined with their desire to sit in a particular carriage.
Figure 3.3: The DSB S-tog train unit types 1 (top) and 12 (bottom).
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Figure 3.4: An impression of a DSB S-tog train unit type 1 shortly before arriving at Sorgenfri
Station on the B line [102].
Table 3.4: Overview of characteristics for train unit types of DSB S-tog. All train units are
Electrical Multiple Units (EMUs). Nominal number of seats is the actual number of physical
seats in the train unit. Perceived number of seats is the number of passengers that may be
transported in the train unit perceived by the passengers as being full with regard to seats.
Train unit Technical Nominal Perceived Carriages Length # of train
type designation # of seats # of seats [m] units
1
2 Litra SE 150 125 4 42.58 31
1 Litra SA 336 300 8 83.78 104
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Table 3.5: Train composition types for revenue train services at DSB S-tog. Perceived number
of seats is the number of passengers that may be transported in the composition perceived by
the passengers as being full with regard to seats. Additionally, compositions of type 32 , 3 and
others exist but these are only allowed under special conditions.
Train composition Train unit types Perceived Total Length Allowed
type in composition # of seats [m] on lines
1
2
1
2 125 42.58 F only
2
2
1
2+
1
2 250 85.16 F only
1 1 300 83.78 All but F
112 1+
1
2 425 126.36 All but F
2 1+ 1 600 167.56 All but F
3.4 Passenger Demand
Another main requirement for rolling stock planning is of course the expected passenger vol-
ume, how much demand for seats is expected in the train services given by the timetable. The
recent trend of the overall passenger demand for DSB S-tog is shown in Table 3.6.
DSB S-tog is in the very fortunate position of having very good data on passenger demand,
since all train units measure the weight of passengers at the time of departure from every station.
The passenger count can be determined with an accuracy of three to five persons in a type 1
train unit. On an average weekday approx. 28,000 measurements are recorded, one for each
train service leaving a station.
DSB S-tog has developed an advanced statistical model to handle the passenger demand
data. This passenger demand model uses exponential smoothing to handle the daily fluctua-
tions of the passenger demand data while preserving information about possible trends. The
passenger demand model delivers figures to be used as the dimensioning passenger demand by
day type, using the concept of comfort level. Comfort level is the fraction of passengers that
will have a seat in each individual train service over a number of days. If the comfort level is set
to 0.95, the model calculates the dimensioning passenger demand so that 95% of all passengers
in this train service (over a number of days) will have a seat.
The dimensioning passenger demand for each train service is the demand between those
two consecutively visited stations where the passenger demand is the greatest. Stations pairs
on the central segment are disregarded in the process, since travelling times here are short and
frequencies high.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of seat demand data in space and time created with visualisa-
tion tools developed for this thesis. For other examples see Appendix A.
Figure 3.6 shows a graphical representation of current passenger demand data, converted
to train composition type according to seat capacity, see Table 3.5. As may be seen from the
Table 3.6: Passenger demand development at DSB S-tog [2].
Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Transported passengers [Million] 92 93 103 106 109 112 114
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Figure 3.5: Example of a space-time diagram of the passenger seat demand with comfort level
CL = 0.95. The time axis is on the top, the space axis with station abbreviations to the left. The
6 blocks of train services refer from top to bottom to the lines A, B (including Bx), C, E, F and
H, respectively. The diagram refers to passenger data measurements from 2012 processed with
the DSB S-tog statistical prognosis tool and rolled out on the date of 2012-10-19.
figure, the train composition type 2 with the highest capacity is only demanded in the rush
hours on weekdays and Fridays. The same applies to the train composition type 112 , the train
composition type with the second highest capacity, the only difference being that a few train
services at Sunday afternoon also demand this train composition type. Figure 3.7 shows how
the train composition type demand is distributed in space and time.
When comparing the demand for the train composition 12 in Figure 3.6, to the number of train
units of type 12 available to DSB S-tog (Table 3.4 on page 40), the demand for train composition
types 12 is often much higher than the number of train units of type
1
2 available. In most of these
cases, DSB S-tog is forced to assign train composition type 1 to the train services thus providing
excess seat capacity and having to bear the extra cost.
When a rolling stock plan does not provide enough seats to meet passenger demand, the
consequences for the train operator include increased risk of delays due to overcrowding, cus-
tomer dissatisfaction and customer complaints. All of these consequences may eventually have
negative economic implications. If, on the other hand, a rolling stock plan provides too many
seats, this also has negative economic implications in that the surplus seats add an extra cost to
the operator at virtually no extra benefit to passengers. Finally, there is also a political demand
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Figure 3.6: Passenger demand by day type and time expressed as demand for number of specific
train composition types, as defined in Table 3.5 on page 41. The composition types are stacked
in the figure, their common total indicating the total number of train services in service by day
type and time. Train composition type 22 , which is suboptimal for cost reasons, is not shown.
The data refer to the date of 2012-10-19.
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Figure 3.7: A space-time diagram showing the passenger demand expressed as demand for
specific train composition types, as defined in Table 3.5 on page 41. The same legend is used
as in Figure 3.6. The time axis is on the top, the space axis with station abbreviations axis
on the left. The 6 blocks of train services refer from top to bottom to the lines A, B (including
Bx), C, E, F and H, respectively. The diagram refers to passenger data measurements from 2012
processed with the DSB S-tog statistical prognosis tool and rolled out on the date of 2012-10-19.
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from society that DSB S-tog maintains an efficient operation. Only by conducting an efficient
operation may DSB S-tog gain future transport contracts. This underlines the importance of
having a rolling stock plan that meets passenger demand as closely as possible.
3.5 Personnel on Duty
In order to couple and decouple train units and to drive train units into the depot for parking and
back to the platform for the next train service, a designated personnel group of depot drivers
operate at DSB S-tog. Each depot has a number of depot drivers on duty at different hours of the
week, and any rolling stock plan must of course adhere to this number, and not demand more
depot operations than it is possible to conduct with the personnel on duty.
How many depot drivers are hired and when they should be on duty is decided every time
a standard timetable is planned (see definition in Section 3.2), based on the demand in the
corresponding rolling stock plan. Extraordinary timetables must then adhere to the number of
depot drivers hired and their duties for the standard timetable.
Recently, the train drivers, the personnel group driving the revenue and non-revenue train
services, do perform some of the operations previously conducted by the depot drivers the
morning and evening on weekends.
3.6 Scheduled Maintenance
Each train unit belonging to DSB S-tog must undergo scheduled maintenance at given intervals.
A standard maintenance check of the individual train unit must be scheduled every 50,000 km
of service distance. In addition to this, minor overhauls of the individual train unit must be
scheduled every 100,000 km (for train unit type 12 ) and 150,000 km (for train unit type 1).
Finally, major overhauls (see Figure 3.8) of the train units must be scheduled every 600,000 km.
Figure 3.9 shows a snapshot of the service distance distribution of the DSB S-tog train units.
On the average, a DSB S-tog a type 1 train unit travels a service distance in the order of 500 km a
day, a type 12 train unit only in the order of 250 km. However, the service distance travelled may
vary a lot from day to day. Some days a train unit may be in maintenance preventing the train
unit from running at all. Other days a train unit may be the part of a train composition that is
running the whole day, travelling a service distance in the order of 1,000 km. Having a different
scheme of utilisation, type 1 train units may enter the 50,000 km scheduled maintenance in the
order of every 100 days, type 12 train units in the order of every 200 days.
For DSB S-tog, the maintenance workshop itself is responsible for requesting the individ-
ual train units in for scheduled maintenance. When a train unit is requested in for scheduled
maintenance, it is the responsibility of the train unit dispatchers (see Section 2.2.2) to get the
train unit into the workshop. This is also the case if the train unit has encountered a break down
and needs to undergo unscheduled maintenance (see Section 3.7). Getting the train unit to the
workshop can be done directly by performing revenue or non-revenue positioning. It can also
be done indirectly by making the train unit run on a line passing the workshop and let the work-
shop itself pick the individual train unit out for maintenance when it passes by. Table 3.7 shows
how many train units of the different types must be provided to DSB S-tog by the workshop.
Whenever the workshop gets a train unit in for maintenance (scheduled or unscheduled) it
is contractually responsible for delivering another working train unit back to the operator, DSB
S-tog. As such, the workshop carries the risk of train units breaking down.
Methods to even out the use of the rolling stock are currently being investigated so that
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Figure 3.8: The DSB S-tog train unit SA8120 undergoing a major overhaul in the workshop at
Høje Tåstrup, September 2012.
Table 3.7: Contractual obligations of the workshop (DSB Vedligehold) to the operator (DSB
S-tog) with regard to number of train units to be provided. Figures from 2015.
For operation On stand by
Day type # Type 1 # Type 12 Total # Type 1 # Type
1
2 Total
Weekdays 94 28 122 3 0 3
Weekend 54 6 60 3 1 4
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Figure 3.9: The service distance distribution of the DSB S-tog train units as of January 2013.
As may be seen from the figure, the train units form four groups. Starting with the group of train
units having the longest service distance (from 2.2 down to 1.3 million km), this group contains
the first series of type 1 train units delivered from the year 1996 and onward. The second group
(from 1.2 down to 1 million km) represents the second series of type 1 train units. The third
group (from 1 down to 0.8 million km) consists of only one type 1 train unit which has travelled
less than the others due to repairs after a collision accident with a truck in 2006. The fourth
group (from 0.8 down to 0.6 million km) are the type 12 train units, which are utilised differently
from the type 1 train units and travel shorter distances each day.
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the 50,000 km maintenance may be carried out evenly distributed in time in order not to cause
bottlenecks in the workshop.
The maintenance workshop is located in Høje Tåstrup with a subsidiary workshop for minor
repairs located in Hundige.
3.7 Unscheduled Maintenance
Apart from the scheduled maintenance mentioned above, a train unit may break down at any
time and require immediate (and thus unscheduled) maintenance. Breakdowns are grouped in
six categories depending on the severity of the breakdown and the desired time frame in which it
must be remedied. Some types of breakdowns may prevent the train unit of performing revenue
train services.
In addition to the workshops in Høje Tåstrup and Hundige, DSB Vedligehold also has a
mobile repair crew that may head out to remedy broken down train units at any given location
at any time.
3.8 Friction Sand
In order to enhance friction on tracks made slippery by fallen leaves etc., the train units have
equipment installed to disperse sand on the tracks in front of the some of the wheels. The sand
tanks need to be filled to a certain level, otherwise the train unit may not perform revenue train
services and a speed restriction is enforced. The filling level of the sand tanks must be checked
every 10,000 km of service distance.
Friction sand can be refilled at the workshops at Høje Tåstrup and Hundige and new facilities
are under selection.
3.9 Exterior Cleaning
The exterior cleaning of the train units is conducted automatically in facilities which the train
units pass through at low speed, see Figure 3.10. Facilities are in Høje Tåstrup and Hundige. It
is the goal of DSB S-tog to clean the exterior of all train units every 15 days. Since the exterior
graffiti removal facility in Høje Tåstrup is on the same track as the facilities for exterior cleaning,
this goal can not always be achieved, and the removal of exterior graffiti has precedence.
3.10 Exterior Graffiti Removal
Removing graffiti from the outside of a train unit may take anything from half an hour to an
entire day depending on the area of the train unit covered and in particular how much time has
elapsed since the graffiti was painted onto the train unit. Graffiti removal is performed by DSB
S-tog staff in facilities in Hundige and Høje Tåstrup.
3.11 Interior Cleaning
The interior cleaning of the train units is performed on a daily basis at the depots. Train units
for day train services are cleaned at night and train units for night train services in the morning.
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Figure 3.10: The DSB S-tog train unit SA9156 undergoing exterior cleaning in the cleaning
facilities at the workshop at Høje Tåstrup, September 2012.
In order to facilitate day to day interior cleaning, a business rule states that train units to enter
night time service must be put into service by performing a total train composition exchange
(see definition in Section 3.1) with newly cleaned train units. As such, a train composition for
a night train service will always consist of newly cleaned train units. A similar business rule
states that, in the morning, a train composition from a night train service must be driven into
the depot without being split up.
The two business rules are in place to make sure that the cleaning standard is as high as
possible at all times and to even out the workload of the personnel cleaning. It is well known
that train units with a low cleaning standard attract much more dirt and garbage than train units
with a high level of cleanliness.
Interior graffiti removal is performed as part of the interior cleaning process, taking place at
any depot.
3.12 Winter Preparedness
In order to prevent ice from accumulating underneath the train units in winter time, the un-
dercarriage of all train units must be treated with anti ice fluid every 6 days when the weather
is cold. Facilities for doing so are at Høje Tåstrup and København H. Six train units may be
treated per hour in each of the two facilities.
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3.13 Exposure of Commercials
Some train units of DSB S-tog have commercials mounted internally and/or externally. In order
to expose commercials in certain geographic regions, it may be required that a certain train unit
be running on a particular line on a particular set of days.
3.14 Surveillance Video Requests
All train units of DSB S-tog have 24 hour video surveillance. The video recordings of all
cameras in a train unit are stored on hard disks in the train unit and may be retrieved for inves-
tigative purposes upon order by the Police. When the Police requests a video recording from
a particular train unit, this train unit must be driven into the main workshop in Høje Tåstrup
for video retrieval within a week from the time of the event the Police wants to investigate.
Otherwise the recording is overwritten. DSB S-tog is working on a solution to make it possible
to remotely download the video recordings in the future, thus eliminating this requirement from
consideration.
3.15 Surface Foil Application
The train units of DSB S-tog are all covered by a protective surface foil applied on demand.
This foil has better resistance to graffiti and may, in the event of damage, be replaced much
faster and cheaper than the alternative - a conventional repaint of the train unit. In addition
to this foil, some train units have a commercial foil applied on top of the protective foil. The
commercial foil is replaced at irregular intervals. Facilities for foiling are in Hundige.
3.16 Passenger Counting Equipment
Some of the train units, 12 of the train unit type 1 and 4 of the train unit type 12 have infrared
passenger counting equipment installed. The infrared counting system is used to count the
passengers getting on and off. In order to achieve good data sample coverage, the train units
with infrared counting equipment may need to run as specific train services on specific days.
3.17 Train Control System Equipment
A new communication based train control system (CBTC) without external visual signals is in
the process of being rolled out. Since 2014, this system has been in operation on parts of the
network, requiring special train control system equipment installed on train units to run on these
parts of the network.
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Part II
The Integrated Rolling Stock Planning
Problem
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Chapter 4
Rolling Stock Planning Models and
Solution Methods
In this chapter, Section 4.1 presents an overview of models and solution methods from litera-
ture that either specifically relate to rolling stock planning or have any kind of methodological
similarity. To relate, Section 4.2 then presents an overview of the models and solution methods
proposed in this thesis. Later chapters of this thesis feature further references to literature where
relevant.
4.1 Overview of Models and Solution Methods from Litera-
ture
Historically, the adaptation of optimisation and other operations research (OR) techniques in the
railway industry has been slower compared to the in many ways similar airline industry [61, 14].
Major airlines started forming OR groups from the late 1960s and onward and the widespread
and early use of information technology in the airline sector has also strongly facilitated the use
of OR [14]. The difference in adaptation speed between the two industries may be explained
also by the fact that the airline industry experienced growth parallel to advances in OR (from
the 1950s and onward), whereas the railway industry experienced a general decline in the same
period due to increased competition from road and air transport. Furthermore, as OR techniques
emerged, the railway industry was a much more established industry with presumed higher
organisational inertia.
Driven by, among other things, congestion problems and rising environmental concerns re-
garding road and air transport, the railway industry has experienced a renaissance from the
1990s and onward. This renaissance has diminished the implementation gap between the rail-
way and airline industries with OR techniques now being applied to a wide range of railway-
specific problems, see surveys [39, 7, 64, 34, 71]. At present, the challenges in the adaptation of
OR techniques in the railway industry seem not only to lie in finding solutions to each specific
problem, but even more so in integrating the individual solution methods to the highly inter-
connected specific problems into holistic, integrated models. By integrating the specific models
with each other, suboptimal solutions can be avoided. These tendencies for the integration of
models are currently also seen in the airline industry [98].
The following is an overview of selected and reviewed literature related to railway rolling
stock planning. The literature review is structured with a widening scope, firstly focusing specif-
ically on railway rolling stock planning applications (Section 4.1.1), then on related railway
planning applications in the field of train service line planning and timetabling (Sections 4.1.2
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and 4.1.3), then widening the scope to look at ways to tackle the integration of a large number
for different railway-specific requirements (Section 4.1.4). Next, the scope is widened once
more to look at personnel planning applications in the railway and airline industries, and in the
health sector (Section 4.1.5). Finally, the scope is widened to include planning problems from
the maritime industry (Section 4.1.6). Throughout the review, descriptions are given as to how
different planning problems are currently solved within DSB S-tog.
In the selected and reviewed literature, different overall modelling and solution methodolo-
gies from operations research are applied, including:
• Linear programming (LP);
• Mixed integer linear programming (MIP);
• Constraint programming (CP);
• Dynamic programming;
• Heuristics;
• Metaheuristics;
• Matheuristics.
Problems to be solved are formulated in different ways, including as:
• Assignment problems;
• Arc based multi-commodity flow problems;
• Path based multi-commodity flow problems;
• Independent set problems;
• Generalised set partitioning problems.
Most models from literature feature graphs that are either:
• Event-activity graphs (or similar);
• Conjugated edge-to-vertex dual graphs of the above;
• Conflict graphs.
Moreover, specific solution methodologies and algorithms from literature include:
• Column generation;
• Branch-and-bound;
• Branch-and-price (i. e., the combination of the two methods above);
• Shortest path algorithms;
• Resource constrained shortest path algorithms.
4.1.1 Railway Rolling Stock Planning Applications
For a tabular overview of most of the reviewed railway rolling stock planning literature, see
Table 5.1 on page 65. Table 5.1 shows an overview of the following characteristics: Overall
topic, planning processes, model type, model graph properties, railway-specific requirements
integrated, model objective and solution methodologies applied.
As justified in Chapters 1 to 3, rolling stock planning is an immensely complicated un-
dertaking. For this reason, rolling stock planning and rolling stock optimisation models have
historically been domain specific (as opposed to integrated), in which each model has only
adhered to a small number of the many railway-specific requirements at a time.
In the reviewed literature, almost all rolling stock planning models adhere to the common
requirements, including timetable requirements, (overall) infrastructure requirements, rolling
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stock requirements and passenger (or freight) demand. Other requirements handled are train
unit order in train compositions [55, 10, 53, 72, 86, 46, 17], maintenance etc. by time [38, 80,
109, 57], maintenance etc. by distance [38, 80, 46, 20, 21, 57], depot capacity [24, 55, 53, 72,
46, 17, 28, 21, 60] and depot topology [55, 53, 72, 46, 17]. It is interesting to note that none
of the reviewed models integrate requirements regarding personnel on duty. As described in
Section 3.5, this is an important requirement for DSB S-tog.
The models in the reviewed literature all integrate the railway-specific requirements to a
varying degree, with a slight tendency that recent models integrate requirements to a higher
degree than earlier ones do. Subsidiary requirements like cyclicity, robustness and disruption
recovery with minimal changes have not been analysed in this review since this is out of scope
for this thesis.
Most of the selected and reviewed rolling stock planning literature feature arc based multi-
commodity flow models or similar [37, 38, 24, 89, 9, 10, 51, 80, 86, 109, 28]. In such types of
models the flow of train units (in some cases locomotives) is modelled in a flow graph, with
flow conservation constraints on each vertex of the graph to ensure the in-flow to the vertex
equals the out-flow from it. Arc based flow models are typically low in complexity, a probable
reason for their widespread use. However, in an arc based flow model, it is difficult to express
sub-path constraints, such as recurring maintenance at regular distance intervals.
On the other hand, in path based multi-commodity flow models [67, 60], the potential se-
quence of movements of the individual train unit is modelled (e. g., by enumeration), facilitating
also to take recurring distance related constraints such as maintenance into account.
Other types of models include assignment models or similar [5, 53, 72, 46, 27], set parti-
tioning models [55, 17], hyper arc multi-commodity flow models, [20, 21] and even a model
using Hamiltonian cycles [57].
In almost all of the reviewed rolling stock planning literature a graph is featured. The most
prevalent graph type is a space-time graph (also known as a time-expanded graph), where each
vertex in the graph is an event in space and time. This can, e. g., be the arrival of a train at a
given time at a given station (in space). Correspondingly, the arcs in a space-time graph may,
e. g., represent train services. This type of graph is also known as an event-activity graph,
with vertices as events and arcs as activities, and it is also well known in the airline industry
[96, 15, 14, 88, 98].
In some literature, the edge-to-vertex dual or line graph [62] graph type is used [10, 51, 86,
20, 21, 27, 57]. This type is conjugated from the space-time graph mentioned above. In the
line graph type, vertices represent train services whereas arcs may, e. g., represent the option
for a train unit to perform train services in sequence. Similar “line graph” style graph types
are used to model train composition changes at stations [55, 10, 51, 53, 72, 86, 20, 21, 27], the
approach direction in depot planning [55, 51, 53, 72] and rolling stock maintenance constraints
[38, 20, 21, 57]. Models may use multiple modelling schemes from the ones mentioned.
In the majority of reviewed models from literature, it is the objective to minimise operational
costs and/or penalties. Some models are used to minimise seat shortages [5, 51], number of train
units required [89, 51, 27, 57] or number of shuntings [51]. Depot planning is mainly a matter
of fixed costs, and for this reason, some depot planning models only strive to find a feasible
solution [53, 46, 17], not to optimise a specific objective. Some of these models are constraint
programming (CP) models.
All the reviewed solution methods from literature involve commercial solvers and/ or heuris-
tics. Moreover, decomposition techniques in the form of column generation, branch-and-price
and Benders decomposition are used in some cases.
With regard to the overall topic and focus of the reviewed literature: [37, 38] assign train
units to train services using Benders decomposition. [24] assign different types of train units
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to train services, also taking depot capacity into account. [5] circulate train units for passenger
train services using an assignment type model to minimise seat shortage, while [89] circulates
train units for freight train services. In [9], train services have train units assigned to them
by different types. [55] distribute train compositions of train units to depot tracks using a set
partitioning model. In [10], train compositions have train units assigned to them. [51] assign
train units to train services using multiple objectives. [80] perform maintenance planning of
train units in a train unit dispatching context. [67] assigns collections of train units to freight
train services using a variety of methods, among these branch-and-price. [71] assigns train units
from train services to depot tracks, thus taking both depot capacity as well as track topology
into account. [86] circulate rolling stock using a branch-and-price approach and a transition
graph. In [109], freight train services have train unit types assigned to them. [20, 21] circulate
the entire German ICE high speed fleet on a weekly basis in a hypergraph model. Train units
are assigned to train services using an arc based multicommodity flow type model in [28] and
a assignment type model in [27]. [57] plans maintenance for a timetable train services using a
Hamilton cycle. Using DSB S-tog data, [53, 46] perform depot planning, [17] circulates rolling
stock using set partition and [60] recover from a disrupted rolling stock plan in a train unit
dispatching context using branch-and-price (but disregard the individual depot tracks).
The terminology used in rolling stock planning literature shows great variation. Some ar-
ticles use a terminology that has weak connotations to the actual railway operation. This does
not facilitate the understanding nor the comparison of methods across literature.
4.1.2 Train Service Line Planning Applications
As shown on Figure 1.1 on page 16, one of the overall strategic processes of railway operations
planning is that of train service line planning. Based on the available railway assets, the ex-
pected passenger demand and desired service level, the objective of train service line planning
is to determine which lines should operate on the railway network and with what frequency.
Available railway assets include available infrastructure, track capacities, minimum head-ways
and available rolling stock. The service level may e. g., be stated as the minimum frequency of
operation and the passenger demand as an origin-destination passenger travel demand matrix.
[99] presents a comprehensive and structured review on line planning models (also for other
modes of transport), dividing models into the following categories:
• Cost oriented models that minimise costs for personnel, energy, etc.;
• Passenger oriented models that maximise number of direct connections for passengers
or minimise passenger overall travelling time;
• Game theoretic models in which lines are modelled corresponding to players deciding
their frequencies with regard to a benefit function (sometimes including robustness to
delays);
• Location based models in which each new line is constructed so that the passenger access
times to the new line is minimised. Location based models are thus oriented towards
determining where high speed lines should be provided in a network.
Budget constraints play an important role in some models. Models are formulated as multi-
commodity flow problems, and integer, linear and/or non-linear programs and solved using a
wide variety of methods including column generation, branch-and-bound, branch-and-cut and
last but not least heuristics.
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In conjunction with the preparation of the 2016 timetable, DSB S-tog used the line planning
model described in [91].
4.1.3 Timetabling Applications
As shown on Figure 1.1 on page 16, timetabling is one of the processes in the tactical time
horizon of railway operations planning. Based on the previously constructed train service lines,
the objective of timetabling is to determine when train services belonging to the defined train
service lines should run, while always adhering to track capacities, minimum head-ways and
other operational constraints. [30] provide an overview of assumptions and properties of well-
established timetabling models and present applications in practice. Some further representative
references are given in the following.
[31] present a theoretic description of the timetabling problem and solve it for a single track
instance using a two-phase heuristic working with dual information associated with Lagrangian
multipliers. In [52], different methodologies to improve a given timetable with regard to robust-
ness are given. Both cyclic and non-cyclic cases are treated. Methods include the use of linear
and stochastic programming, each with different solution characteristics.
In [71] the timetabling problem is formulated as a periodic event scheduling problem (PESP),
and a timetable is constructed so as to facilitate passenger interchange between train service
lines at stations. A two-phase solution approach is used: Firstly, constraint programming is
used to solve the problem to feasibility. Secondly, a heuristic is applied to improve the timetable
created. [71] also describes the process of creating a new timetable in relation to all the other
railway planning processes as shown in Figure 1.1.
DSB S-tog is a passenger railway operator providing high-frequency train services in a
network in which few passengers need to change from one line to another. Moreover, DSB
S-tog is the public transport provider with “highest priority”, in that other public transportation
operators (local trains, busses, etc.) adapt their timetables to that of DSB S-tog for passenger
interchange, not the other way around. For this reason, PESP models are currently less relevant
for DSB S-tog. In [81], using DSB S-tog as case study, a mixed integer linear programming
model is used to construct a timetable minimising the number of train service sequences, this in
itself yielding lower cost. The braiding policy is given as input.
Currently, the DSB S-tog timetable is constructed using a semi-automated planning tool in
which lines and braiding policy are defined by the user. In this tool, the user must then decide
the order in which the train services of the defined train service lines should use the central
segment. The tool then detects capacity conflicts, any of which the user must remedy in order
for the tool to finally construct the timetable. As such, the tool does not apply any optimisation
methods.
4.1.4 Integrated Railway Operations Planning Applications
With regard to integrated railway operations planning, the challenge is of course that models
become very complex and difficult to solve when having to integrate a large number of require-
ments. In literature this challenge is addressed e. g., by defining layers in the models or by
providing feedback between submodels.
[19] propose a coarse-to-fine approach for integrated rolling stock planning, in which a
multi-layer model is built with different requirement types categorised as being either in the
coarse layer or in the fine layer. In the model, the major decisions are taken in the coarse layer,
while minor details are handled in the fine layer. The fine layer is restricted to a subset of
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variables and is iteratively extended using information from the coarse layer. The coarse layer
is, as such, used to identify which parts of the fine layer are relevant in the optimisation process.
[29] use a Benders decomposition based heuristic to solve a two-layer model for integrated
rolling stock planning, solving, in the primary layer, the train unit to train service assignment
problem, and, in the secondary layer, the routing of train services through stations. Results are
compared to real-world rolling stock plans.
[112] propose a way to integrate railway timetabling with passenger assignment using a two-
layer model. The timetabling is formulated as a periodic event scheduling problem (PESP).
The passenger assignment problem uses a given passenger flow in space and time to predict
transportation services used, i. e., the passenger flow in the individual train service.
[26] describe a method to integrate passenger railway line planning with timetabling using
DSB S-tog data. Their integration approach is feedback oriented (see Section 1.1) in that two
exact models, one for line planning and one for timetabling, communicate with each other in a
heuristic feedback loop to generate plans that suit both models well. Main focus is robustness.
For a review of other integrated approaches involving public transport service line planning,
see [99, Chapter 4].
4.1.5 Personnel Planning Applications in Railway, Airline and Health
There is some resemblance between rolling stock planning and personnel planning in the rail-
way and airline industries and in the health sector. The mentioned problems involve tasks
(duties, flights, train services) that need to be fulfilled by entities that may fulfil them (nurses/
physicians/conductors, pilots/flight attendants, train units).
An important part of personnel planning models is played by the often very complex and
large set of constraints reflecting workers union agreements, including rules for breaks and
days off. These constrains bare some resemblance to the service distance or service time related
constraints in rolling stock planning.
For reasons of complexity, personnel planning is traditionally conducted in a two-phase ap-
proach in which tasks are first grouped together or paired into rosters, and afterwards individual
personnel is then assigned to the roster. Recently, research has been conducted into integrating
the pairing and rostering steps and assigning tasks directly to the individual personnel [98].
With regard to personnel planning in the railway industry, [32] describe different ways to
model personnel planning using the before mentioned two-phase approach. Formulations in-
clude a set covering model, to which an advanced, heuristically based method of solution for
large-scale instances is provided in [33]. DSB S-tog personnel is planned using the TURNI
software package based on methods from the above mentioned literature.
[70] also uses a set covering formulation to plan train drivers and conductors. The problem
is solved using a combination of column generation, Lagrangian relaxation and heuristics. A
key issue is robustness to disruptions, and variance in duties for the sake of the personnel.
Following a train driver and conductor strike in 2001 caused by personnel dissatisfaction with
duty structures, [4] provide a model to “share the sweet and the sour” between employees while
also addressing economic efficiency.
As a specific example of a personnel related railway application of the branch-and-price
methodology, see [90], in which train driver duties are recovered during disruptions. In this
application the restricted master problem linear program is formulated so as to be relatively
simple and to expose very good properties with regard to natural integrality. Moreover, the
objective is to find a feasible solution fast, so branch-and-bound trees need not be fully explored.
This is in line with the fact that processing time is of high importance, since a disruption must
be handled fast in order not to propagate further.
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[104] deal with the planning of the inspection personnel for ticket spot checking at DSB
S-tog in relation to avoiding fare evasion. Based on historical data, a mixed integer linear
programming model is used to determine an optimal duty schedule for the ticket inspectors in
order to maximise the revenue from claimed penalty fares.
Personnel planning in the airline industry is similar to personnel planning in the railway in-
dustry. [15] perform airline personnel assignment using a two-phase approach in which column
generation is used to find the optimal solution to an LP-relaxed version of the set partitioning
problem. In the second phase this solution is made integer by branching, but no further columns
are generated in the branching process.
[11] perform airline crew pairing, i. e., personnel planning for anonymous crew members.
Their overall approach is an enhancement to [15], however there are more steps in the algorithm
and a strong focus on performing all steps fast. This entails using approximate methods rather
than exact ones. Moreover, column generation is stopped prior to optimality, i. e., when the
improvement of the objective function in each iteration is negligible. Column generation may be
focused on selecting flights with expensive pairings. When certain criteria are met, the column
generation process is stopped and the problem is solved as a mixed integer linear program (MIP)
using branching and employing the special Sprint LP solution algorithm with a fallback to the
simplex algorithm when the former fails.
Both [15] and [11] employ constraint branching, however they refer to it using the more
specific term branch on follow-ons.
[77] deal with airline ground crew roster creation by applying a cutting stock based inte-
ger programming model solved with a column generation based heuristic and special variable
fixing. Robustness is a main goal.
Other non-personnel related problems from the airline industry with some resemblance to
railway rolling stock planning exist, including tail assignment (i. e., aircraft to flight assignment)
using primarily constraint programming (CP) [59]. However, since these problems occur in a
specific and non-integrated way, they will not be treated further here.
With regard to the health sector, [12] deal with the scheduling of nurses in a hospital using a
heuristic to create new columns that are fed to a mixed integer linear program (MIP) set covering
model which is then solved. If the solution does not meet predefined criteria more columns are
created and the MIP is solved again, repeating until the stopping criteria are met. In [12], the
term column generation is used, however, this does not refer to the method of finding an optimal
solution to a linear program by using dual information in a subproblem, it merely refers to the
creation of new columns for a mixed integer linear program.
In a similar setup also from the health sector, [25] deal with the scheduling of physicians in
hospitals. The scheduling of physicians is performed taking into account requirements including
their level of experience, staffing policies and union agreements. The model generates flexible
shifts as part of the solution process. The problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear
program and a column generation heuristic is used to feed columns to this program.
Still in the health sector, [16] propose a model to solve the scheduling of trainees in hos-
pitals. Two different decomposition approaches are examined, firstly the decomposition as a
multicommodity flow problem decomposed on the activities to be performed, secondly as a
set partitioning problem decomposed on staff members. Both approaches were solved using
branch-and-price methodology. In the experiments the decomposition on activities outperform
the one on staff members, however, the latter may be more suited for the implementation of
further, future requirements.
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4.1.6 Maritime Transportation Applications
With regard to maritime transportation applications, [35] provide an overview of the modelling
aspects from both a strategic, tactical and operational point of view, pointing out that maritime
planning has a very large variation in operating environments. Hence, seen from a modelling
point of view, there is also a very large variation in problem structures. It is claimed that there is
much more uncertainty in maritime transportation than in other modes of transportation. More-
over, most maritime transportation today is freight rather than passengers. For these reasons,
from a general perspective, there may be only limited resemblance between maritime modelling
applications and railway rolling stock planning.
Nevertheless, some maritime transportation problems still bare some resemblance to rail-
way rolling stock planning. In liner shipping network design, cyclic routes between ports and
schedules for a periodic maritime transportation shipping service are designed to maximise the
gained revenue for the transportation of freight minus the costs of providing the transportation
service. This resembles the choice of which train services to serve with which train units and
which benefit can be gained from doing so. Moreover, the cost structures with fixed and variable
costs are also similar.
[23] deal with the liner shipping network design problem by constructing a multi-commodity
flow model and using heuristics that are column generation or tabu search based.
[68] provide an improvement heuristic based on an integer program which is solved itera-
tively to perform moves in a large neighbourhood search heuristic. The heuristic is incorporated
in a simulated annealing metaheuristic framework.
Seen from a more general perspective, [36] deal with ship routing and scheduling and pro-
vide four general, archetype models for solutions to a variety of problems, including liner ship-
ping network design and fleet deployment, the latter of which deals with the assignment of
ships to liner shipping routes. Maritime fleet deployment bears some resemblance to assigning
train units to train services, at least in a more general, assignment sense. [36] also provide a
multi-commodity flow model for tramp shipping cargo routing and scheduling with similarity
to rolling stock planning models.
4.2 Overview of Rolling Stock Planning Models Proposed In
This Thesis
A total of five different rolling stock planning models have been developed for this thesis. To
which degree the different models implement the railway-specific requirements described in
Chapter 3 is shown in Table 4.1. Other characteristics of the models are shown in Table 4.2.
The developed models are:
1. A greedy sequential resource constrained shortest path based heuristic model, de-
scribed in Chapter 5, employing an event-activity graph, special side constraints for the
resource constrained shortest path algorithm and a hill-climbing heuristic applied on a
greedy and sequential train unit trajectory modification scheme. This model adheres to
all railway-specific requirements;
2. A simple, train composition type assignment model, designated A2 and described in
Section 6.2.1, used as an objective value upper bound calculation model, formulated as a
mixed integer linear program;
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3. An enhanced train composition type arc multi-commodity flow model, designated A4
and described in Section 6.2.2, used as an objective value upper bound calculation model,
formulated as a mixed integer linear program;
4. A advanced train unit type arc multi-commodity flow model, designated B10 and
described in Section 6.2.3, used as an objective value upper bound calculation model,
formulated as a mixed integer linear program;
5. A branch-and-price based matheuristic model, described in Chapter 7 using compo-
nents from model 1 above in addition to a mixed integer linear program solved with
column generation and branch-and-bound. This model integrates all railway-specific re-
quirements with the vast majority of requirements also integrated in the optimisation part
of the algorithm.
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Table 4.1: Overview of the requirements for rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog and to which
degree the requirements are implemented in the rolling stock planning models developed for
this thesis. In the table, t symbolises full requirement implementation in the heuristic part of
algorithm, # partial implementation in the optimisation part of algorithm, and  full implemen-
tation in the optimisation part of algorithm.
Developed model
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Infrastructure Adhere to track length capacities for parking t    
Handle order of train units in train composit. t t
Use platform tracks for temporary parking t # #  
Use side tracks for temporary parking t    
Adhere to train control system rules t t
Adhere to coupling and decoupling rules t t
Keep train unit balance in depot over time t  
Only one shunting per arrival/departure t  t
Handle split depots and track usage rules t    
Timetable Assign train units to all revenue train services t     
Enable non-revenue services for positioning t    
Adhere to braiding & train service seq. rules t    
Rolling Stock Adhere to platform lengths by train line t     
Adhere to rules on # of train units per train t     
Handle train composition flexible space distr. t t
Passenger Demand Provide seats according to demand t     
Personnel on Duty Perform shuntings only when personnel avail. t   
Scheduled Maintenance Get train unit to workshop within dist. limit t  
Even out the flow of train units to workshop t  
Unscheduled Maintenance Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Friction Sand Get train unit to facility within distance limit t  
Exterior Cleaning Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Graffiti Removal Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Interior Cleaning Allow time to clean train units t  
Put newly cleaned train units into service t  
Winter Preparedness Get train unit to facility within time limit t  
Exposure of Commercials Expose commercials in certain regions t  
Surveillance Video Requests Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Surface Foil Application Get train unit to facility within time limit t  
Passenger Counting Equip. Assign specific train unit to spec. train lines t  
Train Control System Equip. Assign specific train unit to spec. train lines t  
Operating Costs Minimise energy costs t     
Minimise maintenance costs t     
Minimise infrastructure usage costs t     
Minimise train driver costs t #    
Minimise depot driver costs t    
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Table 4.2: Overview of the characteristics of the rolling stock planning models developed
for this thesis. Requirements implemented indicate to which degree (by count) the individual
models implement the railway-specific requirements from Chapter 3. Greedyness indicates the
degree of greedy aspects in the model. k-optimality indicates to which degree the individual
models are solved to optimality for k selected train unit trajectories for modification (in each
iteration for the heuristic and matheuristic models; in each model run, for the non-iterative
upper bound calculation models). Hot start indicates to which degree and how models may be
hot started for better model performance. Symmetry indicates to which degree there is unwanted
symmetry in the model formulation. Model variables cardinality indicates number of variables
in the models. Iteration effectiveness indicates how good with regard to objective value gain the
model performs in each iteration (or model run, if applicable), and time effectiveness how well
by time.
Model
Characteristic 1.
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Requirements implemented
Greedyness
k-optimality
Hotstart with uncov. revenue train services
Hotstart with incomplete trajectories
Symmetry in model formulation
Model variables cardinality
Iteration effectiveness
Time effectiveness
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Chapter 5
A Greedy Heuristic Integrated Rolling
Stock Planning Model
This chapter is published as a scientific article in Journal of Rail Transport Planning and Man-
agement, 5(4): 240–262, 2015, with the title An Integrated Rolling Stock Planning Model for
the Copenhagen Suburban Passenger Railway, [105].
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Background and Terminology
Rolling stock planning is the process a passenger railway operator performs in order to plan
how to use the rolling stock for the conveyance of passengers. The goal of the rolling stock
planning process is to provide sufficient seats for passengers while at the same time keeping
operating costs as low as possible. This goal is of course a highly important matter for operators
of passenger railways since it is the core question of their very existence: Can the passenger
railway convey its passengers at an acceptable price?
A passenger railway operates a timetable of train services for the conveyance of passengers
for revenue. Rolling stock planning is performed by assigning individual train units to the train
services from the timetable.
When producing rolling stock plans for a passenger railway, a large number of practical,
railway-specific requirements need to be taken into account. These requirements relate to the
railway infrastructure, the timetable, the rolling stock itself, the passenger demand, maintenance
scheduling and a large number of other aspects of the railway operation.
Due to the large number of practical, railway oriented requirements and their complexity,
rolling stock planning is often performed in a step-by-step manner, taking only some of the
many requirements into consideration in each step. This is also the case in the rolling stock
planning system currently used at DSB S-tog, the suburban passenger train operator of the City
of Copenhagen. DSB S-tog is considered as case study for this paper.
In the rolling stock planning system of DSB S-tog, as it is typical for the industry, the first
step is to decide how much seating capacity should be allocated to each train service. This
step is called composition planning. Based on this, in the next step, individual train units are
assigned to train services in a process called rotation planning. Finally, in the last step it is
decided where the train units are to be parked in the depots when not in use. This step is called
depot planning. Needless to say, the step wise approach may produce plans that are neither
optimal nor feasible.
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For DSB S-tog this is especially the case due to the very limited space in the depots where
train units are parked when not in use. For this reason, the most constraining requirement for
the rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog is that of being able to move the train units in and out of
the depots. Planning this as the last step may prove highly problematic, since decisions taken
in the earlier steps may limit the degrees of freedom for the depot planning steps to an extent
that no feasible solution can be found. Such infeasible plans will have to be corrected manually,
most often incurring extra cost.
Other suburban passenger train operators may have similar, challenging conditions that
make sequential planning equally problematic. For this reason, an integration of all the dif-
ferent rolling stock planning processes is essential if an automated model is to produce plans
that are usable in practice. This is achieved by the integrated rolling stock planning model
proposed in this paper.
The combined process of composition planning, rotation planning and depot planning is
called circulation planning. The circulation planning phase of rolling stock planning has a
tactical scope and is conducted months before the plan is set into motion. The process of setting
a circulation plan into motion is called train unit dispatching. This is the operational, short-term
or real-time phase of rolling stock planning where last minute changes are made based on which
physical train units are available, whether delays or disruptions have occurred, etc.
5.1.2 Literature Review
Until recently, operations research (OR) techniques have been applied to a wide range of specific
problems in the railway industry, which are summarised in various surveys [39, 7, 64, 34, 71].
At present, the challenges in the adaptation of OR techniques in the railway industry seem
not only to lie in finding solutions to each specific problem, but even more so in integrating
the individual solution methods to the highly interconnected specific problems into holistic,
integrated models. By integrating the specific models with each other, sub-optimal solutions
can be avoided. The tendencies for the integration of models are currently also seen in the
airline industry [98].
Table 5.1 shows an overview of characteristics of selected and reviewed, recent literature for
rolling stock planning. The characteristics are grouped as follows: The overall topic of article;
The railway planning processes it addresses; The type of the model proposed; The properties of
the model graph (all reviewed models feature a graph); The railway-specific requirements the
model integrates; The objective of the model; And finally, the solution method applied.
As may be seen from Table 5.1, a large portion of the reviewed methods use an arc based
multi-commodity flow or similar modelling scheme. In such a scheme the flow of train units
or locomotives is modelled in a flow graph, with flow conservation constraints on each vertex
of the graph making sure the flow into the vertex equals the flow out of it. Arc based flow
models are typically relatively low in complexity, a presumed reason for their widespread use.
In arc based flow models, however, it adds to complexity to model sub-path constraints such as
recurring maintenance at regular distance intervals.
In path based multi-commodity flow models on the other hand, each potential sequence
of movements of the individual train unit or locomotive is modelled (e. g., by enumeration),
making it easier to also take recurring distance related constraints such as maintenance into
account.
In Table 5.1, the literature reviewed is also categorised according to the properties of the
graphs involved in the models. As may be seen, most models use a space-time graph type (also
called time-expanded graph type), where each vertex in the graph is an event in space and time,
e. g. the arrival of a train at a given time at a given station (in space). Correspondingly, arcs
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in a space-time graph may e. g. represent train services. Such a graph is also an event-activity
graph, referring to the vertices as events and the arcs as activities. This type of graph is also
well known in the airline industry [96, 14, 88, 98].
Some authors use the edge-to-vertex dual or line graph [62] graph type, conjugated from
the space-time graph mentioned before. In the line graph type, vertices represent train services
whereas arcs may e. g. represent the possibilities of a train unit to perform train services in
sequence.
Similar “line graph” style graph types are used to model train composition changes at sta-
tions, the approach direction in depot planning and maintenance constraints. In two papers a
hypergraph is used [20, 21].
As may be seen from Table 5.1, the models in the reviewed literature integrate a different
number of railway-specific requirements, with a slight tendency that recent models integrate
more requirements than earlier ones.
In most of the reviewed models the objective is to minimise operational costs and/or penal-
ties. Some models are used to minimise seat shortages or the number of train units needed etc.
Since depot planning is mainly a matter of fixed costs, some depot planning models have only
feasibility as their objective.
All solution methods applied in the reviewed literature involve commercial solvers and/or
heuristics. In addition, decomposition techniques such as column generation, branch-and-price
and Benders decomposition are used in some cases.
The following is a brief overview of the size of the data instances used in the experiments
reported in the reviewed literature. [37, 38] assign train units to 300 train services for the period
of one week. [24] assign 6 different types of train units to 200 train services. [5] circulate
train units for 188 passenger train services, while [89] circulates train units for 86 freight train
services. In [9] 3,324 train services have up to 1,600 train units assigned to them by 5 types.
[55] distribute 600 train compositions with 1,100 train units on 19 depot tracks. In [10] 12 train
compositions have train units assigned to them on an intercity line with 30 min. frequency. [51]
assign 85 train units in 2 categories to 67 train services. [80] perform maintenance planning of
47 train units serving 800 train services per day for a period of up to 5 consecutive days. [67]
assigns 1,200 collections of train units to 350 freight train services. [71] assigns up to 600 train
services with 1,100 train units to 19 depot tracks. In [109] 388 freight train services have 6 train
unit types in 8 possible compositions assigned to them. [20, 21] circulate the entire German
ICE high speed fleet for a week, resulting in a model graph with more than 60 million hyperarcs
in it. [28] assign rolling stock to up to 400 train services, and [27] up to 76 train units in up to
10 categories to up to 600 train services. [57] plans maintenance for a timetable with up to 104
train services.
In comparison, DSB S-tog has approximately 1,350 train services per day with 122 train
units in operation, routed to 53 depot tracks. In the integrated rolling stock planning model pro-
posed here, this yields a model graph with up to approx. 28,000 arcs. The following references
use DSB S-tog data: [53, 46] perform depot planning by each depot, [17] circulates rolling
stock and [60] recover from a disrupted rolling stock plan (but disregard the individual depot
tracks).
To the best of our knowledge, no integrated planning model for the requirements we are
considering has been worked out or used, neither in the literature nor in industry practice.
On a general note, the terminology used in rolling stock planning literature shows great
variation. In some articles a terminology is used that has weak connotations to the actual railway
operation. Needless to say, this neither facilitates the understanding nor the comparison of
methods across literature.
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5.1.3 Scientific Contribution
The scientific contribution of the proposed integrated rolling stock planning model is that of
integrating into one process, processes which are normally solved separately. In particular, the
integration of train unit to train service assignment, maintenance planning (by distance) and
depot planning is not known from literature. The processes are integrated using a heuristic
framework.
A further scientific contribution is the development of special side constraints to a (resource
constrained) shortest path algorithm that can handle the individual order of train units in train
compositions so that no train unit will obstruct the movement of another. We call this new
concept unit order flow conservation.
In addition to this, experiments are conducted using real data instances with all the peculiar-
ities of actual production data in order to prove the scientific viability of the model in realistic
conditions.
5.1.4 How This Paper Is Structured
Section 5.2 formulates the problem to be solved and presents an overview of the solution con-
cepts. Moreover, an overview of the proposed model is presented, along with a mathematical
formulation. Next, the different parts of the solution approach are presented in detail: Sec-
tion 5.3 describes the data model for the timetable and the infrastructure (the space-time graph),
Section 5.4 presents the data model for train units, Section 5.5 the path finding algorithm and
Section 5.6 the surrounding heuristic framework. Section 5.7 describes the real-world data
instances used in the evaluation of the integrated model and the results obtained. Lastly, Sec-
tion 5.8 discusses the implications of the proposed methods and outlines further research.
5.2 The Integrated Rolling Stock Planning Problem
5.2.1 Problem Formulation
Seen from an overall business perspective, the goal of the rolling stock planning problem is to
provide seats for passengers while at the same time keeping operational costs to a minimum.
Seen from a more detailed operational perspective, rolling stock planning is about deciding
which individual train unit should be assigned to which train service. By doing so, one has im-
plicitly assigned seating capacity to the train services. At the same time, it must also be decided
when and where train units should be parked at the depots when not in use. All these deci-
sions must be taken in such a way that operational costs are minimised and all of the practical,
railway-specific requirements are adhered to.
5.2.2 Solution Concepts
The underlying solution idea to the problem presented here is to look at the above mentioned
assignment of train units to train services in an aggregated way: A rolling stock plan may be
entirely described by the movement of its train units in space and time. The movement of
a particular train unit in space and time for a particular period of time is called a train unit
trajectory. A typical train unit trajectory starts off with the train unit being parked at a depot
track before being shunted to the platform. From the platform, the train unit may then be
assigned to a revenue train service starting at this origin station. At the terminal station of that
particular train service, the train unit may turn around to be assigned to another train service in
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the opposite direction. This train service may be a non-revenue train service running without
passengers with the purpose of positioning the train unit for later use. Typically, a train unit
trajectory ends by having the train unit being shunted back into a depot track for parking for the
remaining time of the given period.
As such, a train unit trajectory describes which train services the train unit in question
is assigned to for the given period, including information of used turnaround times between
train services, and at which depot tracks the individual train unit is parked when not in use.
Formulated in the context of this solution idea, one can say that the rolling stock planning
problem is to decide the individual train unit trajectories of the train units, thereby offering
enough seating capacity for the passengers and at the same time keeping cost at a minimum and
adhering to all railway-specific requirements.
To be able to find new candidate train unit trajectories that are attractive (that is, new ways
that the individual train units should move in space and time), we need a measure of the attrac-
tiveness of each train unit trajectory. This measure is called the additional net value, defined as
the additional benefit that may be achieved by assigning a train unit of a given type to perform
the operations represented by the train unit trajectory in question, minus the incurred penalties
and factual costs for doing so. Penalties are awarded for undesirable aspects of the rolling stock
plan.
A positive additional net value for a given train unit trajectory indicates that there is good
“value for money” in letting the train unit perform the given train unit trajectory, since the
benefits of doing so outweigh the costs and penalties. A negative value would indicate that the
costs and penalties outweigh the benefits, in most cases an unattractive option.
5.2.3 Requirements Overview
The following is a brief overview of the practical, railway-specific requirements for rolling stock
planning at DSB S-tog. For a list of all requirements, see the left part of Table 5.4 on page 72.
For a full description of all the requirements, see [103].
In the long term circulation planning phase of rolling stock planning, the following require-
ments must be taken into account: The physical railway infrastructure must be adhered to,
e. g., depot track capacities, the rules of the train control system and the order in which train
units may be parked so as not to obstruct each other’s movements; All trains services of the
timetable must have a least one train unit assigned; Only the available rolling stock can be
used in the plan; The plan should provide seating capacity according to the passenger demand
and provide an even distribution of flexible space for bicycles etc.; Planned shunting opera-
tions in the depot should have sufficient personnel on duty; Train units must undergo interior
and exterior cleaning, surface foil application and winter preparedness treatment at regular
time intervals; At regular service distance intervals train units must undergo scheduled mainte-
nance etc., and consumables such as friction sand must be refilled; Certain train services must
have train units with additional train control system equipment installed, special passenger
counting equipment installed and/or perform predefined exposure of commercials.
In the short-term or real-time train unit dispatching phase of rolling stock planning, ad-
ditional requirements include: Exterior graffiti removal and unscheduled maintenance on
demand and sometimes within a given time frame; Make available train units to meet surveil-
lance video requests from the Police within a given time frame.
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5.2.4 Model Overview
The integrated rolling stock planning model proposed here integrates all the mentioned require-
ments using four main components. The first two components constitute a data model for the
rolling stock plan. The last two components are algorithms applied to modify a given rolling
stock plan in order to improve it. The four components are:
1. The combined timetable and infrastructure data model: A space-time graph with
extended arc and vertex attributes, describing the timetable, the infrastructure, passenger
demand, personnel on duty, which train service has which train unit assigned to it and in
which individual, relative order, etc. This component is described in Section 5.3;
2. The data model for train units, interconnected with the space-time graph, describing
the activities of the train units, e. g. which train unit is assigned to which train service.
This component is described in Section 5.4;
3. A special-purpose resource constrained shortest path algorithm with side constraints
operating on the space-time graph. This algorithm is used to find new candidate train unit
trajectories taking into account the maximum service distance a train unit may perform
as a resource constraint. As a side constraint, the individual, relative position of the train
unit in relation to the other train units in the space-time graph is handled, determining
which movements the train unit can perform based on its relative position. Also the flexi-
ble space distribution is handled as a side constraint. This whole component is described
in Section 5.5;
4. A heuristic framework to accept or reject the candidate train unit trajectories found using
the previously described components. The overall concept of the heuristic framework is
to remove a number of train unit trajectories from an existing rolling stock plan and then,
one by one, to create a new trajectory and insert it into the plan. The newly inserted
trajectories are accepted if they produce an increase in the objective function value; if
not, they are rejected, and the previous ones are re-inserted. The heuristic component is
described in Section 5.6.
For an overview of the first three components, their aspects and which requirements they
implement, see Table 5.4 on page 72.
5.2.5 Mathematical Formulation
The mathematical formulation of the proposed integrated rolling stock planning model pre-
sented in this paper is based on sets (with corresponding indices) and parameters as defined in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
The heuristic component of the integrated rolling stock planning model (Component 4 in
the overview in Section 5.2.4) is governing the program flow. It works by (in each iteration)
selecting k number of train units U∗ and removing each of their original train unit trajectories
j−u ∈ J (Component 2) from the graph G (Component 1). Next, for each train unit u ∈ U∗
a new train unit trajectory j+u ∈ J (Component 2) is then found using the shortest path algo-
rithm (Component 3). This train unit trajectory is then inserted into the graph. (As will be
seen in Section 5.5, the path finding algorithm takes into account all practical, railway oriented
requirements, including train unit order, so no additional feasibility check is needed prior to the
successive insertion of each newly found train unit trajectory.) This process is repeated for all
train units in U∗.
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Table 5.2: Sets and their corresponding indices in the mathematical formulation of the heuris-
tically based integrated rolling stock planning model, their domains and definitions, ordered
alphabetically by symbol. Sets have symbols in upper case, and their corresponding indices
have the same symbol in lower case without subscripts or superscripts.
Symbol Description Index, domain, definition
A
Arcs in the space-time graph G, each arc going from one
vertex to another. As such each arc also has a
corresponding time interval p ∈ P
a ∈ A; a = (v1, v2)
v1, v2 ∈ V
A j The arcs of train unit trajectory j a ∈ A j ⊂ A
G
The directed and acyclic space-time graph with vertices V
and arcs A. The graph has extended attributes as described
in Section 5.3 on page 73
G = (V, A)
I Train unit types i ∈ I = { 12 , 1}
J
All possible train unit trajectories. A train unit trajectory
is a path through the space-time graph G representing the
movement in space and time of a train unit
j ∈ J
j = a1, a2, ..., a| j|
a ∈ A
P
All possible time intervals, a time interval being a sorted
2-tuple of point in time. Each arc a ∈ A represents a time
interval
p ∈ P; p = (t1, t2)
t1, t2 ∈ T
t1 < t2
Q
Points in space, being the union of each depot track at
every station, each side track at every station, all platform
tracks [as a whole] at every station
q ∈ Q
T Points in time t ∈ T
U Individual train units currently available u ∈ U
U∗ The set of train units selected for train unit trajectory
subtraction, creation and addition in the heuristic
u ∈ U∗ ⊂ U
|U∗| = k
V
Vertices in the space-time graph G, each vertex being a
point in space, point in time tuple
v ∈ V; v = (q, t)
q ∈ Q; t ∈ T
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Table 5.3: Parameters in the mathematical formulation of the heuristically based integrated
rolling stock planning model, their domains and definitions, ordered alphabetically by symbol.
All parameters have symbols in lower case.
Symbol Description Domain, definition
b−(a, u) Benefits lost by subtracting train unit u from the arc a ∈ R+0
b+(a, u) Benefits gained by adding train unit u to the arc a ∈ R+0
c−(a, u) Costs saved by subtracting train unit u from the arc a ∈ R+0
c+(a, u) Costs added by adding train unit u from the arc a ∈ R+0
j−u
The original train unit trajectory belonging to train unit
u ∈ U∗ scheduled for subtraction from the graph G j
−
u ∈ J
j+u
The new train unit trajectory belonging to train unit
u ∈ U∗ scheduled for addition into the space-time graph G j
+
u ∈ J
k
The number of train units to select in order to subtract
their original train unit trajectories and add their newly
found train unit trajectories
k ∈ N1
k = |U∗|
n
Number of test runs performed on each data instance for
algorithm performance testing, see Table 5.5 on page 88
n ∈ N1
p−(a, u) Penalties saved by adding or subtracting train unit u to or
from the arc a
p−(a, u) ∈ R+0
p+(a, u)
Penalties awarded by adding or subtracting train unit u to
or from the arc a
p+(a, u) ∈ R+0
z∆
The iteration net value increase, calculated according to
Equation (5.1) on page 83 for the subset of trajectories
that have been changed in the iteration
z∆ ∈ R
z−( j−u )
The subtractional net value, i. e., the net value of
subtracting train unit trajectory j−u from the space-time
graph G, calculated according to Equation (5.2) on
page 83 before the train unit trajectory is subtracted
z−( j−u ) ∈ R
z+( j+u )
The additional net value, i. e., the net value of adding train
unit trajectory j+u into the space-time graph G, calculated
according to Equation (5.3) on page 84 before the train
unit trajectory is added
z+( j+u ) ∈ R
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Next, the heuristic component checks the change in objective value for the iteration in ques-
tion, the iteration net value increase z∆. If z∆ is positive, each newly created train unit trajectory
j+u for the selected train units U
∗ is kept in the graph G. If z∆ is not positive, for each train unit
u ∈ U∗, the newly found train unit trajectory j+u is removed from the graph, and the original
j−u reinserted, equivalent to the changes in the current iteration being rolled back, i. e., the train
units U∗ having their original train unit trajectories reinstated.
5.3 Timetable and Infrastructure Data Model
The first component of the integrated rolling stock planning model is the combined data model
for the timetable and the railway infrastructure in the form of a directed, acyclic, space-time
graph G. Space-time graphs are well known in the railway industry, the first use for timetabling
is attributed to French engineer Ibry prior to 1885 [79]. Space-time graphs are also known from
other industries, for an example of a recent application in the airline industry, see [14].
In the proposed space-time graph, the arcs A represent the possibility of a train unit to move
in space and time or in time only. The vertices V represent space and time events, that is, points
in space and time where a train unit may perform different movements later on. For instance,
a train unit arriving as a revenue train service to one of the platforms of a station is an event,
after which the train unit may either stay at the platform and turn around to the next departure
of a train service (one outgoing arc from that vertex) or be shunted to a depot track (another
outgoing arc from the same vertex).
A schematic illustration of the principles in the space-time graph is shown in Figure 5.1.
In the graph, all platform tracks of a given station are treated as a whole. However, to be able
to model how one train unit may turn around from one train service to the next at the platform
tracks, vertices representing arrivals to the platform tracks are separate from those representing
departures, even though their point in time may be the same.
In the model, non-revenue train services for the positioning of train units are static in the
sense that they are not decided when solving the model, but read from the timetable data as
given input.
The space-time graph has three different aspects which are used in the integrated rolling
stock planning model. These aspects are:
1. The topology of the graph, that is, which arcs are connected to which other arcs by their
common vertices. This is described in Section 5.3.1.
2. The arc attributes, describing features related to train services, train shuntings, depot
tracks, etc. This is described in Section 5.3.2;
3. The vertex attributes, describing features related to depot drivers on duty, number of
shuntings assigned to each arrival and departure, etc. This is described in Section 5.3.3;
As mentioned earlier, the space-time graph is used as the data model for a resource con-
strained shortest path algorithm with side constraints. In order for this to work, the space-time
graph exhibits two features to the path finding algorithm for each arc. These features are:
1. Arc feasibility: Is it feasible for a given train unit to traverse the arc? This is determined
by factors like how many train units already traverse the arc compared to the capacity of
the arc, etc.;
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t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6 t=7 t=8 t=9 t=10t=1 t=11t=0
Station A
Station B
Depot Track A2
Platforms (Arrival)
Platforms (Departure)
Depot Track A1
Platforms (Departure)
Platforms (Arrival)
Depot Track B2
Depot Track B3 
Depot Track B1
Figure 5.1: A schematic illustration of the space-time graph G. The time increases from left
to right. Each vertex v ∈ V represents an event, i. e., a space-time tuple v = (q, t). Each arc
a ∈ A in the graph represents the possibility for a train unit to move in time and space (as a train
service or train shunting) or in time only (as being parked at a depot track, or in the process of
being turned around at a platform track). For example, the arc departing from station A at t = 2
arriving at station B at t = 3 is a train service. This arc has two corresponding vertices, the
first one being the departure from the platforms at station A at t = 2, the second one the arrival
at station B at t = 3. Note that the flow arcs going from the station source and to the station
sink are omitted in this diagram. Also omitted are arcs representing overnight parking at the
platform tracks. For a diagram including these types of arcs, see Appendix A.3 on page 164.
2. Resources consumption: What is the resources consumption of traversing the arc with
a given train unit? In the model, two resources are defined: The first one is the net value
of traversing the arc, measured as the benefit of doing so minus the cost and penalties in-
curred. The second resource is the service distance travelled, this resource is constrained
since a train unit may e. g., only travel a certain distance after which it has to undergo
maintenance.
The path finding algorithm (see Section 5.5) is relaying feasibility and resource consumption
requests to the space-time graph through these two features. The features are exhibited based
on the values of the arc and vertex attributes and the graph topology as described in the next
sections. The attributes are described in the same order as they appear in Table 5.4.
5.3.1 Topology
The topology of the space-time graph reflects the allowed movements of train units as stated
by the current business rules at DSB S-tog. For example, there are no arcs connecting a depot
track with another depot track, since a current business rule prohibits depot internal shunting.
The graph also incorporates turnaround times between train services.
5.3.2 Arc Attributes
This section gives an overview of the different arc attributes and how they are utilised to imple-
ment the different requirements.
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The maximum length that train units assigned to an arc may utilise is governed by the track
length attribute, set according to the minimum platform length on the stations visited by train
service, or the actual track length for platform, side and depot tracks.
The service distance attribute represents the real-world service distance travelled in phys-
ical space for that arc. This attribute is used to calculate the distance related cost for energy,
maintenance and infrastructure usage, etc.
The assigned train units limit attribute is set to two for arcs representing train services, since
at DSB S-tog, no more than two train units may be coupled together when running on the main
line tracks. For other arc types the train unit capacity is infinite.
The main arc attribute in the space-time graph is the assigned train composition attribute,
indicating which train units are assigned to the activity represented by the arc, and in what
individual order. This attribute is used to check for train unit order feasibility (see Section 5.4.2)
and overall resources consumption in comparison with other arc attributes.
The attribute for transition positions keeps track of at which positions couplings and de-
couplings may take place for the train composition assigned to the arc in question (see Sec-
tion 5.4.2).
The attribute for depot drivers required keeps track of whether a depot driver is required for
the activity represented by the arc. Only train shunting arcs to and from depot tracks feature this
attribute, shunting to and from side tracks is performed by the train drivers. Also on the first
and last train services in the weekend, the train drivers themselves perform the actual shunting
to and from the depot.
The train service line attribute keeps track of which train service line (as defined in the
timetable) a given train service belongs to in order to make sure that platform lengths are ad-
hered to, commercials are exposed and that the technical equipment of the train is in accordance
with the requirements for that train service line.
The additional benefit attribute quantifies the benefit of assigning (adding) another train unit
of a given type to the arc in the space-time graph. The subtractional benefit is equivalently the
benefit of removing (subtracting) a train unit from the assigned train composition of that arc. As
mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the additional net value is calculated as the additional benefit minus
the additional penalties awarded and additional costs incurred. As such, the additional benefit
attribute is the only positive driver of the integrated rolling stock planning model. The attribute
represents the economic value of providing seats to passengers that demand them. The value of
the additional benefit is calculated according to stated preference time penalties for having no
seat, the specific value of time for commuters and the duration of an average travel [82]. For
the case of DSB S-tog, this yields a value of 0.44 DKK/min. This is roughly equivalent to the
actual specific revenue gained by DSB S-tog by means of ticket sales for conveying an average
passenger. Note that only arcs representing revenue train services can provide a benefit since
they are the only type of arc that represent the conveyance of passengers.
The additional cost attribute is a resources consumption attribute quantifying the factual
total cost for the activity represented by the arc, as incurred by the assigning (adding) another
train unit of a given type, calculated as the sum of the cost for train or depot drivers, the cost
for technical maintenance, the energy cost and the cost for using the railway infrastructure. The
subtractional cost attribute is analogously quantifying the cost saved when removing (subtract-
ing) a given train unit from the assigned train composition of that arc.
For further details on how the costs and benefits are calculated, see Appendix B.2.
The additional penalties attribute quantifies the penalties awarded and saved by assigning
(adding) a given train unit to the arc. The subtractional penalties attribute quantifies the penal-
ties awarded and saved by removing (subtracting) a given train unit from the train composition
assigned to the arc. Penalties are awarded for aspects of the plan that are not desired, e. g.,
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uncovered train services or train shuntings from depot tracks to platform tracks where the train
unit in question has to pass the main line tracks under way.
5.3.3 Vertex Attributes
All of the vertex attributes relate to the process of train shuntings to and from depot and side
tracks. The limit on number of train shuntings quantifies the DSB S-tog business rule of an
upper limit of one train shunting per train service departure or arrival. Vertices not being part
of a train service have no limit on the number of train shuntings being performed.
The assigned number of train shuntings attribute keeps track of how many train shuntings
are actually performed by assigned train units passing through the vertex.
The date and time attribute is used to map the time interval p ∈ P of the arc being used for
train shunting to and from depot tracks with the time intervals of the depot drivers on duty. If a
train shunting arc is used, the date and time attributes on its vertices are matched with the supply
in time of depot drivers for that particular depot station. If the demand from the current arc and
the demand from other train shunting arcs being used at intersecting times may be supplied by
the depot drivers on duty, the arc is feasible. If not, the arc is infeasible.
The depot drivers on duty attribute keeps track of the duties of the depot drivers by time and
station. This is an aggregated attribute in the sense that the depot drivers on duty are shared
between all the vertices on a given depot station for the time frame of that duty.
5.4 Train Unit Data Model
The second component of the proposed integrated rolling stock planning model is the data
model for the train units. Its different attributes are described in the following.
The allowed on train service lines attribute keeps track of which train service lines (as
defined in the timetable) the train unit in question may be assigned to. This is in order to adhere
to restrictions on installed equipment and the exposure of commercials.
The start/finish time-and-space attribute is used to set the start and finish points in space
and time for each train unit u ∈ U. This way the model can handle where train units are at
the beginning and end of the plan period in order to e. g., send train units to maintenance at a
given time (and by way of the service distance attribute also within the service distance limit).
Furthermore, the balance of train units at each depot can be controlled using this attribute.
The service distance limit attribute keeps track of the service distance that the train unit in
question can perform before it has to go into maintenance or have consumables refilled.
Two important features of the train unit data model are the train unit trajectories and the
train unit order. These features are described in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Train Unit Trajectories
A train unit trajectory j ∈ J keeps track of which activities the train unit in question is assigned
to. As such, train unit trajectories are paths (i. e., ordered collections of arcs, j = a1, a2, ..., a| j|)
from the space-time graph representing the movement of their respective train units in space
and time or time only. See Figure 5.2 on page 78 for an illustration of train unit trajectories in
the space-time graph. Figure 5.2 shows an example of how four train units move through time
and space along their train unit trajectories. If two train unit trajectories use the same arc, this
means that the two train units are coupled together as a train composition. Depending on the
type of arc, they may either be coupled together and running as a train service, or be coupled
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and parked on at depot track. The order by which the train units are coupled is maintained by
the space-time graph. Note that in the example the red and blue train units exchange places
in the execution of the plan, however the balance of train units on the individual depot tracks
remains constant.
The space-time graph is used to find new candidate trajectories for train units to improve the
plan. Since the graph already contains information on the existing trajectories assigned, only
candidate trajectories feasible in conjunction with the existing ones can be found.
New candidate trajectories are found using a specially constructed resource constrained
shortest path algorithm with side constraints. This algorithm is described in Section 5.5.
5.4.2 Train Unit Order
The train unit data model also keeps track of the order of the individual train units relative to
each other. In the following, the logic for coupling and decoupling train compositions in relation
to the order of the train units will be explained. This logic is specific to the train control system
rules and business rules currently in effect at DSB S-tog.
The simple explanation is this: At the platform, train units are being coupled and decou-
pled in the direction that is facing the depot. At the depot, train units are being coupled and
decoupled in the direction facing the platform. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
A train composition is the ordered sequence of one or more train units coupled together. At
DSB S-tog, train compositions consisting of one or two train units may be assigned to revenue
train services. Train compositions of more than two train units may be formed when parking
train units at a depot (and thereby coupling them).
Current business and train system control rules at DSB S-tog state that when a decoupling
takes place at the platform, the train composition moving away must move to the depot. It may
not be assigned to a train service. Furthermore, when a coupling is to take place at a platform,
the train composition moving in to couple must come from the depot. It may not come from the
main line, i. e., from a train service.
The term platform train composition is used to denote the train composition in the operation
that is facing the platform. Similarly, the depot train composition is the train composition that
is facing the depot.
The term relative position denotes how an object (platform track, depot track, train com-
position, train unit) is oriented relative to another. For DSB S-tog, the relative position can be
either North or South. For example, the relative position of a depot track to a platform track at
its corresponding station may be South, meaning that to reach the depot track from the platform
track, train units must move towards the South. Equivalently, a train unit may have the relative
position South of another train unit. At the same time, this also means that the other train unit
has the opposite relative position, i. e. North, of the first one.
The individual train units in a train composition have a relative position to each other. With
the proposed definition, the relative position of train units in compositions is conserved in all
feasible coupling and decoupling operations.
Picture the coupling of two train compositions at a platform track, one being a platform
train composition, the other being a depot train composition. The situation before the depot
train composition is shunted in from the depot is depicted in Figure 5.3d, the situation after
coupling in Figure 5.3b. After coupling, the original depot train composition will have the
relative position to the original platform train composition (in the new train composition) equal
to the relative position of the depot to the platform (in other words, equal to the relative position
of where the train shunting started). If, like in the example in Figure 5.3, the relative position of
a depot track is to the South of a platform track, then the original depot train composition being
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Figure 5.2: An example of train unit trajectories in the space-time graph, represented in colours
red, green, blue and yellow. In this example, the red train unit starts at station A on depot track
A2 at time t = 0. At t = 1 the red train unit is shunted to the platform, from which it departs
as a train service at t = 2, arriving at station B at t = 3. At station B no arc exists to connect
the arrival with the departure at t = 4. This is because the time difference between arrival and
subsequent departure is less than the minimum turnaround time. For this reason, the red train
unit waits at the platform from which it departs at t = 6, arriving at station A at t = 7. Station
A has a shorter turnaround time and the red train unit may thus depart again at t = 8. Prior to
departure it is coupled with the yellow train unit that is being shunted in from depot track A1 at
t = 7. See Figure 5.3 for examples of how train units are parked at different times.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 5.3: Examples of shunting situations at Farum station, equivalent to Station B in Fig-
ure 5.2. (a) shows the station layout: To the North there are two platform tracks, to the South
there is the main line track (left) and three depot tracks (right). (a) also shows the situation at
t = 5 for Station B in Figure 5.2. (b) shows the situation at t = 9 with two train units parked at
the platform, the yellow one to the North of the red one. (c) shows the situation at t = 10, in
which both train units have been shunted to the middle depot track. Business and train control
system rules state that feasible transitions are (b) to (c), (b) to (d) and vice versa. The following
transitions (and vice versa) are infeasible: (b) to (e) would require two train shuntings ; (b) to
(f) since the moving red train unit is on the main line track; (b) to (g) is infeasible because the
red train unit obstructs the movement of the yellow one.
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shunted in to the platform on this station will have the relative position South to the original
platform train composition in the new train composition. This is the result of the transition
between the situations from Figure 5.3d to Figure 5.3b.
In the case of a coupling taking place at a depot track, the relative position of the platform
train composition (which is the one undergoing movement in the operation) will also be the
same as the relative position of the place from which the train shunting started, in this case
the platform track. If, like in the example above, the relative position of a depot track is to
the South of a platform track, then the relative position of the platform track is to the North of
the depot track. The original platform train composition after coupling will then have the same
relative position to the original depot train composition as the platform track has to the depot
track, which in this case is North. This is the result of the transition between the situations from
Figure 5.3b to Figure 5.3d.
In the case of a decoupling taking place at a platform track, only the train units at the same
relative position to the others in the original train composition as the relative position of the
depot track to the platform track may be decoupled to form the new depot train composition to
be shunted into the depot. This is equivalent to the relative position of where the train shunting
ended.
The ordering of train units in a train composition can be found by sorting the individual train
units according to their relative positions.
5.5 Path Finding Algorithm
The third component of the integrated rolling stock planning model is the path finding algo-
rithm, used to find new candidate train unit trajectories. The path finding algorithm is operating
on the space-time graph described in Section 5.3 to find a path between a start vertex and a finish
vertex. In the context of the integrated rolling stock planning model, the goal of the algorithm
is to find the path through the space-time graph between these two vertices, having the largest
additional net value (i. e. for which it is most advantageous to add a new train unit trajectory).
For convenience, the weights on the arcs in the space-time graph are set as the negated
additional net value. This makes the algorithm work as a shortest path algorithm. The path
finding algorithm concept is thus that of a single-source shortest path for a directed, acyclic
graph [40], with resource and side constraints. It is implemented as a label setting algorithm
and is using dominance to keep the set of potential paths to a minimum [66]. The algorithm
traverses the space-time graph and creates potential paths through the graph by setting and
processing labels on the vertices it traverses. Upon termination, the shortest path may be found
by backtracking the processed labels.
The path finding algorithm consist of two parts: The outer part of the algorithm which is
traversing the space-time graph (described in Section 5.5.1, shown as Algorithm 1) and the
inner part which is processing the labels (described in Section 5.5.2 shown as Algorithm 2).
The inner part is called in each iteration of the outer part.
When finding a new path, that is, a new train unit trajectory, the algorithm must ensure that
the found train unit trajectory is feasible. This is ensured in three ways:
1. Resource constraints: The total resource consumption of the potential paths is checked
in each iteration so that no resources are exhausted (meaning that the service distance
limit of the individual train unit is never exceeded). This check is handled in the inner,
label processing part, Algorithm 2;
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2. Side constraints: The check for train unit order feasibility in decoupling operations is
built into the path finding algorithm itself. So is the check for flexible space distribution
for bicycles etc. These two checks constitute the side constraints in the algorithm. Both
these checks are handled in the inner, label processing part, Algorithm 2;
3. Space-time graph constraints: The handling of all other practical, railway-specific re-
quirements is relayed to the space-time graph as previously described in Section 5.3.
The relaying is performed when traversing the graph in the outer part, Algorithm 1 (see
Line 3).
In the path finding algorithm, each vertex from the space-time graph has associated to it a
number of labels. The labels are used to mark potential paths through the space-time graph as
the algorithm progresses. Each label refers to one arc on the potential path. Furthermore, each
label belongs to a vertex (the to-vertex on the arc to which the label refers), but there may be
many labels to the same vertex, since different, potential paths may pass through the vertex and
since more arcs may be connected to it. Each label carries with it the following information:
1. The arc in the space-time graph from which a part of the potential path represented by
the label passes through. This information is used to put together the shortest path when
the finish vertex has been reached;
2. The previous label on the potential path (the predecessor). This information is used to
backtrack the labels to find the shortest path once the finish vertex has been reached;
3. The resources consumed in order to reach the vertex of the label, starting at the start
vertex. This information is used to ensure no resources are exhausted. It is also used for
dominance, i. e., to keep the number of potential paths small;
4. The ordered train composition of the arc, i. e., which train units are assigned to the arc
and in what individual order. This information is used in the side constraints of the algo-
rithm to check for train unit order feasibility and flexible space distribution for bicycles
etc.
The inner workings of the two parts of the path finding algorithm are described in the fol-
lowing Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2.
5.5.1 Space-Time Graph Traversing
The first, outer part of the path finding algorithm is the space-time graph traversing part, shown
as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 starts its main for loop with the next vertex in topological order (Line 1). For
each of the incoming arcs to this vertex (Line 2), a check is performed to see if the incoming
arc is feasible (Line 3). This check is relayed to the space-time graph via the arc. If the arc it
is not feasible, no processing of labels is occurring, and the algorithm is not proceeding further
along that potential path. If the space-time graph responds that the arc is feasible, a loop over
each of the labels of the from vertex of the incoming arc is started (Line 4).
Inside this loop, the inner, label processing part, is called, see Algorithm 2. Labels are only
created if the side constraints are not violated. If not violated, the new label is added to the
current vertex, otherwise no label is added.
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Algorithm 1: Resource constrained shortest path label setting algorithm with side con-
straints for a space-time graph with arc resource consumption data and vertices sorted in
topological order. The resource and side constraints are checked in Algorithm 2.
Input: The from vertex and the to vertex in the graph.
Output: The resource constrained shortest path between the given vertices, feasible with
regard to all practical, railway oriented requirements.
1 foreach (toVertex in vertices) do
2 foreach (thisArc in toVertex.getIncomingArcs()) do
3 if (thisArc.isFeasible()) then
4 foreach (fromVertexLabel in thisArc.getFromVertex().getLabels()) do
5 toVertex.add(getLabel(thisArc, fromVertexLabel)); /* See alg. 2 */
6 end
7 end
8 end
9 toVertex.getLabels().removeDominated() ;
10 if (toVertex.isFinishVertex() && toVertex.isReached()) then
11 processShortestPath(toVertex); /* Backtrack to set shortest path */
12 return shortestPathArcs;
13 end
14 end
15 throw NoPathFoundException;
Algorithm 1 then continues with the next incoming arc of the current to vertex. When all
incoming arcs have been processed, the labels of the to vertex that are dominated are removed
(Line 9).
If the current vertex is equal to the finish vertex, and this vertex has been reached, the
shortest path is found by backtracking the labels starting with the label at the finish vertex
having the least resource consumption for the path finding resource (in this case the negated
additional net value).
5.5.2 Label Processing
The second, inner part of the path finding algorithm is the label processing part, shown as
Algorithm 2.
The first part of Algorithm 2 relates to finding the ordered train composition of the extension
of the current potential path. This part follows the hereby proposed principle of (train) unit
order flow conservation, in which not only the inflow of train units to a vertex is conserved in
the outflow (like in arc based multi-commodity flow models, as mentioned in Section 5.1.2),
the train unit order is also conserved.
As such, line 1 calculates the train composition at the from vertex by coupling the train
composition already assigned to the incoming arcs in the graph with the train composition of the
predecessor label. This coupling is conducted using the topological information, the transition
positions, as described in Section 5.3.2. As such the inflow order of train units to the from
vertex is calculated for this particular potential path.
Next, line 2 sets a variable for the further reference to the train composition on the current
arc consisting of train units already assigned to the arc in the space-time graph.
Line 3 then uses the order found in the inflow to the vertex in question to add the candidate
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Algorithm 2: The label processing part of the path finding algorithm. This part of the
algorithm makes sure that no resources are exhausted and that the train unit order and
flexible space distribution for bicycles etc. is feasible.
Input: The current arc; The current label of the from vertex of the current arc; The
candidate train composition (i. e., information on which train unit(s) the algorithm
is currently finding a new trajectory for); The resources available for the path.
Output: The algorithm creates a new label if constraints are not violated, no label is
created if they are.
1 thisFromVertexTrainComposition← getTrainCompositionAt(thisFromVertex,
fromVertexLabel);
2 thisArcOldTrainComposition← thisArc.getTrainComposition();
3 thisArcNewTrainComposition←
thisFromEventTrainComposition.getPreserveOrderSumOf(
candidateTrainComposition, thisArcOldTrainComposition);
4 if (thisArc instanceof TransitionPositioner) then
5 transitionPositioner← (TransitionPositioner) thisArc;
6 if (!thisFromEventTrainComposition.canDecouple(thisArcNewTrainComposition,
transitionPositioner.getDecouplingPosition()) ||
!thisArcNewTrainComposition.hasLegalFlexibleSpaceDistribution()) then
7 return null;
8 end
9 end
10 thisConsumedResources← resourcesPool.get();
11 thisConsumedResources.setSum(thisArc.getConsumption(),
fromVertexLabel.getConsumedResources());
12 if (thisConsumedResources.exhaust(availableResources)) then
13 return null;
14 end
15 thisLabel← labelPool.get();
16 thisLabel.set(thisArc, fromVertexLabel, thisConsumedResources,
thisArcNewTrainComposition);
17 return thisLabel;
train composition to the train composition already assigned to the current arc in the space-time
graph. As such, the outflow from the vertex in question is determined with the correct order on
the current arc.
The algorithm then proceeds to reject cases where the inflow order and the outflow order
are not compatible: Line 4 tests if the current arc is of a type where transitions occur. If so
the current arc is type cast (line 5) to be able to query it for the decoupling transition position
(in line 6). If decoupling cannot take place while preserving the inflow order, or, if the flexible
space distribution of the ensuing train composition is not feasible, the algorithm terminates by
not returning a new label (line 7).
Next (in line 10) a new resources object is retrieved from the pool [111]. This resources
object is set to the consumed resources being the sum of the consumption of the resources on
the incoming arc and the previously consumed resources of the current from label.
If the consumed resources exhaust the available ones, the algorithm also terminates without
returning a label. If not, a label is retrieved from the label pool, set with relevant data and
returned.
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Note that the logic to determine feasibility of the order of the train units in the composition
applies to decoupling only. This is because it is only in the process of decoupling that a train unit
may obstruct the movements of another. A coupling process will always conserve the relative
position of the individual train units. A feasible decoupling will also conserve the relative
position of the train units involved, however, an infeasible coupling, if it could occur, would
not.
5.6 Heuristic Framework
The fourth and last component of the integrated rolling stock planning model is the heuristic
framework used to accept or reject candidate trajectories found with the path finding algorithm
described in Section 5.5. The heuristic framework used is that of hill climbing [76].
The overall concept of the heuristic framework in the integrated rolling stock planning
model is to remove a number of train unit trajectories from an existing rolling stock plan and
then, one by one, to create a new trajectory and insert it into the plan.
By generating and inserting new train unit trajectories into the plan one at a time, it is assured
that each new train unit trajectory is feasible in conjunction with the existing ones in the plan.
The objective function of the heuristic is described in Section 5.6.1, the inner workings of
the hill climbing heuristic itself is described in Section 5.6.2, and Section 5.6.3 describes the
flow of changes to the objective value in one iteration of the heuristic.
5.6.1 Objective Function
The objective function of the proposed heuristic is the net value of a rolling stock plan. The net
value is defined as the benefit a rolling stock plan provides minus the costs for providing it and
the penalties awarded for undesirable features. As such, the benefit and the costs plus penalties
are competing terms in the objective function and a rolling stock plan may be improved by
maximising the benefits and/or minimising the costs plus penalties.
The objective value may be calculated for the entire rolling stock plan, however, for per-
formance reasons the net value of removing individual trajectories (the subtractional net value)
and adding new ones (the additional net value) is used, since this involves fewer calculations.
The iteration net value increase z∆ is thus calculated as the sum over all selected train units
U∗ of the subtractional net value z−( j−u ) of each train unit trajectory j
−
u removed plus the sum
over all selected train units U∗ of the additional net value z+( j+u ) of each train unit trajectory j
+
u
inserted (5.1). Note that the subtractional net value is calculated before removing each original
train unit trajectory and the additional net value is calculated before inserting each new train
unit trajectory.
z∆ =
∑
u∈U∗
z−( j−u ) +
∑
u∈U∗
z+( j+u ) (5.1)
The calculation of z∆ described above yields the same result as the difference in total net
value for the entire rolling stock plan before and after an iteration, but involves fewer calcula-
tions.
The subtractional net value is calculated in (5.2) as the costs saved c−(a, u) minus the benefits
lost b−(a, u) minus the penalties awarded p+(a, u) plus the penalties saved p−(a, u) as a result of
subtracting train unit u from arc a .
z−( j−u ) =
∑
a∈A j
c−(a, u) − b−(a, u) − p+(a, u) + p−(a, u) (5.2)
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The additional net value is calculated in (5.3) as the benefits gained b+(a, u) minus the costs
added c+(a, u) minus the penalties awarded p+(a, u) plus the penalties saved p−(a, u) as a result
of adding train unit u to arc a .
z+( j+u ) =
∑
a∈A j
b+(a, u) − c+(a, u) − p+(a, u) + p−(a, u) (5.3)
Benefits represent the fulfilment of an unfulfilled seat demand for each individual arc and
depend upon seat demand by time interval p ∈ P and train unit type i ∈ I. Benefits are gained
if train units are added to arcs that represent revenue train services demanding additional seats.
Benefits are lost if train units are subtracted from the same arcs, if this results in more unfulfilled
seat demand.
Costs are incurred for energy, maintenance, infrastructure usage and personnel (train drivers
and depot drivers) and depend upon service distance, arc type (revenue train services, train
shunting operations etc.), time interval p ∈ P and train unit type i ∈ I. Costs for energy
and maintenance are added if train units are added to arcs that represent movements. Energy
and maintenance costs are saved if train units are subtracted from the same arcs. For the case
of infrastructure use and personnel, costs are only added for the first train unit added to the
movement arc in question. These costs are also only saved when the train unit being subtracted
is the last train unit assigned to the movement arc in question.
Penalties are awarded for unwanted features of the plan and depend upon time interval p ∈ P
and occurrence. A penalty for not having a revenue train service covered is awarded when the
last train unit assigned to the arc in question is subtracted. The penalty is saved when the first
train unit is added to the same arc again. A penalty is also awarded for unwanted shunting
operations. Here the concept is the opposite: This penalty is awarded when the first train unit is
added to the train shunting operation arc, and saved when the last one is subtracted.
Note that penalties can be both awarded and saved by both the subtractional as well as the
additional operation, this is the reason for both p+(a, u) and p−(a, u) being present in both (5.2)
and (5.3).
5.6.2 Hill Climbing Heuristic
The concept of removing one or more train unit trajectories from the plan and reinserting them
one at a time, operates within a hill climbing heuristic framework in which all of the inserted
new trajectories are either accepted (and kept in the plan) or rejected (and removed from the
plan and old trajectories re-inserted, yielding a plan identical to before any modifications were
performed).
Normally in heuristics, changes are evaluated before being inserted into the solution. How-
ever the modification scheme described here is necessary to ensure feasibility: One can not
generate a second candidate trajectory without inserting the first one into the plan, because
otherwise the plan cannot determine if the second candidate trajectory conflicts with the first
one.
The selection of train unit trajectories to remove from the plan is conducted at random.
The heuristic component continues until a given stopping criterion is met. For the calcu-
lations given in Table 5.5 on page 88 this was given as a negative value of z∆ for the past 5
minutes, equivalent to the convergence curve (see Figure 5.6 on page 91) flattening out.
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Figure 5.4: Sankey diagram of the flows for benefits and costs (including penalties) in the
proposed heuristic.
5.6.3 Objective Value Flow
Figure 5.4 shows a Sankey diagram of the flows for benefits and costs (including penalties) in the
proposed heuristic. The figure is read from left to right showing the flow of costs (bottom) and
benefits (top) through one iteration of the heuristic. The term actual benefit is used to describe
the benefit that is in the current plan. The term latent benefit is used to denote a benefit that is
not in the current plan, but one that could be in the next iteration through the modifications of
the heuristic. The total benefit potential is thus the sum of these two types of benefit. On the
cost side the same terms apply. The general idea of the heuristic is to maximise the benefits
by turning latent benefits into actual ones and to minimise the costs (including penalties) by
turning actual costs into latent ones, thus maximising the total net value of the plan.
5.7 Experimental Results
The integrated rolling stock planning model proposed in this paper has been tested on a number
of data instances. The purpose of the experiments has been to benchmark the performance of
the heuristic with plans produced manually. The conditions were chosen so as to make the
bench marking on as equal conditions as possible.
The integrated rolling stock planning model presented here has been implemented in the
programming language Java 1.8 with approx. 15,000 lines of code. Apart from the library
Joda-Time 2.8.2, only standard libraries have been used.
The tests were performed on a Dell PowerEdge T610 equipped with 16 Intel Xeon E5620
CPUs at 2.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM running Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS. Parallel processing was
used in which each individual test was run in its own thread on one CPU, parallel to other tests.
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5.7.1 Data Instances
The proposed heuristic has been tested on 15 different rolling stock plan data instances as shown
in Table 5.5. All the data instances represent long-term circulation plans (as opposed to short-
term train unit dispatching plans). Each individual data instance represents a particular date,
e. g., 2012-10-19 and a particular weekday, e. g., Friday.
Most of the data in the instances are actual, real-world data. This includes infrastructure
data, timetable data, passenger demand data and data on personnel on duty. How the individual
parts of the real world data vary between instances is described in the following.
The same timetable is in effect from Monday to Friday, but a different one is used on Sat-
urdays, and again a different one on Sundays. Night train services operate on mornings after
Fridays and Saturdays. The timetable also differs between the years 2012 and 2014.
The depot driver duties differ by weekday. The reason for this is that the start up procedures
on Monday morning are different from the ones on Tuesday, since there is a change of timetable
between Sunday and Monday, but not between Monday and Tuesday.
In the data instances, the passenger demand is represented by running the DSB S-tog passen-
ger prognosis model with the actual, measured passenger data for those days. This is possible
because the data instances are in the past. In a real planning situation prognosis passenger
demand would be used.
The instance of 2012-10-19 is special since it occurs during the autumn holiday and also
represents an extraordinary plan with infrastructure maintenance works on a parallel, long dis-
tance railway line. For this reason this plan provides extra capacity on the one of the train
service lines. (It has turned out that, in hindsight, this plan provides far too much seating capac-
ity, which can be seen by how much the heuristic may increase its net value by removing this
excess capacity again.) The other dates represent normal plans with no extraordinary features.
The train unit trajectories in the data instances are those from complete rolling stock plans
produced manually by the planners. In the experiments, the infeasible train unit trajectories
(if any) are removed prior to running the heuristic. The start and finish points in space and
time of the original train unit trajectories are kept. As such, new trajectories constructed using
the heuristic have the same origin and destination stations. This preserves the depot balance
between the original and rolling stock plan when using the heuristic.
Since the current rolling stock planning procedures at DSB S-tog still involve some degree
of manual work, data is not available for all aspects of manually produced rolling stock plans.
Parts of the data instances not currently available include data on the train shuntings of the train
units and the grouping of anonymous train units so as to determine the number of train units in
the plan.
Firstly, the only information currently available on the movement of train units is the assign-
ment of train units to train services. As such, the provided train unit trajectories have gaps in
them. In order for the integrated rolling stock planning model to work, this information has to
be generated artificially by retrofitting each manually produced plan to the data model described
in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
In some cases, all train unit trajectories can be retrofitted. However, as shown in Table 5.5
on page 88 in the column # of infeasible trajectories, in most cases, the retrofitting process is
not able to retrofit all gaps in the supplied train unit trajectories. This is because the manually
produced plans may not respect all of the practical, railway-specific requirements and thus can
not be mapped onto the data model. (Recall that the data model is constructed so as not to allow
violations of the requirements.) The infeasibilities of the manually produced plans may relate
to depot track capacities, depot driver duties, depot driver time consumption and minimum
turn-around times between consecutive train services. (See Appendix B.1 for more information
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about the retrofitting process.)
Some of these infeasibilities arise in the automated, step-by-step planing system currently
in use at DSB S-tog. However, it is also common for the planners to use a variety of “dirty
tricks” to improve the economic attractiveness of a rolling stock plan manually, or to replace
intolerable infeasibilities from the automated planning system with “less intolerable” infeasi-
bilities. Strictly speaking, these tricks are violations of the railway-specific requirements, but
since they often save substantial costs they are accepted. The infeasibilities introduced by the
planners are often used as a last resort and incorporate all the tacit knowledge of the planners.
Therefore, it may indeed be very hard for any automated system to compete with plans having
these mentioned infeasibilities in them.
Secondly, realistic data is also constructed for the grouping of anonymous train units in the
plan. In the circulation planning phase of rolling stock planning, train units are anonymous
since it may not be known which actual, physical train units may be available when the plan is
to be commenced (some train units may e. g., be in unscheduled maintenance).
In the data instances used here, there is currently no information regarding whether two
anonymous train units with non-overlapping train unit trajectories are actually intended to be
supplied with rolling stock by assigning the same physical train unit in the train unit dispatching
phase to both of them. This information is therefore generated artificially by coalescing train
unit trajectories that do not overlap and that may be performed in sequence by connecting them
at the intermediate depot.
This feature may make it harder for the integrated rolling stock planning model to find good
solutions since it may have less train units (and thereby fewer degrees of freedom) to do so
than the manual planners have. On the other hand, if the coalescing would not take place, there
would be more anonymous train units than would fit in the actual depots, which would also
mean missing retrofits and thus infeasibilities in the plan.
In the long-term circulation planning process of DSB S-tog, rolling stock plans are con-
structed for one week at a time, in which each day connects to the next. In this paper, however,
the scope is on each individual day, not consecutive days. For this reason it does not make
sense to restrict the service distance each individual train unit may travel before it has to un-
dergo scheduled maintenance or refilling of consumables, since these events occur at intervals
far greater than that of a day. If arbitrary values for the service distance limit would be included,
the bench marking results would not be comparable.
This feature makes it slightly easier for the integrated rolling stock planning model to find
good solutions since it can make an individual train unit roll a bit longer than it may roll due
to e. g., scheduled maintenance. Experiments have been conducted to show that the model also
performs well with the service distance limits in place.
All of the data instances used for the experiments represent the circulation planning phase of
the rolling stock planning process. For this reason the remaining railway-specific requirements
related to the short-term train unit dispatching phase are disregarded in the experiments.
These issues explained, the data used in the experiments represent a very close approxima-
tion to the real-life planning conditions.
Using the mentioned data instances, a typical space-time graph for a weekday has approx.
22,000 arcs and 13,000 vertices and approx. 16,000 arcs and 9,000 vertices for a Saturday or
Sunday.
5.7.2 Convergence Characteristics of the Proposed Heuristic
The main driver of the heuristic is the objective function, the net value. The net value is calcu-
lated as the benefits of providing seats to passengers that demand them minus the costs of doing
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so and minus penalties for unwanted features of the plan.
The penalties are estimated as real monetary values. A very high specific penalty has been
set for those aspects definitely unwanted, e. g., uncovered train services. A moderate specific
penalty has been set for those aspects that are just undesirable, e. g., train shuntings across the
main line tracks. Simple tests have shown that these estimates make the model perform well.
Experiments have justified the current settings for those parameters that are in the objective
function. Another parameter that governs the behaviour of the heuristic is the number of train
unit trajectories to pick and remove, k.
More than 2,000 test runs have been performed to analyse the behaviour of the model when
varying model parameters. Some results are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The observations
from the test runs are given in the following and characterised in relation to initial gain (how
well the model converges early in the process - more is better), maximum gain (how much gain
does the model achieve before the convergence curve flattens out - more is better), and variance
(how results from different test runs with the same parameters vary - less is better).
Low values of k yield high initial gain, little variance, but only moderate maximum gain.
Higher values of k yield low initial gain, higher variance but better maximum gain. However,
beyond a threshold value of k, the performance seems to deteriorate generally.
We believe this behaviour is related to two characteristics of the heuristic: Firstly, if k = 1,
no swapping of resources between train units can occur. From k = 2 and onward, swapping can
occur, but for higher values of k, the greediness of the algorithm takes over, in the sense that the
formerly inserted trajectories use the resources at the expense of the latter trajectories inserted,
this yielding a lower net value gain in total.
Based on the observations from the test runs, the best performance of the proposed heuristic
is achieved by selecting a moderate value for k, e. g., k = 3.
5.7.3 Obtained Results
As seen in Table 5.5, the experiments show that the heuristic used in the integrated rolling stock
planning model is able to make all instances of typically infeasible rolling stock plans feasible.
In most cases, feasibility is reached with a processing time less than 1 minute. In the worst case
of the 150 test runs reported in Table 5.5, feasibility is reached within 7 minutes of processing
time.
Furthermore, the heuristic is able to improve the economic attractiveness of all tested rolling
stock plan instances with an average economic gain of 2%. The highest net value gain is
achieved for the instance 2012-10-19. As mentioned in Section 5.7.1, this special instance
represents an extraordinary plan providing (as it turns out) excessive, extra capacity on the one
of the train service lines.
With a stopping criterion of no gain in 5 minutes the mean processing time is less than an
hour for all instances. In no case is the processing time longer than 1 hour 20 minutes.
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Figure 5.5: Convergence diagram for different values of k, i. e., the number of trajectories to
remove and re-insert in one iteration. As may be seen, the best results are achieved with k = 3.
Each line represents the mean of n = 24 test runs. Data is for 2012-10-19.
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Figure 5.6: A convergence diagram showing the mean value and the median of the gain for
15 test runs with the given parameter settings. Also shown is the cumulative probability P
in percent of getting a solution with a value less than a given gained net value. Data is for
2012-10-19.
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5.8 Discussion
In implementing the proposed, integrated model, we have demonstrated that it is possible to
integrate into one model processes in rolling stock planning that are normally solved in a step
by step manner. We have also shown that the proposed ordered flow conservation principle
works in practice. The work presented here is a case study on the specific real-world data and
constraints of DSB S-tog, however, the proposed principles may be applied in general to other
types of problems.
Furthermore, we have observed that the proposed heuristic operating on the integrated
rolling stock planning model has good convergence characteristics in that it will make typi-
cal infeasible plans feasible within minutes of computation time and with an additional gain in
economic value of 2% on average.
These features make the integrated rolling stock planning model highly suited to simplify
and improve present semi-automatic or manual rolling stock planning procedures at DSB S-tog.
The integrated rolling stock planning model proposed in this paper uses a shortest path
algorithm to find new candidate train unit trajectories. This fact makes the algorithm highly
greedy, a feature we believe makes the algorithm very suitable for fast “trimming and grooming”
of an existing rolling stock plan with excess seating capacity in it. However, the same greediness
property may make it less suited for constructing a rolling stock plan from scratch, since the
former found shortest train unit trajectories will be good at the cost of latter found ones. Further
research may devise methods to overcome this limitation.
Extensive experiments have been conducted to replace the heuristic proposed here with a
metaheuristic using Simulated Annealing [3] with an exponential cooling scheme and reheating.
However, none of these experiments produced better convergence. Future research into other
metaheuristic frameworks may be conducted to improve convergence.
The model proposed is primarily intended for the tactical planning scope. However, with
few modifications, the model may also be used for the short-term train unit dispatching phase
of rolling stock planning. Schemes for reinstating cancelled train services are currently not
handled, nor is the objective in a disruption recovery setting to recover with a minimum of
changes to the non-disrupted plan. Future research should cover these aspects, if the model is
to be used in the train unit dispatching context.
A further integration of train unit routing could be built into the model by also modelling
the individual platform tracks instead of modelling them as a whole.
Moreover, a concept for creating relevant non-revenue train services should be considered
in the future. The model proposed here only uses the non-revenue train services in the original
plan (if appropriate), however these non-revenue train services may not fit the modified plan
very well, since they are specifically created to fit the original plan.
Even though the practical, railway-specific requirements that relate to the train unit dispatch-
ing phase have been implemented with the proposed, integrated rolling stock planning model,
experiments with train unit dispatching plans have not been made yet. One major difference to
the circulation plans used in the experiments is that the individual positions of the train units is
given. This is because the individual, physical train units have a specific position at the time
the plan is to be set in motion. In the long-term circulation planning phase, this position can
be chosen. This difference somewhat limits the amount of candidate solutions for train unit
dispatching.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, research should be conducted into the field of improv-
ing convergence by devising different schemes from which to choose train unit trajectories to
remove as well as different schemes for inserting them into the plan.
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Chapter 6
Net Value Upper Bound Calculation
Models for Rolling Stock Planning
6.1 Introduction
As shown in the previous Chapter 5, it is possible to solve the rolling stock planning problem
using the proposed greedy heuristic integrated rolling stock planning model. However, because
of its heuristic nature, the algorithm neither guarantees the provision of an optimal solution, nor
does it provide bounds on the deviation from the optimal solution. In order to provide these
bounds, three different upper bound calculation models are formulated in this chapter.
From a practical point of view, an upper bound calculation model can be used to provide
a quick approximation of the economic properties of a given scenario, e. g., for comparing
the rolling stock costs and benefits of different, proposed timetables. For this purpose, an upper
bound calculation model must be simple (or LP-relaxed) in order to have short processing times.
An upper bound calculation model can also be used to quantify how close to the global optimum
any given solution may lie. For this purpose, a more advanced upper bound calculation model
is needed, so as to have a tighter bound. Naturally, this comes at the price of longer processing
times.
The upper bound calculation models are designated A2, A4 and B10, referring to types A
and B, and to how many constraint types they implement. Type A upper bound calculation
models assign train composition types to arcs, whereas the one type B model assigns train unit
types to arcs.
The purpose of formulating three different upper bound calculation models is to investi-
gate the entire spectre of possible properties with regard to simplicity of formulation, practical
implementation effort, processing time and tightness of bounds.
All upper bound calculation models are mixed integer linear programs. The models may be
solved in both their mixed integer version (as MIPs) as well as in their linearly relaxed versions
(as LPs).
The mathematical formulations of the three models are given in Section 6.2. Results from
the numerical experiments are shown in Table 6.5, this includes a comparison to the heuristic
results from Chapter 5. In Section 6.4 the upper bound calculation models are compared to each
other and the perspectives for their use are discussed.
On a general note, the upper bound calculation models are applied to the whole rolling
stock plan, i. e., to the full set of train units U, as opposed to the greedy heuristic described in
Chapter 5, which is only applied to a subset U∗ of the train unit trajectories in the plan at a time.
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6.2 Mathematical Formulations
The upper bound calculation models consist of sets (with corresponding indices), parameters
and decision variables as defined in Tables 6.1 to 6.4.
Since the benefits are all accounted for in each of the upper bound calculation models, and
since only a subset of the costs and penalties are accounted for in each, the solution to any of
the upper bound models for a given instance represents an upper bound on the optimal solution
to the integrated real rolling stock planning problem.
6.2.1 Upper Bound Calculation Model A2
The first upper bound calculation model A2 is designed to be simple and fast and as such only
to implement a few of the railway-specific requirements described in Chapter 3.
The objective of the model is to assign train composition types C to revenue train service
arcs AR, so that the total net value is maximised (6.1). Recall that train composition types are
unordered combinations of train units by specific type, as shown in Table 3.5 on page 41. The
value of the objective function is denoted zsup since it is an upper bound (supremum) of the
total net value of the rolling stock plan z taking all requirements into account. x(c, a) denotes
the binary decision variable for assigning composition type c to revenue train service arc a, and
b(c, a) the benefit, c(c, a) the costs and p1(c, a) the penalties of doing so.
A decision variable x(c, a) for a particular revenue train service arc is only created if it is
at all feasible to assign the composition type to the arc in question based on train composition
length and number of train units in the composition.
The assignment is subject to assigning exactly one non-empty composition type to each
revenue train service arc (6.2), and not exceeding the number of available train units n(i) by
train unit type i in any time interval p (6.3), with I being the set of train unit types. e(a, p)
is a binary parameter assuming the value of 1 if arc a coincides with time interval p, and 0
otherwise, n(i, c) is the number of train units of train unit type i in train composition type c.
Equation (6.4) is the integrality constraint for the decision variable x(c, a).
max zsup =
∑
c∈C1
∑
a∈AR
(
b(c, a) − c(c, a) − p1(c, a)
)
· x(c, a) (6.1)∑
c∈C1
x(c, a) = 1 ∀a ∈ AR (6.2)∑
c∈C1
∑
a∈AR
e(a, p) · n(i, c) · x(c, a) ≤ n(i) ∀i ∈ I,∀p ∈ P (6.3)
x(c, a) ∈ {0, 1} ∀c ∈ C1,∀a ∈ AR (6.4)
Since all revenue train services will be covered by assigning non-empty train compositions
to them in (6.2), no penalties for uncovered revenue train services need appear in the model
formulation.
This upper bound calculation model is essentially a knapsack problem [8, Chapter 3] with
added minimum assignment constraints (6.2), since it describes a number of items (in this case
train units in the form of train composition types) to select (in this case to assign to revenue
train services), this in order to maximise a given goal (in this case the net value), subject to
maximum and minimum limits of the number of items (train units) that can be assigned.
The upper bound calculation model is neither an arc based nor a path based multi-commodity
flow model. For this reason it neither takes into account the depot and side track capacities, nor
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Table 6.1: Sets in the upper bound calculation models, their corresponding indices, domains
and definitions, ordered alphabetically by symbol. Sets are in upper case, their indices use same
lower case symbol without subscripts or superscripts.
Symbol Description Index, domain, definition
A
Arcs in the graph G, each arc going from one vertex to
another. An arc corresponds to a time interval p ∈ P
a ∈ A; a = (v1, v2)
v1, v2 ∈ V
AN Arcs representing non-revenue train services a ∈ AN ⊂ A
AP Arcs representing train units undergoing parking a ∈ AP ⊂ A
AR Arcs representing revenue train services a ∈ AR ⊂ A
AS Arcs representing train shunting operations a ∈ AS ⊂ A
A+v The set of incoming arcs to vertex v a ∈ A+v ⊂ A; v ∈ V
A−v The set of outgoing arcs from vertex v a ∈ A−v ⊂ A; v ∈ V
A−0 The set of all outgoing arcs from any source vertex v1 ∈ V0
a ∈ A0 ⊂ A; a = (v1, v2)
v1 ∈ V0; v2 ∈ V
C
Train composition types: The unordered combinations of
train unit types coupled in train services or being parked.
This also includes the empty train composition having no
train units at all
c ∈ C
C1
Train composition types having at least one train unit.
This excludes the empty train composition having no train
units at all
c ∈ C1 ⊂ C
G The directed and acyclic graph with vertices V and arcs A G = (V, A)
I Train unit types i ∈ I = { 12 , 1}
P
All possible time intervals, a time interval being a sorted
2-tuple of point in time
p ∈ P; p = (t1, t2)
t1, t2 ∈ T ; t1 < t2
PD
Depot driver time intervals, i. e., the time intervals created
by ordering and making unique the set of points in time
(start and finish) from all train shunting operation arcs
p ∈ PD ⊂ P
Q
Points in space (each depot track, each side track, all
platform tracks [as a whole] at every station)
q ∈ Q
T Points in time t ∈ T
U Individual train units currently available u ∈ U
U∗
The set of train units selected for train unit trajectory
removal and reinsertion for the heuristic described in
Chapter 5
u ∈ U∗ ⊂ U
|U∗| = k
V
Vertices in the graph G, each vertex being a point in
space, point in time tuple
v ∈ V; v = (q, t)
q ∈ Q; t ∈ T
V0
Source or sink vertices (i. e., with zero in-degree or
out-degree)
v ∈ V0 ⊂ V
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Table 6.2: Parameters with symbols b to n in the upper bound calculation models, their domains
and definitions, ordered alphabetically by symbol. All parameters have symbols in lower case.
See Table 6.3 for parameters with symbols p to z.
Symbol Description Domain, definition
b(a)
The benefit (i. e., economic value) of providing one seat
on arc a, proportional to the length of the time interval p
of the arc
b(a) ∈ R+0
b(c, a) The benefit of assigning train composition type c to arc a b(c, a) ∈ R0
c(a)
The train composition costs by having assigned a train
composition of any length to arc a
c(a) ∈ R+0
c(c, a) The cost of assigning train composition type c to arc a c(c, a) ∈ R0
c(i, a)
The train unit movement costs of assigning one train unit
of type i to arc a
c(i, a) ∈ R+0
d(p) The number of depot drivers on duty in time interval p d(p) ∈ N0
e(a, p)
Indicator parameter equal to 1 if arc a exists in time
interval p, and 0 otherwise
e(a, p) ∈ {0, 1}
e(a, v)
Indicator parameter equal to 1 if arc a exists as using
vertex v and 0 otherwise
e(a, v) ∈ {0, 1}
l(a)
The maximum length of train composition assigned to arc
a
l(a) ∈ R+
l(i) Length of train unit type i l(i) ∈ R+
l(u) Length of train unit u l(u) ∈ R+
n(a)
The maximum number of train units in a train
composition for train composition movement operations,
i. e., for revenue and non-revenue train services and for
train shunting operations
n(a) = {2 | a ∈ AR}
n(a) = {3 | a ∈ AN ∪ AS }
n(i, c)
Number of train units of train unit type i in train
composition type c
n(i, c) ∈ N0
n(i) Number of available train units of type i n(i) ∈ N1
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Table 6.3: Parameters with symbols p to z in the upper bound calculation models, their domains
and definitions, ordered alphabetically by symbol. All parameters have symbols in lower case.
See Table 6.2 for parameters with symbols b to n.
Symbol Description Domain, definition
p1(a)
The penalty awarded for undesired train shunting
operations. If train shunting operation arc a ∈ AS is in
category “undesired” this is a positive real number,
otherwise and for all other arcs p1(a) = 0
p1(a) ∈ R+0
p1(c, a)
The penalty awarded for undesired train shunting
operations by assigning composition type c to arc a. If
train shunting operation arc a ∈ AS is in category
“undesired” and composition type c is non-empty, i. e., if
c ∈ C1, this is a positive real number, otherwise and for all
other arcs p1(c, a) = 0
p1(c, a) ∈ R+0
p2(a)
The penalty awarded for uncovered revenue train services.
If arc a is a revenue train service arc, i. e., if a ∈ AR this is
a positive real number, otherwise and for all other arcs
p2(a) = 0
p2(a) ∈ R+0
p2(c, a)
The penalty awarded for uncovered revenue train services
by assigning composition type c to arc a. If train
composition type c is empty, i. e., if c ∈ C \C1 and arc a is
of type revenue train service, this is a positive real
number, otherwise and for all other arcs p2(c, a) = 0
p2(c, a) ∈ R+0
s(a) The total seat demand of arc a s(a) ∈ N0
s(i) Perceived number of seats for train unit type i s(i) ∈ {125, 300}
s(u) Perceived number of seats for train unit u s(u) ∈ {125, 300}
z
The total net value of a rolling stock plan as calculated by
an integrated rolling stock planning model taking into
account all railway-specific requirements
z ∈ R
zsup
The upper bound (supremum) of the net value z. zsup as
calculated using one of the upper bound calculation
models
zsup ∈ R
zsup = sup z
Table 6.4: Decision variables of the upper bound calculation models, their domains and defini-
tions, ordered alphabetically by symbol. All variables have lower case symbols.
Symbol Description Domain, definition
f (a)
Variable assuming the value 1 if arc a has no train units
assigned to it, and 0 otherwise, it is the opposite of g(a)
f (a) ∈ {0, 1}
g(a)
Variable assuming the value 0 if arc a has no train units
assigned to it, and 1 otherwise
g(a) ∈ {0, 1}
x(c, a) Assign composition type c to arc a x(c, a) ∈ {0, 1}
x(i, a) Number of train units of type i to assign to arc a
x(i, a) ∈ N0
x(i, a) ≤ n(i) ∀a ∈ A
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the possibility or cost of positioning train units using non-revenue train services, nor the pos-
sibility, cost or penalty of train shunting operations, nor scheduled maintenance etc. at given
service distance intervals. However, minimum turnaround times for train units between two
train services is taken into account in the definition of the time intervals used, in that the mini-
mum turnaround time is added to the finish time of each train service.
6.2.2 Upper Bound Calculation Model A4
The second upper bound calculation model is designed to take into account more railway-
specific requirements (as described in Chapter 3) than the simple and fast A2 model described in
Section 6.2.1. The model thus has additional flow conservation constraints, essentially making
it a arc based multi-commodity flow model [8, Chapter 17].
Equivalent to the A2 model described in Section 6.2.1, x(c, a) denotes the binary decision
variable of assigning composition type c to arc a. In order to keep the number of decision
variables small, a decision variable is only created if it is at all feasible to assign the composition
type to the arc in question. A certain composition type may e. g., not be feasible due to train
composition length limits on a particular arc. Moreover, empty train composition type variables
x(c, a), c ∈ C for arcs a are only created for the revenue train service arcs a ∈ AR since other
types do not need empty train composition types for correct cost and constraint definition.
Equation (6.6) makes sure that every revenue train service arc has exactly one train compo-
sition type c ∈ C assigned to it, empty or non-empty. All other constraints refer to non-empty
train composition types c ∈ C1.
Equation (6.7) makes sure that no more than one train composition type can be assigned to
each arc that is not a revenue train service arc. When no non-empty train composition type is
assigned to a given arc, this is equivalent to assigning an empty train composition (that is, not
covering the arc), however, in this manner this need not be represented by a separate variable.
Experiments have proven that in this case, the formulation with fewer variables leads to shorter
processing times.
The objective (6.5) resembles that of the previous A2 model, however, since the A4 model
can handle the case where no train units are assigned to revenue train service arcs, a penalty
p2(c, a) for uncovered train service arcs must be warded. This penalty is positive for combi-
nations of empty train compositions and revenue train service arcs. The penalty is zero for
non-empty train compositions in every other arc combination.
max zsup =
∑
c∈C
∑
a∈A
(
b(c, a) − c(c, a) − p1(c, a) − p2(c, a)
)
· x(c, a) (6.5)∑
c∈C
x(c, a) = 1 ∀a ∈ AR (6.6)∑
c∈C1
x(c, a) ≤ 1 ∀a ∈ A \ AR (6.7)∑
c∈C1
∑
a∈A−0
n(i, c) · x(c, a) ≤ n(i) ∀i ∈ I (6.8)
∑
c∈C1
n(c, i)
∑
a∈A+v
x(c, a) −
∑
a∈A−v
x(c, a)
 = 0 ∀v ∈ V \ V0,∀i ∈ I (6.9)
x(c, a) ∈ {0, 1} ∀c ∈ C,∀a ∈ A (6.10)
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Equation (6.8) represents the outflow limit constraints over the set of all outgoing arcs from
any source vertex A−0 , making sure the available number of train units n(i) by train unit type
i ∈ I is not exceeded.
Equation (6.9) represents the flow conservation constraints for non-source and non-sink
vertices V \ V0 and commodities (in our case train unit types I), making sure the flow on all
outgoing arcs a ∈ A−v for vertex v equals the flow on all incoming arcs a ∈ A+v to the same
vertex. The flow itself is calculated as the product between the decision variable x(c, a) of
assigning a particular composition type c to arc a and the number of train units by train unit
type in that composition n(c, i).
Equation (6.10) is the integrality constraint for the decision variable x(c, a).
Equations (6.8) and (6.9) make the model equivalent to the general formulation of multi-
commodity flows in [8], however, in model A4 a flow less than the total number of train units
by type is also possible (6.8). When a flow less than the total number of available train units
is occurring, this is equivalent to train units not being handled by the model. This option is
included in the A4 model in order for its solutions to be comparable to those of the greedy
heuristic described in Chapter 5.
6.2.3 Upper Bound Calculation Model B10
The third upper bound calculation model is designed to take into account as many of the railway
requirements as possible while still being a pure mixed integer linear programming model.
Contrary to the previously described upper bound calculation models A2 and A4, the B10
model assigns a number of train units by train unit type to each arc. Like model A4, model B10
is a multi-commodity flow model.
max zsup = (6.11)∑
a∈AR
b(a) · s(a) −
∑
a∈AR
b(a) · y(a) (a)
−
∑
i∈I
∑
a∈AR∪AN∪AS
c(i, a) · x(i, a) (b)
−
∑
a∈AR∪AN∪AS
c(a) · g(a) −
∑
a∈AS
p1(a) · g(a) (c)
−
∑
a∈AR
p2(a) · f (a) (d)
The objective of model B10 is to maximise the net value upper bound zsup. zsup is calculated
by adding and subtracting six different terms, in (6.11) divided into four groups labelled (a) to
(d). The groups each quantify the following:
(a) The seat demand fulfilment benefit quantifies the economic benefit achieved by the cur-
rent solution. This is calculated as the difference of two terms. The first term quantifies the
total seat demand fulfilment potential, that is, the benefit when all seat demand is met. b(a)
denotes the specific economic benefit of providing a single seat on arc a, and s(a) the total
seat demand for arc a. The first term is thus calculated by multiplying b(a) with s(a) and
summing over all revenue train service arcs AR. The second term quantifies the seat demand
fulfilment benefit that is not achieved in the current solution. Since y(a) is the seat slack
variable capturing how much seat demand is not met in the current solution, the second
term is thus calculated by multiplying b(a) and y(a) and summing over all revenue train
service arcs AR;
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(b) The train unit movement costs quantify the variable costs that are incurred by the move-
ment of the individual train units, covering energy and maintenance. It is calculated as the
product of the specific train unit movement cost c(i, a) of assigning one train unit of type
i to arc a, and the decision variable x(i, a) of actually doing so, and summed over all train
unit types i ∈ I and all train composition movement arcs, i. e., the union of revenue train
services AR, non-revenue train services AN and train shunting operations AS ;
(c) The train service costs and penalties quantify the fixed costs and penalties incurred in
the current solution if a train composition is formed and set in motion, regardless of with
how many train units. The cost term is calculated as the specific cost for personnel and
infrastructure c(a), multiplied by the binary variable indicating if the arc is being covered
g(a), and summed over the union of arcs for revenue train services AR, non-revenue train
services AN and train shunting operations AS . The penalty term is calculated as the specific
penalty for covering an unwanted shunting p1(a) multiplied by the variable indicating if the
arc is being covered g(a) (i. e., if the shunting is actually performed) and summed over train
shunting operations AS ;
(d) The penalties for uncovered revenue train services quantify the penalties awarded for
those revenue train services that were left uncovered in the solution. It is calculated as the
product of the specific penalty p2(a) for not covering arc a and the binary variable f (a)
indicating if arc a is being left uncovered.
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The upper bound calculation model B10 is subject to constraints (6.12) to (6.21) described
in the following.
∑
a∈A−0
x(i, a) ≤ n(i) ∀i ∈ I (6.12)
∑
i∈I
x(i, a) ≤ n(a) ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (6.13)∑
i∈I
l(i) · x(i, a) ≤ l(a) ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AP (6.14)∑
i∈I
s(i) · x(i, a) +
∑
a∈AR
y(a) ≥ s(a) ∀a ∈ AR (6.15)∑
i∈I
x(i, a) − g(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (6.16)∑
i∈I
x(i, a) − n(a) · g(a) ≤ 0 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (6.17)
g(a) + f (a) = 1 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (6.18)∑
a∈AS
e(a, v) · g(a) ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ VA ∪ VD (6.19)∑
a∈AS
e(a, p) · g(a) ≤ d(p) ∀p ∈ PD (6.20)∑
a∈A+v
x(i, a) −
∑
a∈A−v
x(i, a) = 0 ∀v ∈ V \ V0,∀i ∈ I (6.21)
x(i, a) ∈ N0 ∀i ∈ I,∀a ∈ A (6.22)
y(a) ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ AR (6.23)
g(a) ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (6.24)
f (a) ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (6.25)
The sum of the flow on all outgoing arcs from source vertices a ∈ A−0 arcs must not exceed
the available number of train units n(i) by train unit type i (6.12).
All arcs representing train composition movements, i. e., arcs of the categories revenue train
service arcs AR, non-revenue train service arcs AN and train shunting arcs AS , these arcs must
have assigned to them a number of train units less than or equal to the maximum number of
train units n(a) on a given arc a (6.13).
Arcs in the categories revenue train service arcs AR and arcs representing train units under-
going parking AP, those arcs must have assigned to them train compositions with a length less
than or equal to the maximum assigned train composition length l(a) for that arc a (6.14). l(i)
denotes the length of a train unit of type i.
The seat shortage slack variable y(a) assumes the value of number of seats demanded but
not provided, this for each revenue train service arc a ∈ AR (6.15). s(i) denotes the perceived
number of seats provided by a train unit of type i, s(a) the total seat demand of arc a. (For
dimensioning, DSB S-tog uses number of seats perceived by passengers rather than nominal
number of seats, see Table 3.4 on page 40 for an explanation.)
Equations (6.16) and (6.17) define the binary variable g(a) indicating if an arc is being
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covered by at least one train unit in the solution. The definition applies to the union of revenue
train service arcs AR, non-revenue train service arcs AN and train shunting operation arcs AS .
Since n(a) represents the upper bound on the number of assigned train units on arc a, (6.17)
ensures that g(a) can only assume values greater than the number of assigned train units on the
arc divided by the upper bound of that number. This quotient lies in the interval [0;1]. Since
g(a) is binary, (6.16) yields the desired definition of g(a), assuming the value 0 if no train unit
is assigned to arc a and 1 otherwise.
Equation (6.17) represents a “big M” formulation. However, since M, in this case n(a), is
already as small as possible, the formulation can not be tightened additionally with mixed 0-1
set valid inequality as described in [113, Section 8.2]. Still, the Equations (6.16) and (6.17)
expose a weak LP relaxation, since they will always result in fractional values if the objective
function “pull” associated with assigning train units to the arc in question is negative. This
“negative pull” is always the case for train shunting or non-revenue train service arcs, since
these have no benefit, only costs and penalties. For revenue train service arcs that also have a
benefit exceeding the costs and penalties, the objective function may issue a “positive pull” on
the definition of g(a), making the upper bound of become binding, yielding a correct value of
g(a) of 1.
The binary variable f (a) indicating whether arc a is uncovered is defined as complementary
to g(a) in (6.18).
At most one train shunting operation is allowed following each train service arrival v ∈ VA
or preceding each train service departure v ∈ VD for all train shunting operations AS (6.19). The
binary parameter e(a, v) denotes if arc a exists as having vertex v.
When a train shunting operations are needed, (6.20) ensures that personnel (in the form
of depot drivers) is available at all times, i. e., in all depot driver time intervals used by train
shunting operations PD. e(a, p) is a binary parameter indicating if arc a exists in time interval
p. d(p, a) denotes the number of depot drivers on duty for time interval p at the station where
train shunting arc a is occurring.
Finally (6.21) represents the flow conservation constraints stating that for all non-source and
sink vertices v ∈ V \ V0 and for all train unit types i ∈ I, the sum of the flow on all incoming
arcs to that vertex A+v must equal that of the flow on all outgoing arcs A
−
v from that vertex.
Equations (6.22) to (6.25) represent the integrality constraints for the decision variable
x(i, a), the slack variable y(a), the covered variable g(a) and its counterpart the uncovered vari-
able f (a).
Note that the requirement of parking train units on platform tracks is only partially imple-
mented in model B10. Train units can be parked at platform tracks, but there is no constraint
preventing trains parked there from being coupled or decoupled.
Since upper bound calculation model B10 is an arc based model, maximum service distance
between scheduled maintenance is not modelled. Nor are conflicts relating to relative train unit
order modelled.
6.3 Experimental Results
The three different upper bound calculation models presented here have been implemented in
the programming language Java 1.8 with approx. 1,100 lines of code. The handling of input
data was performed using the code already written for the greedy heuristic integrated rolling
stock planning model described in Chapter 5.
To solve the linear and mixed integer linear programs, IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6.1 has been
used. Apart from the libraries Joda-Time 2.8.2, BTC ASCII Table 1.0 and Kryo 3.0.3, only Java
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standard libraries have been used.
Numerical experiments have been performed for the three upper bound calculation with 15
different data instances. The data instances are identical to those described in Section 5.7.1 on
page 86.
The upper bound calculation models have been solved both in their original MIP formulation
as well as in their LP-relaxed counterparts. Results are presented in Table 6.5. Figures 6.1
and 6.2 show the results from the different upper bound calculation models and the results
gained from the greedy heuristic from Chapter 5 compared to the net value of the original
manual plan.
The tests were performed on a Dell PowerEdge T610 equipped with 16 Intel Xeon E5620
CPUs at 2.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM running Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS. CPLEX parallel pro-
cessing was enabled.
6.4 Discussion
Table 6.6 shows an overview of different characteristics of the three upper bound calculation
models. The characteristics are treated in the following.
6.4.1 Requirements Implementation and Implementation Effort
The upper bound calculation models have a percentage of requirements implemented ranging
from 21% to 47% by count. See Table 6.7 for details of which requirements are implemented
in which upper bound calculation model.
The number of constraint types implemented in the upper bound calculation models is al-
ready reflected in their individual designation.
As a metric for the implementation effort for the respective upper bound calculation mod-
els, number of lines of code is used. This is defined as total lines of code for each of the
implemented, individual upper bound model classes including, in each case, their respective
superclasses and any other domain specific classes they use. The A2 model is the simplest
of the three upper bound calculation models leading to the least lines of code needed for its
implementation. Since the A4 model assigns compositions rather than a number of individual
train unit types (if any) to the arcs of the space-time graph, the implementation effort is also
relatively low. Furthermore, model A4 is very similar in terms of the objective function and
feasibility determination to the greedy heuristic described in Chapter 5, making it possible to
just being “plugged in” this model to the existing framework. The B10 model has the most
advanced formulation also yielding the highest effort in terms of lines of code needed for its
implementation.
It is interesting to note that there is not proportionality between number of requirements
implemented and implementation effort expressed as lines of code. Nor is there proportionality
between number of constraint types and implementation effort expressed as lines of code. This
has to do with the implementation overhead needed to make the models work, regardless of the
inherent complexity they represent.
6.4.2 Tightness of Bounds
In Table 6.6, the tightness of bounds for the MIP case is indicated by the percentage of the
number of railway-specific requirements the individual models implement.
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Table 6.6: Overview of the characteristics of the proposed upper bound models. Each bar
represents a relative measure of the characteristic in question, a full bar representing to a full
degree, an empty bar not at all. Where applicable, bars represent characteristics that have been
properly quantified. Where this is not possible, the bar size has been estimated.
Model
Characteristic A2 A4 B10
Number of requirements implemented
Number of constraint types in model
Implementation effort (lines of code)
MIP formulation tightness
LP relaxation tightness
MIP hotstart with uncovered revenue train services
MIP hotstart with incomplete train unit trajectories
Number of model variables
MIP formulation processing time
LP relaxation processing time
For the LP relaxed case of the B10 model, the formulation is weaker than for models A2
and A4. This is due to the LP relaxation weakness of the definition of the covered variable g(a)
in Equations (6.16) and (6.17) on page 101. In the LP relaxed case, this weakness leads to an
underestimation of the value of the covered variable, this in turn leading to a an underestimation
of the covering cost and allowing the solution to use more depot driver resources than are
actually available. Since models A2 and A4 do not have a covered variable but define the
covering costs as part of their variable definition, these models do not expose the same LP
relaxation weakness as the B10 model.
In the MIP case, the B10 formulation is tighter than both A2 and A4 formulations. In all
cases model A4 is tighter than model A2.
Upper bounds are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, showing the relative net value gain and
the absolute net value, respectively. As may be seen from Figure 6.1 the greedy heuristic from
Chapter 5 is able to improve the plan with a substantial order of at least 1/3 of the gap between
the manual plan and the upper bound calculated with the B10 model, this for the best runs of
the greedy matheuristic with number of runs n = 50.
Table 6.7 shows the number of railway-specific requirements implemented in the upper
bound calculation model B10 and the greedy heuristic, respectively. As may be seen, the greedy
heuristic implements way more requirements than the B10 model. Knowing that all of these
requirements all carry a price tag, it may well be assumed that the results from the greedy
heuristic lie very close to the optimum indeed.
As may be seen from Figure 6.2, the manually constructed plans for the weekend are already
very close to the upper bound.
6.4.3 Processing Times
For faster processing, models A4 and B10 may be hotstarted with an existing MIP solution
containing uncovered revenue train services. Model A2 has the covering of revenue train ser-
vices implemented as a hard constraint, for which reason the mentioned hotstart can not be
performed, since this would violate the constraint. However, since the A2 model is so simple,
processing times are so low (just a few seconds) that an MIP hotstart is not really needed.
Contrarily, model A2 may be MIP hotstarted with incomplete train unit trajectories, since
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Table 6.7: Requirements for rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog and the degree to which
they are implemented in the upper bound calculation models. In the table, t symbolises full
requirement implementation in the heuristic part of algorithm, # partial implementation in the
optimisation part of algorithm, and  full implementation in the optimisation part of algorithm.
Model
Requirement Category Requirement Detail G
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Infrastructure Adhere to track length capacities for parking t   
Handle order of train units in train composit. t
Use platform tracks for temporary parking t # #
Use side tracks for temporary parking t   
Adhere to train control system rules t
Adhere to coupling and decoupling rules t
Keep train unit balance in depot over time t
Only one shunting per arrival/departure t  
Handle split depots and track usage rules t   
Timetable Assign train units to all revenue train services t    
Enable non-revenue services for positioning t   
Adhere to braiding & train service seq. rules t   
Rolling Stock Adhere to platform lengths by train line t    
Adhere to rules on # of train units per train t    
Handle train composition flexible space distr. t
Passenger Demand Provide seats according to demand t    
Personnel on Duty Perform shuntings only when personnel avail. t  
Scheduled Maintenance Get train unit to workshop within dist. limit t
Even out the flow of train units to workshop t
Unscheduled Maintenance Get train unit to workshop within time limit t
Friction Sand Get train unit to facility within distance limit t
Exterior Cleaning Get train unit to workshop within time limit t
Graffiti Removal Get train unit to workshop within time limit t
Interior Cleaning Allow time to clean train units t
Put newly cleaned train units into service t
Winter Preparedness Get train unit to facility within time limit t
Exposure of Commercials Expose commercials in certain regions t
Surveillance Video Requests Get train unit to workshop within time limit t
Surface Foil Application Get train unit to facility within time limit t
Passenger Counting Equip. Assign specific train unit to spec. train lines t
Train Control System Equip. Assign specific train unit to spec. train lines t
Operating Costs Minimise energy costs t    
Minimise maintenance costs t    
Minimise infrastructure usage costs t    
Minimise train driver costs t #   
Minimise depot driver costs t   
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Data instance
UB model A2 (LP) net value gain upper bound
UB model A4 (LP) net value gain upper bound
UB  model B10 (IP) net value gain upper bound and IP gap
Greedy heuristic net value gain (min and max, n=50)
Figure 6.1: Relative net value gain over manual plan comparison for results from upper bound
calculation models and greedy heuristic. The greedy heuristic was run with a stopping criterion
of no gain in 5 minutes, resulting in a mean processing time is less than an hour for all instances.
it is not a flow model. Incomplete train unit trajectories may result from a failed retrofitting of
trajectory information from the existing DSB S-tog rolling stock planning system into the data
model used here (as described in Appendix B.1).
Models A4 and B10 are flow models with hard constraints for flow conservation. They can
not be MIP hotstarted with solutions where the flow is not correct.
Models A2 and A4 use binary variables for train composition types. This is viable for model
A2 having only the few revenue train service arcs in it, and consequently only a few feasible
composition types on each arc. However, for the A4 model, this concept leads to a very large
number of variables due to the large number of arcs (all from all categories). The B10 model
has the same number of arcs but the binary composition variables are replaced by integer train
unit type variables, leading to a substantial reduction in number of variables.
For some of the instances, the CPLEX solver can detect clique table members for the A4
model and perform clique merging in preprocessing, this shortening processing times. For
others this is not the case. This underlines the fact that modern solvers may take different
solution approaches based on small differences in the instance data sets leading to very different
processing times.
Using the LP relaxed versions of the models, all instances can be solved in less than 20
seconds. Since the A2 upper bound calculation model is very simple and only contains very
few variables, it can be solved in seconds also in the MIP case. The A4 model has substantially
more variables, leading to longer solution times, especially for in the MIP case. For the A4
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UB model B10 (IP) net value gain upper bound
Greedy heuristic net value gain (max, n=50)
Manual plan original net value
Figure 6.2: Absolute net value comparison for results from upper bound calculation model B10,
the greedy heuristic and the original, manual plan. Note that the data points for the symbols are
in their centres.
model only one of the 15 instances can be solved to optimality within the time limit of 1 hour.
(Peculiarly enough, this instance can be solved to optimality in less than 2 minutes.) Model B10
has shorter LP relaxation solution times than A4, this is considered due to less variables. The
solution times in the IP case for the B10 model are also shorter than those for the A4 model.
For the B10 model, all but four of the 15 instances can be solved to optimality within the time
limit of 1 hour. Of the instances that can be solved to optimality, the average processing time is
just below 30 minutes.
As may be seen from Table 6.5, for some instances, the upper bound of the MIP A4 solution
is slightly lower than that of the corresponding MIP B10 solution. This occurs when the B10
model has been solved to a MIP gap of just below 0.05 % (indicated as 0.0% in the table),
whereas the A4 model has actually found a better solution but has not yet closed its gap. Using
the branch-and-bound algorithm of the solver, the A4 MIP model may find a better solution
faster than the B10 model, because it has a tighter LP relaxation. Because of the many variables
of the A4 model, however, it takes a long time to close the gap of the A4 model. The B10 model
has fewer variables and can close the gap faster.
6.4.4 Upper Bound Calculation Model Usage
As may be seen, each of the proposed upper bound calculation models have their distinct char-
acteristics justifying their existence. In the MIP case, models A2 and B10 represent the fast,
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simple and inaccurate and the slow, complex but more accurate extremes. In the LP relaxed
case, the B10 model is strongly inhibited by its weak covered variable definition. This makes
the A4 model the tightest LP relaxed formulation in practice.
Deciding which upper bound calculation model type to build and use, the A2 model is
suitable if you need a fast upper bound model but don’t have much time to implement it. The
A4 model is suitable if you need a fast model and have a bit more time to implement its tighter
formulation. Finally, the B10 model is suitable if you need an accurate model and have lots of
time to implement its complex workings and wait for it to process.
If even more accuracy is needed, the B10 model may be extended in future to also imple-
ment the requirement that no coupling or decoupling be performed for overnight parking at the
platform. This can be done by adding a linear constraint in the same form as Equation (6.19) on
page 101. However, it is not considered possible to implement additional, remaining constraints
in a pure, integer linear programming context.
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Chapter 7
A Branch-and-Price Matheuristic
Integrated Rolling Stock Planning Model
7.1 Introduction
The current chapter is an attempt to improve the results from Chapter 5 by building a new and
improved model from the previous model, this by replacing the combined greedy path find-
ing algorithm and heuristics components with branch-and-price and matheuristic components
to solve the identical problem. As such, the goal is to solve as many of railway-specific re-
quirements in the optimisation part of the matheuristic algorithm, rather than in the heuristic
part.
7.1.1 Overview of the Previous Model
The previous, heuristically based, integrated rolling stock planning model as described in Chap-
ter 5 integrates all railway-specific requirements described in Chapter 3 and listed in Table 7.1.
The previous model consists of four main components: The first two components combine to
form a data model for the rolling stock plan, the last two components are algorithms applied to
modify a given rolling stock plan to improve it. The four components of the previous model
are:
1. The combined timetable and infrastructure data model: A space-time graph with
extended arc and vertex attributes, describing the timetable, the infrastructure, passenger
demand, personnel on duty, which train service has which train unit assigned to it and
in which individual, relative order, etc. In the graph, arcs represent the possibility of a
train unit to move in space and time or in time only. The vertices represent space and
time events, that is, points in space and time where a train unit may perform different
movements later on. As such, the topology of the graph plays an important role stating
which activities are possible from an event. The graph exhibits feasibility and resources
consumption features to the shortest path algorithm (see below). A schematic illustration
of the principles in the space-time graph is shown in Figure 5.2 on page 78;
2. The data model for train units, interconnected with the space-time graph, describing
the activities of the train units, e. g. which train unit is assigned to which train service.
The data model also keeps track of which timetable lines the train unit in question may
be assigned to. Start and finish space-and-time attributes may be set to control depot
balance, scheduled maintenance and refilling of consumables. The train unit data model
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Table 7.1: Overview of the requirements for rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog and to which
degree they are implemented in the integrated models. In the table, t symbolises full require-
ment implementation in the heuristic part of algorithm, # partial implementation in the optimi-
sation part of algorithm, and  full implementation in the optimisation part of algorithm. The
consequences of the heuristically implemented railway-specific requirements for the branch-
and-price matheuristic are discussed in Section 7.5.2.
Requirement Category Requirement Detail G
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Infrastructure Adhere to track length capacities for parking t  
Handle order of train units in train composit. t t
Use platform tracks for temporary parking t  
Use side tracks for temporary parking t  
Adhere to train control system rules t t
Adhere to coupling and decoupling rules t t
Keep train unit balance in depot over time t  
Only one shunting per arrival/departure t t
Handle split depots and track usage rules t  
Timetable Assign train units to all revenue train services t  
Enable non-revenue services for positioning t  
Adhere to braiding & train service seq. rules t  
Rolling Stock Adhere to platform lengths by train line t  
Adhere to rules on # of train units per train t  
Handle train composition flexible space distr. t t
Passenger Demand Provide seats according to demand t  
Personnel on Duty Perform shuntings only when personnel avail. t  
Scheduled Maintenance Get train unit to workshop within dist. limit t  
Even out the flow of train units to workshop t  
Unscheduled Maintenance Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Friction Sand Get train unit to facility within distance limit t  
Exterior Cleaning Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Graffiti Removal Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Interior Cleaning Allow time to clean train units t  
Put newly cleaned train units into service t  
Winter Preparedness Get train unit to facility within time limit t  
Exposure of Commercials Expose commercials in certain regions t  
Surveillance Video Requests Get train unit to workshop within time limit t  
Surface Foil Application Get train unit to facility within time limit t  
Passenger Counting Equip. Assign specific train unit to spec. train lines t  
Train Control System Equip. Assign specific train unit to spec. train lines t  
Operating Costs Minimise energy costs t  
Minimise maintenance costs t  
Minimise infrastructure usage costs t  
Minimise train driver costs t  
Minimise depot driver costs t  
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also keeps track of the order of the individual train units relative to each other in order to
secure feasibility of decoupling operations (see Figure 5.3 on page 78);
3. A special-purpose resource constrained shortest path algorithm with side constraints
operating on the space-time graph. This algorithm is used to find new candidate train unit
trajectories taking into account the maximum service distance a train unit may perform
as a resource constraint. As a side constraint, the individual, relative position of the train
unit in relation to the other train units in the space-time graph is handled, determining
which movements the train unit can perform. The distribution of flexible space in the
train composition is also handled as a side constraint. Since the weights on the arcs in the
graph are set as the negated additional net value, the shortest path algorithm is operating
to find the path between a start vertex and a finish vertex, having the largest additional net
value. This is the path for which it is most advantageous to add a new train unit trajectory
to the plan. By way of the algorithm constraints, this path is always feasible;
4. A heuristic framework to accept or reject the candidate train unit trajectories found
using the components described above. The program flow of the heuristic framework is
to remove a number of train unit trajectories from the original rolling stock plan and then,
one by one, to create a new train unit trajectory and insert it into the plan. The newly
inserted train unit trajectories are accepted if combined they produce an increase in the
objective value, if not, they are all rejected, and the previous ones re-inserted.
7.1.2 Overview of the New Branch-and-Price Matheuristic Model
The new branch-and-price matheuristic integrated rolling stock planning model proposed in this
chapter is based on the previous model, see overview above. The new model integrates every
requirement mentioned in Chapter 3 and listed in Table 7.1. However, five of the listed require-
ments are not part of the optimisation steps of the matheuristic algorithm, they are adhered to
by the outer heuristic. The practical impact of this property is treated in Section 7.5.2.
The new model consists of seven main components: The first two components constitute a
data model for the rolling stock plan, the last five components are algorithms applied to modify a
given rolling stock plan in order to improve it, specific to the new model. The seven components
of the new model are:
1. The combined timetable and infrastructure data model, identical to the existing data
model from Chapter 5;
2. The data model for train units, identical to the existing data model from Chapter 5;
3. A special-purpose resource constrained path enumeration algorithm with side con-
straints, identical to the existing path finding algorithm in Chapter 5;
4. A mixed integer linear program to find an optimal or near-optimal combination of new
trajectories to re-insert into the plan. The mixed integer linear program is described in
Section 7.2;
5. A column generation framework in which the mixed integer linear program is LP-
relaxed and turned into a restricted master problem. The column generation framework
is used to find new train unit trajectory candidates (columns) for the solution and is de-
scribed in Section 7.3;
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6. A branch-and-bound framework to turn fractional solutions found in the column gen-
eration process into integer ones. The branch-and-bound framework is described in Sec-
tion 7.4;
7. A (thus) matheuristic framework to govern the whole solution process. The overall
procedure of the matheuristic framework is to remove a number of train unit trajectories
from the original rolling stock plan (Components 1 and 2 above) and then, using Compo-
nents 3 to 6 (above) of the new model to decide which ones to choose, and insert those
into the plan. The matheuristic framework is described in Section 7.5.
7.2 Mixed Integer Linear Program
The fourth component of the new integrated rolling stock planning model is the mixed inte-
ger linear program used in a branch-and-price framework to find an optimal set of train unit
trajectories to re-insert into the rolling stock plan.
The mixed integer linear program is formulated as a generalised set partitioning problem
[96] using the sets (with corresponding indices), parameters and decision variables as defined
in Tables 7.2 to 7.4.
7.2.1 Objective Function
The objective is, in each iteration of the matheuristic (see Section 7.5), to assign train unit
trajectories to train units so that the net value z is maximised (7.1).
max z = (7.1)∑
a∈AR
b(a) · s(a) −
∑
a∈AR
b(a) · y(a) (a)
+
∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
(
r( j, u) − c( j, u) − p( j, u)
)
· x( j, u) (b)
−
∑
a∈AR∪AN∪AS
c(a) · g(a) −
∑
a∈AS
p1(a) · g(a) (c)
−
∑
a∈AR
p2(a) +
∑
a∈AR
p2(a) · g(a) (d)
−
∑
a∈AR∪AN∪AS
p3 · h(a) (e)
In order to model the actual cost structure of rolling stock planning and to enable the in-
tegration of all relevant constraints reflecting the railway-specific requirements at DSB S-tog,
and to enable solution by the branch-and-price method, the net value z in (7.1) is calculated by
adding and subtracting eight different terms, in (7.1) divided into five groups labelled (a) to (e).
The groups each quantify the following:
(a) The seat demand fulfilment benefit quantifies the monetary benefit achieved by the cur-
rent solution, calculated as the difference of two terms. The first term calculates the total
seat demand fulfilment potential, i. e., the benefit if all seat demand is fulfilled. With b(a)
denoting the specific monetary benefit of providing a single seat on arc a, and s(a) denoting
the total seat demand for arc a, the first term is calculated by multiplying b(a) and s(a) and
summing over all revenue train service arcs AR. The second term quantifies the seat demand
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Table 7.2: Sets of the matheuristic model, their corresponding indices, domains and definitions,
ordered alphabetically by symbol. Sets are in upper case, their indices use same lower case
symbol without subscripts or superscripts.
Symbol Description Index, domain, definition
A
Arcs in the graph G, each arc going from one vertex to
another. An arc corresponds to a time interval p ∈ P
a ∈ A; a = (v1, v2)
v1, v2 ∈ V
A j The arcs of train unit trajectory j a ∈ A j ⊂ A
AN Arcs representing non-revenue train services a ∈ AN ⊂ A
AP Arcs representing train units undergoing parking a ∈ AP ⊂ A
AQ
Train service sequence arcs connecting train service
arrival events with the next possible departure event
a ∈ AQ ⊂ A
AR Arcs representing revenue train services a ∈ AR ⊂ A
AS Arcs representing train shunting operations a ∈ AS ⊂ A
G The directed and acyclic graph with vertices V and arcs A G = (V, A)
J
All train unit trajectories currently in the mixed integer
linear program. A train unit trajectory is an ordered set of
arcs representing the movement in space and time of a
train unit in the graph G
j ∈ J
j = a1, a2, ..., a| j|
a ∈ A
Ju The set of train unit trajectories for train unit u j ∈ Ju ⊂ J
P
All possible time intervals, a time interval being a sorted
2-tuple of point in time
p ∈ P; p = (t1, t2)
t1, t2 ∈ T ; t1 < t2
PD
Depot driver time intervals, i. e., the time intervals created
by ordering and making unique the set of points in time
(start and finish) from all train shunting operation arcs
p ∈ PD ⊂ P
Q
Points in space (each depot track, each side track, all
platform tracks [as a whole] at every station)
q ∈ Q
T Points in time t ∈ T
U Individual train units currently available u ∈ U
U∗ The set of train units selected for train unit trajectory
removal and re-insertion
u ∈ U ⊂ U
|U | = k
V
Vertices in the graph G, each vertex being a (point in
space, point in time)-tuple
v ∈ V; v = (q, t)
q ∈ Q; t ∈ T
VA
Vertices representing the arrival of train services (revenue
and non-revenue)
v ∈ VA ⊂ V
VD
Vertices representing the departure of train services
(revenue and non-revenue)
v ∈ VD ⊂ V
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Table 7.3: Parameters of the matheuristic model, their domains and definitions, ordered alpha-
betically by symbol. All parameters have symbols in lower case.
Symbol Description Domain, definition
b(a)
The specific benefit (i. e., economic value) of providing
one seat on arc a, proportional to the length of the time
interval p of the arc, see Chapter 5
b(a) ∈ R+0
c( j, u)
The train unit movement costs of assigning train unit
trajectory j to train unit u
c( j, u) ∈ R+0
d(p, a)
The number of depot drivers on duty in time interval p for
the station relating to shunting arc a
d(p) ∈ N0
e(a, j)
Indicator parameter equal to 1 if arc a exists in trajectory
j, (i. e., if a ∈ A j) and 0 otherwise e(a, j) ∈ {0, 1}
e(a, p)
Indicator parameter equal to 1 if arc a exists in time
interval p, and 0 otherwise
e(a, p) ∈ {0, 1}
e(a, v)
Indicator parameter equal to 1 if arc a exists as using
vertex v and 0 otherwise
e(a, v) ∈ {0, 1}
k
The number of train units to select in order to remove and
re-insert their trajectories
k ∈ N1
k = |U∗|
l(a)
The maximum length of train composition assigned to arc
a
l(a) ∈ R+
l(u) Length of train unit u l(u) ∈ R+
n
Number of test runs performed on each data instance for
algorithm performance testing
n ∈ N1
n(a)
The maximum number of train units in a train
composition for revenue and non-revenue train services
and train shunting operations
n(a) = {2 | a ∈ AR}
n(a) = {3 | a ∈ AN}
n(a) = {max (n′(a), 1) |
a ∈ AS }
n′(a) The number of train units assigned to a given arc in the
original, manual plan
n′(a) ∈ N0
n1(a)
Lower bound on n(a) used in flow branching, see
Section 7.4.2
n1(a) ∈ {0, 1, 2}
n2(a)
Upper bound on n(a) used in flow branching, see
Section 7.4.2
n2(a) ∈ {1, 2, 3}
p( j, u)
Penalty awarded for better depot track utilisation when
assigning train unit trajectory j to train unit u
p( j, u) ∈ R+ | a ∈ AS
p( j, u) = 0 | a ∈ A \ AS
p1(a)
The penalty awarded for undesired train shuntings. If train
shunting operation arc a ∈ AS is in category “undesired”
this is a positive real number, otherwise and for all other
arcs p1(a) = 0
p1(a) ∈ R+0
p2(a)
The penalty awarded for uncovered revenue train services.
If arc a is a revenue train service arc, i. e., if a ∈ AR this is
a positive real number, otherwise and for all other arcs
p2(a) = 0
p2(a) ∈ R+0
p3
The penalty awarded for using an artificial variable h(a) in
the solution of the restricted master problem, i. e., the
infeasibility penalty
p3 ∈ R+
r( j, u)
Reward given for better robustness when assigning train
unit trajectory j to train unit u
r( j, u) ∈ R+ | a ∈ AQ∪AR
r( j, u) = 0 otherwise
s(a) The total seat demand of arc a s(a) ∈ N0
s(u) Perceived number of seats for train unit u s(u) ∈ {125, 300}
z
The net value, calculated as benefits and rewards minus
costs and penalties, see (7.1), page 113
z ∈ R
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Table 7.4: Decision variables of the matheuristic model, their domains and definitions, ordered
alphabetically by symbol. All variables have lower case symbols.
Symbol Description Domain
g(a)
Variable assuming the value 0 if arc a has no trajectories
(i. e., train units) assigned to it, and 1 otherwise, see
Equation (7.6) on page 118
g(a) ∈ {0, 1}
h(a)
Artificial variable to ensure it is possible to find a feasible
solution in the first iteration of the column generation
process, even though no trajectories may have been
generated that use the arc a, see Equation (7.6) on
page 118
h(a) ∈ N0
h(a) ≤ n(a)
x( j, u)
Assign train unit trajectory j to train unit u, see
Equation (7.5) on page 118
x( j, u) ∈ {0, 1}
y(a)
Slack variable capturing how much seat demand is not
met on arc a, see Equation (7.5) on page 118
y(a) ∈ N0
fulfilment benefit that is not achieved in the current solution. With y(a) being the seat slack
variable capturing how much seat demand is not met in the current solution, the second
term is calculated by multiplying b(a) and y(a) and summing over all revenue train service
arcs AR. See Appendix B.2.2 for details on quantifying b(a);
(b) The train unit movement costs, penalties and rewards quantify the variable costs, penal-
ties and rewards that are incurred by the movement of the individual train units. The cost is
for energy and maintenance, the penalties in order to better utilise depot track capacity and
rewards are for better robustness. The term is calculated as the specific train unit movement
reward r( j, u) minus the specific train unit movement cost c( j, u) minus the specific train
unit movement penalty p( j, u), all of assigning train unit trajectory j to train unit u. This
sum is then multiplied by the decision variable x( j, u) of actually assigning train unit tra-
jectory j to train unit u, and summed over all train units u ∈ U and all train unit trajectories
for each of those train units j ∈ Ju;
(c) The train composition movement costs and penalties quantify the fixed costs and penal-
ties incurred in the current solution if a train composition is formed and set in motion,
regardless of with how many train units. The cost term is calculated as the specific cost
for personnel and infrastructure c(a), multiplied by the binary variable indicating if the arc
is being covered in the current iteration g(a), and summed over the union of arcs for rev-
enue train services AR, non-revenue train services AN and train shunting operations AS . The
penalty term is calculated as the specific penalty for covering an unwanted shunting p1(a)
multiplied by the variable indicating if the arc is being covered g(a), i. e., if the shunting is
actually performed, and summed over train shunting operations AS ;
(d) The penalties for uncovered revenue train services quantify the penalties awarded for
those revenue train services that are left uncovered in the solution. It is calculated by two
terms, the first term being the total penalty if all revenue train service arcs AR were un-
covered, with p2(a) denoting the specific penalty for not covering arc a. The second term
quantifies the penalties saved for revenue train service arcs AS that are actually covered in
the solution, g(a) being the binary variable indicating if arc a is covered.
(e) The penalties for having artificial variables in the solution calculated as the specific
penalty p3 of having an artificial variable in the solution, multiplied by the binary artificial
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variable itself h(a) and summed over the union of arcs for revenue train services AR, non-
revenue train services AN and train shunting operations AS . The artificial variable is defined
to ensure that there will always be a feasible solution to the restricted master problem for
the column generation framework (see Section 7.3) so as to always be able to finish its first
iteration. The artificial variable h(a) is thus defined using a big M formulation [22].
The current model formulation is exposed to symmetry and fractionality. The conditions
under which these properties occur in the model formulation will be discussed in Section 7.7.
In order to investigate and alleviate the fractional and symmetric properties of the current model
formulation, apart from accommodating the same costs as the heuristic model of Chapter 5, the
objective function can now accommodate rewards and penalties, Equation (7.1), label (b). Two
versions of the objective function are thus evaluated. Firstly, a new and enhanced objective
function is evaluated, addressing fractionality and symmetry while providing better depot track
utilisation and greater robustness. Secondly, the standard objective function from Chapter 5 is
evaluated. The properties of the objective functions will be compared in Section 7.6.
Setting rewards and penalties to zero, r( j, u) = p( j, u) = 0,∀ j ∈ J,∀u ∈ U in Equation (7.1),
label (b), makes the objective function of the mixed integer program equivalent to the standard
objective function from Chapter 5. The enhanced objective function uses positive values for
rewards and penalties as described in the following. The cost definition is the same in the
standard and enhanced objective functions.
In order to better utilise depot tracks, each train shunting arc in the space-time graph carries
a penalty in the enhanced objective function. The greater the index of the depot track associated
with the depot shunting arc, the greater the penalty on that arc. This penalty is summed over
all arcs for each train unit trajectory and used in the objective as p( j, u). This scheme leads to
a better “filling up” of the individual depot tracks so as to prevent half-length train units taking
up the last space which would actually fit a full-length train unit. It also alleviates symmetry
since train unit trajectories using parallel depot tracks but being otherwise identical will have
different objective coefficients.
In order to provide solutions that are more robust to delays, each arc in the space-time graph
connecting an arrival with a departure in the same train service sequence is rewarded in the
enhanced objective function. The rationale for this is to promote re-using train unit(s) in a
train service sequence, since the operation of turning around a train composition at a terminal
station is more robust than changing it. This also diminishes fractionality in the branch-and-
price framework, since train shunting arcs (where split flow may occur) will not be favoured in
the solution.
Also for the purpose of robustness, in the enhanced objective, each revenue train service arc
is rewarded proportional to the seat demand of the train service. The rationale is that when posi-
tioning train units using revenue train services, those train services which have a high passenger
seat demand should be favoured to those with a low demand. In this way, seat demand fluc-
tuations beyond the already assigned train composition capacities can be accommodated with
a greater likelihood, reducing the likelihood of delays occurring due to overcrowding. These
rewards also lead to less symmetry in the branch-and-bound framework since different train
unit trajectories all relating to the same positioning of a train unit will have different objective
coefficients in the situation where seat demand has already been met.
The rewards on the individual arcs in each train unit trajectory are summed as r( j, u) and
used in the objective.
With regard to the benefits, the enhanced objective function is identical to the standard
objective function, however the seat demand data for the numerical experiments has been per-
turbed for those train services that do not have seat demand data. Previously, in the no-data case,
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the seat demand was set to the average seat demand, in the current data it is set to a uniformly
distributed random value close to the average. This is done to alleviate symmetry.
The penalties and rewards in the enhanced objective function have been calibrated exper-
imentally to yield a net value as close as possible to the standard one from Chapter 5 while
still providing the above mentioned, desired effects. The differences may be seen by comparing
Tables 7.6 and 7.7 on page 130 and on page 131.
7.2.2 Constraints
The mixed integer linear program is subject to constraints (7.2) to (7.10) described in the fol-
lowing. ∑
j∈Ju
x( j, u) = 1 ∀u ∈ U (7.2)∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · x( j, u) + h(a) ≤ n(a) ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (7.3)∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · l(u) · x( j, u) ≤ l(a) ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AP (7.4)∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · s(u) · x( j, u) +
∑
a∈AR
y(a) ≥ s(a) ∀a ∈ AR (7.5)∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · x( j, u) − n(a) · g(a) + h(a) ≤ 0 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (7.6)∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · x( j, u) − g(a) + h(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (7.7)
g(a) ≤ 1 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (7.8)∑
a∈AS
e(a, v) · g(a) ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ VA ∪ VD (7.9)∑
a∈AS
e(a, p) · g(a) ≤ d(p, a) ∀p ∈ PD (7.10)
x( j, u) ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ J,∀u ∈ U (7.11)
y(a) ∈ N0 ∀a ∈ AR (7.12)
g(a) ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ AR (7.13)
h(a) ∈ N0 ∀a ∈ A (7.14)
All train units U must have exactly one train unit trajectory assigned to them (7.2). Ju
denotes the train unit trajectories for train unit u currently in the mixed integer linear program.
This is a generalised upper bound (GUB) constraint of the generalised set partitioning problem.
The space-time graph contains so called wormhole arcs that directly connect the station source
and sink vertices for a particular train unit. Following a wormhole arc is the equivalent to
removing a particular train unit from the problem all-together. For each train unit, a train unit
trajectory using the wormhole arc is constructed and added to the mixed integer linear program.
This ensures that constraint (7.2) can always be satisfied in the column generation process (see
Section 7.3).
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All arcs representing train composition movements, i. e., arcs of types revenue train service
arcs AR, non-revenue train service arcs AN and train shunting arcs AS , these arcs must have
assigned to them a number of train units less than or equal to the maximum limit n(a) (7.3). The
binary parameter e(a, j) indicates if arc a exists as a part of train unit trajectory j. The artificial
variable h(a) is added to ensure that there will always be a feasible solution to the restricted
master problem for the column generation framework (see Section 7.3). If the trajectories that
are currently in the mixed integer program cannot ensure feasibility of this constraint, the model
can choose to include the variable h(a) in the solution, this at penalty p3 as defined in the
objective function, and feasibility is ensured.
Arcs used by the set of train unit trajectories in the categories revenue train service arcs AR
or arcs representing train units undergoing parking AP, those arcs must have assigned to them
train compositions with a length less than or equal to the maximum assigned train composition
length for that arc l(a) (7.4). l(u) denotes the length of train unit u. Since any individual track
space in excess of the length of the maximum integer number of train units (of any train unit
type) cannot be used, l(a) is set to this maximum length rather than the actual length of the
given track represented by the arc. This is equivalent to performing a mixed integer rounding
cut as described in [113, Section 8.7].
The seat shortage slack variable y(a) assumes the value of number of seats demanded but not
provided, and is defined for each revenue train service arc used by the set of train unit trajectories
AR (7.5). s(u) denotes the perceived number of seats provided by train unit u, s(a) the total seat
demand of arc a. DSB S-tog operates with number of seats perceived by passengers rather than
nominal number of seats, see Section 3.4 for an explanation.
Equation (7.6) defines the binary variable g(a) indicating if an arc is being covered by at
least one train unit in the solution. The definition applies to the union of all arcs of the following
categories: Revenue train service arcs AR, non-revenue train service arcs AN and train shunting
operation arcs AS . Since n(a) represents the upper bound on the number of assigned train units
on arc a, (7.6) makes sure that g(a) can only assume values greater than the actual number of
assigned train units on the arc divided by the upper bound of that number. This quotient lies in
the interval [0;1]. Since g(a) is binary, (7.6) yields the desired definition of g(a), assuming the
value 0 if no train unit is assigned to arc a and 1 otherwise.
In order for the mixed integer linear program to function in a branch-and-price context,
Equations (7.7) and (7.8) need also be defined. These ensure that the definition of the covered
variable g(a) is defined as tightly as possible when the mixed integer linear program is LP-
relaxed. In addition, it makes sure that all column generation framework relevant constraints
also have dual variables that can be used in the subproblem, see Section 7.3. If the upper bound
on covered variable g(a) would only be set using a variable upper bound in the solver, no dual
information would be available and non-basic variables at their upper bounds would possibly
occur, see [22, Chapter 2]. This would compromise the calculation of the reduced cost (see
Section 7.3).
Equation (7.6) represents a “big M” formulation. However, since M, in our case n(a), is
already chosen as small as possible, the formulation can not be additionally tightened by adding
a mixed 0-1 set valid inequality as described in [113, Section 8.2].
Still, Equations (7.6) to (7.8) do pose a weak LP relaxation: They result in fractional values
of g(a) if the objective function “pull” for assigning train units to the given arc is negative. This
“negative pull” is the case for train shunting or non-revenue train service arcs: These have no
benefit, only costs and penalties. For revenue train service arcs that have a benefit exceeding
the costs and penalties, the objective function may issue a “positive pull” on g(a), making the
upper bound become binding, yielding a correct value of g(a) of 1.
This weakness leads to an underestimation of the value of the covering variable, this in turn
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leading to an underestimation of the covering cost and allowing the use of more depot driver
resources than actually available.
In order to alleviate this weakness, n(a) is set to 1 for all train shunting arcs that have a
number of train units strictly less than 2 assigned to them in the original, manual rolling stock
plan. This is equivalent of only permitting shunting operations with two or more train units
when they actually occur in the manual plan. In the vast majority of cases, this provides a
much tighter definition of g(a) leading to substantially less fractionality in the branch-and-price
framework.
The artificial variable h(a) is also added to Equations (7.6) and (7.7) as a way of adhering to
these constraints regardless of the value of g(a), this at the penalty p3 as defined in (7.1).
A maximum of one train shunting operation is allowed following each train service arrival
v ∈ VA or preceding each train service departure v ∈ VD for all train shunting operations AS
(7.9). The binary parameter e(a, v) denotes if arc a exists as having vertex v.
When a train shunting operation is required, (7.10) ensures that enough personnel is avail-
able at all times, i. e., in all depot driver time intervals used by train shunting operations PD.
e(a, p) is a binary parameter indicating if arc a exists in time interval p. d(p, a) denotes the
number of depot drivers on duty for time interval p at the station where train shunting arc a is
occurring.
Equations (7.11) to (7.14) are the integrality constraints for the decision variable x( j, u), the
slack variable y(a), the covered variable g(a) and the artificial variable h(a), respectively.
In its present formulation, the mixed integer linear program does not prevent coupling or
decoupling from being performed for overnight parking at the platform. This requirement could
be implemented by adding a linear constraint in the same form as Equation (7.9) on page 118,
but has not been attempted here. If a solution to the mixed integer linear program violates this
requirement it will be rejected as described in Section 7.5.2.
7.3 Column Generation Framework
The fifth component of the new integrated rolling stock planning model is the column generation
framework.
Column generation is a method applied for solving linear programs with a very large num-
ber of variables [45, 75, 113]. The general idea is not to add all variables (columns) initially
but iteratively using dual information to determine new columns that can improve the current
solution. The linear program we want solve is designated the master problem. We then con-
sider the corresponding, so called restricted master problem which contains all the constraints
(rows) of the master problem, but only a subset of its variables (columns). In addition to the
restricted master problem we have a subproblem (also called the pricing problem) which we use
to find new candidate variables (columns) to put in the restricted master problem to improve its
objective value. This is done iteratively. When the subproblem is no longer able to find more
columns that can improve the solution, we have an optimal solution for the restricted master
problem, which is also an optimal solution for the master problem.
In our case the restricted master problem is the LP-relaxation of the mixed integer linear
program described in Section 7.2. Since the variables in this problem correspond to train unit
trajectories, the subproblem must produce new train unit trajectories that are candidates for
improving the solution of the restricted master problem. In order for this to work, we need to
find train unit trajectories by way of their reduced cost, i. e., if they have the potential to improve
the solution to the restricted master problem. We find these candidate train unit trajectories using
the space-time graph G, and the resource constrained shortest path algorithm with special side
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constraints described in Section 5.5 on page 79. However, we need to update the weights in the
graph so as to reflect the reduced cost.
For a given linear program, if its primal formulation is given by (7.15), its dual is then given
by (7.16) and the reduced cost vector cˆ can be calculated by (7.17), where y is the dual solution
vector [87].
max{z = cTx | Ax ≤ b ∧ x ≥ 0} (7.15)
min{w = bTy | ATx ≥ c ∧ y ≥ 0} (7.16)
cˆ = c − ATy (7.17)
Whereas (7.17) generally describes the reduced cost vector, in our case the reduced cost
of an individual arc is calculated by its “original cost” minus the sum of the matrix coefficient
for the constraint corresponding to the arc multiplied with the dual value of the constraint.
The original cost is in our case the sum of the train unit variable rewards, costs and penalties
r( j, u) − c( j, u) − p( j, u) in (7.1), label (b).
The constraints for number of shuntings per arrival and departure (7.9) are vertex oriented
rather than arc oriented, however, since we are only allowing one train shunting for each train
service arrival and departure we can use the dual variable values found for the vertices for all of
the train shunting arcs relating to the same vertex. Since only one of the arcs can be chosen at
a time, we are not subtracting the same dual value more than once, and the pricing scheme will
not be compromised.
The generalised upper bound constraints (7.2) are also not arc oriented, but train unit ori-
ented. The dual values of these constraints must therefore be related to the individual train unit
trajectory as a whole and added to the individual trajectory rather than to any of its arcs.
All other constraints are arc oriented.
Note that since multiple constraints may relate to the same arc, the dual reduction term ATy
must be calculated for all constraints relating to the given arc.
The reduced cost of a train unit trajectory is thus calculated as its original cost (in our case
the cost plus penalties minus rewards) minus the dual reduction for the generalised upper bound
constraint for the train unit in question minus the sum of all the dual reductions for all the arcs
in the train unit trajectory.
Since we are maximising our objective (7.1), we will be searching for candidate train unit
trajectories with a positive reduced cost. If no additional train unit trajectories having a positive
reduced cost can be found, the current optimal solution to the restricted master problem is also
an optimal solution to the master problem.
Since we are solving an LP-relaxed version of the mixed integer linear program, we will
most likely get fractional solutions. As will be seen in Section 7.4 we then use a branch-and-
bound framework to turn the solutions found using column generation into integer ones.
7.4 Branch-And-Bound Framework
The sixth component of the new integrated rolling stock planning model is the branch-and-
bound framework [113]. Used in combination with the column generation framework described
in Section 7.3 the two frameworks constitute a branch-and-price framework [13, 45].
The purpose of the branch-and-bound framework is to force the LP-relaxed solutions to the
restricted master problem found in the column generation framework to become integer. In
other words, the framework is used to “unsplit” the split flow of each train unit occurring in the
LP-relaxed version of the mixed integer linear program.
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The branch-and-bound framework consists of a branch-and-bound tree, two types of branch-
ing schemes with corresponding branch entity selection criteria, and a node priority queue as
described in the following Sections 7.4.1 to 7.4.4.
7.4.1 Branch-And-Bound Tree
In the branch-and-bound framework, a tree consisting of nodes connected by edges is used (for
a visualisation, see Appendix A.4). The tree originates at a root node, has a branching factor of
2 and all edges pointed towards the root node, making it a rooted, binary, ordered, in-tree [40].
Integer solutions to the LP-relaxed restricted master problem are created by the process of
branching, i. e., by, in each node, creating two new nodes and adding them to the branch-and-
bound tree as children of the current node.
Each of the nodes represents the restricted master problem with fixed bounds on one (or
more) of its fractional variables. The bounds on the variables may be fixed directly or indirectly
through constraints. Each child inherits the fixed bounds of its parent. The root node represents
the original restricted master problem without fixed bounds to any variables.
In each of the nodes in the tree, the corresponding restricted master problem, with fixed
bounds, is solved using the column generation framework described in Section 7.3. Since we
are maximising our objective (7.1), the found LP solution represents an upper bound on the
integer solution for that node.
If an integer solution is found as an upper bound for a given node, this is a candidate for the
best integer solution found so far (i. e., the best lower bound) and we need not branch further
from that node, we are pruning by optimality. If the upper bound of a node is less than or equal
to the best integer solution found so far (the best lower bound), no further branching needs to
be performed on this node, since a better solution is not contained in the search space the node
represents. This is pruning by bound. Also, when no solution can be found in a node, no further
branching is needed from that node. This is pruning by infeasibility.
7.4.2 Branching Schemes
The integrated matheuristic rolling stock planning model uses two different branching schemes
called flow branching and constraint branching as described in the following. An overview of
characteristics is given in Table 7.5.
Flow branching
Flow branching is performed on the total flow of train units across an arc. In order for this
to work, the maximum count constraint (7.3) is reformulated as a range with upper and lower
bounds n1(a) and n2(a) on the flow (7.18). These bounds can be set directly in the solver.
n1(a) ≤
∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · x( j, u) ≤ n2(a) ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (7.18)
The current, total flow of train units over arc a, which is the value to branch upon, is given
by the expression between the two inequality signs in (7.18). This value can be queried directly
in the solver as the “activity value” of the constraint, calculated as the vector product between
the constraint vector and the solution vector.
Nodes created in this branching scheme are either force floor nodes or force ceiling nodes,
in which the lower bound n1(a) and the upper bound n2(a) of the flow on the arc is set to the
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Table 7.5: Overview of the characteristics of the branching schemes used. Notes to table:
1) Ceiling nodes are considered to be on 1-branches, flow nodes are considered to be on 1-
branches if their upper bound (UB) is strictly greater than 0; 2) Flow nodes are considered to be
on 0-branches if their upper bound (UB) equals zero; 3) If the arc on which flow branching is
applied is not reachable by other train units, an individual affection is achieved; 4) May affect
other train units through constraints in restricted master problem.
Branching scheme
B
ra
nc
h
ty
pe
Fl
ow
br
an
ch
in
g
C
on
st
ra
in
tb
ra
nc
hi
ng
Node type names 1 Ceiling; Floor, UB>0 1 Force through
0 Floor, UB=0 2 Force around
Affects individual train unit 1 #3  
0 #3  
Affects multiple train units 1  #4
0  #4
Ensures integer flow on arc 1  
0  
Ensures integer trajectory 1  
on arc 0   
Does set covered variable 1  
bounds in master problem 0  
Does set constraints 1  
in subproblem 0  
Does set constraints in 1  
master problem 0  
Does set variable bounds 1  
in master problem 0  
Does set dual prices in 1   
subproblem 0   
Complexity of setting 1 O(1) O(|V |)
process 0 O(1) O(1)
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ceiling and floor value of current total flow, respectively:
n1(a) =
⌈∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · x( j, u)
⌉
(7.19)
n2(a) =
⌊∑
u∈U
∑
j∈Ju
e(a, j) · x( j, u)
⌋
(7.20)
For example, if the value of total flow over the arc in question is 1.83, the floor node will
enforce an upper bound of 1 on the flow across the arc, whereas the ceiling node will enforce a
lower bound of 2, effectively eliminating fractional flow values between 1 and 2.
The bounds are enforced on already existing constraints (that is, their ranges). For this
reason, no special implementation is needed in the subproblem: When the bounds change in the
master problem, this will be reflected by the dual values used to calculate the reduced cost in
the subproblem. This reduces implementation effort.
The flow branching scheme described here is identical to the scheme proposed in [110],
however, in our case, the branching constraint need not be added to the problem, since it is
already present in the problem formulation in the form of a count constraint on each arc (7.3).
By branching on the total flow over an arc, determining whether this flow should be less than
or equal to 0 or greater than or equal to one, we are implicitly also branching on the covered
variable g(a) as defined in (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8). Recall that the covered variable assumes the
value of 0 if no train units are assigned to the arc, and 1 otherwise.
Conditions by which the covered variable g(a) will be fractional have been given in Sec-
tion 7.2.2. The further condition may arise, where all trajectories in a solution are integer, but
there are still fractional covering variables. In this case it is still necessary to make the fractional
covering variables integer in order to not underestimate the value of the objective function. In
this case the same branching scheme is used as if the trajectory was fractional and in the interval
]0;1[.
In a solution with all-integer trajectories, and only fractional covering variables which have
zero cost and do not play a part in any constraints, no further branching is needed. In this
case the objective value would not change even though the fractional covered variables would
become integer.
The fixing of covered variables is performed using bounds on existing constraints, no special
implementation is needed in the subproblem: When the bounds change in the master problem,
this will be reflected by the dual values used in the subproblem.
The constraint (7.8) is thus reformulated as a range, with the bounds set as in (7.21) for
the floor node, and as in (7.22) for the ceiling node. This technique enables branching on the
covered variables without a separate scheme, without adding constraints to the problem and
without changing the inequalities.
0 ≤ g(a) ≤ 0 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (7.21)
1 ≤ g(a) ≤ 1 ∀a ∈ AR ∪ AN ∪ AS (7.22)
Constraint branching
The second branching scheme in the branch-and-bound framework uses constraint branching as
described in [95] and applied also in e. g., [96, 92]. Constraint branching works by identifying a
pair of constraints for which a set of columns are covering both constraints and for which there
exists a set of columns having a fractional sum of coefficients (also called sum of fractions).
The idea is then to force that the two constraints must be covered together in the one-branch,
and must not be covered together in the zero-branch.
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For the case where vertices in the sub-problem graph G have out-degree 2, constraint branch-
ing is strongly integerising (at least in a set partitioning problem with a binary A matrix and right
hand side b), since each branch will then have unique subsequence for the vertex in question.
In our case constraint branching is performed in that a particular train unit is either forced
through an arc in the space-time graph G or forced around it (given that the from-vertex of that
arc has been reached). This corresponds to the creation of force-through nodes and force-around
nodes in the branch-and-bound tree, respectively.
In order for the constraint branching scheme to work in a column generation framework,
the force-through branch is created implicitly: Not by forcing the resource constrained shortest
path algorithm to use a given arc but rather by making no alternatives should the from node of
the given arc be reached.
As such, a force-through node is created by the following operations:
• In the subproblem: Disallow the train unit in question to use all other arcs having:
– the same from-vertex as the arc in question;
– the same to-vertex as the arc in question.
• In the master problem: Set the upper bounds of the variables of all train unit trajectories
using disallowed arcs to zero.
A force-around node is created by:
• In the subproblem: Disallowing the train unit in question to use the arc in question.
• In the master problem: Setting the upper bounds of the variables of all train unit trajecto-
ries using disallowed arcs to zero.
This branching scheme works by forcing split flow occurring at the from-vertex of the arc
in question to not be split. The branching scheme is necessary in order to be able to branch
on solutions with all-integer arc flow and all-integer covering variables, but with fractional
trajectories performing a crossover. This situation occurs e. g., when two train units have four
train unit trajectories, each with the value 0.5. If two train unit trajectories from two different
train units follow the same arc, the arc flow is integer, but the trajectories are still fractional.
This situation needs to be solved by branching since the two train units may be of different types
with hence different properties. See Appendix Figure A.16 on page 173 for a visualisation of a
crossover.
7.4.3 Branching Entity Selection
Once a particular branching scheme has been invoked, it must be determined by which entity
the branching is to occur. Flow branching branches on arcs, constraint branching on a (train
unit, arc)-tuple. Branching is only performed for arcs with corresponding covered variables,
see (7.6) and (7.7), since these constitute the minimal set of arcs where the splitting of train unit
flow may occur. Which entity to branch on is determined as follows:
1. Flow branching arc selection is performed by selecting the train unit trajectory solution
columns being either fractional by themselves or having fractional covered variables.
From this selected set, the train unit trajectory solution column with the largest variable
value is then selected. From the arcs in its trajectory, the ones with covered variables
are selected. These are then sorted by a) descending absolute reduced cost and then by
descending sum of fractions. The first arc is then chosen.
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The rationale for the sorting is a) to branch on the arc where the largest change in objective
value is likely to occur (the reduced cost is used as a proxy), and b) to branch on the
arc where most of the fractional flow occurs, so as to influence as many trajectories as
possible with the branching in order to make them less fractional.
2. Constraint branching (train unit, arc)-tuple selection is performed by selecting any
fractional train unit trajectory. This determines the train unit in the (train unit, arc)-tuple.
Next, any other train unit trajectory with the same train unit as the first one is selected. The
two train unit trajectories are then compared to get the first arc on each of the trajectories
that is not part of the other trajectory, i. e., by which from vertex the spit occurs. The first
one of these two arcs being an arc with a covered variable is then chosen as the arc in the
(train unit, arc)-tuple. The rationale for this is simplicity: This type of branching, as a
consequence of how branching schemes are chosen, occurs seldom and most often deep
in the branch-and-bound tree.
7.4.4 Node Priority Queue
In the process of branching, nodes are not only added to the branch-and-bound tree, they are
also added to a single-ended priority queue [40] in order to determine for which node the upper
bound is to be calculated as the next.
This priority queue has a priority ordering where nodes are processed using two different
ordering schemes, each for their own phase:
1. Depth first search: Initially, nodes are processed by descending level (depth), then by
branching scheme (in the order enumerated in Section 7.4.2). Within each branching
scheme, ceiling and floor nodes are processed in the order of proximity to the flow value.
Force-through nodes are processed before force-around nodes. The rationale is to dive
into the branch-and-bound tree so as to find an integer feasible solution as quickly as
possible. This in turn is in order to establish a good lower bound which the algorithm can
then use to prune later processed nodes;
2. Best first search: As soon as the first integer node has been found, the priority ordering
changes to a best first scheme in which nodes with the highest (best) upper bound are
processed first. If there is a tie, nodes are processed in the order of branching scheme (in
the order enumerated in Section 7.4.2). The rationale is then to find the best solution as
fast as possible by using the upper bound as a sign of direction.
7.5 Matheuristic Framework
The seventh and last component of the new integrated rolling stock planning model is the
matheuristic framework used to govern program flow of the new model.
The overall concept of the heuristic framework in the new model is the same as in the previ-
ous model: Select k number of train units U∗ and remove their respective train unit trajectories
from an existing rolling stock plan. Then generate new train unit trajectories and re-insert them
into the plan. The way the new train unit trajectories are generated differs between the two mod-
els, the previous model using a greedy sequential resource constrained shortest path algorithm
with side constraints, the new model utilising the previously described combined branch-and-
price framework (see Sections 7.3 and 7.4).
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For reasons of simplicity, the selection of train unit trajectories to remove from the plan is
conducted at random. The objective value of the matheuristic framework is the net value z from
the mixed integer linear program (see Section 7.2.1 on page 113).
The underlying heuristic used is that of hill climbing [76]. Since the original train unit
trajectories are also included in mixed integer linear program, the new solution found is always
at least just as good at the previous one. This is equivalent of saying that the iteration net value
increase is always non-negative. The underlying hill climber heuristic framework thus never
has to decide whether or not to accept a solution, every solution is accepted.
However, since train unit order conflicts may occur (see Section 7.5.2), a roll-back mecha-
nism to undo the changes performed in the individual iteration is still needed.
7.5.1 Program Flow
The branch-and-bound framework works inside a matheuristic framework, in which only parts
of the plan are modified. For this reason all variables not having anything to do with the k
number of modified train units need to be fixed initially, so as to keep them unchanged in the
solution. This occurs prior to the creation of the root node in the branch-and-bound tree.
The branch-and-bound algorithm then works by creating the root node for the matheuristic
iteration in progress, which is the restricted master problem without any fixed bounds. The root
node is then added to the node priority queue. As long as there are nodes in the priority queue,
the following steps are then performed:
1. Get next node from node priority queue;
2. Fix variable or constraint bound(s) according to branching scheme for current node and
recursively for all ancestor nodes in the branch-and-bound tree;
3. Calculate node IP objective value upper bound using column generation;
4. Process branching:
• If the restricted master problem is infeasible, or if its objective value is less than or
equal to the best lower bound, don’t branch on this node, return;
• Else, if there is fractional flow anywhere, or if there are fractional covering variables
that have a non-zero objective coefficient or are part of constraints, invoke branching
scheme 1: Arc flow branching;
• Else, if there are fractional trajectories, invoke branching scheme 2: Constraint
branching;
• Else, the current node is the new best node is found, don’t branch further, return;
• Select branching entity (described in Section 7.4.3) according to invoked branching
scheme;
• Create new nodes and add them to the branch-and-bound tree and to the node prior-
ity queue.
5. Release the variable bound(s) and/or constraint bound(s) for the current node and all of
its ancestors recursively up the branch-and-bound tree.
After this procedure, variables not having anything to do with the k number of modified
train units U∗ (that have previously been fixed) are released again.
The hierarchy of branching schemes has been chosen on the grounds of descending restric-
tiveness, so as to have branching schemes that exert a lot of restrictions near the root node.
Note that the primal/dual nature of the matheuristic linear program is an advantage in a
branch-and-price framework. Due to the dimensions of our problem, the solver usually solves
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the root node using the dual simplex method. Whenever the restricted master problem is solved
to optimality in any node of the branch-and-bound tree, both a primal and a dual optimal so-
lution exists. Adding more columns to the linear program as part of the column generation
process makes the dual solution infeasible but the primal solution remains feasible. For this
reason the solver can use the existing primal basis to find the next optimal solution rather than
starting all over.
If any non-zero artificial variable is detected in the solution, the solution is considered in-
feasible. The presence of artificial variables in the solution may occur when the branching is
forcing a train unit trajectory through parts of the space-time graph where there is no space
for an additional train unit, either by count or by length, or where there are no depot drivers
available for train shuntings.
7.5.2 Potential Train Unit Order Conflicts
The column generation framework takes into account conflicts arising regarding train unit order,
coupling and decoupling, and flexible space distribution. However, the resource constrained
shortest path algorithm only prevents conflicts from occurring that may arise between the train
unit trajectory that is being constructed and the existing train unit trajectories in the rolling
stock plan. It does not take into account conflicts that may arise between trajectories found
individually using the path finding algorithm.
Should conflicts like these occur, the conflicts are found in the process of inserting the
chosen train unit trajectories into the graph. If an attempt is made to insert train unit trajectories
into the graph that are mutually incompatible, the space-time graph component will throw an
exception indicating that a conflict has been detected.
For this reason, when an instance of the mixed integer linear program has been solved
with the branch-and-price framework in an iteration of the matheuristic and conflicts have been
detected in the solution, the changes of this iteration are rolled back and a new iteration is
started.
Experiments have shown that train unit order conflicts occur more often for higher values of
k than for lower values. This is as expected: For higher values of k there are more trajectories
handled outside the space-time graph, trajectories between which train unit order can be vio-
lated. For small values of k, train unit order is widely taken care of in the space-time graph by
the resource constrained shortest path algorithm with special side constraints. Train unit order
conflicts occur in approx. 1.5% of all iterations for k = 3, in approx. 2.3% for k = 6 and in
approx. 4.8% for k = 9.
Experiments with solving small instances in the form of individual train service lines for
particular days have been performed using the enhanced objective function. The smallest in-
stance involves all 5 train units serving the F line for the Sunday 2014-04-05. This instance
was solved to optimality in the branch-and-price context, however, the solution was afterwards
rejected for having a train unit order conflict for Hellerup station at side track 15 between 00:39
and 00:47. The instance of line H for Friday 2012-10-19 with all 9 train units was also solved to
optimality in the branch-and-price step. However, this solution also had in it a train unit order
conflict at Farum station, depot track 10 between 09:22 and 15:23. An attempt to solve line F
for Monday 2014-03-31 with all 13 train units resulted in a huge branch-and-bound tree and the
experiment was terminated before the instance was solved to completion.
For reasons mentioned above, five of the railway-specific requirements in Table 7.1 are
marked as not handled in the optimisation steps of the matheuristic. The requirements are im-
plemented in so far as to prevent violations occurring in the solution by rejecting the solution
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if they occur, they do not play a role in the optimisation process of the branch-and-price frame-
work.
7.6 Numerical Experiments
The new integrated rolling stock planning model proposed here is tested on various data in-
stances. The purpose of the experiments has been to benchmark the performance of the new
matheuristic model against the previous heuristic model and these against plans produced man-
ually. The conditions have been selected as to make the benchmarking as fair as possible.
The new components of the integrated rolling stock planning model presented in this chapter
have been implemented in the programming language Java 1.8 with approx. 4,000 lines of code.
Almost the entire 15,000 line code base of the previous heuristic model has been reused, the
total size of the code base thus reaching approx. 19,000 lines of code. These figures do not
include unit test cases and visualisation functionality also used for the current chapter.
To solve the linear program, IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6.1 has been used. Apart from the
libraries Joda-Time 2.8.2, BTC ASCII Table 1.0 and Kryo 3.0.3, only Java standard libraries
have been used.
The tests were conducted on a Dell PowerEdge T610 equipped with 16 Intel Xeon E5620
CPUs at 2.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM running Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS.
7.6.1 Data Instances
The models are tested on 15 different rolling stock plan data instances as shown in Tables 7.6
to 7.8. All instances are long-term circulation plans (as opposed to short-term train unit dis-
patching plans). The instances are complete rolling stock plans produced manually by the
planners. Each data instance represents a date, e. g., 2012-10-19 and a weekday, e. g., Friday.
Most of the data in the instances are real-world data, this includes infrastructure data,
timetable data, passenger demand data and data on personnel on duty. How the individual
parts of the real world data vary between instances is described in the following:
An identical timetable is in effect from Monday to Friday, but a different one is used on
Saturdays, and again a different one on Sundays. On mornings after Fridays and Saturdays,
night train services operate. The timetable is different between years 2012 and 2014.
The depot driver duties differ by each weekday, since start up procedures on Monday morn-
ings are different from the ones on Tuesday: There is a change of timetable between Sunday
and Monday, but not between Monday and Tuesday.
In the data instances, passenger demand is found by running the DSB S-tog passenger prog-
nosis model with the actual, measured passenger data for those days. This is possible because
the data instances are in the past. In a realistic planning situation prognosis passenger demand
would be used.
The 2012-10-19 instance is special as it represents both the autumn holiday and also extraor-
dinary conditions with infrastructure maintenance works on a parallel, long distance railway
line. This plan thus provides extra seating capacity on the one of the train service lines. The
other instances represent normal plans with no extraordinary features.
The train unit trajectories in the data instances are those from complete rolling stock plans
produced manually by the planners. In the experiments, any infeasible train unit trajectories are
removed prior to running either the heuristic or matheuristic.
The space-and-time start and finish points of the original train unit trajectories are kept, new
trajectories have the same origin and destination stations. This preserves the depot balance.
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Current rolling stock planning procedures at DSB S-tog still involve some degree of manual
work. For this reason data is not available for all aspects of manually produced rolling stock
plans. Parts of the data not currently available include: Data on train shuntings and the grouping
of virtual (anonymous) train units so as to determine the number of train units in the plan. These
data are artificially retrofitted, for details, please refer to Appendix B.1.
At DSB S-tog, in the long-term circulation planning process, rolling stock plans are con-
structed for one week at a time. In this chapter, however, the scope is on each individual day,
not consecutive days. Due to this short planning time horizon, restrictions as to service dis-
tance are omitted in the experiments, if arbitrary values for the service distance limit would be
included, the benchmarking results would not be comparable. Experiments with the previous
greedy heuristic model (see Chapter 5) show that the model performs well with the service
distance limits in place.
Since the data instances used in the experiments relate to the circulation planning phase
of rolling stock planning, the remaining railway-specific requirements related to the short-term
train unit dispatching phase are omitted in the experiments.
These conditions explained, the data used in the experiments represent a very close approx-
imation to the real-life planning conditions.
With the data instances described above a typical space-time graph for a weekday has ap-
prox. 22,000 arcs and 13,000 vertices and approx. 16,000 arcs and 9,000 vertices for a Saturday
or a Sunday.
7.6.2 Obtained Results
For the purpose of performance comparison, in the following, the term iteration effectiveness
is used to denote the average objective value gain per iteration and the time effectiveness the
average objective gain per iteration when running the algorithms for a period of time.
The numerical experiments presented in Tables 7.6 to 7.8 have been conducted using both
the greedy heuristic, the branch-and-price matheuristic and a hybrid thereof. Experiments have
been conducted with both the enhanced and the standard objective function and with short
processing times of 1 h and long ones of 48 h. The latter time frame is comparable to the
processing times of the existing automated circulation planning system of DSB S-tog. For all
experiments presented here, the branch-and-bound search was terminated when the first integer
node was found or when more than 50 nodes where created in the branch-and-bound tree.
Moreover, in order to alleviate degeneracy in the column generation framework, the column
generation process was stopped if there was no change in objective value for 2 min. Of the
parameter settings tested experimentally, this setting was the one with the most favourable time
efficiency. As such, the branch-and-price step does not necessarily solve the problems in the
individual matheuristic iterations to optimality in the presented experiments. For an overview
of other model design and calibration decisions, see Appendix A.5 on page 174.
Table 7.6 shows the 1 h short processing time results for the enhanced objective function.
The columns below the label (A) show the net value gain, number of iterations, number of
nodes and columns created, from running the branch-and-price matheuristic on the original,
manual plan with parameter settings k = 5 and t = 1 h. As may be seen, the matheuristic works
well and is able to improve the net value of the original plan by an average of approx. 7.5%
across all 15 data instances with 1 h processing time. There is some variation in the number
of matheuristic iterations performed, number of nodes and columns created. This is related
to the number of train units in the plan, i. e., to the day type. The iteration effectiveness is
approx. 2,300 DKK/iteration and the time effectiveness approx. 50 DKK/s for the first hour of
processing.
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The next columns, labelled (B), show characteristics from running the greedy heuristic on
the original, manual plan with parameter settings k = 3 and using the same number of iterations
as in the columns labelled (A). This yields an average gain of approx. 5.9% across all instances,
which is 1.6%-points lower than for the branch-and-price matheuristic. This demonstrates the
branch-and-price matheuristic superiority regarding iteration effectiveness.
The columns labelled (C) also show characteristics for the greedy heuristic, but this time
given t = 1 h to process. This yields an average net value gain of about 9.4% which is 2.1%
points better than the branch-and-price matheuristic. This demonstrates the greedy heuristic
superiority with regard to time effectiveness. As may be seen, a substantial number of iterations
can be performed compared to the branch-and-price matheuristic with identical processing time
limits. The iteration effectiveness is approx. 3 DKK/iteration and the time effectiveness approx.
65 DKK/s for the first hour of processing.
Thus, the branch-and-price matheuristic has an approx. 660 factor better iteration effective-
ness than the greedy heuristic, whereas the greedy heuristic has an approx. 1.3 factor better
time effectiveness than the branch-and-price matheuristic for the first hour of processing orig-
inal, manual plans and using the enhanced objective function. Using the standard objective
function from Chapter 5, with results as shown in Table 7.7, these factors are approx. 400 and
2.8. Thus, both the time and iteration efficiency of the branch-and-price matheuristic relative
to the greedy heuristic is more favourable using the enhanced objective function. This is as
expected, since the enhanced objective function diminishes symmetry and fractionality for the
branch-and-price matheuristic and has little or no influence on the performance of the greedy
heuristic.
Negative net value gains can be seen in Table 7.7. These occur when infeasible trajectories
in the original, manual plan have been removed from the plan and the net value drop by doing
so has not been compensated for by the increase in net value from the greedy heuristic or
matheuristic because of the limited processing time.
Comparing Tables 7.6 and 7.7 the branch-and-price matheuristic can perform approx. 11%
more iterations in the first hour of processing using the enhanced objective function than when
using the standard one. This is as expected since integer solutions may be found more quickly
if there is less fractionality and symmetry. Less fractionality and symmetry has also been con-
firmed by investigating a large number of branch-and-bound trees using the enhanced and the
standard objective functions, respectively.
The number of nodes and columns generated using the respective objective functions are
approx. the same. This is also as expected, since the only difference in this context is that
integer nodes are found faster using the enhanced objective function than using the standard.
Looking at Table 7.8, this table shows experimental results using longer processing times
up to 48 h. Column (D) shows the net value gain in % of running the greedy heuristic for 36 h,
column (E) for 48 h, column (F) the absolute difference in % between these two. A zero value
of column (F) thus indicates that the convergence curve of the greedy heuristic has flattened out.
As may be seen, the convergence curve for the greedy heuristic has flattened out for 9 of the 15
instances after 36 h of processing.
Next, column (G) shows the net value gain in % of the hybrid algorithm of first running the
greedy heuristic for 36 h and then the branch-and-price upon that for 12 h. Column (H) shows
the difference between columns (E) and (G) in %-points. As shown, the hybrid algorithm is able
to outperform the greedy heuristic by a small margin for all instances except two. These two
are characterised by not having their greedy heuristic convergence curve flattened out at 36 h.
These differences in gains may seem small, and relative to the overall net value of the respective
plans they are small, about 0.03%-points on average. However, in absolute economic terms of
the objective, the best difference is that of 2014-03-31, 0.08%-points, equivalent to a net value
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gain of 2,300 DKK/day. Based on the experimental results presented here, the overall net value
economic gain from using the hybrid algorithm in favour of just the greedy algorithm amounts
to approx. 450,000 DKK/year, a somewhat substantial sum.
Column (I) shows the difference relative to the gain achieved by the greedy heuristic at 36
h, i. e., the gain of the hybrid algorithm relative to the gain of the greedy heuristic. As may be
seen, the hybrid algorithm is able to achieve an additional gain of approx. 1.3 % in 48 h total,
relative to the gain already achieved at 36 h by the greedy heuristic.
7.7 Discussion
Section 7.7.1 discusses the convergence characteristics of the matheuristic. Properties regarding
symmetry and fractionality are treated in Sections 7.7.2 and 7.7.3.
7.7.1 Branch-and-Price Matheuristic Convergence
Figure 7.1 shows the effect on varying the model parameter k for the branch-and-price matheuris-
tic model with stopping criterion “stop at first integer”. As may be seen the best time effec-
tiveness for the 6 h processing time frame shown is given for k = 6, with time effectiveness
decreasing with increasing value of k > 6.
It is interesting to note that in Chapter 5 the best value of k for the greedy heuristic was
found at k = 3, while for the matheuristic the best value found here is 6. This underlines the
fundamental differences between the two methods with regard to e. g., greediness.
Figure 7.1 suggests that, for best time efficiency, k should be chosen according to how much
time is available for processing. If there is less than 1 h available, a value of k = 3 should be
chosen, whereas higher values of k may be chosen if more processing time is available.
Experiments of varying k for the branch-and-price matheuristic for rolling stock plans that
have been preprocessed with the greedy heuristic for 24 h or longer have been conducted. Under
these conditions, the results showed that time effectiveness is small and with little variation
between different settings of k ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}. This may suggest that the selection
criteria by which to choose the k train unit trajectories is more important than the value of k
itself under these conditions. Train unit trajectories are currently chosen at random.
Figure 7.2 shows the variation of n = 8 branch-and-price matheuristic runs with regard to
median and average values, and cumulative probability of getting a solution with a value less
than the given gained net value.
7.7.2 Symmetry in the Mixed Integer Linear Program
Symmetry is a highly undesired property in a branch-and-bound context [43, 84]. Symmetry
occurs when a multitude of different feasible solutions to an optimisation problem have equiva-
lent objective values. This may lead to a multitude of equivalent solutions that each needs to be
evaluated even after an optimal solutions is found. In the current matheuristic integrated rolling
stock planning model, symmetry is undesired because it prevents the pruning of the branch-
and-bound tree. The symmetry in the mixed integer linear program is present as a result of the
following conditions:
1. Named train units: The change in objective value for assigning a given train unit to a
given arc in the space-time graph is not dependent on the individual, named train unit
itself, but dependent on its train unit type, i. e., dependent on how many seats can be
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Figure 7.1: Convergence diagram for different values of k for the branch-and-price matheuristic
for runs with stopping criterion “stop at first integer”, i. e., stop after one depth-first dive into the
branch-and-bound tree, n is the number of test runs per instance. Data instance is 2014-03-31.
supplied and at what cost. This is a cause of symmetry, in that two named train units of
the same train unit type can be interchanged (partially or completely) in solutions without
any change in objective value;
2. Parallel tracks: Multiple, in space and time parallel depot tracks, side tracks or platform
tracks belonging to the same station and having available space at the same time. If the
net value is defined as being equal for these tracks, this leads to many possible train unit
trajectories through the space-time graph, all having the same net value. Strictly speak-
ing, the conditions that prevail in the real-world data instances do not produce symmetry,
but what could be called quasi-symmetry: If there are other train units parked e. g., at the
mentioned parallel depot tracks, these train units may in some cases prevent the move-
ment of others, meaning that symmetric trajectories will not be generated. However, this
distinction only makes it harder to avoid the symmetry since the symmetric solutions
cannot easily be identified and ignored;
3. Revenue positioning: The positioning of train units performed using revenue train ser-
vices that already have train units assigned to them to supply the demanded number of
seats. Since the seat demand has already been met, no additional benefit will be achieved
by assigning additional train units to these revenue train services. This leads to a mul-
titude of possible trajectories to choose from for the revenue positioning, all having the
same net value, since the cost is the same;
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Figure 7.2: A convergence diagram showing the mean value and the median of the gain for
n = 8 test runs with the given parameter settings. Also shown is the cumulative probability P
in percent of getting a solution with a value less than a given gained net value. Data instance is
2014-03-31.
4. Non-revenue positioning: The positioning of train units using non-revenue train ser-
vices. Since all of the non-revenue train services have the same cost going from A to
B this may also lead to symmetric train unit trajectories. Luckily, the timetable data
instances used only contain few non-revenue train services. However, as mentioned in
Section 5.8 a method for creating more, or even all, relevant, non-revenue train services
should be considered in the future, at which time symmetry will need to be considered.
In the branch-and-price matheuristic model, the symmetry type mentioned as item 1 in the
list above is addressed by the flow branching scheme. Since flow branching is branching on
arc flow, it does not distinguish between symmetric solutions performed by different train units.
This way, this type of problem-inherent symmetry does not affect branching and pruning when
the flow branching scheme is invoked, however, it is not addressed in the constraint branching
scheme. Nevertheless, the latter does not seem to be problematic, since the constraint branching
scheme is only seldom invoked.
The symmetry types mentioned as items 2 to 4 in the list above are addressed by the robust-
ness and depot utilisation enhancements in the enhanced objective function already described
in Section 7.2.1. The enhanced objective function makes problems with a setting of k > 3 gen-
erally tractable, problems that were otherwise not generally tractable due to branch-and-bound
trees of excessive size.
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7.7.3 Fractionality of Solutions to the LP-Relaxed Restricted Master Prob-
lem
Fractionality of the restricted master problem solution is another undesired property in a branch-
and-price context. Based on an analysis of a large number of branch-and-bound trees and the
correspondingly occurring fractional flow in the nodes, we have observed that fractionality
occurs especially when there is great variation in the seat demand on a train service sequence.
This leads to the splitting up of the should-be single train unit trajectory into a multitude of
fractional train unit trajectories. The fractional train unit trajectories are being generated so that
the seat demand may be met exactly as it occurs, as it were by a lot of smaller, fractional train
units. The analysis was conducted using the visualisation tools described in Appendix A.4 on
page 166.
The problem of fractionality is addressed by the robustness enhancements of the enhanced
objective function already described in Section 7.2.1. The analysis of a large number of frac-
tional flow diagrams (see Appendix A.4.2 on page 170) has shown that the fractionality of the
restricted master problem solution diminishes using the enhanced objective function.
7.8 Conclusions and Further Research
An integrated rolling stock planning model based on matheuristics has been designed, imple-
mented and tested. It has been shown that the matheuristic model can take into account all
railway-specific requirements, while at the same time handling the vast majority of require-
ments in the optimisation part of the algorithm. Used in conjunction with the greedy heuristic
from Chapter 5 the two methods can achieve a small objective value gain, not achievable using
the individual methods by themselves. However, the implementation effort to reach this small
net value gain is substantial: 4,000 extra lines of highly complex code to produce an average
extra net value gain of 0.03%-points.
For these reasons and others, the current state of the integrated matheuristic model warrants
further research. Future research may look into the effect of adding flow branching by train
unit type, rather than for all train unit types at the same time. Flow branching by train unit
type would be a branching scheme somewhere in-between the described flow branching and
constraint branching schemes, and would eliminate the need for the two existing branching
schemes.
Future research may also look into a branching scheme on depot drivers, i. e., on Equa-
tion (7.10) on page 118. This scheme would be analogous to the flow branching scheme de-
scribed in 7.4.2 and in [110], however, it would force the sum of covering variables to ultimately
become integer, thus working on the variables of the problem in an aggregated manner.
Needless to say, there is of course a multitude of other low-level branching strategies into
which further research may be conducted in order to improve the time effectiveness of the
proposed branch-and-price matheuristic.
With regard to high-level branching strategies, [6] review pseudo cost branching, strong
branching, hybrids thereof and propose reliability branching. Based on these reviews, we have
conducted experiments using an alternative, high-level branching strategy with strong branch-
ing. Experiments for both full and partial strong branching were conducted. Examples are
shown in the appendix in Figures A.11 and A.12 on page 168. These experiments show that,
in our case, while full strong branching branch-and-bound trees are generally smaller, more
processing time is consumed than using the normal non-strong branching strategy. This is be-
cause, all in all, more nodes need to be processed. For k = 5 for the instance 2012-10-19, 6%
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less nodes were observed in the branch-and-bound trees, while 27% more nodes needed to be
processed, yielding a 24% higher processing time for the strong branching strategy than for the
normal non-strong strategy. Choosing a partial strong branching strategy did not improve algo-
rithm performance beyond the normal non-strong strategy. Based on these experimental results
it may be assumed that both full and partial strong branching may be more useful in a context of
one deep branch-and-bound tree than in a matheuristic context with lots of (hopefully) shallow
trees. Further research may uncover if variations of the branching strategies mentioned in the
start of the paragraph may yield better algorithm performance.
[83, 84] deal with ways to handle symmetry, including orbitopal fixing and orbital branch-
ing. Further research may be conducted into using these methodologies for handling the symme-
try in the current problem. Moreover, a heuristic could be devised working somewhat along the
same principles as orbital branching by way of dynamically detecting when symmetry is occur-
ring and consequently performing a much more aggressive variable fixing on the zero-branch.
This would also be somewhat similar to performing a beam search of the branch-and-bound
tree (see [97] for a review and a machine scheduling application).
Further research should be conducted into better ways of handling the covered variable g(a)
in the current formulation or into ways to not include it at all. Especially the fractionality of this
variable is considered problematic.
Especially for high values of k, a tailing off effect presumed due to degeneracy is observed
in the column generation step of the model. A lot of iterations are needed to prove optimality
without any change in objective value. Further research into the implementation of constraint
aggregation [98, 49, 48], stabilisation [45, 47] and row-reduced column generation [44] may be
conducted to alleviate this issue.
As the branch-and-price algorithm progresses, more and more columns are added to the
restricted master problem in the column generation process of each node in the branch-and-
bound tree. For this reason, the processing time for solving the restricted master problem in
the individual iteration increases with the number of nodes processed. Future research may be
conducted into whether it may prove useful to remove columns that have not been in the basis
for some time.
The branch-and-price matheuristic model has been analysed using a performance profiler
when run. Profiling has showed that approx. 70% of the CPU time is used by the CPLEX solver,
whereas 5% is used by the resource constrained shortest path finding algorithm with special side
constraints. The remaining time is used by a multitude of other processes of the matheuristic
model, the vast majority of which each use less than 0.5 % of the CPU time. Based on these
findings it is seems reasonable to suggest that future research into improving branch-and-price
algorithm performance should be directed at limiting the number of nodes to be processed by
the solver in the branch-and-bound tree or into means to make the solver be able to solve each
node faster as already mentioned above.
More general ideas for future research are presented in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 8
Discussion
This chapter discusses the results gained and the lessons learned from the five different rolling
stock planning models developed for this thesis. The discussion takes its offset in the indus-
trial and scientific goals described in Section 1.3 on page 18. The general characteristics of the
implemented models are compared in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2 some probabilistic observa-
tions regarding the convergence characteristics of the greedy heuristic and the branch-and-price
heuristic are discussed. Finally, the main conclusions for the design, implementation, test and
use of the models are given in Section 8.3.
8.1 Comparison of Model Characteristics
To which degree the different models implement the railway-specific requirements described in
Chapter 3 is shown in Table 4.1 on page 61. Other characteristics of the models are shown in
Table 4.2 on page 62.
The greedy heuristic model implements all of the railway-specific requirements. The branch-
and-price matheuristic implements all requirements, but some requirements are not handled in
the optimisation part, only in the heuristic part of the algorithm. The upper bound models
implement less requirements.
Greedyness can be a cause of models yielding suboptimal solutions. Greedyness is present
in the greedy heuristic (thus the name), other models do not exhibit any aspect of greediness at
all.
k-optimality indicates to which degree a model is solved to optimality for the k selected
train unit trajectories in each iteration (for the heuristic and matheuristic models) or in each
model run (for the upper bound calculation models). The upper bound calculation models
are all solved to optimality. The branch-and-price matheuristic can be solved to optimality in
each iteration, however, this is not time-effective in a matheuristic context, for which reason
the branch-and-bound tree search is terminated as soon as the first integer solution is found.
The latter yields better time efficiency. The greedy heuristic does not solve each iteration to
k-optimality, since by its sequential nature, the firstly found train unit trajectory is the best for
itself, but not necessarily in conjunction with the k − 1 other train unit trajectories.
By providing an existing solution (either feasible or in some cases also infeasible), models
can be hotstarted for better model performance. All models except the upper bound calculation
model A2 can be hotstarted with a rolling stock plan containing infeasibilities in the form of
uncovered revenue train services. All models except the upper bound calculation models A4
and B10 can be hotstarted with a plan containing infeasibilities in the form of incomplete train
unit trajectory data.
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As described in Section 7.7.2 on page 135, the branch-and-price matheuristic model exposes
to four types of symmetry: In relation to named train units, parallel depot tracks, revenue and
non-revenue positioning. Only the first symmetry type is handled by the branching scheme,
the other types may be alleviated using an enhanced objective function. Using the enhanced
objective function the branch-and-price matheuristic is able to find 11% more integer solutions
by time than using the standard, non-enhanced objective function. Upper bound calculation
models A4 and B10 also expose the latter three types of symmetry, and none of the types
are handled by the models. Symmetry is considered a major challenge for the time-effective
performance of these models. No symmetry has been identified for the remaining models.
Due to the formulation, the upper bound calculation model A4 exhibits a very high model-
variable cardinality. As such, it typically contains in the order of 130,000 variables, whereas
the A2 model only typically contains 6,500 and the B10 model 21,000 variables. The variable
cardinality of the branch-and-price matheuristic models is strongly dependent on the parameter
k, and other model parameters, but typically lies below a few thousand. The cardinality for the
A4 upper bound calculation model is regarded a performance challenge.
The term iteration effectiveness is used to denote how well with regard to objective value
gain a model performs in each iteration (or model run for the upper bound calculation models).
Time effectiveness is how much objective value gain a model can achieve by time.
Iteration effectiveness is high for all upper bound calculation models and the branch-and-
price matheuristic since these are solved to optimality (or near-optimality when the search is
abandoned after first integer solution found). The greedy heuristic exposes a much lower iter-
ation effectiveness since many iterations are rejected due to no objective value increase. In 15
experimental runs each of 1 h, using a the standard objective function, the iteration effectiveness
of the branch-and-price matheuristic was a factor of 660 better than that of the greedy heuristic.
However, the greedy heuristic model is by far the fastest of all the models. Its feature of low
iteration effectiveness is thus counteracted by speed, making the greedy heuristic model highly
time-efficient. The time effectiveness of the greedy heuristic is a 2.8 factor better than that of
the branch-and-price matheuristic on average for the 15, 1 h experimental runs.
The simple upper bound calculation model A2 has a similar high time effectiveness relative
to the other upper bound calculations models, however, this is achieved at a lower degree of
requirements integration.
8.2 Heuristic and Matheuristic Algorithm Convergence
An interesting difference between the greedy heuristic and the branch-and-price matheuristic
(when run to optimality in each iteration) is the value to which the models converge after many
iterations.
The greedy heuristic converges to an objective value at which no further gain can be achieved
by removing k number of train unit trajectories, generating new ones and reinserting them. New
train unit trajectories are generated greedily and sequentially.
The branch-and-price matheuristic converges to an objective value at which no k train unit
trajectories can be selected and changed so as to achieve an objective value gain. As such, in
theory, if it was tractable to solve an instance of the integrated rolling stock planning prob-
lem with k = |U | using the branch-and-price matheuristic, this would yield the global optimal
solution to the problem (provided that no train unit order conflicts would arise).
The justification for using both the greedy heuristic and the branch-and-price matheuristic
as means of improving a rolling stock plan lies in that the convergence values of both method-
ologies are relatively tight lower bounds on the global optimal objective value. As demonstrated
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in Chapter 6, this is a fair assumption.
In the numerical experiments, the k number of train units U∗ to select for modification is
chosen at random. However, there is a finite number of ways k number of train units can be
selected from the set of all train units U for the respective methodologies.
The greedy heuristic uses a sequential approach in which the selection order matters. Thus
the number of ways train k train unit trajectories can be chosen form the total number of train
units |U | is given by the partial, k-permutation P(|U |, k), (8.1).
P(|U |, k) = |U |!
(|U | − k)! (8.1)
For the branch-and-price matheuristic, order does not matter (if each iteration is solved to
optimality). Thus, the number of ways train k train unit trajectories can be chosen is given by
the k-combination, C(|U |, k) (8.2).
C(|U |, k) =
(|U |
k
)
=
|U |!
k!(|U | − k)! (8.2)
If, contrarily to the numerical experiments conducted, the k number of train unit trajectories
were to be chosen one-by-one, a complete enumeration of all possible ways could be conducted
in the number of iterations equal to the partial, k-permutation P(|U |, k) for the case of the greedy
heuristic, and for the k-combination C(|U |, k) for the case of the branch-and-price matheuristic.
As such, in a one-by-one selection scheme, the partial, k-permutation is a lower bound on the
number of iterations needed to ensure the convergence value has been reached for the greedy
heuristic, whereas the k-combination is a lower bound for the branch-and-price matheuristic.
The k-permutation and k-combination are lower bounds since these represent the maximum
number of iterations that has to be conducted with no gain to prove that the convergence value
has been reached. Table 8.1 shows numerical values for these combinatorial characteristics.
It is interesting to note that the lower bound on the number of iterations needed to reach the
level of convergence for the greedy heuristic is k! higher that of the branch-and-price matheuris-
tic. As such it seems reasonable to assume that the convergence value may be reached in fewer
iterations by the branch-and-price matheuristic in practice. Furthermore, it is reasonable to as-
sume that convergence value of the branch-and-price matheuristic is at least as high as that of
the greedy heuristic, since the objective value of the branch-and-price matheuristic is always
greater than or equal to the greedy heuristic.
This underlines the primary properties of the respective methodologies looking at the indi-
vidual, heuristic or matheuristic iteration: The greedy heuristic is “really fast but often bad” and
branch-and-price matheuristic is “really good but always slow”. However, the processing speed
of the greedy heuristic is by way the more important one of the properties, leading to its higher
time efficiency. For a quantitative comparison, refer to Section 7.6.2 on page 133.
Based on the values in the Table 8.1 it is considered tractable to run the greedy heuristic until
its convergence value for k = 3 has been reached. Based on the experiments from Chapter 7,
it would take approx. 25 h to prove that the convergence level has been reached for the greedy
heuristic with k = 3, if the convergence level was reached. Due to its much longer processing
time, the branch-and-price matheuristic is only considered practically tractable to run until its
convergence value for k = 2. For lack of time resources neither has been attempted here.
Another consequence of the difference in processing time between the greedy heuristic and
the branch-and-price matheuristic arises from the number of iterations that can be performed for
a given time period. Each iteration selects a combination of k train unit trajectories, and since
the greedy heuristic can perform many iterations, it can try out many different combinations of
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Table 8.1: Overview of combinatorial characteristics for the selection of k number of train
units to modify from the set of U train units, with |U | = 117. The number of ways k train units
can be selected in the greedy heuristic is the partial, k-permutation P(|U |, k) and in the branch-
and-price matheuristic this is the k-combination C(|U |, k). The quotient between P(|U |, k) and
C(|U |, k) is k!, as shown in the last column.
k P(|U |, k) C(|U |, k) k!
1 117 117 1
2 13,572 6,786 2
3 1,560,780 260,130 6
4 177,928,920 7,413,705 24
5 20,105,967,960 167,549,733 120
6 2,251,868,411,520 3,127,595,016 720
7 249,957,393,678,720 49,594,720,968 5040
the k train unit trajectories. Since many combinations can be tried out, the greedy heuristic even-
tually finds those combinations that yield an increase in objective value. The branch-and-price
matheuristic, on the other hand, because it is much slower, cannot try out as many combina-
tions. As such it seems reasonable to assume that using a “more intelligent” selection scheme
rather than just at random may improve the performance of the branch-and-price matheuristic.
Future research may investigate this assumption.
8.3 Main Conclusions
The following main conclusions relate to the industrial and scientific goals described in Sec-
tion 1.3 on page 18.
It has been shown in Chapter 5 that it is possible to design and build an integrated rolling
stock planning model taking into account all the railway-specific requirements of DSB S-tog.
The model is implemented with a greedy heuristic and uses the novel (train) unit order con-
servation principle, implemented as special side constraints to a resource constrained shortest
path algorithm. The fully functional, implemented integrated rolling stock planning model has
been tested extensively on 15 real-world, manually constructed rolling stock plan data instances.
When run on these instances, the greedy heuristic achieves an average economic gain of approx.
2% with processing times in all cases less than 1 hour 20 minutes. Moreover, the greedy heuris-
tic can make feasible typically infeasible rolling stock plans in a matter of minutes of processing
time.
In Chapter 6 three different net value upper bound calculation models have been designed,
implemented and tested. The net value upper bound calculation models implement the railway-
specific requirements to a varying degree and consequently expose different properties regard-
ing tightness of bounds and processing times. The net value upper bound model having the
highest degree of requirements integration adheres to 47% of the requirements by count. Using
this tightest net value upper bound calculation model, it is shown that the greedy heuristic is
able to gain approx. 1/3 of the relative gap between the net value of the original, manual plans
and the net value upper bound. This gain by the greedy heuristic is regarded substantial, since
the difference in requirements integration by count is 53% between the greedy heuristic and
the upper bound calculation model with the tightest upper bound. Moreover, it is shown, that
in most cases, the net value of the original, manual plans already lie close to the upper bound.
This is in particular the case for weekend instances that are typically planned manually with
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less overhead for robustness than weekday plans.
Finally, in Chapter 7 a branch-and-price matheuristic integrated rolling stock planning model
is designed, implemented and tested. It is shown that this type of model is able to adhere to all
railway-specific requirements while still handling the vast majority of requirement in the op-
timisation part of the matheuristic algorithm. The matheuristic can solve small instances to
optimality. Used in conjunction with the greedy heuristic as a hybrid, it can produce solutions
with a small extra gain, a gain not achievable using the individual methods by themselves.
The cost of the rolling stock operation at DSB S-tog lies in the hundreds of million DKK per
year. Based on the experiments conducted, the potential benefit of a real-world application of
the models to DSB S-tog is estimated to be in the order of several million DKK per year. More-
over, a substantial benefit can be achieved by way of automating the current, manual planning
procedures, enabling planners to invest more creativity and meticulousness into the planning
process, since being liberated from manual planning procedures. For the reasons mentioned,
DSB S-tog is eager to proceed with the real-world application of the models developed in this
thesis.
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Chapter 9
Future Research
Naturally, the research conducted in relation to this thesis has uncovered many new and interest-
ing directions for further research. Firstly, in Section 9.1 we look at alternative methodologies to
solving the integrated rolling stock planning problem. Secondly, a topic for further research in-
volves the prospect of integrating the processes circulation planning and train unit dispatching,
processes that are now treated separately at DSB S-tog. A brief outlook to this is presented in
Section 9.2. Lastly, in Section 9.3 we are asking ourselves the fundamental question if we have
solved the right problem with the integrated rolling stock planning model and its corresponding
railway-specific requirements.
9.1 Alternative Solution Methodologies
9.1.1 Flow Decomposition Theorem Applied to Arc Flow Upper Bound
Model Solution
As reported in Chapter 5, the implemented greedy heuristic integrated rolling stock planning
model works best as an improvement heuristic on an existing rolling stock plan, as opposed to
as a construction heuristic on an empty plan.
An idea to remedy this would be to use any flow oriented upper bound model from Chapter 6
to update the time space-time graph with limits on the number of train units by type allowed
on the arcs. The number of train units by type on each arc in the found upper bound model
solution is used as the limit. The flow decomposition theorem [8, Chapter 3] states that train unit
trajectories can then be created that fulfil this flow. However, this would disregard the distance
requirements of the train unit trajectories. Nevertheless, if we were to order the train units by
ascending distance allowed before maintenance, and use the resource constrained shortest path
to find new trajectories to each train unit in that order in the modified graph, chances are that
we will only violate distance constraints occasionally. The flow limits can then be released and
distance-infeasible trajectories can then be made feasible using the heuristic from Chapter 5.
9.1.2 More Accurate Submodels
The integrated rolling stock planning models described in this thesis operate on passenger seat
demand figures measured by the weighing mechanism in the individual train units. These fig-
ures are processed using an advanced statistical prognosis model, see Section 3.4. In the rolling
stock planning models proposed in this thesis, each train service has assigned to it the maxi-
mum dimensioning passenger count occurring along the entire train service. The dimensioning
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passenger count is corresponding to a given comfort level of the statistical prognosis model. In
reality, however, the passenger count fluctuates a lot between individual stations. For this reason
it may be worth looking into more accurate ways of quantifying the benefit term in the net value
objective function, this by looking at the time and space distribution of passenger seat demand
all along the entire individual train service, rather than just using the maximum passenger seat
demand value for the train service.
Moreover, the energy consumption calculation used in the models described in this thesis
is very simple. Since the energy costs represent roughly 25% of the total operational costs at
DSB S-tog, it may be worth looking into methods to quantify the energy consumption more
accurately, e. g., [74, 63].
9.1.3 Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search Metaheuristic
As described primarily in Chapters 5 and 7, the integrated rolling stock planning models im-
plemented for this thesis have a choice of heuristic methodologies and parameters with innu-
merable combinations of settings. The most prominent parameter is the number of train unit
trajectories to choose and modify, k, and the influence of this parameter on model performance
has been analysed.
However, other parameters or methodologies may not have been investigated as thoroughly.
Most important among these is perhaps the selection methodology for choosing the k train
unit trajectories for modification. It may well turn out that the selection methodology can be
improved, e. g., by using tournament selection in favour of the current random selection. A
simple tournament selection method would be to select k + l train unit trajectories, and then
choosing only the k train unit trajectories with the lowest net value for modification. A more
advanced tournament selection method would be to select k + l train unit trajectories and then
choose the m train unit trajectories with the highest net value and the n ones with the lowest,
with k = m + n. Clearly, a very large number combinations for selection methodologies and
selection parameters k, l,m, n exist.
It may well turn out that one selection methodology and parameter combination is suitable
early in the process of improving a rolling stock plan, whereas another may be the better suited
later in the process. Apart from this timely variation, there may of course also be a variation
from data instance to data instance. It may be difficult to adapt to these variations in a static
scheme of preset parameter or methodology combinations.
The principle of the adaptive large neighbourhood search (ALNS) metaheuristic as proposed
originally by [94] involves defining a number of competing heuristic methodologies (including
their parameters settings). In each iteration of the ALNS metaheuristic a heuristic methodology
is then chosen with a probability proportional to its historic performance. In this way the ALNS
metaheuristic is able to adapt to different instance characteristics and to the variation in different
heuristic methodologies effectiveness over time.
For this reason the ALNS metaheuristic seems well suited for implementation in the in-
tegrated heuristic or matheuristic rolling stock planning models proposed here. Other model
parameters or heuristic methodologies than the ones mentioned here may also be calibrated
adaptively using ALNS, including the hybrid interaction between the greedy heuristic described
in Chapter 5 and the branch-and-price matheuristic one described in Chapter 7.
This idea may be taken to its logical extreme hyper heuristics, in which the adaptation can
also include some aspect of memory of past solutions for different data instances like in [101].
This suggestion for further research may be taken as a general advice to think parameter
calibration into model design from the beginning, rather than having to perform a lot of time
consuming manual parameter calibration later.
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The heuristic and matheuristic methods proposed in this thesis are well-suited to be im-
plemented using parallel processing in a future ALNS metaheuristic framework. In a parallel
setup, multiple threads may each operate their own heuristic/matheuristic instance with specific
parameter settings (e. g., of k). Each thread would work on a separate instance of the rolling
stock plan. Once any thread finds an improvement all other threads are halted. The improve-
ment is then applied to the plan and new heuristic/matheuristic instances generated according
to their historic performance in the ALNS framework, each working in their own thread with
their own new copy of the rolling stock plan.
9.1.4 Proposal for A Generic Integrated Rolling Stock Planning Model
As demonstrated, primarily in Chapter 5, it is possible to build an integrated rolling stock plan-
ning model that adheres to all identified railway-specific requirements for the case of DSB S-tog
and that performs well under realistic planning conditions.
Still, this model is specifically built to handle the precise requirements of only one suburban
railway operator, DSB S-tog. While the main requirements (e. g., passenger demand, infras-
tructure, timetable, etc.) are more or less the same for all railway operators, other requirements
(e. g., train control system movement rules) may well be very specific to DSB S-tog. The aim
of this thesis has been to prove it is possible to build an integrated rolling stock planning model
that works for the requirements given. For this reason, the developed integrated rolling stock
planning model is to some degree specific. As such, it will probably require some effort to adapt
the developed integrated rolling stock planning model to the requirements of other railway op-
erators (including the non-suburban railway operation of DSB).
One way to alleviate this would be to generalise the concepts of the developed integrated
rolling stock planning model so as to be able to accommodate a wider variety of railway-specific
requirements. Such a generic integrated rolling stock planning model is envisioned to be highly
component oriented, so as to let it adhere to new requirements by plugging in new components
built separately and independently. For generalisation, the space-time graph may be constructed
so as to handle user-defined resources on its arcs and vertices, resources that are consumed either
by time or distance or in some other user-defined way. These resources may then be replenished
in user-defined ways on arcs and/or vertices in the graph. Moreover, the resources may then be
coupled to the objective function in a user defined way. For instance, the energy consumption
could be modelled in this scheme, coupled to its cost. The wear and tear of the rolling stock
may be modelled as a generic maintenance resource, incurred by distance, coupled to its cost,
and replenished at the workshop. The replenishment would then provide the service distance
that the train unit can consume before having to go into the workshop for maintenance again.
This generic concept would also make it easier to implement correctly a complicated objec-
tive function. The implementation of the objective function has been particularly error-prone
in the developed integrated rolling stock planning models due to its highly complex nature (see
e. g., Equation (7.1) on page 113), and due to the lack of an implementation methodology de-
veloped for generality, and therefore not sufficiently transparent.
A specific technology well suited to enable this generic concept is that of lambda expres-
sions or anonymous functions, now available in many fourth-generation programming lan-
guages including Java, Python and C++.
One very important aspect when building a generic integrated rolling stock planning model
is model performance. It may require a considerable effort to make a generic model run time-
effectively in every configuration, much more than is required for a specific model as the one
implemented, even though that effort has also been substantial.
On a note, it has also been a main development goal to implement the models proposed
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in this thesis component oriented, see Appendix C for details. However, some compromises
have had to be made due to available time resources and in order to achieve a high-performance
implementation.
9.2 Circulation Planning and Train Unit Dispatching Process
Integration
The idea of splitting the process of rolling stock planning in circulation planning and train unit
dispatching at DSB S-tog is probably historically rooted. At the time when planning was con-
ducted using pencil and paper, this may well have been a very good idea, since the circulation
plans may have been produced well in advance thus giving the planners the needed time to pro-
duce them. Also the structure of the planning can be kept so simple it is easy to conduct, and to
inform the involved parties when done.
In the age of automatic planning tools, however, one should ask this question: Does it make
sense to make a detailed long term circulation plan stretching a whole month into the future,
when reality demands changes to train unit dispatching only a few hours into the plan?
The posit is that if the processes for both circulation planning and train unit dispatching may
be automated and integrated into each other, a new, possibly simpler way of performing rolling
stock planning may be conducted. In this new form there is no need for the abstraction of virtual
train units and the planning horizon may be very short (perhaps even real time). As such, there
will be no need for the manual dispatching step of assigning physical train units to virtual ones.
We propose the term adaptive rolling stock planning to describe this new process, Adaptive
meaning that the rolling stock plans are produced when needed and continually adapted to the
changes in prevailing conditions: Infrastructure breakdowns, technical problems with the train
units, delays, etc. The general idea is to do the best with what we have.
In fact, recent research in related models for airline crew scheduling shows that the cost
of a plan may be reduced with up to 9% if the pairing step is integrated with the rostering
step [98]. The pairing aggregation step has been performed up until now to reduce complexity
of the airline crew scheduling problem. The pairing step in airline crew scheduling deals with
combining flight duties to form a tour of duty starting and ending at a given crew base. The tours
of duty are specific for a given crew type and as such anonymous. In the following rostering
step, actual crew members are assigned to the anonymous tours of duty, together with stand-by
duties, training, time off, etc. When paring and rostering are integrated, the individual flight
duties are assigned directly to the crew members.
For rolling stock planning, the analogy to an integrated crew scheduling problem would be
to directly assign physical train units to individual train services, as opposed to constructing ag-
gregated train services and then assigning these to the virtual train units, and after that assigning
physical train units to the virtual ones.
Another aspect is the plan duration. Traditionally, rolling stock planning at DSB S-tog is
conducted with a plan duration of 7 to 18 days, typically. Recent research in related topics [18]
(covering hump yard sorting and scheduling), however, shows that there is only a little gain in
producing a combined plan for a longer period as opposed to producing individual, daily plans
for each of the days in the given period and letting the finishing conditions of each day form the
starting conditions for the calculation of the next.
Speaking in analogies one could say that only a few problems are “bulldozed” into the future
by doing so, and if disruptions are occurring anyway, which they are, the effect of making a plan
with a long duration is negligible.
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One potential difficulty in integrating rolling stock planning and train unit dispatching pro-
cesses may occur if only parts of the different processes are automated. If the rolling stock
planning process is automated and plans are produced on a very short time horizon, these plans
may prove very difficult to handle manually in the case of a disruption, since the plans may not
necessarily contain the structures built into the manual plans today making them easy to handle
manually.
Investigations must show if the realisation of these ideas of integration (to what ever degree)
may prove beneficial to DSB S-tog and other railway operators.
9.3 Are We Solving the Right Problem?
We have seen, primarily in Chapter 5, that we can solve the problem of rolling stock planning
in an integrated manner, taking all of the railway-specific requirements into account. This may
all be very well, but we also need to ask ourselves the question, then, if we have solved the right
problem?
Maybe some of the requirements are so costly to adhere to that their justification as require-
ments is doubtful? This leads to the following question: What are the costs of adhering to the
different requirements? Given an answer to this question, new questions arise: Are we trying
to solve a problem in the rolling stock planning department that would much better be solved
elsewhere in the railway organisation? Or: Are we using operations research, optimisation
and information technology to support planning processes that are designed to make manual
planning easy? Or: Do we try to adhere to business rules that have lost their meaning, because
planning need not be performed with pencil and paper any more? In other words, are we util-
ising information technology to its full potential or are we using it to extend the life of manual
planning?
In the following Sections 9.3.1 to 9.3.4 we look at different examples related to these ques-
tions.
An interesting perspective is the fact that the design and implementation of future integrated
rolling stock planning models with fewer requirements would be much less complicated. How-
ever, it may not be known how this would influence the processing times of future models,
since the solution space may increase with fewer requirements. Then again other methods may
be used if the requirement set is different.
9.3.1 Flexible Space Distribution
At DSB S-tog, as described in Section 3.3 on page 39, when train units of type 12 are used in
the southern end of train compositions of type 112 , there is no flexible space at this end of the
train composition. This may lead to delays since passengers with bicycles may need extra time
to find a carriage with flexible space to enter after the arrival of the train service. One could
say that the cause for the delay is passenger behaviour, which again is caused by their lack
of information. Note that delays of the mentioned kind do not occur due to lack of physical
resources, but merely due to the fact that passengers lack the information of where to find these
resources.
For DSB S-tog, this problem is presently solved by enforcing a business rule for rolling stock
planning stating that train units of type 12 must be in the northern end of train compositions of
type 112 . The problem is thus solved, not by providing passengers with the information as to
where to find resources, but to evenly distribute resources so passengers need not look for them.
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Figure 9.1: An example of paper based passenger information: A Deutsche Bahn Wagenrei-
hungsplan poster from Hamburg-Harburg station, July 2016, showing the train compositions
of the individual train services departing from a particular track, in this case track 1. These
information posters are printed on paper and put up next to the track in question [42].
Figure 9.2: An example of a modern, electronic passenger information system: The new plat-
form overhead information screens of Schweizerische Bundesbahnen (SBB) at Zürich HB sta-
tion, February 2017. This is the electronic way of conveying the same information as in Fig-
ure 9.1. The difference to the paper poster is of course that this information can be updated
instantly, as shown on the lower part of the screen where a track change is announced.
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Apart from limiting the number of possible train compositions (and thereby the number of
feasible train unit trajectories), this business rule makes it harder to fully utilise the available
depot capacity, as described in detail in Appendix D.1.2.4.
As shown in Chapter 5 it is possible to construct feasible rolling stock plans that adhere
to this business rule. However, this presumably comes at a cost. Further research should be
conducted into quantifying the actual cost of this business rule, e. g., by scenario analysis, and
comparing this cost to the delay cost it is supposed to limit.
In addition to this, alternative measures to limit this particular type of delay should be con-
sidered. It may well turn out to be beneficial to physically rebuild the train units of type 12 to
also feature a flexible space in the southern end.
Furthermore, an even better solution may be to promote the better use of the already existing
electronic passenger information systems such as platform displays to inform about the train
composition. This is already practised by some operators, as seen in Figure 9.2.
9.3.2 Platform Track Usage Rules
For DSB S-tog, as described in Section 3.1 on page 33, business rules stating which track to use
for specific station, train service line and direction combinations are in place in order to make
it easier for regular passengers to find the train service of their choice.
This, however, also comes with a price tag, paid for in the rolling stock plan, since depending
on the track topology of a station this may limit the access to and from depot tracks. Recall that
some depot tracks in some stations are only reachable from some platform tracks. This in turn
may make it harder to perform the necessary train services or train shuntings so as to minimise
the operating costs.
Research should be conducted into the quantification of the cost of this requirement, e. g.,
by scenario analysis. Following that, it should be examined if it would be better to omit this
requirement from rolling stock planning all-together, and instead provide passengers with the
information they need on a daily basis via the already existing passenger information systems
on the stations.
9.3.3 Passenger-Unfriendly Train Shuntings
For DSB S-tog, as described in Section 3.1 on page 33, certain - one might call them “passenger-
unfriendly” - train shuntings are disallowed: A business rule disallows to decouple a train com-
position into two parts and letting the part that is going to continue as a revenue train service
depart before the other part has been shunted into the depot. This is to prevent passengers get-
ting confused when parts of the train composition are in service, and other parts not. Again this
has to do with passenger behaviour due to lack of information.
Just as for the case described in Section 9.3.1, apart from limiting the amount of possible
train services and train shuntings, this business rule also makes it harder to fully utilise the
available depot capacity, as described in detail in Appendix D.1.2.4 on page 194.
The train shunting operation currently disallowed would have to be performed after the
revenue train service has departed and for this reason a depot driver may then not have time to
perform another train shunting for the next train service if this train shunting is to occur before
the next revenue train service departs.
Nevertheless, the price tag of this requirement should also be quantified and it should be
examined if the departure procedures involving train drivers and depot drivers could be changed.
Moreover, it should be examined if existing passenger information systems can be used to
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convey the necessary information to passengers, so as to omit this requirement from rolling
stock planning all-together.
9.3.4 Cyclicity
The plan duration for the rolling stock plans treated in this thesis has been one day only. For
this reason the work has not dealt with the requirement of cyclicity: That rolling stock plans
should be the same (or at least similar) from day to day. However, this requirement is very much
in effect at DSB S-tog and presumably also in the vast majority of all other railway operators
world-wide.
The primary justification for the requirement is of course to make it easier for regular passen-
gers to find the train service of their choice. Secondarily, railway operators have requirements
like these in place in order to make it easy on their staff - some may even claim this to be the
primary justification.
As described in Section 5.1.2 on page 64, [20, 21] solve the weekly rolling stock planning
problem for the entire German ICE high speed fleet. This work is without question state-of-
the-art operations research. However, we need to ask ourselves the question, if we should apply
state-of-the-art operations research methods to solve problems with requirements that have a
presumably very high price tag on them, rather than question the requirements themselves?
Figure 9.1 shows a graphic representation of one of the requirements to the work of [20, 21].
This is a Deutsche Bahn (DB) paper poster showing the train compositions for the train services
departing from a given track. The requirement is that each particular train service should have
the same train composition every day.
This requirement forces the railway operator to perform a “one size fits all” type of rolling
stock planning, providing the same number of seats every day, regardless of passenger demand
fluctuations. With this requirement in place, it is not possible for the railway operator to per-
form rolling stock planning based on the actual passenger prognosis for a particular day, and to
accommodate passenger demand fluctuations by providing a varying number of seats.
The alternative would be to omit the cyclicity requirement from rolling stock planning and
instead inform the passengers of the train composition in effect on the day of their travel using
the existing passenger information systems, like platform displays. Some operators are already
adapting to this, see Figure 9.2.
This is perhaps the prime example of how information conveyance technology may be much
better at solving problems related to passenger behaviour than rolling stock planning will ever
be. This underlines the importance of the question of where in an organisation a problem is best
solved.
As may be apparent by the following question, other industries may be further ahead with
regard to information conveyance technology: Can you find a paper poster in any airport show-
ing all the departures of a given airline, with departure time, destination airport, departure gate
and aircraft type? Those days are long gone. Then why do we, in the age of information tech-
nology, apparently still need paper poster type requirements in the railway industry?
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Appendix A
Visualisation Tools for Rolling Stock
Planning
This appendix presents different visualisation tools for rolling stock planing. All but one of the
tools have been specifically developed for the models presented in this thesis.
A generic tool for visualising timetable oriented data relating to rolling stock plans as space-
time diagrams is presented in Appendix A.1. The circulation diagrams that can be printed with
the existing, manual rolling stock planning system at DSB S-tog are treated in Appendix A.2.
Next, the interactive visualisation tool, developed for the timetable and infrastructure data model
(the space-time graph), is presented in Appendix A.3. Next, two interactive visualisation tools
developed for the analysis of the progress of the branch-and-price algorithm are presented in
Appendix A.4. Finally, an attempt to draw the causality of specific features regarding model
architecture of the branch-and-price matheuristic model is shown in Appendix A.5.
These visualisation tools have played an essential role in the design, implementation and
testing of the rolling stock planning models presented in this thesis. Without these visualisation
tools, it would not have be possible to assert the correctness of the developed models, their
results or to calibrate model parameters.
Apart from the already existing tool to draw circulation diagrams, the tools presented here
have been implemented in Java 1.8. The tools all function by reading data from existing models
and by writing diagrams to standard graphics formats using custom-made light-weight graphics
objects. Standard open source tools are then used for rendering, navigation etc.
The visualisation tools have been developed strongly inspired by “Fundamental Principles of
Analytical Design” proposed by Edward Tufte in [108]. As such, the tools have been developed
to show comparisons, to show causality, mechanism, structure and to explain. Attempts have
been made to show multivariate data with as many variables at a time as practically possible,
while also integrating evidence by combining different types of content: Diagrams, numbers,
and explanatory text together. Moreover, it has been a main goal that the visualisation tools
provide actual documentation for what is shown, including metadata.
A.1 Space-Time Diagrams
In order to be able to visualise timetable oriented data relating to a rolling stock plan, a generic
space-time diagram visualisation tool has been developed. Space-time diagrams (space-time
graphs) are long known in the railway industry, first use for timetabling is attributed to French
engineer Ibry before 1885 [79].
The developed space-time diagram visualisation tool accepts a timetable as key input, de-
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scribing the movement of train services between key stations in space and time. Value data
to be visualised in different colours on the train services may be continuous or discrete. The
tool can construct corresponding colour ramps and legends based on user parameter input. See
Figures A.1 to A.7 on pages 157–163 for examples of diagrams generated with the tool. In the
landscape orientation, time is plotted on the x axis and space on the y axis. Data sets that may
be visualised using this tool include data on:
• Seat demand (Figure A.1);
• Seat supply (Figure A.2);
• Seat surplus (Figures A.3 and A.4);
• Train composition demand (Figure A.5);
• Train composition supply (Figures A.6 and A.7).
Moreover, the individual trajectory of each train unit may also be shown on a number of
these space-time diagrams. Data sets not suited for drawing in this type of diagram include data
on cross-line, non-revenue train services and data related to individual depot tracks.
In the examples on the following pages the page layout is such that when reading this doc-
ument in a portable document format (PDF) reader, the space-time diagrams are positioned at
the exact same position on each page for easy comparison by page-forward, page-backward
movements. Figures A.3 and A.4 and Figures A.6 and A.7, show seat surplus and train compo-
sition supply diagrams before modification (with the greedy heuristic from Chapter 5) and after
modification, respectively. As may be seen, the greedy heuristic is able to reduce seat surplus
and seat deficit by changing the train composition supply.
The space-time diagram tool writes data to a scalable vector graphics (SVG) and standard
open source SVG rendering tools are used to render the diagrams.
These types of diagrams have been widely used to visualise and analyse the different data
instances and the results of the heuristic and matheuristic models.
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Figure A.1: Example of a seat demand space-time diagram. The data instance shown is 2012-
10-19 and refer to a comfort level (CL) of 95% in the statistical prognosis model.
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Figure A.2: Example of a seat supply space-time diagram. The data instance shown is 2012-
10-19.
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Figure A.3: Example of a seat surplus space-time diagram for an original plan. The data
instance shown is 2012-10-19. Demand data refer to a comfort level (CL) of 95%.
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Figure A.4: Example of a seat surplus space-time diagram for a modified plan. The data
instance shown is 2012-10-19. Demand data refer to a comfort level (CL) of 95%.
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Figure A.5: Example of a train composition space-time diagram. The data instance shown is
2012-10-19. Demand data refer to a comfort level (CL) of 95%.
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Figure A.6: Example of a train composition supply space-time diagram for an original plan.
The data instance shown is 2012-10-19.
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Figure A.7: Example of a train composition supply space-time diagram for a modified plan.
The data instance shown is 2012-10-19.
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Figure A.8: Example of a DSB S-tog rolling stock circulation diagram for Line F for weekdays
in the week starting with Monday 2014-03-31, as printed by the current manual rolling stock
planning system at DSB S-tog. See Figure 2.2 on page 28 for an explanation of the diagram
layout.
A.2 Circulation Diagrams
This type of diagram is drawn from the existing DSB S-tog manual rolling stock planning
system (described in Chapter 2). This type of diagram serves as the main rolling stock plan
visualisation tool in the planning process at DSB S-tog. It is also used to communicate rolling
stock plans between departments.
See Figure A.8 and Figure 2.2 on page 28 for examples. The latter figure also provides an
explanation of the details for this diagram type.
Note that there is a substantial difference in information density on circulation diagrams and
space-time diagrams. Where the entire DSB S-tog timetable with all train services for an entire
day can fit in one page in a space-time diagram (e. g., Figure A.1 on page 157), to display the
same timetable as a circulation diagram, 26 pages would be needed. This is firstly related to
the fact that there is somewhat more and more accurate information on a circulation diagram,
secondly that most of this information is in the form of text, whereas on a space-time diagram
the information is plotted as coloured graphic lines with space-time coordinates.
A.3 Infrastructure and Timetable Data Model Interactive Di-
agrams
In order to visualise the infrastructure and timetable data model (the space-time graph, de-
scribed in Section 5.3 on page 73), an interactive visualisation tool has been developed. The
tool is writing dot files for graph layout and rendering using the open source Graphviz graph
visualisation package. An example including explanation is shown on Figure A.9 on the next
page.
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Figure A.9: A infrastructure and timetable data model interactive diagram example for real-
world data: A view of a part of the space-time graph for the start up situation at Farum station
(FM) in the morning for the rolling stock plan for 2014-03-31. The time increases from top to
bottom, the (non-linear) time line is shown to the right. Vertices from the space-time graph are
drawn as boxes, arcs as lines. The different types of arcs are coloured as follows: Graph flow
arcs from the station source (violet); Parking at a depot track (red); Parking at a platform track
(pink); Shunting from depot to platform (blue); Transition from being parked at a platform track
to departing as train service (green); Revenue train services (black); Shunting from platforms
to depot (light blue); Turning around from one train service to the next (orange). Solid arcs can
accommodate more train units, dashed ones can’t. Percentages show how much length capacity
is used. Labels refer to platform (e. g., P1) or depot track numbers (D11), train lines (A1), train
service numbers (12216) and virtual train unit IDs (SA1013).
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This type of diagram has been essential to assert the correctness of the space-time graph
topology (Section 5.3.1 on page 74), the correctness of the resource constrained shortest path
algorithm with special side constraints (Section 5.5 on page 79), and the correctness of the
procedures for retrofitting existing data (Appendix B.1 on page 176).
A typical space-time graph has approx. 22,000 arcs, a number way to large to make any
sense to draw in one diagram. For this reason the user must choose which station(s) and time
periods from which to construct the diagram. When the tool has created the diagram file, nav-
igation (pan, zoom, topological movement, query) is then performed using the Graphviz graph
visualisation package tools.
A.4 Branch-and-Price Algorithm Progress Interactive Dia-
grams
The branch-and-price algorithm can be a highly complicated solution method for solving mixed
integer linear programs. In order to assert the correctness of the algorithm and in order to facil-
itate the exploration of different branching schemes and their effects on the inner workings of
the algorithm, two interconnected visualisation tools have been developed, one for the branch-
and-bound tree (presented in the following Appendix A.4.1) and one for the fractional flows for
each node in the branch-and-bound tree (presented in Appendix A.4.2).
Like the tool for visualising the space-time graph, both of the branch-and-price visualisation
tools work by writing dot files for graph layout, rendering and navigation (pan, zoom, topolog-
ical movement, query) using the open source Graphviz graph visualisation package tools.
The visualisation tools work together in that the user can interactively click on any node hav-
ing a fractional solution in the branch-and-bound tree diagram, and the fractional flow diagram
for that solution is then shown.
The diagrams are constructed on-the-fly as the branch-and-price algorithm progresses and
may as such be navigated when the algorithm is running.
A.4.1 Branch-and-Bound Tree Diagrams
Branch-and-bound tree diagrams are drawn as shown in example Figures A.10 to A.12, with an
explanation on the former figure.
Other branch-and-bound tree visualisation methods are known from literature: A very sim-
ple visualisation is presented in [6], this using a tree structure as the only means. The branch-
and-bound tree in [6] fans out equally in one dimension and is drawn by branching level in the
other dimension. [100] demonstrates the visualisation features of a commercial solver. In these
visualisations, the branch-and-bound tree also fans out equally in one dimension, but the other
dimension is used to represent the objective value change. This highlights where in the tree the
good branching decisions are taken, however this may lead diagrams taking up a lot of space.
The visualisation tool developed here differs from [6, 100] mainly by being much more
detailed (showing more information), and from [100] by allowing a much more compact visu-
alisation, this by including the objective value change (in this case, the drop) as numeric digits
rather than as a dimension on the secondary axis of the diagram.
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Id: 280 Lvl: 0 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,544,706
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.926
DepotShunting
11258 -> UND-D12
Id: 282 Lvl: 1 Drop: 32
This UB: 2,544,675
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 13, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.918
DepotShunting
HI-D7 -> 60224
Id: 284 Lvl: 2 Drop: 43
This UB: 2,544,631
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 11, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
62928
Id: 286 Lvl: 3 Drop: 90
This UB: 2,544,541
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 10, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.910
DepotShunting
60244 -> KJ-D72
Id: 288 Lvl: 4 Drop: 905
This UB: 2,543,636
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 7, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 2.541
GraphContinuation
KJ -> KJ-D71
Id: 290 Lvl: 5
Id: 289 Lvl: 5 Drop: 244
This UB: 2,543,393
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 7, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
21017
Id: 292 Lvl: 6 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,543,331
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 6, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 5.082
GraphContinuation
HI-D6 -> HI
Id: 293 Lvl: 7 Drop: 43
This UB: 2,543,288
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 281 Lvl: 1 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,544,706
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 4.066
GraphContinuation
UND-D11 -> UND
Id: 295 Lvl: 2 Drop: 32
This UB: 2,544,675
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 13, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
62928
Id: 296 Lvl: 2
Id: 298 Lvl: 3 Drop: 90
This UB: 2,544,585
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 5.082
GraphContinuation
HI -> HI-D6
Id: 283 Lvl: 2 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,544,675
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 13, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
62928
Id: 302 Lvl: 3 Drop: 90
This UB: 2,544,585
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 5.082
GraphContinuation
HI -> HI-D6
Id: 297 Lvl: 3 Drop: 58,237
This UB: 2,486,438
Best LB: 2,543,288
Id: 301 Lvl: 3 Drop: 85,650
This UB: 2,459,024
Best LB: 2,543,288
Id: 285 Lvl: 3 Drop: 278,426
This UB: 2,266,206
Best LB: 2,543,288
Id: 303 Lvl: 4 Drop: 43
This UB: 2,544,541
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 10, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.910
DepotShunting
60244 -> KJ-D72
Id: 299 Lvl: 4 Drop: 43
This UB: 2,544,541
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 10, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.910
DepotShunting
60244 -> KJ-D72
Id: 300 Lvl: 4Id: 304 Lvl: 4
Id: 308 Lvl: 5 Drop: 905
This UB: 2,543,636
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 5, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 2.541
GraphContinuation
KJ -> KJ-D71
Id: 306 Lvl: 5 Drop: 905
This UB: 2,543,636
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 5, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 2.541
GraphContinuation
KJ -> KJ-D71
Id: 305 Lvl: 5 Drop: 114
This UB: 2,544,427
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 5, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 2.541
GraphContinuation
KJ -> KJ-D71
Id: 307 Lvl: 5 Drop: 114
This UB: 2,544,427
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 5, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 2.541
GraphContinuation
KJ -> KJ-D71
Id: 287 Lvl: 4 Drop: 114
This UB: 2,544,427
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 5, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 2.541
GraphContinuation
KJ -> KJ-D71
Id: 314 Lvl: 6 Id: 316 Lvl: 6
Id: 318 Lvl: 5
Id: 313 Lvl: 6 Drop: 244
This UB: 2,544,183
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 3, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
21017
Id: 315 Lvl: 6 Drop: 244
This UB: 2,544,183
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 3, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
21017
Id: 317 Lvl: 5 Drop: 244
This UB: 2,544,183
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 3, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 5.082
GraphContinuation
HI-D6 -> HI
Id: 320 Lvl: 7 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,544,122
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 2, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 5.082
GraphContinuation
HI-D6 -> HI
Id: 322 Lvl: 7 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,544,122
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 2, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 5.082
GraphContinuation
HI-D6 -> HI
Id: 323 Lvl: 6 Drop: 43
This UB: 2,544,140
Best LB: 2,543,288
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 1, Traj.: 0
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
21017
Id: 324 Lvl: 6
Id: 321 Lvl: 7 Drop: 198,707
This UB: 2,345,476
Best LB: 2,543,288
Id: 319 Lvl: 7 Drop: 198,707
This UB: 2,345,476
Best LB: 2,543,288
Id: 330 Lvl: 7 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,544,078
Best LB: 2,544,078
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 0, Traj.: 0
Id: 329 Lvl: 7 Drop: 199,208
This UB: 2,344,932
Best LB: 2,544,078
Id: 325 Lvl: 8 Drop: 43
This UB: 2,544,078
Best LB: 2,544,078
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 327 Lvl: 8 Drop: 43
This UB: 2,544,078
Best LB: 2,544,078
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 326 Lvl: 8 Id: 328 Lvl: 8
Id: 310 Lvl: 6Id: 312 Lvl: 6 Id: 311 Lvl: 6 Id: 309 Lvl: 6Id: 291 Lvl: 6
Id: 294 Lvl: 7
Figure A.10: An example of a branch-and-bound tree diagram showing a small branch-and-
bound tree with nodes and edges between nodes. The diagram shows the root node (brown),
nodes pruned by infeasibility (grey), nodes pruned by bounds (pink), fractional nodes within
bounds (orange), integer nodes that have improved the current best lower bound (dark blue),
integer nodes with same value as current best lower bound at the time of processing (light blue).
The shapes of the nodes show branching type of parent node: Flow branching nodes (straight
sides), constraint branching nodes (slanted sides, rarely occurring, not shown in example). Flow
branching nodes are subdivided into the ones performed on fractional trajectories (rounded cor-
ners) and the ones performed on fractional covered variables (sharp corners). Solid edges and
node outlines represent ceiling or force-trough nodes, respectively. Dotted edges and node out-
lines represent floor or force-around nodes, respectively. Solid edges are always vertical. Edges
are ordered left-to-right by their order of processing. Thus, for two nodes with the same par-
ent, the node to the left has been processed first. Each node includes information regarding its
level, and if available: The drop in objective value from its parent, its objective upper bound,
the current best lower bound, the gap between upper and lower bound, the number of frac-
tional, non-zero coefficient, covered variables, the number of fractional train unit trajectories,
the branching scheme, the branching entity type and attributes, etc.
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Id: 4156 Lvl: 0 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,819,191
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
25918
Id: 4158 Lvl: 1 Drop: 266
This UB: 2,818,925
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D25 -> 25918
Id: 4160 Lvl: 2 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,818,883
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 4162 Lvl: 3 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,818,855
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4163 Lvl: 4 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,817,348
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 11, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4166 Lvl: 5 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,306
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 10, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4168 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,264
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 9, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 2.133
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D20
Id: 4169 Lvl: 7 Drop: 88
This UB: 2,817,176
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 10, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 0.867
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4172 Lvl: 8 Drop: 596
This UB: 2,816,580
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 4157 Lvl: 1 Drop: 118,687
This UB: 2,700,503
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4159 Lvl: 2 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,818,265
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 25918
Id: 4161 Lvl: 3 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,818,074
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D10
Id: 4164 Lvl: 4
Id: 4174 Lvl: 3 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,818,223
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 4173 Lvl: 3 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,817,605
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 25918
Id: 4178 Lvl: 4 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,818,195
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4177 Lvl: 4 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,817,414
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D10
Id: 4182 Lvl: 5 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,818,153
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4181 Lvl: 5 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,817,535
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 22121
Id: 4186 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,818,111
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4185 Lvl: 6 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,817,224
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D31
Id: 4190 Lvl: 7 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,815,920
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4189 Lvl: 7 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,816,849
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 15, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.660
TrainService
24962
Id: 4176 Lvl: 4 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,818,046
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11257
Id: 4175 Lvl: 4 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,817,834
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D11
Id: 4196 Lvl: 5 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,818,018
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D12
Id: 4195 Lvl: 5 Drop: 265
This UB: 2,817,781
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11255
Id: 4200 Lvl: 6 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,990
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4199 Lvl: 6 Drop: 726
This UB: 2,817,292
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11167 -> FM-D12
Id: 4203 Lvl: 7 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,483
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4204 Lvl: 7
Id: 4198 Lvl: 5 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,806
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11257
Id: 4197 Lvl: 5 Drop: 19,096
This UB: 2,798,738
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4208 Lvl: 6 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,778
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D12
Id: 4207 Lvl: 6 Drop: 71
This UB: 2,817,735
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11258
Id: 4202 Lvl: 6 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,753
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11158 -> FM-D12
Id: 4201 Lvl: 6 Drop: 145
This UB: 2,817,636
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11256
Id: 4210 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,750
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4209 Lvl: 7 Drop: 726
This UB: 2,817,052
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11167 -> FM-D12
Id: 4214 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,725
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4213 Lvl: 7 Drop: 661
This UB: 2,817,092
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11165 -> FM-D12
Id: 4217 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,243
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4218 Lvl: 8
Id: 4212 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,707
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11161 -> FM-D12
Id: 4211 Lvl: 7 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,817,726
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11260
Id: 4228 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,698
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11163 -> FM-D12
Id: 4227 Lvl: 8 Drop: 135
This UB: 2,817,590
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11266
Id: 4221 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,218
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4222 Lvl: 8
Id: 4226 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,679
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4225 Lvl: 8 Drop: 784
This UB: 2,816,923
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11168 -> FM-D12
Id: 4230 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,670
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4229 Lvl: 9
Id: 4233 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,172
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4234 Lvl: 9
Id: 4237 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,163
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4238 Lvl: 10
Id: 4216 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,608
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11159 -> FM-D12
Id: 4215 Lvl: 7 Drop: 2,555
This UB: 2,815,081
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4240 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,580
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4239 Lvl: 8 Drop: 772
This UB: 2,816,836
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11166 -> FM-D12
Id: 4180 Lvl: 4 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,563
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 4179 Lvl: 4 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,817,275
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D32 -> 25918
Id: 4232 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,562
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 4231 Lvl: 9 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,817,581
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11262
Id: 4252 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,553
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11165 -> FM-D12
Id: 4251 Lvl: 10 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,817,569
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11261
Id: 4241 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,073
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4242 Lvl: 9
Id: 4256 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,541
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11164 -> FM-D12
Id: 4255 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,541
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11255
Id: 4246 Lvl: 5 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,535
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4245 Lvl: 5 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,816,754
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D10
Id: 4250 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,535
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4249 Lvl: 10
Id: 4254 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,525
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4253 Lvl: 11
Id: 4258 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,513
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4257 Lvl: 12
Id: 4260 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,513
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11158 -> FM-D12
Id: 4259 Lvl: 12 Drop: 24
This UB: 2,817,517
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11264
Id: 4188 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,493
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4262 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,493
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4261 Lvl: 6 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,875
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 22121
Id: 4187 Lvl: 6 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,817,205
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D32 -> 22121
Id: 4265 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,027
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4266 Lvl: 11
Id: 4267 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,018
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4268 Lvl: 12
Id: 4274 Lvl: 13 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,489
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11167 -> FM-D12
Id: 4273 Lvl: 13 Drop: 46
This UB: 2,817,470
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11263
Id: 4269 Lvl: 13 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,816,006
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4270 Lvl: 13
Id: 4272 Lvl: 13 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,485
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4271 Lvl: 13 Drop: 661
This UB: 2,816,852
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11165 -> FM-D12
Id: 4276 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,451
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4278 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,451
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4277 Lvl: 7 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,564
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4275 Lvl: 7 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,564
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4284 Lvl: 14 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,461
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4283 Lvl: 14
Id: 4287 Lvl: 14 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,978
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4288 Lvl: 14
Id: 4286 Lvl: 14 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,442
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11166 -> FM-D12
Id: 4285 Lvl: 14 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,817,458
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11265
Id: 4295 Lvl: 15 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,954
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4296 Lvl: 15
Id: 4300 Lvl: 15 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,430
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11168 -> FM-D12
Id: 4299 Lvl: 15 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,817,396
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11256
Id: 4294 Lvl: 8 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,815,260
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4292 Lvl: 8 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,815,260
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4291 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,816,189
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4293 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,816,189
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4298 Lvl: 15 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,414
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4297 Lvl: 15
Id: 4302 Lvl: 16 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,402
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4301 Lvl: 16
Id: 4305 Lvl: 16 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,907
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4306 Lvl: 16
Id: 4184 Lvl: 5 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,386
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11257
Id: 4183 Lvl: 5 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,817,174
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D11
Id: 4307 Lvl: 17 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,895
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4308 Lvl: 17
Id: 4304 Lvl: 16 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,368
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11159 -> FM-D12
Id: 4303 Lvl: 16 Drop: 2,555
This UB: 2,814,841
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4310 Lvl: 6 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,358
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D12
Id: 4309 Lvl: 6 Drop: 265
This UB: 2,817,121
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11255
Id: 4314 Lvl: 17 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,340
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4313 Lvl: 17 Drop: 772
This UB: 2,816,596
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11166 -> FM-D12
Id: 4316 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,330
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4315 Lvl: 7 Drop: 726
This UB: 2,816,632
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11167 -> FM-D12
Id: 4165 Lvl: 5 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,688
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 12, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 22121
Id: 4319 Lvl: 18 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,833
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4320 Lvl: 18
Id: 4324 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,288
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4323 Lvl: 8 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,670
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 22121
Id: 4167 Lvl: 6 Drop: 965
This UB: 2,816,341
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4206 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,265
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4205 Lvl: 7 Drop: 299
This UB: 2,816,993
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D10
Id: 4330 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,246
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4329 Lvl: 9 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,360
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4248 Lvl: 5 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,233
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 4247 Lvl: 5 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,945
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D33 -> 25918
Id: 4333 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,757
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4334 Lvl: 8
Id: 4170 Lvl: 7 Drop: 3,026
This UB: 2,814,238
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4338 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,815,055
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4337 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,985
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4340 Lvl: 6 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,205
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4339 Lvl: 6 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,816,424
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4192 Lvl: 7 Drop: 107
This UB: 2,817,118
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D31 -> HTAA
Id: 4191 Lvl: 7 Drop: 273
This UB: 2,816,952
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D32
Id: 4282 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,163
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4344 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,163
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4281 Lvl: 7 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,875
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D33 -> 22121
Id: 4343 Lvl: 7 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,545
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4171 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,752
This UB: 2,815,424
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4312 Lvl: 6 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,146
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11257
Id: 4311 Lvl: 6 Drop: 19,096
This UB: 2,798,078
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4350 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,121
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4352 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,121
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4351 Lvl: 8 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,234
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4349 Lvl: 8 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,234
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4356 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,118
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D12
Id: 4355 Lvl: 7 Drop: 71
This UB: 2,817,075
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11258
Id: 4358 Lvl: 9 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,930
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4360 Lvl: 9 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,930
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4359 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,859
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4357 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,859
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4318 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,093
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11158 -> FM-D12
Id: 4317 Lvl: 7 Drop: 145
This UB: 2,816,976
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11256
Id: 4362 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,090
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4361 Lvl: 8 Drop: 726
This UB: 2,816,392
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4346 Lvl: 8 Drop: 55
This UB: 2,817,063
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4345 Lvl: 8 Drop: 948
This UB: 2,816,169
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4366 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,065
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4365 Lvl: 8 Drop: 661
This UB: 2,816,432
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4224 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,064
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4223 Lvl: 8 Drop: 363
This UB: 2,816,728
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11158 -> FM-D10
Id: 4370 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,048
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4369 Lvl: 9 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,430
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4364 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,047
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11161 -> FM-D12
Id: 4363 Lvl: 8 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,817,066
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11260
Id: 4384 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,038
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11163 -> FM-D12
Id: 4383 Lvl: 9 Drop: 135
This UB: 2,816,930
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11266
Id: 4374 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,023
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4373 Lvl: 9 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,405
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4375 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,556
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4376 Lvl: 9
Id: 4372 Lvl: 9 Drop: 2,133
This UB: 2,814,930
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4371 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,417
This UB: 2,815,646
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4220 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,025
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4219 Lvl: 8 Drop: 299
This UB: 2,816,753
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D10
Id: 4380 Lvl: 10 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,006
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4379 Lvl: 10 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,120
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4382 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,019
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4381 Lvl: 9 Drop: 784
This UB: 2,816,263
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4386 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,010
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4385 Lvl: 10
Id: 4391 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,517
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4392 Lvl: 9
Id: 4390 Lvl: 10 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,981
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4389 Lvl: 10 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,094
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4398 Lvl: 10 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,977
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4397 Lvl: 10 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,359
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4400 Lvl: 11 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,968
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4399 Lvl: 11 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,350
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4396 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,815
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4395 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,745
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4336 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,965
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11266
Id: 4335 Lvl: 8 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,753
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D11
Id: 4402 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,790
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4401 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,719
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4404 Lvl: 11 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,936
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4403 Lvl: 11 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,049
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4368 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,948
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11159 -> FM-D12
Id: 4367 Lvl: 8 Drop: 2,555
This UB: 2,814,421
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4406 Lvl: 12 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,926
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4405 Lvl: 12 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,816,039
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4408 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,938
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 4407 Lvl: 9 Drop: 132
This UB: 2,816,833
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11265
Id: 4348 Lvl: 8 Drop: 165
This UB: 2,816,787
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D32 -> HTAA
Id: 4347 Lvl: 8 Drop: 20
This UB: 2,816,931
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 15, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20167
Id: 4414 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,920
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4413 Lvl: 9 Drop: 772
This UB: 2,816,176
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4342 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,903
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 4341 Lvl: 6 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,615
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D34 -> 25918
Id: 4418 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,910
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4417 Lvl: 10
Id: 4412 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,744
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4411 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,674
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4424 Lvl: 9 Drop: 83
This UB: 2,816,848
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.960
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20167
Id: 4423 Lvl: 9 Drop: 267
This UB: 2,816,664
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D33
Id: 4388 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,902
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 4387 Lvl: 10 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,816,921
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11262
Id: 4416 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,735
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4415 Lvl: 13 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,664
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4236 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,895
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4235 Lvl: 9 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,683
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11161 -> FM-D10
Id: 4440 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,893
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11165 -> FM-D12
Id: 4439 Lvl: 11 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,816,909
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11261
Id: 4426 Lvl: 10 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,879
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4425 Lvl: 10 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,260
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4431 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,402
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4432 Lvl: 11
Id: 4448 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,881
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11164 -> FM-D12
Id: 4447 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,881
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11255
Id: 4428 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,875
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4427 Lvl: 7 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,816,094
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4438 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,875
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4437 Lvl: 11
Id: 4441 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,388
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4442 Lvl: 10
Id: 4446 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,865
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4445 Lvl: 12
Id: 4452 Lvl: 13 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,853
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4451 Lvl: 13
Id: 4454 Lvl: 13 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,853
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11158 -> FM-D12
Id: 4453 Lvl: 13 Drop: 24
This UB: 2,816,857
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11264
Id: 4450 Lvl: 11 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,837
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4449 Lvl: 11 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,950
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4280 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,833
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4456 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,833
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4354 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,833
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4279 Lvl: 7 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,545
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4455 Lvl: 8 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,215
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4353 Lvl: 8 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,545
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4458 Lvl: 12 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,833
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4457 Lvl: 12 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,215
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4460 Lvl: 13 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,823
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4459 Lvl: 13 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,205
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4466 Lvl: 14 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,829
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11167 -> FM-D12
Id: 4465 Lvl: 14 Drop: 46
This UB: 2,816,810
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11263
Id: 4462 Lvl: 14 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,811
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4461 Lvl: 14 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,193
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4464 Lvl: 14 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,825
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4463 Lvl: 14 Drop: 661
This UB: 2,816,192
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4290 Lvl: 14 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,824
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4289 Lvl: 14 Drop: 363
This UB: 2,816,488
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4194 Lvl: 8 Drop: 668
This UB: 2,816,181
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4193 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,318
This UB: 2,815,531
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4434 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,153
This UB: 2,815,695
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4433 Lvl: 10 Drop: 346
This UB: 2,816,502
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4468 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,645
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4467 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,575
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4244 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,808
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4243 Lvl: 9 Drop: 253
This UB: 2,816,584
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11159 -> FM-D10
Id: 4474 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,791
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4472 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,791
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4470 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,791
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4471 Lvl: 9 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,904
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4473 Lvl: 9 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,904
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4469 Lvl: 8 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,904
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4420 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,805
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11168 -> FM-D12
Id: 4419 Lvl: 10
Id: 4476 Lvl: 13 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,791
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4475 Lvl: 13 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,904
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4480 Lvl: 15 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,801
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4479 Lvl: 15
Id: 4486 Lvl: 15 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,783
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4485 Lvl: 15 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,165
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4487 Lvl: 15 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,316
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4488 Lvl: 15
Id: 4478 Lvl: 14 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,781
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4477 Lvl: 14 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,894
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4484 Lvl: 15 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,769
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4483 Lvl: 15 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,882
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4482 Lvl: 15 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,782
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11166 -> FM-D12
Id: 4481 Lvl: 15 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,816,798
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11265
Id: 4489 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,301
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4490 Lvl: 10
Id: 4500 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,777
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4499 Lvl: 11
Id: 4504 Lvl: 16 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,759
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4503 Lvl: 16 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,141
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4514 Lvl: 16 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,770
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11168 -> FM-D12
Id: 4513 Lvl: 16 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,816,736
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11256
Id: 4496 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4494 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4498 Lvl: 9 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4497 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,529
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4493 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,529
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4495 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,529
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4502 Lvl: 14 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,599
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4501 Lvl: 14 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,529
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4422 Lvl: 9 Drop: 68
This UB: 2,816,719
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4421 Lvl: 9 Drop: 977
This UB: 2,815,809
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4506 Lvl: 16 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,741
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4505 Lvl: 16 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,854
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4512 Lvl: 16 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,754
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4511 Lvl: 16
Id: 4508 Lvl: 15 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,590
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4507 Lvl: 15 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,519
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4515 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,270
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4516 Lvl: 12
Id: 4520 Lvl: 17 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,742
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4519 Lvl: 17
Id: 4510 Lvl: 16 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,578
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4509 Lvl: 16 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,507
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4518 Lvl: 17 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,717
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4517 Lvl: 17 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,830
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4528 Lvl: 17 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,713
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4527 Lvl: 17 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,094
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4264 Lvl: 6 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,726
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11257
Id: 4263 Lvl: 6 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,514
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4410 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,725
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11266
Id: 4394 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,725
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11266
Id: 4393 Lvl: 9 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,513
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4409 Lvl: 9
Id: 4530 Lvl: 18 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,700
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4529 Lvl: 18 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,082
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4526 Lvl: 17 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,550
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4525 Lvl: 17 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,479
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4522 Lvl: 17 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,708
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11159 -> FM-D12
Id: 4521 Lvl: 17 Drop: 2,555
This UB: 2,814,181
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4378 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,700
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11266
Id: 4377 Lvl: 9 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,488
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4536 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,698
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D12
Id: 4535 Lvl: 7 Drop: 265
This UB: 2,816,461
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4538 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,698
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 4540 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,698
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 4539 Lvl: 10 Drop: 132
This UB: 2,816,593
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11265
Id: 4537 Lvl: 10 Drop: 132
This UB: 2,816,593
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11265
Id: 4524 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,119
This UB: 2,814,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4523 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,417
This UB: 2,815,302
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4532 Lvl: 18 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,526
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4531 Lvl: 18 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,455
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4534 Lvl: 18 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,671
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4533 Lvl: 18 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,784
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4544 Lvl: 18 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,680
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4543 Lvl: 18 Drop: 772
This UB: 2,815,936
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4546 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,672
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 4545 Lvl: 10 Drop: 74
This UB: 2,816,626
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11264
Id: 4542 Lvl: 19 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,658
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4541 Lvl: 19 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,771
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4548 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,670
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4547 Lvl: 8 Drop: 726
This UB: 2,815,972
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4550 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,670
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4552 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,670
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4549 Lvl: 11 Id: 4551 Lvl: 11
Id: 4328 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,646
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 11, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4327 Lvl: 6 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,358
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4444 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,655
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11266
Id: 4443 Lvl: 10 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,443
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4560 Lvl: 19 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,639
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4559 Lvl: 19 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,020
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4562 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,644
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4561 Lvl: 11
Id: 4558 Lvl: 19 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,479
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4557 Lvl: 19 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,409
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4568 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,628
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4332 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,628
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 4567 Lvl: 9 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,010
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4331 Lvl: 9 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,340
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4571 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,162
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4569 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,162
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4570 Lvl: 12 Id: 4572 Lvl: 12
Id: 4436 Lvl: 10 Drop: 223
This UB: 2,816,440
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4435 Lvl: 10 Drop: 60
This UB: 2,816,604
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 15, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20168
Id: 4566 Lvl: 20 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,467
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4565 Lvl: 20 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,396
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4576 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,627
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 4575 Lvl: 11
Id: 4574 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,604
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 10, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 0.867
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4573 Lvl: 7 Drop: 965
This UB: 2,815,681
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4579 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,137
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4580 Lvl: 12
Id: 4578 Lvl: 20 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,597
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4577 Lvl: 20 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,710
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4326 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,605
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 4325 Lvl: 8 Drop: 299
This UB: 2,816,333
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4584 Lvl: 10 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,586
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4582 Lvl: 10 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,586
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 4583 Lvl: 10 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,700
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4581 Lvl: 10 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,815,700
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4588 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,599
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 4587 Lvl: 12
Id: 4564 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,598
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11167 -> FM-D12
Id: 4563 Lvl: 11 Drop: 46
This UB: 2,816,580
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11263
Id: 4430 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,573
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4429 Lvl: 7 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,285
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4594 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,563
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4593 Lvl: 9 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,815,945
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4590 Lvl: 8 Drop: 684
This UB: 2,815,920
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4589 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,752
This UB: 2,814,852
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4586 Lvl: 11 Drop: 134
This UB: 2,816,470
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4585 Lvl: 11 Drop: 3
This UB: 2,816,601
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20166
Id: 4606 Lvl: 12 Drop: 134
This UB: 2,816,467
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4605 Lvl: 12 Drop: 13
This UB: 2,816,588
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20163
Id: 4599 Lvl: 13 Drop: 1,507
This UB: 2,815,092
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4600 Lvl: 13
Id: 4602 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,571
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4601 Lvl: 12
Id: 4592 Lvl: 21 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,405
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4591 Lvl: 21 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,335
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4322 Lvl: 18 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,568
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4321 Lvl: 18 Drop: 253
This UB: 2,816,344
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4556 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,565
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4554 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,565
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4555 Lvl: 11 Id: 4553 Lvl: 11
Id: 4608 Lvl: 13 Drop: 136
This UB: 2,816,452
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4607 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2
This UB: 2,816,587
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20165
Id: 4610 Lvl: 14 Drop: 136
This UB: 2,816,450
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4609 Lvl: 14 Drop: 1,317
This UB: 2,815,270
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4596 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,395
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4598 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,395
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4595 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,325
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4597 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,325
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4492 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,556
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4491 Lvl: 10 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,344
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4604 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,552
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 4603 Lvl: 12 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,816,568
Best LB: 2,816,580
Figure A.11: An example of a branch-and-bound tree diagram showing a branch-and-bound
tree constructed using the normal, non-strong branching scheme from Chapter 7. This example
is using the objective function defined in Chapter 5. Recall that this objective function exposes
unwanted symmetric properties. The effects of symmetry can be seen on the unbalanced series
of branches ending at the lower right part of the figure. This series of unbalanced branches
occurs on the zero-side of each branching (downward to the left of each node), in which there
is little or no drop in objective value due to symmetry.
Id: 5657 Lvl: 1 Drop: 118,687
This UB: 2,700,503
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5656 Lvl: 0 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,819,191
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
25918
Id: 5664 Lvl: 2
Id: 5658 Lvl: 1 Drop: 266
This UB: 2,818,925
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 7.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D25
Id: 5663 Lvl: 2 Drop: 251
This UB: 2,818,674
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D30
Id: 5668 Lvl: 3 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,818,632
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 5672 Lvl: 4 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,818,590
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 2.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D20
Id: 5675 Lvl: 5 Drop: 251
This UB: 2,818,340
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5679 Lvl: 7 Drop: 1,320
This UB: 2,815,330
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5678 Lvl: 6 Drop: 1,690
This UB: 2,816,650
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 2, Traj.: 0
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D25 -> 25918
Id: 5681 Lvl: 8 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,815,799
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5680 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,608
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 1, Traj.: 0
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 5682 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,580
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 5683 Lvl: 6 Drop: 3,874
This UB: 2,814,308
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5676 Lvl: 5 Drop: 409
This UB: 2,818,181
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.867
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 25918
Id: 5684 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,818,139
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 5688 Lvl: 8 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,815,920
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5686 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,818,111
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5671 Lvl: 4 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,817,972
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 22121
Id: 5690 Lvl: 5 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,930
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.753
DepotShunting
HTAA-D25 -> 25918
Id: 5667 Lvl: 3 Drop: 929
This UB: 2,817,745
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 22121
Id: 5698 Lvl: 4 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,703
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 2.380
GraphContinuation
HTAA -> HTAA-D20
Id: 5689 Lvl: 5 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,817,642
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D32 -> 22121
Id: 5712 Lvl: 7 Drop: 1,298
This UB: 2,816,302
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5710 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.753
DepotShunting
HTAA-D25 -> 25918
Id: 5691 Lvl: 6 Drop: 409
This UB: 2,817,521
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 5716 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,493
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 25918
Id: 5707 Lvl: 5 Drop: 251
This UB: 2,817,453
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D31
Id: 5723 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,816,189
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5718 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,451
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5724 Lvl: 9 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,815,260
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5725 Lvl: 7 Drop: 948
This UB: 2,816,397
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5720 Lvl: 6 Drop: 107
This UB: 2,817,346
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D31 -> HTAA
Id: 5727 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,127
This UB: 2,816,164
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5726 Lvl: 7 Drop: 55
This UB: 2,817,291
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5685 Lvl: 7 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,817,330
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D12
Id: 5709 Lvl: 6 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,817,312
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D33 -> 22121
Id: 5734 Lvl: 8 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,302
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11257
Id: 5741 Lvl: 6 Drop: 3,676
This UB: 2,813,619
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5708 Lvl: 5 Drop: 409
This UB: 2,817,294
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 25918
Id: 5743 Lvl: 7 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,816,443
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5742 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,252
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 5728 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,631
This UB: 2,815,660
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5745 Lvl: 10 Drop: 7,802
This UB: 2,809,472
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5740 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,274
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D10
Id: 5747 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,985
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5746 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,246
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5750 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,298
This UB: 2,815,972
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5736 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,270
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.753
DepotShunting
HTAA-D25 -> 25918
Id: 5744 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,224
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D31
Id: 5748 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,815,055
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5756 Lvl: 7 Drop: 2,145
This UB: 2,815,068
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5677 Lvl: 6 Drop: 1,127
This UB: 2,817,212
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 23, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_FM
Id: 5757 Lvl: 8 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,531
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5711 Lvl: 7 Drop: 409
This UB: 2,817,191
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 25918
Id: 5759 Lvl: 9 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,816,340
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5758 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,817,149
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 5719 Lvl: 6 Drop: 273
This UB: 2,817,180
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D32
Id: 5770 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,183
This UB: 2,815,976
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5761 Lvl: 7 Drop: 20
This UB: 2,817,159
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20167
Id: 5771 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,859
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5760 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,121
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5772 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,930
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5773 Lvl: 9 Drop: 948
This UB: 2,816,169
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5752 Lvl: 8 Drop: 107
This UB: 2,817,118
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D31 -> HTAA
Id: 5775 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,417
This UB: 2,815,646
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5774 Lvl: 9 Drop: 55
This UB: 2,817,063
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5697 Lvl: 4 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,817,085
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D31
Id: 5783 Lvl: 8 Drop: 2,087
This UB: 2,814,990
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5755 Lvl: 7 Drop: 135
This UB: 2,817,078
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.660
TrainService
24962
Id: 5784 Lvl: 8 Drop: 668
This UB: 2,816,409
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5733 Lvl: 8 Drop: 265
This UB: 2,817,065
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11158 -> FM-D12
Id: 5776 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,133
This UB: 2,814,930
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5791 Lvl: 10
Id: 5739 Lvl: 9 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,817,062
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D11
Id: 5793 Lvl: 11
Id: 5792 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,034
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11257
Id: 5790 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,037
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D10
Id: 5799 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,745
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5794 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,006
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5789 Lvl: 9 Drop: 46
This UB: 2,817,019
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D11
Id: 5807 Lvl: 8 Drop: 977
This UB: 2,816,037
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5762 Lvl: 7 Drop: 165
This UB: 2,817,015
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D32 -> HTAA
Id: 5809 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,127
This UB: 2,815,819
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5808 Lvl: 8 Drop: 68
This UB: 2,816,947
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5811 Lvl: 11
Id: 5796 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,817,009
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11255
Id: 5813 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,719
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5812 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,981
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5800 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,815
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5802 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,991
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11258
Id: 5735 Lvl: 7 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,982
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D34 -> 22121
Id: 5815 Lvl: 11 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,816,982
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11163 -> FM-D12
Id: 5814 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,790
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5827 Lvl: 6 Drop: 948
This UB: 2,816,030
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5778 Lvl: 5 Drop: 107
This UB: 2,816,979
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 22, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D31 -> HTAA
Id: 5828 Lvl: 6 Drop: 55
This UB: 2,816,924
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 22, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 22121
Id: 5831 Lvl: 12 Drop: 784
This UB: 2,816,179
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5816 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,963
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11161 -> FM-D12
Id: 5833 Lvl: 13 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,674
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5832 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,936
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5835 Lvl: 13
Id: 5824 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,954
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11260
Id: 5837 Lvl: 14 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,664
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5836 Lvl: 13 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,926
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5751 Lvl: 8 Drop: 273
This UB: 2,816,952
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D32
Id: 5810 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,617
This UB: 2,815,330
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5843 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,127
This UB: 2,815,813
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5820 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,940
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5844 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,941
This UB: 2,815,000
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5834 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,744
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5850 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,236
This UB: 2,815,695
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5839 Lvl: 9 Drop: 20
This UB: 2,816,931
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 15, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20167
Id: 5838 Lvl: 14 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,735
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5851 Lvl: 11 Drop: 18,938
This UB: 2,797,983
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5801 Lvl: 10 Drop: 99
This UB: 2,816,920
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D10
Id: 5853 Lvl: 12 Drop: 316
This UB: 2,816,577
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5852 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,893
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11256
Id: 5769 Lvl: 8 Drop: 252
This UB: 2,816,907
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D33
Id: 5859 Lvl: 13 Drop: 772
This UB: 2,816,093
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5854 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,865
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11159 -> FM-D12
Id: 5861 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,127
This UB: 2,815,755
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5830 Lvl: 7 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,882
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5862 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,882
This UB: 2,815,000
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5863 Lvl: 14 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,575
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5860 Lvl: 13 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,837
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5872 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,246
This UB: 2,815,616
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5855 Lvl: 9 Drop: 45
This UB: 2,816,862
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
HTAA-D41 -> 20167
Id: 5873 Lvl: 9 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,201
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5749 Lvl: 8 Drop: 409
This UB: 2,816,861
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 25918
Id: 5875 Lvl: 10 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,816,010
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5874 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,819
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 5877 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,318
This UB: 2,815,531
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5687 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,816,849
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 15, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.660
TrainService
24962
Id: 5878 Lvl: 9 Drop: 668
This UB: 2,816,181
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5884 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,249
This UB: 2,815,598
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5871 Lvl: 10 Drop: 15
This UB: 2,816,847
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20168
Id: 5823 Lvl: 12 Drop: 135
This UB: 2,816,847
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11266
Id: 5894 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,249
This UB: 2,815,595
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5883 Lvl: 11 Drop: 3
This UB: 2,816,844
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20166
Id: 5885 Lvl: 13 Drop: 10
This UB: 2,816,837
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11262
Id: 5864 Lvl: 14 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,645
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5899 Lvl: 9 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,503
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5717 Lvl: 8 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,833
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 25918
Id: 5901 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,529
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5900 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,791
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5908 Lvl: 13 Drop: 1,252
This UB: 2,815,580
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5893 Lvl: 12 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,816,832
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20163
Id: 5914 Lvl: 14 Drop: 1,252
This UB: 2,815,578
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5907 Lvl: 13 Drop: 1
This UB: 2,816,831
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20165
Id: 5895 Lvl: 14 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,816,825
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11164 -> FM-D12
Id: 5919 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,529
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5876 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,791
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5921 Lvl: 14
Id: 5886 Lvl: 13 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,819
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11169 -> FM-D12
Id: 5923 Lvl: 15 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,529
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5922 Lvl: 14 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,791
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5927 Lvl: 6 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,482
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5777 Lvl: 5 Drop: 273
This UB: 2,816,812
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D31 -> 22121
Id: 5928 Lvl: 6 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,771
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D32
Id: 5933 Lvl: 15
Id: 5896 Lvl: 14 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,809
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11165 -> FM-D12
Id: 5935 Lvl: 16 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,519
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5934 Lvl: 15 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,781
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5937 Lvl: 16
Id: 5918 Lvl: 15 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,797
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11261
Id: 5939 Lvl: 17 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,507
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5938 Lvl: 16 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,769
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5941 Lvl: 11 Drop: 23,816
This UB: 2,792,981
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5795 Lvl: 10 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,797
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D11
Id: 5943 Lvl: 12
Id: 5942 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,769
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11255
Id: 5902 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5920 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5924 Lvl: 15 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,599
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5945 Lvl: 10 Drop: 977
This UB: 2,815,809
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5840 Lvl: 9 Drop: 165
This UB: 2,816,787
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D32 -> HTAA
Id: 5947 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,417
This UB: 2,815,302
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5946 Lvl: 10 Drop: 68
This UB: 2,816,719
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5936 Lvl: 16 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,590
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5917 Lvl: 15 Drop: 52
This UB: 2,816,773
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11264
Id: 5940 Lvl: 17 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,578
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5953 Lvl: 13 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,479
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5944 Lvl: 12 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,741
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5955 Lvl: 8 Drop: 267
This UB: 2,816,483
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5929 Lvl: 7 Drop: 20
This UB: 2,816,750
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20167
Id: 5957 Lvl: 9 Drop: 346
This UB: 2,816,321
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5956 Lvl: 8 Drop: 83
This UB: 2,816,667
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 22, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.960
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 20167
Id: 5959 Lvl: 17
Id: 5950 Lvl: 16 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,745
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11167 -> FM-D12
Id: 5961 Lvl: 18 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,455
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5960 Lvl: 17 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,717
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5954 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,550
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5949 Lvl: 16 Drop: 46
This UB: 2,816,727
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11263
Id: 5948 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,119
This UB: 2,814,600
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5962 Lvl: 18 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,526
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5963 Lvl: 17 Drop: 12
This UB: 2,816,714
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11265
Id: 5971 Lvl: 8 Drop: 660
This UB: 2,816,052
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5715 Lvl: 7 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,816,712
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D20 -> 25918
Id: 5973 Lvl: 9 Drop: 240
This UB: 2,816,430
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5972 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,670
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D10
Id: 5975 Lvl: 18
Id: 5964 Lvl: 17 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,699
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11166 -> FM-D12
Id: 5977 Lvl: 19 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,409
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5976 Lvl: 18 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,671
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5979 Lvl: 19
Id: 5968 Lvl: 18 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,686
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11168 -> FM-D12
Id: 5981 Lvl: 20 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,396
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5980 Lvl: 19 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,658
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5983 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,006
This UB: 2,815,677
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5856 Lvl: 9 Drop: 223
This UB: 2,816,684
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D33 -> HTAA
Id: 5985 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,127
This UB: 2,815,475
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5984 Lvl: 10 Drop: 81
This UB: 2,816,602
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5988 Lvl: 11 Drop: 223
This UB: 2,816,455
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5849 Lvl: 10 Drop: 252
This UB: 2,816,679
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D33
Id: 5978 Lvl: 19 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,479
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5989 Lvl: 10 Drop: 265
This UB: 2,816,377
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5974 Lvl: 9 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,642
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 11257
Id: 5958 Lvl: 9 Drop: 1,126
This UB: 2,815,541
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5982 Lvl: 20 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,467
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5991 Lvl: 19 Drop: 316
This UB: 2,816,337
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5967 Lvl: 18 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,816,653
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 11256
Id: 5993 Lvl: 20 Drop: 772
This UB: 2,815,853
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5992 Lvl: 19 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,625
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11159 -> FM-D12
Id: 5995 Lvl: 9 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,322
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5819 Lvl: 8 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,652
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D35 -> 22121
Id: 5997 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,127
This UB: 2,815,483
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5996 Lvl: 9 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,610
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5999 Lvl: 11 Drop: 726
This UB: 2,815,889
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5990 Lvl: 10 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,614
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
11160 -> FM-D12
Id: 6001 Lvl: 15 Drop: 88
This UB: 2,816,547
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5913 Lvl: 14 Drop: 196
This UB: 2,816,634
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.827
DepotShunting
22257 -> HTAA-D34
Id: 6002 Lvl: 15 Drop: 282
This UB: 2,816,352
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6004 Lvl: 12 Drop: 131
This UB: 2,816,502
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5987 Lvl: 11 Drop: 45
This UB: 2,816,634
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20167
Id: 6005 Lvl: 7 Drop: 809
This UB: 2,815,823
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5692 Lvl: 6 Drop: 1,298
This UB: 2,816,632
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 11, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
50151 -> FM-D12
Id: 6007 Lvl: 8 Drop: 1,752
This UB: 2,814,852
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6006 Lvl: 7 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,604
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 10, Traj.: 3
Flow branching: 0.867
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 6009 Lvl: 21 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,335
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5994 Lvl: 20 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,597
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 6011 Lvl: 12 Drop: 1,262
This UB: 2,815,325
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6000 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28
This UB: 2,816,586
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.620
Wormhole
HTAA_KH
Id: 5998 Lvl: 10 Drop: 1,941
This UB: 2,814,670
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6013 Lvl: 8 Drop: 977
This UB: 2,815,628
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5930 Lvl: 7 Drop: 165
This UB: 2,816,606
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.960
GraphContinuation
HTAA-D32 -> HTAA
Id: 6014 Lvl: 8 Drop: 68
This UB: 2,816,538
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6008 Lvl: 8 Drop: 684
This UB: 2,815,920
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6016 Lvl: 13 Drop: 134
This UB: 2,816,470
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6003 Lvl: 12 Drop: 30
This UB: 2,816,604
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 15, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20168
Id: 5986 Lvl: 11 Drop: 1,603
This UB: 2,815,000
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6018 Lvl: 14 Drop: 134
This UB: 2,816,467
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6015 Lvl: 13 Drop: 3
This UB: 2,816,601
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20166
Id: 6010 Lvl: 21 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,405
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6019 Lvl: 8 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,264
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 5829 Lvl: 7 Drop: 330
This UB: 2,816,594
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 22, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.000
DepotShunting
HTAA-D32 -> 22121
Id: 6020 Lvl: 8 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,816,552
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6022 Lvl: 15 Drop: 136
This UB: 2,816,452
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6017 Lvl: 14 Drop: 13
This UB: 2,816,588
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20163
Id: 6023 Lvl: 16 Drop: 1,317
This UB: 2,815,270
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6021 Lvl: 15 Drop: 2
This UB: 2,816,587
Best LB: 2,816,580
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: Cov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 1.867
TrainService
20165
Id: 6024 Lvl: 16 Drop: 136
This UB: 2,816,450
Best LB: 2,816,580
Id: 6012 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,191
This UB: 2,814,395
Best LB: 2,816,580
Figure A.12: An example of a branch-and-bound tree diagram showing an example branch-
and-bound tree constructed using full strong branching. This example is also using the objective
function defined in Chapter 5, which has unwanted symmetric properties. As may be seen, the
branch and bound tree contains less nodes than the one in Figure A.11 above, and is also more
balanced. However, in our case, all in all, substantially more nodes are processed in the strong
branching scheme since all possible children nodes are generated and solved for each branching
operation. This is done to chose the branching operation generating nodes that may be pruned or
otherwise have the largest drop in objective value. For this reason, in our case, strong branching
is less time efficient than non-strong branching.
168
Id: 0 Lvl: 0 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,410,911
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.12 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 56, Traj.: 26
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FM -> FM-D10
Id: 1 Lvl: 1 Drop: 14
This UB: 2,410,897
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.12 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 54, Traj.: 24
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
26055
Id: 4 Lvl: 2 Drop: 268
This UB: 2,410,629
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.10 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 53, Traj.: 24
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
51271 -> FS-D12
Id: 6 Lvl: 3 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,410,613
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.10 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 51, Traj.: 22
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50151
Id: 8 Lvl: 4 Drop: 32
This UB: 2,410,581
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.10 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 30, Traj.: 13
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
25918
Id: 10 Lvl: 5 Drop: 266
This UB: 2,410,315
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 29, Traj.: 13
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
50249
Id: 12 Lvl: 6 Drop: 1,708
This UB: 2,408,608
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 27, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.957
TrainService
50248
Id: 14 Lvl: 7 Drop: 441
This UB: 2,408,166
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 15 Lvl: 8 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,408,151
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FS-D11 -> 51117
Id: 18 Lvl: 9 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,151
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 3.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 20 Lvl: 10 Drop: 2,813
This UB: 2,405,338
Best LB: 2,338,050
This node gap: 2.88 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D11
Id: 22 Lvl: 11 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,405,330
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 0, Traj.: 0
Id: 2 Lvl: 1
Id: 3 Lvl: 2 Drop: 60,782
This UB: 2,350,115
Best LB: 2,405,330
Id: 5 Lvl: 3 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,410,629
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.22 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 55, Traj.: 25
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS-D11 -> FS
Id: 23 Lvl: 4 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,410,613
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.22 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 53, Traj.: 24
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50151
Id: 24 Lvl: 4
Id: 26 Lvl: 5 Drop: 32
This UB: 2,410,581
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.22 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 32, Traj.: 15
Flow branching: 1.000
TrainService
25918
Id: 25 Lvl: 5 Drop: 12,118
This UB: 2,398,495
Best LB: 2,405,330
Id: 7 Lvl: 4 Drop: 12,118
This UB: 2,398,495
Best LB: 2,405,330
Id: 28 Lvl: 6 Drop: 266
This UB: 2,410,315
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.21 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 33, Traj.: 13
Flow branching: 0.903
TrainService
50250
Id: 27 Lvl: 6 Drop: 80,532
This UB: 2,330,049
Best LB: 2,405,330
Id: 9 Lvl: 5 Drop: 80,532
This UB: 2,330,049
Best LB: 2,405,330
Id: 30 Lvl: 7 Drop: 983
This UB: 2,409,332
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.17 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 26, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.527
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D10
Id: 11 Lvl: 6 Drop: 2,921
This UB: 2,407,394
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 43, Traj.: 21
Flow branching: 0.903
TrainService
50250
Id: 29 Lvl: 7 Drop: 3,671
This UB: 2,406,645
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 39, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.872
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50224
Id: 32 Lvl: 8 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,409,332
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.17 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.957
TrainService
50248
Id: 38 Lvl: 9 Drop: 438
This UB: 2,408,894
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D11
Id: 31 Lvl: 8 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,409,324
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.17 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 23, Traj.: 11
Flow branching: 0.957
TrainService
50248
Id: 37 Lvl: 9 Drop: 3,300
This UB: 2,406,032
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 41, Traj.: 21
Flow branching: 0.872
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50224
Id: 42 Lvl: 9 Drop: 438
This UB: 2,408,886
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.603
DepotShunting
FS-D11 -> 51119
Id: 41 Lvl: 9 Drop: 3,296
This UB: 2,406,028
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 35, Traj.: 17
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 40 Lvl: 10 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,408,886
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 39 Lvl: 10 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,408,894
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FS-D11 -> 51117
Id: 52 Lvl: 11 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,894
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 54 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,406,115
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 6, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 51 Lvl: 11 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,408,878
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50248
Id: 53 Lvl: 12 Drop: 187
This UB: 2,408,707
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.14 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 45, Traj.: 20
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 49 Lvl: 11 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,408,870
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 46 Lvl: 10 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,886
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 63 Lvl: 11 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,408,870
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50250
Id: 45 Lvl: 10 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,408,870
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50250
Id: 50 Lvl: 11 Id: 64 Lvl: 11
Id: 58 Lvl: 12 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,408,870
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 57 Lvl: 12 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,878
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.603
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 50250
Id: 72 Lvl: 13 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,408,878
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.15 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 74 Lvl: 14 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 73 Lvl: 14 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,399,899
Best LB: 2,405,330
Id: 71 Lvl: 13 Drop: 188
This UB: 2,408,690
Best LB: 2,405,330
This node gap: 0.14 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 11
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 62 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 0, Traj.: 0
Id: 70 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 66 Lvl: 12 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,408,870
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.12 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 68 Lvl: 11 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,870
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.12 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 80 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 82 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 67 Lvl: 11 Drop: 34
This UB: 2,408,837
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.11 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 61 Lvl: 12 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,399,891
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 81 Lvl: 12 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,399,891
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 79 Lvl: 13 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,399,891
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 69 Lvl: 13 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,399,891
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 65 Lvl: 12 Drop: 34
This UB: 2,408,837
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.11 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 84 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,986
This UB: 2,405,851
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 86 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2,986
This UB: 2,405,851
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 83 Lvl: 12 Drop: 8,946
This UB: 2,399,891
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 85 Lvl: 13 Drop: 8,946
This UB: 2,399,891
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 60 Lvl: 13 Drop: 18
This UB: 2,408,689
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.11 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D12
Id: 59 Lvl: 13 Drop: 16,109
This UB: 2,392,598
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 78 Lvl: 14 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,408,682
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.11 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.430
TrainService
50249
Id: 88 Lvl: 14 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,405,755
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 87 Lvl: 14 Drop: 205
This UB: 2,408,484
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.10 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D13
Id: 77 Lvl: 14 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,408,458
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.10 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 22, Traj.: 11
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D12
Id: 89 Lvl: 15 Drop: 2,723
This UB: 2,405,959
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 90 Lvl: 15 Drop: 17,136
This UB: 2,391,546
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 13 Lvl: 7 Drop: 2,740
This UB: 2,405,868
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 92 Lvl: 15 Drop: 3,089
This UB: 2,405,395
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 91 Lvl: 15 Drop: 205
This UB: 2,408,279
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D14
Id: 94 Lvl: 15 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,408,442
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.10 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FM-D12 -> 50250
Id: 93 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,458
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.10 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 11
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 100 Lvl: 16 Drop: 3,199
This UB: 2,405,259
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 99 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8,908
This UB: 2,399,550
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 98 Lvl: 16 Drop: 103
This UB: 2,408,339
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.430
TrainService
50249
Id: 97 Lvl: 16 Drop: 473
This UB: 2,407,969
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.715
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D11
Id: 101 Lvl: 17 Drop: 2,638
This UB: 2,405,701
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 102 Lvl: 17 Drop: 17,033
This UB: 2,391,306
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 96 Lvl: 16 Drop: 3,244
This UB: 2,405,035
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 95 Lvl: 16 Drop: 205
This UB: 2,408,073
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 21, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.603
DepotShunting
FS-D11 -> 51119
Id: 16 Lvl: 8
Id: 17 Lvl: 9 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,408,151
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.785
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D10
Id: 108 Lvl: 10 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,151
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.824
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50249
Id: 110 Lvl: 11 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,408,143
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 19 Lvl: 10 Drop: 8,973
This UB: 2,399,178
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 107 Lvl: 10 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,408,143
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 109 Lvl: 11 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,151
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 19, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.818
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D10
Id: 116 Lvl: 12 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,151
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.09 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 118 Lvl: 13 Drop: 2,813
This UB: 2,405,338
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 117 Lvl: 13 Drop: 8,973
This UB: 2,399,178
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 115 Lvl: 12 Drop: 42
This UB: 2,408,109
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 112 Lvl: 12 Drop: 2,813
This UB: 2,405,330
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 114 Lvl: 11 Drop: 2,813
This UB: 2,405,330
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 113 Lvl: 11 Drop: 8,973
This UB: 2,399,170
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 111 Lvl: 12 Drop: 193
This UB: 2,407,949
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 40, Traj.: 21
Flow branching: 0.979
TrainService
50126
Id: 120 Lvl: 13 Drop: 3,019
This UB: 2,405,090
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 119 Lvl: 13 Drop: 8,939
This UB: 2,399,170
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 106 Lvl: 17 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,408,073
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D21
Id: 124 Lvl: 18 Drop: 3,399
This UB: 2,404,675
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 123 Lvl: 18 Drop: 190
This UB: 2,407,883
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 19, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
FS-D12 -> 51118
Id: 105 Lvl: 17 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,408,058
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D21
Id: 128 Lvl: 18 Drop: 3,399
This UB: 2,404,659
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 127 Lvl: 18 Drop: 190
This UB: 2,407,868
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50150
Id: 104 Lvl: 17 Drop: 15,325
This UB: 2,392,643
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 103 Lvl: 17 Drop: 629
This UB: 2,407,340
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 12240
Id: 122 Lvl: 13 Drop: 5
This UB: 2,407,945
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 41, Traj.: 23
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 121 Lvl: 13 Drop: 29,320
This UB: 2,378,629
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 134 Lvl: 14 Drop: 7
This UB: 2,407,937
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D11
Id: 133 Lvl: 14 Drop: 17,627
This UB: 2,390,318
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 136 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,937
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.08 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 138 Lvl: 16 Drop: 2,968
This UB: 2,404,970
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 135 Lvl: 15 Drop: 180
This UB: 2,407,757
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 19, Traj.: 11
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D11
Id: 137 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8,942
This UB: 2,398,996
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 126 Lvl: 19 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,407,868
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.513
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D10
Id: 125 Lvl: 19 Drop: 464
This UB: 2,407,419
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 21, Traj.: 11
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50150
Id: 130 Lvl: 19 Drop: 14,957
This UB: 2,392,910
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 142 Lvl: 20 Drop: 15,212
This UB: 2,392,655
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 129 Lvl: 19 Drop: 3,569
This UB: 2,404,299
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 141 Lvl: 20 Drop: 118
This UB: 2,407,749
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 140 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,407,749
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.430
TrainService
50250
Id: 139 Lvl: 16 Drop: 706
This UB: 2,407,052
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 21, Traj.: 13
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D12
Id: 146 Lvl: 21 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,407,741
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 50250
Id: 147 Lvl: 17 Drop: 3,385
This UB: 2,404,364
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 148 Lvl: 17 Drop: 16,203
This UB: 2,391,546
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 145 Lvl: 21 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,407,517
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 152 Lvl: 22 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,741
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 156 Lvl: 23 Drop: 3,450
This UB: 2,404,291
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 155 Lvl: 23 Drop: 8,845
This UB: 2,398,897
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 151 Lvl: 22 Drop: 4
This UB: 2,407,737
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.500
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50248
Id: 157 Lvl: 23 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,737
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.07 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.500
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 12237
Id: 158 Lvl: 23 Drop: 234
This UB: 2,407,503
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.513
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D11
Id: 159 Lvl: 24 Drop: 529
This UB: 2,407,208
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.513
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D10
Id: 160 Lvl: 24 Drop: 295
This UB: 2,407,442
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.06 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.513
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D11
Id: 154 Lvl: 22 Drop: 3,450
This UB: 2,404,067
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 153 Lvl: 22 Drop: 8,845
This UB: 2,398,672
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 162 Lvl: 24 Drop: 15,096
This UB: 2,392,407
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 161 Lvl: 24 Drop: 123
This UB: 2,407,380
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.513
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D12
Id: 166 Lvl: 25 Drop: 15,034
This UB: 2,392,407
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 165 Lvl: 25 Drop: 123
This UB: 2,407,319
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.513
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D12
Id: 144 Lvl: 20 Drop: 14,957
This UB: 2,392,462
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 143 Lvl: 20 Drop: 3,569
This UB: 2,403,851
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 34 Lvl: 7 Drop: 423
This UB: 2,406,972
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 52, Traj.: 22
Flow branching: 0.957
TrainService
50248
Id: 33 Lvl: 7 Drop: 30,594
This UB: 2,376,800
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 168 Lvl: 25 Drop: 15,212
This UB: 2,392,167
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 167 Lvl: 25 Drop: 4,143
This UB: 2,403,236
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 132 Lvl: 18 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,340
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 174 Lvl: 19 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,561
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 131 Lvl: 18 Drop: 33
This UB: 2,407,307
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
FM-D12 -> 50248
Id: 173 Lvl: 19 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,361
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 170 Lvl: 26 Drop: 15,151
This UB: 2,392,167
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 169 Lvl: 26 Drop: 3,633
This UB: 2,403,685
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 176 Lvl: 19 Drop: 25
This UB: 2,407,282
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 175 Lvl: 19 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,307
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12239
Id: 180 Lvl: 20 Drop: 25
This UB: 2,407,282
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 179 Lvl: 20 Drop: 14
This UB: 2,407,293
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12242
Id: 184 Lvl: 21 Drop: 2,369
This UB: 2,404,924
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 183 Lvl: 21 Drop: 23
This UB: 2,407,270
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12238
Id: 178 Lvl: 20 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,503
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 182 Lvl: 21 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,503
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 177 Lvl: 20 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,302
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 181 Lvl: 21 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,302
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 186 Lvl: 22 Drop: 53
This UB: 2,407,218
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 185 Lvl: 22 Drop: 5
This UB: 2,407,265
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10239
Id: 190 Lvl: 23 Drop: 57
This UB: 2,407,208
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 189 Lvl: 23 Drop: 7
This UB: 2,407,258
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12236
Id: 194 Lvl: 24 Drop: 62
This UB: 2,407,196
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 193 Lvl: 24 Drop: 27
This UB: 2,407,231
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10241
Id: 198 Lvl: 25 Drop: 2,416
This UB: 2,404,815
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 197 Lvl: 25 Drop: 19
This UB: 2,407,212
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12235
Id: 188 Lvl: 23 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,438
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 187 Lvl: 23 Drop: 196
This UB: 2,407,021
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 40, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 200 Lvl: 26 Drop: 97
This UB: 2,407,116
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 199 Lvl: 26 Drop: 5
This UB: 2,407,207
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12234
Id: 192 Lvl: 24 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,429
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 206 Lvl: 27 Drop: 101
This UB: 2,407,107
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 164 Lvl: 25 Drop: 96
This UB: 2,407,112
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.757
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D11
Id: 163 Lvl: 25 Drop: 246
This UB: 2,406,962
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.513
DepotShunting
FM-D12 -> 50248
Id: 191 Lvl: 24 Drop: 196
This UB: 2,407,012
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 40, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.979
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50224
Id: 205 Lvl: 27 Drop: 26
This UB: 2,407,181
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10236
Id: 196 Lvl: 25 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,416
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 195 Lvl: 25 Drop: 196
This UB: 2,407,000
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 41, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.937
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50224
Id: 216 Lvl: 28 Drop: 120
This UB: 2,407,062
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 215 Lvl: 28 Drop: 4
This UB: 2,407,177
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.05 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12232
Id: 222 Lvl: 29 Drop: 123
This UB: 2,407,054
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 221 Lvl: 29 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,407,162
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12233
Id: 226 Lvl: 30 Drop: 135
This UB: 2,407,027
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 225 Lvl: 30 Drop: 7
This UB: 2,407,154
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
12231
Id: 230 Lvl: 31 Drop: 140
This UB: 2,407,014
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 229 Lvl: 31 Drop: 7
This UB: 2,407,148
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10238
Id: 234 Lvl: 32 Drop: 145
This UB: 2,407,003
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 233 Lvl: 32 Drop: 14
This UB: 2,407,134
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10235
Id: 238 Lvl: 33 Drop: 156
This UB: 2,406,979
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 237 Lvl: 33 Drop: 40
This UB: 2,407,094
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10237
Id: 204 Lvl: 27 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,336
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 203 Lvl: 27 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,136
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 210 Lvl: 26 Drop: 14,804
This UB: 2,392,308
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 209 Lvl: 26 Drop: 127
This UB: 2,406,985
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50249
Id: 208 Lvl: 28 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,327
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 207 Lvl: 28 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,127
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 242 Lvl: 34 Drop: 186
This UB: 2,406,909
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 241 Lvl: 34 Drop: 1
This UB: 2,407,094
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10233
Id: 248 Lvl: 35 Drop: 186
This UB: 2,406,908
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 247 Lvl: 35 Drop: 26
This UB: 2,407,068
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10230
Id: 252 Lvl: 36 Drop: 206
This UB: 2,406,862
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 251 Lvl: 36 Drop: 6
This UB: 2,407,062
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10232
Id: 220 Lvl: 29 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,282
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 256 Lvl: 37 Drop: 210
This UB: 2,406,852
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 255 Lvl: 37 Drop: 17
This UB: 2,407,045
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10231
Id: 219 Lvl: 29 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,082
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 224 Lvl: 30 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,275
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 223 Lvl: 30 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,075
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 150 Lvl: 17 Drop: 3,286
This UB: 2,403,766
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 149 Lvl: 17 Drop: 205
This UB: 2,406,847
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.715
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 12237
Id: 260 Lvl: 38 Drop: 223
This UB: 2,406,823
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 259 Lvl: 38 Drop: 11
This UB: 2,407,034
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 18, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 1.570
TrainService
10234
Id: 266 Lvl: 39 Drop: 231
This UB: 2,406,803
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 265 Lvl: 39 Drop: 39
This UB: 2,406,995
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 228 Lvl: 31 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,247
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 227 Lvl: 31 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,047
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 202 Lvl: 24 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,407,012
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 201 Lvl: 24 Drop: 17,595
This UB: 2,389,426
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 214 Lvl: 25 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,012
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 16
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 274 Lvl: 26 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,407,003
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 232 Lvl: 32 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,235
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 272 Lvl: 25 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,404,078
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 231 Lvl: 32 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,398,034
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 271 Lvl: 25 Drop: 8,949
This UB: 2,398,064
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 273 Lvl: 26 Drop: 17,595
This UB: 2,389,417
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 213 Lvl: 25 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,012
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 278 Lvl: 26 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,407,003
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 277 Lvl: 26 Drop: 17,595
This UB: 2,389,417
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 236 Lvl: 33 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,223
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 276 Lvl: 27 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,404,069
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 280 Lvl: 27 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,404,069
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 275 Lvl: 27 Drop: 8,949
This UB: 2,398,055
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 235 Lvl: 33 Drop: 196
This UB: 2,406,806
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 41, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.958
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50224
Id: 279 Lvl: 27 Drop: 8,949
This UB: 2,398,055
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 218 Lvl: 26 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,000
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 284 Lvl: 27 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,406,991
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 283 Lvl: 27 Drop: 17,595
This UB: 2,389,405
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 217 Lvl: 26 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,407,000
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 288 Lvl: 27 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,406,991
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.04 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 287 Lvl: 27 Drop: 17,595
This UB: 2,389,405
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 270 Lvl: 40 Drop: 3,040
This UB: 2,403,955
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 269 Lvl: 40 Drop: 205
This UB: 2,406,790
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D12
Id: 286 Lvl: 28 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,404,056
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 290 Lvl: 28 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,404,056
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 289 Lvl: 28 Drop: 8,949
This UB: 2,398,042
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 285 Lvl: 28 Drop: 8,949
This UB: 2,398,042
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 244 Lvl: 27 Drop: 15,816
This UB: 2,391,169
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 243 Lvl: 27 Drop: 3,984
This UB: 2,403,001
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 240 Lvl: 34 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,199
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 239 Lvl: 34 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,397,999
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 172 Lvl: 8 Drop: 212
This UB: 2,406,759
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 50, Traj.: 22
Flow branching: 0.897
TrainService
50126
Id: 171 Lvl: 8 Drop: 30,623
This UB: 2,376,348
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 212 Lvl: 26 Drop: 333
This UB: 2,406,629
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50249
Id: 211 Lvl: 26 Drop: 497
This UB: 2,406,465
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D22
Id: 246 Lvl: 35 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,129
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 250 Lvl: 36 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,128
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 249 Lvl: 36 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,397,928
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 245 Lvl: 35 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,397,929
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 254 Lvl: 37 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,083
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 253 Lvl: 37 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,397,882
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 258 Lvl: 38 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,073
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 257 Lvl: 38 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,397,872
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 262 Lvl: 18 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,847
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 19, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.748
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 50248
Id: 300 Lvl: 19 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,406,847
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 20, Traj.: 10
Flow branching: 0.748
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D10
Id: 302 Lvl: 20 Drop: 134
This UB: 2,406,713
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 21, Traj.: 12
Flow branching: 0.757
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D11
Id: 261 Lvl: 18 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,831
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 19, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.715
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D10
Id: 299 Lvl: 19 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,831
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.715
DepotShunting
12140 -> FM-D11
Id: 301 Lvl: 20 Drop: 174
This UB: 2,406,673
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50250
Id: 308 Lvl: 20 Drop: 15,168
This UB: 2,391,663
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 306 Lvl: 19 Drop: 4,500
This UB: 2,402,331
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 305 Lvl: 19 Drop: 123
This UB: 2,406,707
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 17, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50250
Id: 307 Lvl: 20 Drop: 629
This UB: 2,406,202
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 12, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 264 Lvl: 39 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,043
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 263 Lvl: 39 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,397,843
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 282 Lvl: 34 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,806
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 38, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 316 Lvl: 35 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,406,797
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 16, Traj.: 9
Flow branching: 0.785
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 10238
Id: 315 Lvl: 35 Drop: 17,595
This UB: 2,389,211
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 281 Lvl: 34 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,806
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 320 Lvl: 35 Drop: 9
This UB: 2,406,797
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 319 Lvl: 35 Drop: 17,595
This UB: 2,389,211
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 268 Lvl: 40 Drop: 2,779
This UB: 2,404,023
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 267 Lvl: 40 Drop: 8,980
This UB: 2,397,823
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 318 Lvl: 36 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,406,797
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 15, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
TrainService
12154
Id: 322 Lvl: 36 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,403,863
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 324 Lvl: 37 Drop: 2,934
This UB: 2,403,863
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 323 Lvl: 37 Drop: 8,949
This UB: 2,397,849
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 321 Lvl: 36 Drop: 8,949
This UB: 2,397,849
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 317 Lvl: 36 Drop: 345
This UB: 2,406,452
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D12
Id: 292 Lvl: 41 Drop: 3,195
This UB: 2,403,595
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 291 Lvl: 41 Drop: 186
This UB: 2,406,604
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 42, Traj.: 21
Flow branching: 0.958
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50224
Id: 294 Lvl: 9 Drop: 3
This UB: 2,406,756
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 45, Traj.: 20
Flow branching: 0.692
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50224
Id: 293 Lvl: 9 Drop: 27,170
This UB: 2,379,590
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 330 Lvl: 10 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,406,756
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 39, Traj.: 22
Flow branching: 0.916
DepotShunting
FS-D12 -> 51118
Id: 332 Lvl: 11 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,741
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 35, Traj.: 17
Flow branching: 0.897
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D10
Id: 329 Lvl: 10 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,756
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.897
DepotShunting
FS-D12 -> 51118
Id: 336 Lvl: 11 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,741
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 35, Traj.: 17
Flow branching: 0.897
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D10
Id: 335 Lvl: 11 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,756
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 17
Flow branching: 0.897
TrainService
12244
Id: 340 Lvl: 12 Drop: 642
This UB: 2,406,115
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 6, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 339 Lvl: 12 Drop: 23,551
This UB: 2,383,206
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 331 Lvl: 11 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,756
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 41, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.589
TrainService
50152
Id: 344 Lvl: 12 Drop: 642
This UB: 2,406,115
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 10, Traj.: 5
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 343 Lvl: 12 Drop: 14,119
This UB: 2,392,638
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 338 Lvl: 12 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,406,741
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 34, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.897
TrainService
50125
Id: 334 Lvl: 12 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,741
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 34, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.897
TrainService
50125
Id: 348 Lvl: 13 Drop: 177
This UB: 2,406,563
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 33, Traj.: 15
Flow branching: 0.923
TrainService
50124
Id: 350 Lvl: 13 Drop: 177
This UB: 2,406,563
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 33, Traj.: 17
Flow branching: 0.923
TrainService
50124
Id: 337 Lvl: 12 Drop: 33
This UB: 2,406,708
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 34, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.897
TrainService
50125
Id: 347 Lvl: 13 Drop: 27,646
This UB: 2,379,094
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 349 Lvl: 13 Drop: 27,646
This UB: 2,379,094
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 333 Lvl: 12 Drop: 33
This UB: 2,406,708
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 34, Traj.: 16
Flow branching: 0.897
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50250
Id: 304 Lvl: 21 Drop: 15,034
This UB: 2,391,679
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 303 Lvl: 21 Drop: 769
This UB: 2,405,943
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 356 Lvl: 13 Drop: 171
This UB: 2,406,537
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 34, Traj.: 16
Flow branching: 0.923
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50250
Id: 358 Lvl: 13 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,708
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.03 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 30, Traj.: 15
Flow branching: 0.897
TrainService
12244
Id: 362 Lvl: 14 Drop: 617
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 312 Lvl: 20 Drop: 15,594
This UB: 2,391,114
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 311 Lvl: 20 Drop: 3,557
This UB: 2,403,150
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 361 Lvl: 14 Drop: 23,551
This UB: 2,383,157
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 355 Lvl: 13 Drop: 27,622
This UB: 2,379,086
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 357 Lvl: 13 Drop: 215
This UB: 2,406,493
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 36, Traj.: 16
Flow branching: 0.897
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D12
Id: 310 Lvl: 21 Drop: 15,559
This UB: 2,391,114
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 309 Lvl: 21 Drop: 3,593
This UB: 2,403,080
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 36 Lvl: 8 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,645
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 41, Traj.: 20
Flow branching: 0.936
DepotShunting
FS-D11 -> 51119
Id: 366 Lvl: 9 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,645
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 39, Traj.: 20
Flow branching: 0.905
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D10
Id: 368 Lvl: 10 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,645
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 20
Flow branching: 0.872
TrainService
50249
Id: 370 Lvl: 11 Drop: 435
This UB: 2,406,210
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 44, Traj.: 25
Flow branching: 0.889
TrainService
50126
Id: 35 Lvl: 8 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,645
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 37, Traj.: 20
Flow branching: 0.776
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 50248
Id: 374 Lvl: 9 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,645
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 33, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 375 Lvl: 10 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,629
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 33, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.872
TrainService
50249
Id: 373 Lvl: 9 Drop: 34
This UB: 2,406,610
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 36, Traj.: 22
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 369 Lvl: 11 Drop: 29,845
This UB: 2,376,800
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 367 Lvl: 10 Drop: 36
This UB: 2,406,609
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 39, Traj.: 21
Flow branching: 0.957
TrainService
50125
Id: 365 Lvl: 9 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,629
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 35, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.872
TrainService
50249
Id: 376 Lvl: 10
Id: 378 Lvl: 11 Drop: 647
This UB: 2,405,982
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 384 Lvl: 10 Drop: 435
This UB: 2,406,194
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 42, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.932
TrainService
12244
Id: 296 Lvl: 27 Drop: 15,755
This UB: 2,390,874
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 295 Lvl: 27 Drop: 4,108
This UB: 2,402,521
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 377 Lvl: 11 Drop: 29,845
This UB: 2,376,784
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 383 Lvl: 10 Drop: 29,845
This UB: 2,376,784
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 379 Lvl: 10 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,595
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 36, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.915
TrainService
50249
Id: 382 Lvl: 11 Drop: 3
This UB: 2,406,606
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 31, Traj.: 15
Flow branching: 2.033
GraphContinuation
FS -> FS-D11
Id: 381 Lvl: 11 Drop: 28,260
This UB: 2,378,349
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 380 Lvl: 10
Id: 389 Lvl: 12 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,590
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 35, Traj.: 15
Flow branching: 0.872
TrainService
50249
Id: 328 Lvl: 42 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,604
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 38, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 394 Lvl: 43 Drop: 19
This UB: 2,406,585
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D13
Id: 393 Lvl: 43 Drop: 17,703
This UB: 2,388,901
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 327 Lvl: 42 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,604
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 38, Traj.: 19
Flow branching: 0.917
TrainService
50152
Id: 398 Lvl: 43 Drop: 19
This UB: 2,406,585
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 8
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D13
Id: 397 Lvl: 43 Drop: 17,703
This UB: 2,388,901
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 390 Lvl: 12
Id: 388 Lvl: 11 Drop: 424
This UB: 2,406,170
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 43, Traj.: 21
Flow branching: 0.889
TrainService
50126
Id: 387 Lvl: 11 Drop: 29,882
This UB: 2,376,712
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 392 Lvl: 13 Drop: 431
This UB: 2,406,160
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 41, Traj.: 21
Flow branching: 0.957
TrainService
50248
Id: 391 Lvl: 13 Drop: 29,878
This UB: 2,376,712
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 400 Lvl: 44 Drop: 3,349
This UB: 2,403,235
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 396 Lvl: 44 Drop: 3,349
This UB: 2,403,235
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 395 Lvl: 44 Drop: 200
This UB: 2,406,385
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50249
Id: 399 Lvl: 44 Drop: 200
This UB: 2,406,385
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.513
TrainService
50249
Id: 354 Lvl: 14 Drop: 464
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 8, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.516
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D10
Id: 352 Lvl: 14 Drop: 464
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 8, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.516
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D10
Id: 351 Lvl: 14 Drop: 29,348
This UB: 2,377,215
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 353 Lvl: 14 Drop: 29,348
This UB: 2,377,215
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 360 Lvl: 14 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,537
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 30, Traj.: 16
Flow branching: 0.923
TrainService
50124
Id: 414 Lvl: 15 Drop: 446
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 413 Lvl: 15 Drop: 29,330
This UB: 2,377,207
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 359 Lvl: 14 Drop: 222
This UB: 2,406,315
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 36, Traj.: 20
Flow branching: 0.923
TrainService
50124
Id: 364 Lvl: 14 Drop: 25
This UB: 2,406,468
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 34, Traj.: 18
Flow branching: 0.897
DepotShunting
FM-D12 -> 50250
Id: 363 Lvl: 14 Drop: 249
This UB: 2,406,244
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 39, Traj.: 22
Flow branching: 0.589
TrainService
50152
Id: 418 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,468
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.02 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 30, Traj.: 17
Flow branching: 0.897
TrainService
50125
Id: 422 Lvl: 16 Drop: 171
This UB: 2,406,297
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 30, Traj.: 16
Flow branching: 0.923
TrainService
50124
Id: 417 Lvl: 15 Drop: 464
This UB: 2,406,004
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 421 Lvl: 16 Drop: 27,622
This UB: 2,378,846
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 298 Lvl: 27 Drop: 3,259
This UB: 2,403,205
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 297 Lvl: 27 Drop: 8,220
This UB: 2,398,245
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 326 Lvl: 37 Drop: 3,195
This UB: 2,403,258
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 325 Lvl: 37 Drop: 205
This UB: 2,406,247
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.01 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 14, Traj.: 7
Flow branching: 0.570
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D13
Id: 406 Lvl: 45 Drop: 16,080
This UB: 2,390,305
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 408 Lvl: 45 Drop: 16,080
This UB: 2,390,305
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 405 Lvl: 45 Drop: 3,510
This UB: 2,402,875
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 407 Lvl: 45 Drop: 3,510
This UB: 2,402,875
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 416 Lvl: 15 Drop: 464
This UB: 2,405,851
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 415 Lvl: 15 Drop: 29,258
This UB: 2,377,058
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 424 Lvl: 17 Drop: 446
This UB: 2,405,851
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 423 Lvl: 17 Drop: 29,330
This UB: 2,376,967
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 426 Lvl: 38 Drop: 3,349
This UB: 2,402,898
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 425 Lvl: 38 Drop: 200
This UB: 2,406,047
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 420 Lvl: 15 Drop: 670
This UB: 2,405,574
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 419 Lvl: 15 Drop: 14,085
This UB: 2,392,159
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 372 Lvl: 12 Drop: 234
This UB: 2,405,976
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 371 Lvl: 12 Drop: 27,598
This UB: 2,378,612
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 314 Lvl: 21 Drop: 3,123
This UB: 2,403,080
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 313 Lvl: 21 Drop: 8,911
This UB: 2,397,292
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 386 Lvl: 11 Drop: 427
This UB: 2,405,768
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 385 Lvl: 11 Drop: 23,763
This UB: 2,382,431
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 402 Lvl: 12 Drop: 3
This UB: 2,406,167
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 44, Traj.: 23
Flow branching: 0.598
DepotShunting
51245 -> FS-D11
Id: 401 Lvl: 12 Drop: 27,481
This UB: 2,378,689
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 428 Lvl: 13 Drop: 838
This UB: 2,405,330
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 427 Lvl: 13 Drop: 215
This UB: 2,405,952
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 404 Lvl: 14 Drop: 210
This UB: 2,405,950
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 403 Lvl: 14 Drop: 30,810
This UB: 2,375,350
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 55 Lvl: 13 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 10, Traj.: 5
Flow branching: 0.500
DepotShunting
FM-D11 -> 50248
Id: 341 Lvl: 13 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 345 Lvl: 13 Drop: 16
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 8, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.516
DepotShunting
FM-D10 -> 50248
Id: 346 Lvl: 13 Id: 342 Lvl: 13 Id: 56 Lvl: 13
Id: 76 Lvl: 15 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 432 Lvl: 14 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 412 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D11
Id: 436 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 434 Lvl: 14 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D11
Id: 438 Lvl: 15 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 410 Lvl: 15 Drop: -0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D11
Id: 440 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 429 Lvl: 14 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 8, Traj.: 5
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
FS-D11 -> 51118
Id: 442 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 444 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 430 Lvl: 14 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 433 Lvl: 14 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 409 Lvl: 15 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 411 Lvl: 15 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 431 Lvl: 14 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D11
Id: 446 Lvl: 15 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 441 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 4
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 448 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 447 Lvl: 16 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 445 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50126 -> FM-D11
Id: 450 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 449 Lvl: 16 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 439 Lvl: 16 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 75 Lvl: 15 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 443 Lvl: 16 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 437 Lvl: 15 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50124 -> FM-D11
Id: 452 Lvl: 16 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 451 Lvl: 16 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 8, Traj.: 6
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
FS-D12 -> 51119
Id: 454 Lvl: 17 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 456 Lvl: 18 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 435 Lvl: 16 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 455 Lvl: 18 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 453 Lvl: 17 Drop: 0
This UB: 2,406,099
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Fract.: NZCov.: 4, Traj.: 2
Flow branching: 0.967
DepotShunting
50125 -> FM-D11
Id: 458 Lvl: 18 Drop: 8
This UB: 2,406,091
Best LB: 2,406,091
This node gap: 0.00 % 
Id: 457 Lvl: 18 Drop: 232
This UB: 2,405,867
Best LB: 2,406,091
Id: 44 Lvl: 10 Id: 43 Lvl: 10 Id: 47 Lvl: 10 Id: 48 Lvl: 10
Id: 21 Lvl: 11
Figure A.13: An example of a branch-and-bound tree diagram showing the branch-and-bound
tree for the solution of Line H on the instance 2012-10-19 using the enhanced objective func-
tion. The fractional flow diagram corresponding to the root node in this diagram is shown in
Figure A.15 on page 172. As may be seen, the branch-and-price algorithm finds a new incum-
bent best integer solution two times, firstly in the leftmost part of the tree (blue), secondly in the
middle of the tree. As may be seen, a lot of equally good integer solutions are also found (light
blue). This indicates some symmetry in the problem even in the case of the enhanced objective
function.
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A.4.2 Fractional Flow Diagrams
Fractional flow diagrams are drawn as shown in examples in Figures A.14 to A.16 on pages 171–
173, with an explanation on the former figure.
The fractional flow diagrams are processed using a specially developed coalescing algorithm
so as to render only the relevant nodes in the graph on the diagram. Nodes where no split flow
is occurring are omitted, and their corresponding arcs are coalesced. This yields a much more
compact diagram only showing relevant aspects of otherwise vast amounts of data.
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StationSource HI
DepotParking HI_D2 DepotParking HI_D6 DepotParking HI_D7
DepotParking HI_D7
StationSink HI
DepotParking HI_D6
Departure 60218 HI
DepotParking HI_D6Arrival 60124 HI
Departure 60229 HI
Arrival 10154 FM
Departure 11258 FM
DepotParking UND_D12
DepotParking HTAA_D30
Arrival 20252 HTAA
DepotParking HTAA_D30
DepotParking HTAA_D30
DepotParking HTAA_D25
Arrival 20226 HTAA
StationSink KJ
SA1119 HI KJ
StationSource FM
DepotParking FM_D10
StationSink HTAA
SE1070 HTAA HTAA SE1026 HTAA HTAA
DepotParking HI_D7
Departure 20139 HTAA
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D30
DepotParking HTAA_D30
DepotParking KJ_D99
Arrival 10138 FM
Departure 10242 FM DepotParking FM_D10
SA1087 HI HI
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D25StationSink UND
DepotParking HI_D6 DepotParking FM_D10
StationSource HTAA
SA1076 FM UND
SA1087 HI HI SE1070 HTAA HTAASA1119 HI KJ SA1076 FM UND SE1026 HTAA HTAA
Figure A.14: An example of a fractional flow diagram with few fractional flows. Boxes rep-
resent either virtual train units (top and bottom rows) or space-time events (vertices) from the
space-time graph (all other rows). Space-time events are e. g., train service arrivals or depar-
tures, or the start and finishing events of train shuntings. Edges represent the flow of train units
between space-time events, a flow that is taking place on the arcs of the space-time graph. The
width of each edge is proportional to the fractional decision variable value, i. e., thick edges
represent decision variables values close to 1, thin edges decision variables close to 0. Only
train units with fractional flows are drawn on the diagram. Edges to nodes where no splitting
is occurring are coalesced for diagram compactness. Beginning at the upper left box on the
figure, this represents the virtual train unit SA1087 starting its train unit trajectories at Hillerød
station (HI), ending also in Hillerød (HI). From that box two edges leave, a thick grey one and a
thin violet one, both going to the station source node of Hillerød Station (HI). According to the
generalised upper bound constraint (Equation (7.2) on page 118), the sum of the variable values
for these two edges is 1. At the source node of Hillerød Station (HI) a splitting of the flow is
occurring, sending the violet trajectory to depot track 2 and the grey to depot track 6. From this
point on, the flow of the virtual train unit SA1087 is fractional, split over two trajectories. The
thick gray trajectory stays at depot track 6, while the thin violet trajectory serves train service
60124. Both trajectories join to serve train service 60229 from Hillerød (HI), from which point
on the flow on the arcs of the space-time graph is thus integer. While the gray fractional trajec-
tory of virtual train unit SA1087 was parked at depot track 6 in Hillerød (HI) it was joined by a
fractional trajectory from the virtual train unit SA1119, coloured yellow. This trajectory left the
depot track to serve train service 60218 together with the remaining khaki coloured trajectory of
virtual train unit SA1119, from which point on the flow for that virtual train unit is also integer.
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DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51138 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51132 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking KJ_D99
Departure 12237 FM
Arrival 12140 FM
DepotParking FS_D11
Arrival 51233 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51145 FS
DepotParking FM_D11
DepotParking FM_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51117 FS
Arrival 50227 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FM_D11
DepotParking FM_D11
DepotParking FS_D12
DepotParking FS_D12 Departure 51118 FS
StationSink KJ
SA1023 FS KJ
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D12
DepotParking FS_D12
DepotParking FM_D11
DepotParking FM_D11
StationSink FS
SA1007 FS FS SA1008 KH FS
Departure 51153 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 50248 FM
Arrival 50248 FS
Arrival 51246 FS
Departure 50151 FS
Departure 51154 FS
DepotParking KH_D131
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FM_D10
Arrival 12154 FM
Departure 51127 FS
Arrival 51228 FS
DepotParking FM_D11
DepotParking FM_D11
StationSource FS
DepotParking FS_D11
StationSource KH
DepotParking KH_D131
Departure 51155 FS
Arrival 51501 KH
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FM_D11
Departure 50150 FS
Arrival 50150 FM
Arrival 50125 FM
StationSink KH
SA1010 KH KH SA1025 FS KH
Departure 12244 FM
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51139 FS
Arrival 51240 FS
Arrival 50151 FM
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking KH_D131
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51133 FS
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FM_D10
Arrival 50250 FS
StationSink HTAA
SA1020 FM HTAA
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11 Arrival 51245 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51119 FS
DepotParking KH_D131
DepotParking FM_D11
DepotParking HTAA_D25
Arrival 50222 FS
DepotParking FM_D11
Arrival 51221 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 50126 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking KH_D131
Arrival 51271 FS
Departure 50223 FM
Arrival 51234 FS
DepotParking FM_D10
Arrival 50126 FM
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FS_D12
DepotParking FS_D12
DepotParking FM_D10
Arrival 50249 FS
StationSource HTAA
Arrival 51239 FS
Departure 51144 FSDepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FM_D10
DepotParking FM_D10
StationSink FM
SA1024 HTAA FM
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
Arrival 51200 FS
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking KH_D131
DepotParking FS_D11
DepotParking FS_D11
Departure 51215 KH
StationSource FM
SA1007 FS FS SA1008 KH FS SA1010 KH KH SA1020 FM HTAASA1023 FS KJSA1024 HTAA FM SA1025 FS KH
Figure A.15: An example of a fractional flow diagram with many fractional flows. This is
the fractional flow diagram for the root node of solving the entire Line H in one iteration of
the branch-and-price matheuristic, the branch-and-bound tree diagram of which is shown in
Figure A.13 on page 169. The data instance is 2012-10-19, in which Line H has 11 train units.
As may be seen, 7 of these have fractional solutions in the root node of the branch-and-bound
tree. What can be seen on the figure is the effect of each train unit being split into fractional
pieces so as to fulfil passenger demand on each train service exactly as it occurs.
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DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D25
Departure 20142 HTAA
Arrival 20252 HTAA
StationSource HTAA
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D25
StationSink HTAA
SE1051 HTAA HTAA SA1062 HTAA HTAA
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D25
DepotParking HTAA_D25
Arrival 25034 HTAA
DepotParking HTAA_D25 Departure 24125 HTAA
SE1051 HTAA HTAA SA1062 HTAA HTAA
Figure A.16: An example of a fractional flow diagram with crossover trajectories. Two different
types of train unit types participate in the crossover: While the total train unit flow of all arcs
in the space-time graph is integer, it still consists of a sum of fractions from different train unit
types that cannot be split. It is because of the occurrence of crossovers like this one that the
second branching scheme, constraint branching (see Section 7.4.2 on page 124), is necessary.
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A.5 Causal Diagram for Model Design Decisions
Designing the architecture of an optimisation oriented mathematical model to handle a large
number of requirements will inevitably involve trade-offs, e. g., between model capabilities and
processing time. In order to clarify the causal relationship between model architecture design
decisions and their effects, an attempt was made to visualise these in causal diagram form
[85, 58].
Figure A.17 shows the causal diagram for the integrated matheuristic rolling stock planning
model presented in Chapter 7. Edges represent a directed cause-and-effect relationship between
two “events”, represented by boxes. Orange boxes are model architecture design decisions,
gray boxes derived effects of these decisions and light blue boxes the desired overall goals of
the modelling process. Each box is marked by a “+” on top symbolising an increase (or a
decision to do something), and a “-” on the bottom symbolising a decrease (or a decision to
refrain from doing something). For example, a decision to increase C7. Penalty for train
shuntings would result in a decline in B1. Number of train shuntings in trajectories and so
on. Causal relationships are drawn recursively from the three desired goals of having a short
total processing time of the model (A1), a high probability of plan net value improvement (A2)
and a highly integrated and realistic model (A3). As may be seen, some decisions influence
the desired goals in both directions, e. g., C8. Number of train units to modify: k, where an
increase in k adds to the desired goal of having a high probability of net value improvement
(A2), whereas a decrease in the value of k adds to the desired goal of a low total processing
time (A1), and vice versa. For an overview of other causal relationships in integer programming
models, see [69].
Figure A.17 was used in the process for determining model architecture for the branch-and-
price matheuristic model described in Chapter 7 by providing an overview of the consequences
of design decisions.
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Appendix B
Auxiliary Methodologies for Rolling Stock
Planning
This appendix contains descriptions of the auxiliary methodologies applied in order to imple-
ment the rolling stock planning models presented in this thesis. Firstly, in Appendix B.1, the
procedure to retrofit incomplete train unit trajectory data into the integrated data model for
rolling stock planning is described. This involves a modified version of the Welsh-Powell al-
gorithm and an conflict graph. Next, in Appendix B.2 it is described in detail how the cost and
benefit elements of the objective function (the net value) are defined and quantified. In Ap-
pendix B.3 a detailed description of the (train) unit order flow conservation principle (as stated
in Chapter 5) is presented.
B.1 Retrofitting Incomplete Train Unit Trajectories Data
The current rolling stock planning procedures at DSB S-tog still involve some degree of manual
planning. For this reason, data is not available in database form for all aspects of the rolling
stock plan data instances. One aspect to which data is currently not available is train shuntings
of the individual train units, the available information only relates to the assignment of train
units to train services. Each train unit trajectory thus has gaps in it between train services. The
information to close these gaps (if at all possible) has to be generated artificially by retrofitting
each original plan to the data model described in Chapter 5. This retrofitting process is described
in detail in the following.
The retrofitting process utilises a conflict graph as known from [55, 53, 72, 46] and a graph
vertex minimum colouring algorithm inspired by the Welsh-Powell algorithm [65]. The Welsh-
Powell algorithm was chosen as basis algorithm due to its low complexity, the algorithm does
not necessarily yield the minimum number of colours.
For the purpose of explaining the retrofitting we define the term retrofit. A retrofit describes
a gap in a train unit trajectory. If the retrofit gap can be filled, we have a successful retrofit, if
not a failed retrofit. Each retrofit has a train composition assigned to it, that is, the collection of
train units that need to use the retrofit to close the same gap in their train unit trajectories.
A retrofit can occur between to successive train services in a train service sequence. In that
case, the retrofit gap can be filled with a train service sequence arc from the space-time graph.
A retrofit can also occur between two train services that are not in the same train service
sequence. In that case the gap can be filled by a collection of arcs from the space-time graph
that connect the two train services through a given depot track or side track. This collection of
arcs will then consist of:
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1. A train shunting arc from the train service arriving at the platform and into the depot track
or side track;
2. A number of depot track or side track parking arcs;
3. A train shunting arc from the depot track or side track to the train service departing from
the platform.
Naturally, retrofits occur only at a station, not between them.
The retrofitting process starts by registering all retrofits and the train units that use them.
This is performed by looping across all train service arcs in the space-time graph. For each train
service arc another loop is initiated across all train units. If the train service arc is contained in
the assigned train unit trajectory of the train unit, an iterator is created to point just before this
train service arc in the train unit trajectory. (An iterator is a pointer to a position in a collection,
in this case the collection of arcs that constitute the train unit trajectory.)
If there is no previous train service arc to the iterator, we are at the very beginning of the
trajectory. A search for existing retrofits from the station source to the from-station of the first
train service arc is then conducted. If no retrofit is found among the existing ones, a new one
is created and added to the collection of existing ones. The current train unit is added to this
retrofit.
Next, if there exists a next train service arc to the iterator, we are in between train services.
Again a search for existing retrofits from the to-station of the arriving train service and the to
the from-station of the departing train service arc is conducted. If no retrofit is found in the
existing ones, a new one is created and added to the collection of existing ones. The current
train unit is added to this retrofit.
Else, if there exists no next train service to the iterator, we are at the end of the train unit
trajectory. This is handled in exactly the opposite way as when we are at the beginning.
All retrofits have now been registered. If multiple train units use the same retrofit, they are
registered in the train composition of that retrofit.
The next step is to register conflicting retrofits. Two retrofits are conflicting if they represent
movements of train compositions on the same track that are overlapping, e. g., if train composi-
tion 1 (belonging to retrofit 1) enters a given depot track before train composition 2 (belonging
to retrofit 2), and train composition 1 needs to leave before train composition 2 has left. In
that case train composition 2 is blocking the movement of train composition 1, and they are
conflicting.
Conflicts are registered by comparing each retrofit to all others (that have not yet been com-
pared to that retrofit). When comparing two retrofits, they are in conflict if all of the following
criteria are met:
• They occur at the same station;
• They need to occur at a depot track or side track;
• They have overlapping time intervals;
• Their time intervals are not identical;
• Their time intervals are not contained in each other.
When a conflict is detected this is registered in both retrofits by setting pointers to the other
in each of them. These pointers then represent the edges in the conflict graph. For a conflict
graph example, see Figure B.1.
The list of identified retrofits is then sorted by descending number of conflicts (the vertex
degree in the conflict graph), then by descending train composition length. The rationale for
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20215 HTÅ 22119 SA1035
20216 HTÅ 22120 SA1031
 HTÅ 25918 SA1024
 HTÅ 20118 SA1034-SA1106
 HTÅ 22119 SE1073
 HTÅ 20119 SA1028-SA1111
24225 HTÅ 24937 SA1063 25034 HTÅ  SA1062
22257 HTÅ 24961 SA1030 25058 HTÅ 24962 SA1040 25059 HTÅ  SA1072
Figure B.1: An example of a conflict graph for the retrofitting process for the depot of Høje
Tåstrup (HTÅ) for the data instance 2012-10-19, a Friday. In the graph, vertices represent
retrofits, edges conflicts between them. The bottom centre retrofit represents the first shunting
out from the depot (HTÅ) of the day, this to train service 20118 with the train composition
consisting of virtual train units SA1034 and SA1106. This retrofit is in conflict with the one
above to the left, which represents the retrofit of the two train services 20215 and 22119 (that are
not in the same train service sequence) for the train composition consisting of virtual train unit
SA1035. The two mentioned retrofits are in conflict because the former retrofit train shunting
with SA1034-SA1106 is to take place after SA1035 has arrived with train service 20215 but
before SA1035 has departed again with train service 22119. For this reason, these two retrofits
cannot use the same depot track. The latter retrofit is one of the two having the greatest number
of conflicts. In the retrofitting process, one of these retrofits is accordingly retrofitted as the first
one.
doing this is that by sorting on the descending vertex degree, we are following the Welsh-
Powell algorithm by starting to colour (in our case, to assign segments) those vertices (in our
case, retrofits) in the conflict graph with the largest number of conflicts first. By sorting by
descending train composition length we are retrofitting those train compositions that take up a
lot of track space first, in order to utilise the available track space as good as possible. This
is analogous to putting stones of different sizes into a bucket: If we start by putting in the big
stones, we can fill the bucket more, because we can then put the small stones in between the big
ones.
Each retrofit is then retrofitted by finding the shortest path between the from and to space-
time events (e. g., arrival and subsequent departure). If the retrofit has registered conflicts, the
shortest path segments found in the space-time graph are then blocked for the use by the train
compositions of the conflicting retrofits. This way two conflicting retrofits cannot use the same
segments in the space-time graph.
This blocking procedure is necessary because at this time the individual order of train units
cannot be known because of the gaps in the trajectories. With gaps it is not known how the train
units are moving relative to each other. (If it could be known, we could just rely on the train
unit order conservation principle, see Appendix B.3.)
Once the retrofit gap segments (the shortest path segments) have been found, they are added
to the trajectory. The segments are also assigned to the train units in the train composition in
the space-time graph.
In some cases, all train unit trajectories can be retrofitted using the procedures described
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above. However, as shown e. g., in Table 5.5 on page 88 in the column # of infeasible trajec-
tories, in most cases, the retrofitting process fails for a just a few of the train unit trajectories.
The is because the original, manually produced plans may not respect all of the railway-specific
requirements themselves. It is common for the planners to use a variety of “dirty tricks” to
improve the economic properties of a rolling stock plan manually, or to replace intolerable
infeasibilities from the existing, automated circulation planning system with “less intolerable”
infeasibilities. Strictly speaking, these tricks are violations of the railway-specific requirements,
only justified by the fact that they may save otherwise substantial costs. The infeasibilities in-
troduced by the planners are often used as a last resort and incorporate all their tacit knowledge.
For these reasons the trajectories cannot be mapped onto the data model.
For the 15 data instances used in this thesis, there are missing retrofits in less than 2% of all
trajectories when retrofitting the original plan into the data model. In the numerical experiments
performed in this thesis, the train unit trajectories that were not possible to retrofit correctly are
removed from the model. As the different algorithms progress (e. g., the greedy heuristic from
Chapter 5), the train units will eventually get assigned to them new train unit trajectories that
do not violate the railway-specific requirements.
For other methods to detect and prevent conflicts like the ones described, see [53].
B.2 Rolling Stock Plan Net Value Calculation
This section describes in detail the cost and benefit elements of the net value objective function
for the rolling stock planning models developed in this thesis. The penalties and awards are a
matter of model calibration and are not treated here.
B.2.1 Rolling Stock Operating Cost Types and Structure
As may be seen from Table B.1, seven different types of operating costs are relevant for DSB
S-tog as a suburban passenger train operator. The different types of costs are proportional to
different factors of the operation, and are, as such, incurred as stated in the table and described
in the following.
All train units in a train composition need primary acceleration energy to reach cruising
speed upon departure from the origin station, regardless of whether the train units perform
revenue or non-revenue positioning. However, since a non-revenue positioning train service is
not stopping at intermediate stations, no subsequent acceleration energy is needed. The energy
needed to sustain cruising speed is proportional to the distance each train unit moves, regardless
of positioning type.
The maintenance costs are also proportional to the distance each train unit moves, and as
such, regardless of positioning type.
The fee for using the railway infrastructure is only levied for revenue train services. As
such, there is no extra infrastructure cost for non-revenue positioning. There is also no extra
infrastructure cost for revenue positioning, because the fee has already been paid for the train
service that is involved in the revenue positioning, since this train service runs with passengers
according to the given timetable. In this sense, one could say that the infrastructure costs are
solely determined by the given timetable.
Similarly, the train driver duty costs are strongly dependent on the given timetable since each
train service must have a train driver. If a decision is made to perform a revenue positioning,
this will not induce additional driver duties, since the train service already has a train driver.
However, deciding to perform a non-revenue positioning may (under certain conditions) require
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Table B.1: Overview of rolling stock operating cost types for a suburban passenger railway op-
erator like DSB S-tog. Primary acceleration energy is the energy needed to accelerate the train
composition to cruising speed upon departure from its origin station. Analogously, subsequent
acceleration energy is the acceleration energy needed at subsequent stations. Speed sustainment
energy is the energy needed to sustain cruising speed.
Type Proportional Incurred Incurred by
of cost to by revenue non-revenue
positioning positioning
Primary acceleration energy # of train units of type Yes Yes
Subseq. acceleration energy # of train units of type at station Yes No
Speed sustainment energy # of train units of type service dist. Yes Yes
Maintenance # of train units of type service dist. Yes Yes
Infrastructure Revenue train service distance No No
Train driver duties Engine drivers hired No Possible
Depot driver duties Depot drivers hired Possible Possible
that another train driver be hired to drive the train composition to be positioned (if the number
of train drivers hired and on duty is not sufficient to perform this task).
The costs related to the depot drivers are proportional to the number of depot drivers hired.
Under certain conditions there may not be enough depot drivers hired and on duty to perform
the train shuntings that may be required. In this case, additional depot drivers must be hired,
thus inducing a higher cost.
The models developed for this thesis use a simplified cost structure, as shown in Table B.2,
in which the different energy terms from Table B.1 are simplified and no distinction between
revenue and non-revenue train services is made with regard to energy consumption. Moreover,
the cost for train drivers and depot drivers is calculated based on an hourly rate. This rate is
estimated based on the average monthly wage a train driver or a depot driver receives, multiplied
by the fraction of the time they are currently undertaking driving of train services or of train
shuntings. The energy usage for train shuntings is considered negligible.
B.2.2 Quantifying Benefits of the Rolling Stock Operation
The main purpose of any rolling stock plan is to provide seats for the conveyance of passengers
for revenue. As such, a passenger railway operator may look at the act of providing a seat to a
passenger demanding one as a way of generating revenue, i. e., providing a benefit.
In the following, a method is proposed to calculate the benefit of providing a seat to a
passenger demanding it. The economic specific seat demand fulfilment benefit bt is defined as
the benefit of providing one demanded seat for one unit of time. The value for bst is estimated
from the stated preference time penalty for having no seat ts, the specific value of time for
commuters vt and the duration of an average travel tˆ, Equation (B.1).
bst =
tsvt
tˆ
(B.1)
For the case of DSB S-tog and the city of Copenhagen, ts = 5.8 min., vt = 1.21 DKK/min
and tˆ = 16 min, yielding a value for bst of 0.44 DKK/min [82].
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Table B.2: Overview of the unit costs for the rolling stock operation at DSB S-tog as used in
the models in this thesis. Note that the infrastructure usage costs are proportional to the revenue
train km and as such independent of train unit type composition and non-revenue positioning.
Figures are from 2013. Note that the energy and maintenance costs for type 12 train units are a
bit higher than half of those of the type 1 train units.
Unit Cost Type Unit Cost for train Cost for train Cost for train
unit type 1 unit type 12 service/shunt.
Maintenance DKK/Train unit km 12.58 7.40 -
Energy DKK/Train unit km 6.80 4.40 -
Infrastructure DKK/Rev. train srv. km - - 0.0475
Train drivers DKK/Train service h - - 427
Depot drivers DKK/Shunting h - - 314
This value is roughly equivalent to the actual specific revenue gained by DSB S-tog for
conveying an average passenger by means of ticket sales.
In the branch-and-price matheuristic model from Chapter 7, the specific monetary benefit
b(a) of providing a single seat on arc a is used in Equation (7.1) on page 113. b(a) is calculated
as shown in Equation (B.2) below, t1(a) being the departure time of the revenue train service
represented by arc a ∈ AR, and t2(a) being the arrival time.
b(a) = bst · (t2(a) − t1(a)) (B.2)
B.3 The Unit Order Flow Conservation Principle
Due to scientific article space restrictions in Section 5.4.2 on page 77, only an abbreviated
explanation to the train unit order conservation principle is included there. What follows is the
full explanation.
The train unit data model keeps track of the order of the individual train units relative to each
other. In the following, the logic for coupling and decoupling train compositions in relation to
the order of the train units will be explained. This logic is specific to the business and train
control system rules currently in effect at DSB S-tog.
The simple explanation is this: At the platform, train units are being coupled and decoupled
in the direction that is facing the depot. At the depot, train units are being coupled and decou-
pled in the direction facing the platform. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3 on page 78.The formal
explanation follows.
A train composition is the ordered sequence of one or more train units coupled together. At
DSB S-tog, train compositions consisting of one or two train units may be assigned to revenue
train services. Non-revenue train services may consist of train compositions with up to three
train units provided the total length limit is not exceeded. Train compositions of more than two
train units may be formed when parking train units at a depot (and thereby coupling them).
The result of the coupling of two train compositions is a new train composition made out
of all the units of the two original train compositions. The result of the decoupling of a train
composition is two new train compositions made from the train units of the original train com-
position. The relative order of the train units remains the same in couplings and decouplings.
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Each coupling and decoupling involves one train shunting and can either take place at the
platform track or at the depot track or side track. The train shunting is the movement either
bringing the one train composition to the other for coupling or bringing the decoupled train
composition away from the remaining train composition after decoupling. As such, a train
shunting always has a depot track or side track as a starting point and a platform track as its
finishing point or vice versa.
Current business and train system control rules at DSB S-tog state that when a decoupling
takes place at the platform, the train composition moving away must move to the depot track or
side track. It may not be assigned to a train service. Furthermore, when a coupling is to take
place at a platform, the train composition moving in to couple must come from the depot track
or side track. It may not come from the main line, i. e., from a train service.
The term platform train composition is used to denote the train composition in the operation
that is facing the platform. Similarly, the depot train composition is the train composition that
is facing the depot.
The term relative position denotes how an object (platform track, depot track, side track,
train composition, train unit) is oriented relative to another1. For DSB S-tog, the relative po-
sition can be either North or South. For example, the relative position of a depot track to a
platform track at its corresponding station may be South, meaning that to reach the depot track
from the platform track, train units must move towards the South2. Equivalently, a train unit
may have the relative position South of another train unit. At the same time, this also means
that the other train unit has the opposite relative position, i. e. North, of the first one.
The individual train units in a train composition have a relative position to each other. With
the proposed definition, the relative position of train units in compositions is conserved in all
feasible coupling and decoupling operations.
In the following example, couplings and decouplings are envisioned at a depot station, how-
ever, the principle is the same for at side track station.
Picture the coupling of two train compositions at a platform track, one being a platform
train composition, the other being a depot train composition. The situation before the depot train
composition is shunted in from the depot is depicted in Figure 5.3d on page 78, the situation
after coupling in Figure 5.3b. After coupling, the original depot train composition will have the
relative position to the original platform train composition (in the new train composition) equal
to the relative position of the depot to the platform (in other words, equal to the relative position
of where the train shunting started). If, like in the example in Figure 5.3, the relative position of
a depot track is to the South of a platform track, then the original depot train composition being
shunted in to the platform on this station will have the relative position South to the original
platform train composition in the new train composition. This is the result of the transition
between the situations from Figure 5.3d to Figure 5.3b.
In the case of a coupling taking place at a depot track, the relative position of the platform
train composition (which is the one undergoing movement in the operation) will also be the
same as the relative position of the place from which the shunting started, in this case the
platform track. If, like in the example above, the relative position of a depot track is to the
South of a platform track, then the relative position of the platform track is to the North of the
1Note that the relative orientation of a train unit to the train composition to which the train unit belongs does
not make sense.
2Note that this does not mean that a depot track is located to the South of a platform track in the geographic
sense. In the case of Hillerød, for instance, depot track #6 has the relative position South to the platform track
#3, however, geographically, the depot track is located to the North of the platform track. The explanation is this:
Depot track #6 is reached from platform track #3 by moving the train composition South into track #119 (hence its
relative position), and then changing direction of movement towards North, moving parallel to platform track #3
and beyond it to reach depot track #6. See Figure 3.1 on page 35 for the map of the infrastructure.
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depot track. The original platform train composition after coupling will then have the same
relative position to the original depot train composition as the platform track has to the depot
track, which in this case is North. This is the result of the transition between the situations from
Figure 5.3b to Figure 5.3d.
In the case of a decoupling taking place at a platform track, only the train units at the
same relative position to the others in the original train composition as the relative position of
the depot track to the platform track may be decoupled to form the new depot train composition
to be shunted into the depot. This is equivalent to the relative position of where the shunting
ended. If, like in the example above, the relative position of a depot is to the South of a station,
then a new depot train composition to be decoupled from the original one can only be formed
by train units that all have the relative position South to the remaining train units in the original
train composition. This is the result of the transition between the situations from Figure 5.3b to
Figure 5.3c and from Figure 5.3b to Figure 5.3d.
In the case of a decoupling taking place at a depot track, only the train units at the same
relative position to the others in the original train composition as the relative position of the
station to the depot may be decoupled to form the new platform train composition to be shunted
to the platform track. This is also equivalent to the relative position of where the train shunting
ended. If, like in the example above, the relative position of a depot is to the South of a
station, then the relative position of the station is to the North of the depot, then a platform train
composition can only be formed by train units that all have the same relative position North to
the remaining train units in the original train composition. This is the result of the transition
between the situations from Figure 5.3c to Figure 5.3b and from Figure 5.3d to Figure 5.3b.
The ordering of train units in a train composition can be found by sorting the individual train
units according to their relative positions.
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Appendix C
Implementation Details and Metrics
This chapter gives a brief overview of some of the practical details relating to the software
implementation of the models described in this thesis. In the following, the term software
application is used to denote the entire software implementation needed to make the models
work. The application bears the name Io after the innermost Galilean moon of planet Jupiter.
Letters I and o are also the initials in integrated optimisation, input/output, and symbolise the
binary numbers 1 and 0.
C.1 Software Application Architecture and Design
The software application for the models described in this thesis is designed as an off-line, stand-
alone, file-based input-output application. The application is built to high modularity with
implemented classes distributed across packages as seen in Table C.1. Packages are named in
reversed URL order, according to convention. The overall functionality of the application is
provided by the following key packages:
• dk.dsb.io.util.input, providing functionality to parse data from many different formats
needed to build a complete rolling stock plan;
• dk.dsb.io.entity, providing the rolling stock plan entity data model;
• dk.dsb.io.model, providing the mathematical models (heuristics, upper bound calculation
models, matheuristics) used to modify the entity data model;
• dk.dsb.io.util.output, providing functionality to output results in the form of graphs, di-
agrams, etc., and in the form of complete rolling stock plan readable to the input package.
A typical use of the application involves running classes from the key packages above in se-
quence. No graphical user interface has been implemented, user control is exercised through pa-
rameter files. Extensive logging features have been implemented, including structured, textual
logging to the console and to user defined files, and logging to graphical formats as described
in Appendix A.
The application is developed using the object oriented programming paradigm with low-
level architectural design decisions conducted according to principles described in [93]. Wide
use was made of the following, other programming paradigms:
• Encapsulation;
• Inheritance (including multiple inheritance and polymorphism);
• Abstraction (data and control);
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• Generic typing (parametrisation);
• Anonymous functions (lambda expressions);
• Streams;
• Recursion;
• Unit testing (including the use of mock objects);
In the following, selected architectural considerations for the application are described ac-
cording to software design patterns as originally proposed by [56]. In addition to this, Fig-
ures C.1 and C.2 show example class diagrams for selected classes from the application. Class
diagrams are drawn to the unified modelling language (UML) standard [1]. The diagrams are
drawn by an automated, open source, reverse engineering tool and show a varying degree of
detail.
Creational software design patterns applied in the implementation of the application include:
• Abstract factory pattern, e. g., used to parse and instantiate different types of segment
objects (representing arcs in the space-time graph). These objects are handled generally
as objects of an abstract superclass, but are instantiated by factory classes as concrete
subclasses. A UML class diagram of the class hierarchy for some of these class are
shown in Figure C.1;
• Builder pattern, e. g., to construct an entire rolling stock plan based on a multitude of
parameters;
• Factory method pattern, e. g., to perform late and repeated instantiation of objects based
on previously instantiated factories passed as arguments;
Structural software design patterns applied include:
• Bridge pattern, widely applied to decouple class abstractions form their implementation;
• Composite pattern, widely applied making a single entity capture the combined proper-
ties of a collection of other objects, e. g., the class TrainUnits capturing the plural prop-
erties of TrainUnit objects, as shown in Figure C.1;
• Flyweight pattern, used for capturing immutable properties as a type, e. g., TrainUnit-
Type, declared as a Java 1.8 enum type (a language specific feature encapsulating this
pattern in the programming language itself);
Behavioural software design patterns applied include:
• Proxy pattern, e. g., applied to control the access to random numbers so as to be able
to globally switch from deterministic pseudo-random random number generation (for de-
bugging) to non-deterministic random number generation (for numerical experiments).
The proxy pattern has also been used to handle object pools [111] so as to recycle instan-
tiated objects to prevent time-consuming repeated object instantiation each time a new
object is required;
• Chain-of-responsibility pattern, e. g., used to recursively force the bounds of all nodes
above a given node in the branch-and-bound tree (see Section 7.5.1 on page 127). The
same pattern is applied to release the bounds again once the computation of the upper
bound for the given node has been performed. This may be seen on Figure C.2 for meth-
ods force() and release();
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TrainComposition
Events
ContinuationSegment
«interface»
CoveredSegment
Segments
TrainCompositions
TrainUnitTrainUnits
VirtualTrainUnit
ArrivalEvent
Event
GraphContinuationEvent
StandstillSegmentEvent
StationSinkEvent
MovementSegment
ParkingSegmentRealShuntingSegment
Segment
StandstillSegment
TrainServiceSegment
TrainServiceSequenceSegment
TrainShuntingSegment
VirtualShuntingSegment
ParkingEvent
StationSourceEvent
TrainServiceSegmentEvent
DepotShuntingSegment
DepartureEvent
Figure C.1: UML class diagram showing class hierarchies for Segment, Event and TrainUnit
classes. Simplified for compactness, no method names shown.
• Command pattern, e. g., in implementing different behaviour in the different branching
schemes, independent of their instantiation. This may also be seen on Figure C.2;
• Iterator pattern, widely applied both in the form provided by the programming language
and in custom forms implemented to perform special traversing of data structures, e. g.,
the traversing of train unit trajectories to determine the order of TrainUnit objects in a
TrainComposition, i. e., in implementing the train unit order conservation principle (see
Appendix B.3);
• Mediator pattern, e. g., to isolate the linear integer program from the arcs and vertices
of the space-time graph, while still retaining their model/real-world relationships;
• Memento pattern, to perform rollback of changes made to a rolling stock plan when it
can be determined that these changes are unwanted;
• State pattern, to handle different behaviour based on a state. The use of this pattern,
however, turned out somewhat cumbersome. In this concrete case, a better solution would
probably have been plain subclassing;
• Strategy pattern, applied to handle different parsing behaviour based on whether the
input data for a rolling stock plan are in circulation plan form or a train unit dispatching
plan form;
• Template pattern, widely applied to define overall, abstract behaviour that subclasses or
clients can refine. Several language specific features to support this pattern are provided,
including generic typing, default interface methods and lambda expressions, all of which
have been widely used.
The singleton pattern has been deliberately avoided, as have static variables. This has been
in order to prevent multiple threads interfering with each other and/or to avoid synchronised
methods with intrinsic locks.
Multi-threading was only used to a small extent, this for the execution of numerical experi-
ments. No multi-threading was implemented in the models (heuristic, bound models, matheuris-
tic) themselves, however the multi-threading features of the commercial solver were used.
Multi-treading was implemented using a completely isolated set of objects for each tread, with
the only exception being a “result object” created by the parent thread and handed over to one
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child. The result object is used by the child thread to return the result of its calculation to the
parent thread. This is sort of the reverse functionality of the observer pattern, because the
parent thread is being informed of the termination of the child thread, at which point the result
is available for further processing.
A strict coding standard was adhered to, partially controlled by automated procedures. Con-
tinuous refactoring according to [54] was conducted throughout the implementation process.
Without strict coding standards and continuous refactoring it was deemed impossible to main-
tain and provide additional features to a code base eventually reaching approx. 28,600 lines.
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C.2 Software Platforms Used
The application has been implemented in the programming language Java 1.8 using the inte-
grated development environment (IDE) Eclipse 4.4.1 Luna. For version control, git 1.9.1 was
used.
Extensive memory footprint and run time performance profiling was conducted using Java
Virtual VM 1.3.8 and Eclipse Memory Analyzer 1.6.0.
For the purpose of unit testing, JUnit 4.11 has been used, with test mock-up object creation
provided by Mockito 1.9.5.
All dates and times in the model have been handled by base classes provided by Joda-Time
2.8.2. These classes have been used to provide railway-specific day-of-operation classes in
which the date changes at 03:00h, not 00:00h.
All linear programming models and integer linear programming models have been imple-
mented using CPLEX 12.6.1.
For the purpose of storing to disk plans that have been modified, and for restoring them
later, the object serialiser Kryo 3.0.3 has been utilised. Specific serialisers were provided by
Kryo-Serialisers 0.37.
For rendering of Graphviz plots, dot 2.36 was used, for navigation xdot 0.6. For SVG
rendering eog 3.10.2 was used and for SVG conversion to PDF rsvg-convert 2.40.2. BTC-
AsciiTable 1.0 was used for structured textual model output to the console and to files. For
reverse engineering Java code to UML diagrams Umbrello 2.20.3 was used.
Software model development as well as numerical experiments were conducted on machines
running Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS.
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C.3 Software Application Code Metrics
Table C.1 shows an overview of code metrics, contents and example classes for the application.
As may be seen, 286 Java classes have been implemented to make the models presented in
this thesis work. Packages with a large number of classes include dk.dsb.io.entity.movement,
dk.dsb.io.entity.segment, dk.dsb.io.entity.branching which reflect large data entity class hierar-
chies. Package test.dk.dsb.io.runnables also has a large number of runnable tests. The average
class size is approx. 100 lines of code.
Approx. 28,600 lines of code have been written to make the application work. If printed on
A4 paper, this would amount to somewhere around 570 pages, more than 212 times the amount
of pages in this thesis.
The individual package with the largest number of lines of code is the dk.dsb.io.mip package
containing the classes for implementing the mixed integer linear programs. The fact that this
package is the largest, reflects the condition that a lot of programming is required to keep track
of the relations between CPLEX model objects (constraints, variables, etc.) and real-world data
entity objects (in this case train services, depot drivers etc.). By convention, CPLEX mostly
references model objects by their integer index. However, this way of referencing is error prone
since indices may change when the model changes. Moreover, this way of referencing is not
strongly typed, it is not typed at all. A way to get abound this issue would be to allow objects
in CPLEX to be instantiated with user defined, strongly typed, parametrisised pointers to other
objects. We can only hope for this feature in future releases.
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Appendix D
Repairing Infeasible Rolling Stock Plans
At DSB S-tog, circulation planning is currently performed in an automated circulation planning
system as the separate subprocesses composition planning, rotation planning and depot plan-
ning. As explained in Chapter 2, these subprocesses are executed sequentially. Due to the large
number of practical, railway oriented requirements that a rolling stock plan needs to take into
account, and the sequential way in which it is conducted in the automated circulation planning
system, it may prove difficult to produce a rolling stock plan that is feasible with regard to the
requirements as well as being economically attractive.
This appendix looks at the infeasibilities thus arising. Appendix D.1 describes the types of
infeasibilities that may occur in a rolling stock plan and Appendix D.2 the manual procedures
used by the planners to remedy them.
D.1 Characteristics of Infeasible Rolling Stock Plans
To this date, all plans created with the existing, automated circulation planning system required
manual processing to ensure feasibility. The number of infeasibilities in a number of arbitrarily
chosen plans varied between 7 and 43. When the existing, automated circulation planning
system is not able to produce a feasible rolling stock plan, this is in all cases related to the limited
parking space available in the depots. Appendix D.1.1 looks hat the types of infeasibilities that
may occur and Appendix D.1.2 their detailed causes.
D.1.1 Types of Infeasibilities
D.1.1.1 Train Shunting Infeasibilities
This type of infeasibility occurs, e. g., when an arriving train composition needs to be split up
and each resulting train composition driven into the depot separately. This would require more
than one train shunting, which is disallowed as a business rule. In addition, more than one
train shunting may need that more depot drivers be hired. This type of infeasibility can also
occur in the other direction, when two train units from separate depot tracks need to be coupled
at a platform track. Moreover, an infeasibility of this type can also occur when the existing,
automated circulation planning system is not able to park an arriving train composition at the
depot at all (not even if split).
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D.1.1.2 Too Many Depot Driver Duties Required
When the existing, automated circulation planning system is not able to perform the needed
train shuntings in the depot, additional (fictitious) depot driver duties are added, and the system
performs another attempt at solving the problem. However, the depot duties created may not be
possible to cover with the number of depot drivers hired.
Another aspect of this problem is that the new duties created by the system are subsequently
utilised for other purposes than just the task that triggered the extra duty. This makes the sub-
sequent manual processing to secure feasibility (with regard to number of depot drivers) much
more complicated, since the tasks are now equally distributed among the depot drivers (real as
well as fictitious).
A further aspect of this problem is also related to the sequential nature of the automated
circulation planning system. In the second step (rotation, see Section 2.1.2 on page 30), the
number of depot drivers on duty is only taken into account, not that some train shuntings in
some depots may take a longer time than others, thus requiring more depot driver duties or not
utilising them fully.
D.1.1.3 Maintenance Service Distance Not Set According to Fleet Characteristics
The existing, automated circulation planning system does not take into account that the physical
train units show very different characteristics as to how long the train units can actually be in
service before having to go into maintenance (see Figure 3.9 on page 47). Some train units are
fresh out of the workshop and may drive all the way up to the service distance limit. Other train
units have been running for some time and may need to go into the workshop for maintenance
soon.
The existing, automated circulation planning system assigns the full service distance limit
to all virtual train units in the plan at the beginning of the plan, rather than a distribution of
service distances. As such, the system only guaranties that a physical train unit fresh out of the
workshop may perform the actual plan (as one virtual train unit). A physical train unit close
to the service distance limit will need to be reassigned to another virtual train unit in order to
reach the workshop on time.
This is not a strict infeasibility, however it does make it harder for the planners to assign
physical train units to the virtual train units in the train unit dispatching phase, since train units
that soon need to go into maintenance may have to be reassigned.
D.1.1.4 Not Enough Train Units
Under certain conditions, the existing circulation planning system produces a plan in which
more rolling stock train units are needed than are actually available. This is similar to the infea-
sibility type of too many depot drivers required (Appendix D.1.1.2). This type of infeasibility
may occur as a result of functionality built into the system in the rotation phase to prevent the
possible later occurrence of more than one train shunting prior to departure or upon arrival (Ap-
pendix D.1.1.1). Due to the complex parameter settings of the existing, automated circulation
planning system it may prove difficult for planners to avoid this type of infeasibility all-together.
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D.1.2 Causes for the Current Infeasibilities
D.1.2.1 Individual Steps of the Planning Process not Integrated
The root cause of the problem with creating infeasible plans lies in the fact that the different
steps in the existing model are not integrated. As described in Chapter 2, all the economic
decisions lie in the first step of the existing, automated circulation planning system (the com-
position planning, how long trains should be) and most of the constraints in the last step (the
depot planning, how trains should be parked).
As a consequence of the lack of integration, some of the railway-specific requirements are
modelled as soft constraints in the existing, automated circulation planning system. These
requirements thus have a penalty when violations are occurring. However, if in a plan, violations
are occurring that are not possible to handle in the real world, this is in fact an infeasible plan.
The discrepancy between the model and the real world thus leads to the plans generated with
the existing system being infeasible.
Other aspects which the system does not handle efficiently or which may lead to problems
due to the lack of integration are described in the following sections.
D.1.2.2 Split Depots
Split depots are depots at stations where some of the depot tracks may only be reached from
some of the platform tracks. Split depots may prove problematic when track usage rules inter-
fere. Trains arriving at a particular platform track (as stated in the track usage rules), may not
be driven into the part of the depot that is not reachable from that track (and where there may
be parking capacity).
The same goes the other way: A train service that is to depart from a particular platform
track, as stated by the track usage rules, may not be constituted from train compositions parked
at the part of the depot from which that particular platform track may not be reached.
D.1.2.3 Night Trains Arriving in the Depot for Cleaning in the Morning
This problem arises when night trains arriving for cleaning are parked in front of the already
cleaned train units. By doing so, they obstruct the passage of the cleaned train units that are to be
put into service in the morning. The existing system does not take cleaning into consideration.
D.1.2.4 Half-Length Train Units Taking Up Full-Length Train Unit Space
This problem occurs when a number of depot tracks can accommodate each an integer number
of full-length train units of type 1 , but when the last full-length section of each of the two depot
tracks is used to park a half-length train unit of type 12 on each. In this case, a full-length train
unit type 1arriving at the depot may only be parked after one of the half-length train units has
been shunted internally from one track to another. A business rule disallowing internal shunting
currently prohibits this.
Due to the present requirements for the rolling stock planning of DSB S-tog (see Chapter 3),
the lastly mentioned problem is currently occurring frequently at Farum station, one of the
terminal stations on the A Line. Since there is no depot at Solrød Strand (one of the other two
terminal stations), no train units may be coupled or decoupled there. From a passenger demand
point of view, trains running on the A Line should be of composition type 112 in the rush hour
and of composition type 1 at other times. Due to a business rule to provide flexible space at both
ends of the train, the half-length train unit must always be at the northern end. Train composition
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movement rules demand that no train unit in revenue train service may couple to a train unit
anywhere. A business rule states that no empty train unit may be left behind at a platform track
by a revenue train service, the empty train unit later being driven into the depot. Since the depot
at Farum station is located to the south of the station, no train unit in the northern end of a train
may thus be neither coupled nor decoupled. The only way to change the train composition on
the A Line is thus to drive the entire train composition of 112 into the depot, thus creating the
problem.
D.2 Instruments to Make Infeasible Rolling Stock Plans Fea-
sible
When problems of the types mentioned in Appendix D.1.1 occur, planners must currently repair
the plans manually. When trying to make an otherwise infeasible rolling stock plan valid, the
instruments described in the following sections may be used.
Note that under certain circumstances, the instruments mentioned may not be available. For
example, depot space may be already be exhausted, or the required number of depot drivers
may not be on duty (or hired).
D.2.1 Instruments Related to Timetabling
When facing the lack of parking space or depot driver duties with a number of arriving train
units in a train at a depot, instruments related to timetabling may be used to remedy this.
It may be possible to perform non-revenue positioning to another depot station where park-
ing space and depot driver duties may still be available.
It is also possible to perform non-revenue positioning in the opposite situation, that is, from
another depot and to the origin station of a train service. In deed, that is required to solve an
unparked train composition infeasibility, since the train units will need to return to the station
where the infeasibility occurred to be put into service according to plan again. Otherwise other
changes to the plan will be necessary.
Decisions to perform non-revenue positioning relate to timetabling in the sense that they are
decisions as to which train services to run.
When planning non-revenue positioning, one should observe that the last train in the day
arriving at its terminal station should always enter the depot of this station and not continue to
another depot as non-revenue positioning. This is in order to keep the tracks free for mainte-
nance works upon timetable finish. As such, all problems need to be solved at each terminal
station before the last train arrives at that station.
Due to the infrastructure requirements of DSB S-tog, the train services on the circular F
Line perform non-revenue positioning to and from Klampenborg station, the depot for this line.
The train services on the F Line are as such exempt form the last train rule mentioned above.
Note that from a combinatorial point of view, a very large number of non-revenue train
services are possible.
D.2.2 Instruments Related to Rotation Planning
When problems of the types mentioned in Appendix D.1.1 occur, the planners may also try to
repair the plans by using instruments related to the rotation phase of the rolling stock planning
process.
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This includes manually locking selected turnarounds in the rotation phase of the planning
process in the existing, automated circulation planning system. This is equivalent of saying:
This virtual train unit must continue as a part of this train service.
Instruments may also include the decoupling of virtual train units of the train at a depot
visited earlier, resulting in seating capacity not being offered to the passengers. The opposite is
also possible: Decoupling later and providing excess seating capacity. The same goes for the
coupling of virtual train units, not just the decoupling as mentioned above.
In the event of there not being enough train units to perform a rolling stock plan (see Ap-
pendix D.1.1.4), the planners must decide which train services should have assigned to them a
smaller number of virtual train units in order to meet train unit balance.
The instruments mentioned may also lead to changes to the rotation as to achieve that the
train units arrive at the terminal stations in a different order than before, thus enabling otherwise
infeasible movements in or out of the depot.
The execution of both the rotation and the depot planning steps may then be repeated with
the before mentioned locks in place. With luck, this may make the automated circulation plan-
ning system able to produce both rotation and depot plans that are feasible. Alternatively, only
the execution of the depot step is repeated. In both cases, manual repair intervention is con-
ducted inside the otherwise automatic planning process.
However, using the mentioned instruments, one should show caution in not just moving the
problem to another depot.
Sometimes, if the manual changes to the rotation are few and are easily propagated manually
into the depot planning phase, the execution of the rotation and depot planning steps in the
existing system need not be repeated. In this case manual repair intervention is performed after
the parts of the process that have been automated (and not in between automated parts).
D.2.3 Instruments Related to Depot Planning
When problems of the types mentioned in Appendix D.1.1 occur, the planners may also try to
repair the plans by using instruments related directly to the depot planning phase of the rolling
stock planning process. This may prove the most intuitive and simple, since it is in this phase
that the actual requirements determining feasibility of the plan exist. Instruments are described
in the following.
D.2.3.1 Multiple Train Units to Platform, Depart as Different Train Services
If a plan is infeasible because it is demanding too many depot driver duties (as described in
Appendix D.1.1.2) in the morning, planners may chose to remedy this using the following
instrument: Drive multiple train units from the depot to the platform track in the morning (thus
only requiring one depot driver), and letting them depart as different non-revenue positioning
train services. Note that a business rule would prevent this operation for revenue train services.
The opposite operation in the evening is also permitted as long as the arriving train services
are non-revenue. However, with the current train control system, the train driver is required to
call the train control centre manually in order to obtain permission to perform the operation,
making it unpractical and prone to delays.
D.2.3.2 Return to Platform from Depot after Cleaning
If depot parking space is exhausted in the evening, one may provide more space in the depot by
driving train units that have already been cleaned back to the platform track for overnight park-
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ing. This may of course only be conducted if there are available platform tracks and available
depot driver duties to perform the operation.
Furthermore, it may not be desirable to have train units parked at the platform tracks because
these tracks may be easily accessible for graffiti painters in the night time.
Currently, this operation is only performed on stations Hillerød, Farum, Køge and Fred-
erikssund.
D.2.3.3 Shunt Internally to Fully Utilise Capacity and Achieve Desired Train Unit Order
If the problem of a half-length train unit taking up full-length train unit space is occurring
(as described in Appendix D.1.2.4) or if the train units are parked in an unfortunate order (as
for instance the one described in Appendix D.1.2.3), shunting internally in the depot may be
performed to remedy these problems. This may also remedy infeasibilities of more than one
train shunting upon arrivals and prior to departures, and make way for departing train units
blocked by other train units.
The internal shunting operation will of course only be possible if there are depot driver
duties available. When there is not much traffic, the main line may be used in the shunting
operation.
D.2.3.4 Use Side Tracks for Temporary Parking
At Hellerup Station, two side tracks may be used to temporarily park train units between rush
hours. Note the distinction between side tracks and depot tracks. Side tracks have no other
purpose than parking and have no cleaning facilities. Side tracks may only be used for day-time
parking.
At present, DSB S-tog has side tracks available for parking at Hellerup station. These tracks
are used to park train units not in use on the F Line between rush hours.
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Some men write their lives to save themselves from ennui, careless of the amount they inflict
on their readers.
Others write their personal history, lest some kind friend should survive them, and, in show-
ing off his own talent, unwittingly show them up.
Others, again, write their own life from a different motive – from fear that the vampires of
literature might make it their prey.
I have frequently had applications to write my life, both from my countrymen and from
foreigners. Some caterers for the public offered to pay me for it. Others required that I should
pay them for its insertion; others offered to insert it without charge. One proposed to give me
a quarter of a column gratis, and as many additional lines of eloge as I chose to write and pay
for at ten-pence per line. To many of these I sent a list of my works, with the remark that they
formed the best life of an author; but nobody cared to insert them.
I have no desire to write my own biography, as long as I have strength and means to do
better work.
Charles Babbage, “Passages from the Life of a Philosopher”, 1864
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